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ABSTRACT 

Explorations of how “the feminine” functions in the systematic mystical theology 

of Ibn al-ʿArabī (1165-1240) begin, in English, with Reynold Nicholson’s early 20th 

century analysis of Tarjumān al-Ashwāq and extend through the work of dozens of 

scholars since then, most notably Henry Corbin, Toshihiko Izutsu, William Chittick, 

Sachiko Murata and Sa'diyya Shaikh. (Of course, one could argue that such studies in 

Arabic reach back as far as his foremost disciple al-Qunawi, and his foremost critic, Ibn 

Tamiyya. St. Francis of Assisi (1181-1226) shares with the Shaykh a general historical 

context as well as a famously passionate devotion to mystical practice as a strategy for 

achieving proximity to God.  He, too, has engendered scholarly interest in his attitude 

toward women and the feminine as intrinsic to making that ascent, and not just among his 

earliest hagiographers, but through hundreds of interpreters since, most recently André 

Vauchez and Jacques Dalarun. Yet, despite generations of scholarship on that point, a 

comparative study of these two mystics has yet to be published. “Transcending the 

Feminine: Negotiations of Gender in the Mysticism of Ibn al-ʿArabī and Francis of 

Assisi” endeavors to fill that gap, and in so doing to unpack the distinctive aspects of the 

saint’s and the Shaykh’s mystical approaches, demonstrating intersections as well as 

departure points.  

Instrumental to that task are the conclusions of feminist scholars focusing on 

either man, but also—because the question of the feminine is so intimately associated in 

mystical texts with physical and spiritual desire—such an endeavor is relevant to the 

psychoanalytical approach to medieval religious texts, one made possible by Sigmund 

Freud and particularly Jacques Lacan, and then expanded upon by Luce Irigaray and Amy 

Hollywood. The pathway linking Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī traverses their mysticisms, 

their use of metaphorical language, their specific constructions of gender, theologically 

and poetically, and their surprisingly complementary strategies for underscoring how the 

physical body emerges as crucial to the mystical ascent. Accordingly, this dissertation 

navigates the intriguing space in between the two—that is, in Ibn al-ʿArabī’s phrasing, 

the barzakh where the ultimate priorities of one virtually touch those of the other, yet in a 

way that preserves their contradictions.  
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PROLOGUE 

 In the spirit of other studies paralleling the thought and legacies of influential 

religious contemporaries within separate traditions,1

 In the first place, they are of course identified by their embrace of mystical 

practice, and each reflects a significant turn in the spiritual evolutions characterizing 

Christian and Islamic thought in the early 13th century; indeed, while they lived, both 

 this project explores significant 

points of contact between Muḥyiddin ibn al-‘Arabī (1165-1240) and Giovanni di 

Bernardone, later St. Francis of Assisi (1182-1226), including their separate articulations 

of a mystical union between human and divine, and their approach to the construction 

and negotiation of gender necessary to achieving it. While the two evidently never met in 

person, there remain substantive likenesses worth exploring in their priorities as religious 

teachers and, especially, as mystics. Each has been frequently a subject for biographical, 

theological and spiritual scholarship—yet the two have rarely been evaluated in tandem 

and never, it would appear, discretely. That lacuna, over the course of nearly 800 years, is 

curious. Despite their disparate regional and religious origins, a careful juxtaposing of 

their works, teachings, and legacies more than justifies permitting the contributions of 

one to inform major priorities, themes and practices associated with the other.   

                                                
1 There are far too many in this field to identify them all, but among the oldest to do so was likely Rudolf Otto's Mysticism: East and 
West (1932), which paralleled Meister Eckhart and Sankara through a Plotinian lens. As for St. Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī, each has 
indeed been used in tandem with figures outside their traditions. Among the best of these are Toshihiko Izutsu's Sufism and Taoism 
(1983) and Sachiko Murata's Tao of Islam (1992), both of which identify fruitful points of comparison between the Shaikh and 
religious thought of the Far East. Another, of course, is Michael Sells' Mystical Languages of Unsaying (1994), which juxtaposes 
Plotinus, Eriugena, Eckhart, Marguerite Porete and Ibn al-ʿArabī. Not all such treatments are without controversy: in 2011, George 
Macris published his Greek Orthodox approach to Saint Francis as paralleled to Saint Seraphim of Sarov, drawing some startlingly 
unfavorable conclusions about the former, his approach to Catholicism, and his right to sainthood. Far more flattering in tone (while 
making very similar points) was Taigen Dan Leighton's 2012 treatment of Francis among those profiled in his Faces of Compassion: 
Classic Bodhisattva Archetypes and Their Modern Expression. Meanwhile, dozens of comparative pieces owe their origins to the Ibn 
al-ʿArabī society, founded in 1977, and many of these have reached outside of Islam to choose a theoretical interlocutor for the 
Shaykh. Since the society's first published journal, in 1982, he has been teamed with the likes of Albertus Magnus (Dupre, 1982), John 
of the Cross (López-Baralt, 2000), Plato (Bashier, 2001), Descartes (Khatami, 2002) and Swedenborg (Antón-Pacheco, 2007), the last 
of which is a subject previously explored in a pair of essays published by Henry Corbin in the 1980s (translated into English by 
Leonard Fox for 1995's Swedenborg and Esoteric Islam). In 2010, CUA published Robert Dobie's Logos and Revelation: Ibn 'Arabi, 
Meister Eckhart, and Mystical Hermeneutics, an endeavor similar to this one. But at this moment, there have been none paralleling the 
Shaykh with Francis of Assisi. 
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men departed in significant ways from the expectations of their more orthodox 

contemporaries. That is not to deny that each commanded a significant following, as of 

course they did—only to point out the enduring draw of the more heterodox positions 

they advocated, claims that today have helped confer on them a popularity neither could 

possibly have envisioned, despite historical documentation that both the beloved Il 

Poverello of Assisi and the Andalusian “al-Shaykh al-Akbar” also shared a prescient 

sense of their own importance for generations to come.  

 There were few clues while he lived that Ibn al-ʿArabī would one day enjoy 

global recognition among scholars of mysticism and religion generally. His extensive 

literary contributions in Arabic reached Persian mystical circles by way of his stepson 

and first translator, al-Qūnawī, but European audiences were slow to encounter his 

efforts. When Reynold A. Nicholson translated Tarjumān al-Ashwāq (Interpreter of 

Desire) in 1911, his was only the second translation of anything by Ibn al-ʿArabī into 

English.2

                                                
2 A. Reynold Nicholson, ed. Ibn al-ʿArabī: The Tarjumān al-Ashwāq, A Collection of Mystical Odes (London: Royal Asiatic 
Society, 1911). The first, apparently, was Gustav Flügel's "Brief Glossary of Sufi Technical Terms" published in 1845. 

 The hundred years since have seen an explosion of translation and scholarship 

focused on bringing the Shaykh’s insights to wider and wider audiences, yet his work 

continues to prove largely elusive, its contours ever shifting and redefining themselves—

a circumstance illustrated in the diverse ways his interpreters have framed their projects. 

While Nicholson’s objective was to capture the mystical poetry of his subject, Henry 

Corbin’s major works of the 1950s endeavored to grapple with the “creative imagination” 

he saw at the center of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s theosophical thought. Claude Addas, in Voyage of 

No Return (1996), chose the tomb as her “opening” into Ibn al-ʿArabī’s mystical 

consciousness, while Michael Sells’ Mystical Languages of Unsaying frames his 
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commentary on the Shaykh entirely in terms of language and apophasis. Sa’yidda Shaikh, 

Sachiko Murata and Toshihiko Izutsu, meanwhile, have each suggested gender as a key 

to understanding his mysticism. William Chittick, the preeminent interpreter of Ibn al-

ʿArabī in the West, explores his efforts in the context of Sufism; Salman Bashier 

navigates his various metaphysical worlds by arranging them in a kind of orbit around a 

single bottomless point of inquiry: the barzakh.3

 Determining which of those strategies might work best as a model for this 

comparative exercise is complicated at the outset by the relative consistency with which 

scholars seem to have approached Saint Francis since the very beginning. In the opening 

to his 2002 biography, Reluctant Saint: The Life of Francis of Assisi, Donald Spoto 

remarks on the state of Franciscan scholarship in the mid-20th century: “About 40 years 

ago, translators of a biography of Francis counted up books and articles the French author 

had used[, arriving at] 1,575 works in four languages.” As for the space in between, 

Spoto reports that he nearly gave up his own project after reviewing some 350 works in 

five languages published just between 1990 and 2000.

  

4 In the end, like his hundreds of 

predecessors, Spoto persevered, and his first chapter begins where the vast majority of 

these first chapters do, whether the author is Tomasso de Celano (1229), Paul Sabatier 

(1894), or Augustine Thompson (2012): with 13th century Assisi, its geography, cultural 

influences, and people.5

                                                
3 For representative works from each of these, start with Henry Corbin, Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn al-ʿArabī. Ralph 
Manheim, trans. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969); Claude Addas, Ibn 'Arabi: The Voyage of No Return. David 
Streight, trans. (Islamic Texts Society, Cambridge, U.K., 2000); Michael Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying. (University of 
Chicago Press, 1994); Sa'yyida Shaikh, Sufi Narratives of Intimacy: Ibn 'Arabi. Gender and Sexuality (University of North 
Carolina Press, 2012); Sachiko Murata, The Tao of Islam: A Sourcebook on Gender Relationships in Islamic Thought (SUNY 
Press, 1992).; Toshihiko Izutsu, Sufism and Taoism: A Comparative Study of Key Philosophical Concepts (Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1983); William Chittick, Imaginal Worlds: Ibn al Arabi and the Problem of Religious Diversity 
(SUNY-Albany, 1994); Salman Bashier,  Ibn al-ʿArabī's Barzakh: The Concept of the Limit and the Relationship Between God 
and the World (SUNY-Albany, 2004).  

 Remarkable is the degree to which the city is consistently 

4 Donald Spoto, Reluctant Saint: The Life of Francis of Assisi (New York: Penguin Group, 2002). Curiously, Spoto does not 
provide a source for this figure, nor provide a hint as to which work inspired the enumeration. 
5 Spoto, Reluctant Saint, xiii. Thomas de Celano's first Life of Saint Francis dates to 1223. His so-called Second Life (containing 
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understood as embedded in Francis’s very character, while the Andalusian birthplace of 

Ibn al-ʿArabī only occasionally provides a critical point of access (Addas begins there, in 

1989’s Quest for the Red Sulphur).6

 Furthermore, while the first chapters of these biographies about Francis tend to 

open on medieval Assisi, their introductions, prologues and/or prefaces also reflect a 

curious similarity in focus. De Celano prefaces his work with a stylized assertion that his 

own scribe’s eloquence is no match for the linguistic powers of the saint.

 So the organizing principle of this exercise must 

incorporate some means of reckoning with the apples-to-oranges implications of such 

dissimilarities. 

7 Andre 

Vauchez’s introduction opens on the bottomless Franciscan literary tradition and the 

unknowable enigma at its core.8  St. Bonaventure’s 1266 Life of St. Francis opens with 

the author’s own verses about Francis’s poverty, his prophetic gifts and their 

consummation in the mystical experience on La Verna.9 The poetical biographies of G.K. 

Chesterton and James Cowan both begin with an abbreviated apologia for the religious 

enthusiasm of the endeavor, then introduce Francis as “jongleur” of God, as consummate 

“troubadour.”10

                                                                                                                                            
Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul and The Treatise on Miracles) dates to the 1240s. Paul Sabatier, The Road to Assisi: The 
Essential Biography of St. Francis. Jon Sweeney, editor (Paraclete Press, 2003); Augustine Thompson, Francis of Assissi: A New 
Biography (Cornell University Press, 2012). Somewhat creatively, Thompson begins a description of the Assisi city wall.  

 John Tolan’s The Saint and the Sultan (2009) takes a historiographical 

approach to one of the most fascinating episodes in Francis’s life story, observing how 

6 Claude Addas, The Quest for the Red Sulphur: The Life of Ibn al-ʿArabī (The Islamic Texts Society, 1993). 
7 Quotations from De Celano, St. Francis himself, and most of the earlier Franciscan texts will come from Regis J. Armstrong's 
most recent compilations, especially Regis J. Armstrong, Wayne Hellman and William F. Short, editors. Thomas De Celano: The 
Francis Trilogy: The Life of Saint Francis; Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul; The Treatise on Miracles (New York: New 
City Press, 2004); Francis of Assisi: Early Documents. (New York: New City Press, 1999), Vol. 1 [2000], Vol. 2 [2000] and Vol. 
3 [2001]; and Francis and Clare: The Complete Works (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1982). Many of these texts are also available 
at Francis and Clare of Assisi: Early Documents, The Center for Digital Theology (St. Louis University, 2009), 
http://franciscantradition.org:8080/FAED/index.jsp?workNum=2. 
8 André Vauchez, Francis of Assisi: The Life and Afterlife of a Medieval Saint, Michael Cusato, trans. (New Haven: Yale U Press, 
2009). 
9 Ewert Cousins, trans. Bonaventure di Bagnoregio: The Soul's Journey into God; The Tree of Life; The Life of St. Francis 
(Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1976). 
10 James Cowan, A Saint's Way (Liguori, 2001); G.K. Chesterton, St. Francis of Assisi (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd, 
1923). 
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much is revealed by the context of its retelling across generations, and what that suggests 

about the intrinsically dyadic nature of story and subject.11

 Accordingly, the first chapter here provides an overview of particular features of 

Ibn al-ʿArabī’s mysticism, and biographical detail as necessary to expand on these, 

followed by a comparative look at points of intersection with the mystical practice and 

priorities of Saint Francis himself. The second chapter reverses the order, opening with a 

discussion of the various “languages” associated with authentically Franciscan 

mysticism, as reconstructed from some of the earliest known biographies, followed by 

parallels to certain linguistic and literary features in writings of Ibn al-ʿArabī. By the 

close of Chapter 1, the “mirror” emerges here as a defining metaphor; as a go-to emblem 

for Catholic and Islamic mystics alike, it identifies allegiance to a profoundly 

metaphysical enterprise larger than either tradition separately. It also makes possible a 

degree of speculation that Ibn al-ʿArabī and Francis were themselves mirror reflections, 

never overlapping, yet each in some way originating at the extreme limit of the other. 

Each subsequent chapter similarly explores a given theme in one subject, followed by a 

look at its mirror image in the other, marking off intersections and disconnections from 

the larger, generalized impulse toward mystical theology that characterizes the 12th and 

13th centuries. In Chapter 3, however, themes of desire and gender—woven together in 

something like a double helix—are posited as the vivifying core of both species of 

mysticism under observation here. Negotiating gender in the work of Ibn al-ʿArabī 

 In short, Francis’s biographers 

tend to start their stories in Assisi, but they start their books by grappling with issues of 

language, writing, poetry and story.  

                                                
11 John V. Tolan, Saint Francis and the Sultan: The Curious History of a Christian-Muslim Encounter. (Oxford University Press, 
2009). 
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requires a reckoning with flesh-and-blood women he knew, as well as with metaphysical 

and poetic constructions of the Divine Feminine; it involves reflection on the feminized 

“objects of desire” that draw the seeker toward them, from the ‘Anqa' of his Treatise on 

Unification (al-Ittihād al-kawnī) to the ringdove of Tarjumān al-ashwāq; and it demands 

parsing the very nature of such “desire,” its philosophical, psychoanalytical dimensions, 

its grammar. Constructions of gender and desire are also crucial to the mystical practice 

and teaching associated with St. Francis; and, as in the case of his Islamic counterpart, 

there are feminine players real, imagined and symbolic to consider. However, for Francis, 

it is quite true that “He made of his whole body a tongue”12

 Using these major points of comparison (mysticism, language, desire and gender, 

body and the grave), the pages that follow will in a sense map out theoretical 

“conversations” between these two contemporaries, demonstrating how often they 

complement one another, sometimes by completing an image or theme, sometimes by 

inverting it. Both of them, for example, redefined for their own traditions certain features 

that were already well known within Christian and Islamic mysticism. Poverty and 

renunciation of worldly pleasures had been a value for Christian mystics long before the 

13th century, yet it is a notion radically redefined by Francis in his mission for the Friars 

Minor, and his entire mystical system flows out from it. In the same way, barzakh and 

; thus to discuss gender and 

desire in writings by and about the saint is tantamount to discussing issues of body, which 

is the focus of Chapter 4. The discussions of desire, gender and body in Chapters 3 and 4, 

taken together, introduce the concluding observations of Chapter 5, relevant to the last 

“veils” over the Absolute, the realm of the tomb, and what lies beyond it. 

                                                
12  De Celano's Vita, Book 2, Chapter IV, in Regis Armstrong, J.A. Wayne Hellman and William F. Short, editors. Thomas De 
Celano: The Francis Trilogy: The Life of Saint Francis; Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul; The Treatise on Miracles (New 
York: New City Press, 2004), 106. 
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wujud are two vital concepts with meanings dramatically enlarged in the work of Ibn al-

‘Arabī, reflecting how the flow of Supreme Reality actually dictates alternative means of 

self-expression. His poetry, particularly his mystical odes, make the point more lyrically 

and, in one sense, even more concretely. Barzakh is a concept that belongs to Ibn al-

ʿArabī (and more to him than to any other Islamic mystic before or since),  and yet 

reaching the barzakh is also manifestly the goal of the mysticism practiced by Francis. 

Moreover, it is something attainable, for either of them, through the distinct portals (or 

“openings”13

 Asceticism provides an example of how juxtaposing themes in these particular 

mystics enlarges our understanding of either separately: Ibn al-ʿArabī, like the Islamic 

mystics before him, identifies faqr and zuhd (poverty and renunciation) as among the 

requisite predispositions for the seeker, or murid, at the earliest stages of the mystical 

Path, though he defines them in a manner distinct from their meaning in Christianity, and 

even in terms that set him apart from many other thinkers within Islam. Poverty-based 

Franciscan mysticism, on the other hand, was less often articulated by Francis himself in 

his written work as it was verbally promulgated, and often in an expressionistic, 

sometimes physical language specific to the saint. St. Francis was indeed a lover of 

words, and his oracular gifts are well documented by his immediate colleagues among the 

Friars Minor, as well as by his most ardent female disciple, Saint Clare of Assisi, and by 

) explored in these chapters (poetical language, desire and gender, body and 

mind, and the tomb itself). These separate thresholds toward ultimate truth constitute 

together the fullest possible engagement with the shape and measure of the One Reality.   

                                                
13 In using the word “openings” (futūḥāt) in The Meccan Openings (Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya), Ibn al-ʿArabī positions his magnum 
opus as a sort of mystical redux (can a redux be 1000-plus pages?) of the Qur’an (a project that in his contemporary Rumi, would 
also undertake poetically in his Mathnawi). This work, therefore, can be understood—from its author’s point of view—as the 
zenith of Qur’anic exegesis, a grand finale that reflects a return to the very beginning, an unpacking of al-fitra that purports to 
explain the divine plan. The term futūḥāt has several meanings, but refers here to points of origin and especially transcendental 
points of access to divine truths. 
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his two principal biographers (and Franciscan contemporaries), Thomas de Celano and 

Bonaventure di Bagnoregio. These writings taken as a whole provide historical witness to 

the uses of language—in the life story of Francis, in his poetry, letters, official testaments 

and sermons, all of which are of special relevance to this enterprise. But what emerges on 

these pages is a paradox: that in the mysticism he practiced, Francis’s passion for words 

has been largely subjugated to the precept of poverty, to the extent that little of his own 

writing remains. Words, after all, are immediately both what-they-say and not-that-at-all. 

They are a gateway to the real, a miniature of the entire process of navigating the 

perimeter coterminal with humanity and divinity. That both Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī 

recognized the potential of words to unlock an unseen imaginal space is evident in their 

emphasis on poetry and song as analogous to the mystical process itself. Ibn al-ʿArabī 

describes such processes over the course of thousands of pages of theology, cosmology, 

poetry and translation, with one of his works alone, his Meccan Openings, or al-Futūḥāt 

al-Makkiyya, containing more than a thousand pages, divided over 560 chapters.14 In this 

and his other major work, Bezels of Wisdom, or Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam, language itself 

constitutes an opening toward its referent, an access point suggesting a fundamental 

connection binding name and thing.15

 This is one area in which the “reflection” of a given theme—in this case, poverty 

and renunciation—from Ibn al-ʿArabī to Francis of Assisi suggests similarity with other 

 Francis, on the other hand, whose scant literary 

output is absurdly disproportionate to that of the Shaykh, appears to have been far more 

invested in asserting the power of words by un-saying them, by rejecting them, just as he 

famously rejected clothing, creature comforts, and ownership of any kind.   

                                                
14 Michel Chodkiewicz, ed., William Chittick, James Morris, Dennis Gril, and David Streight, trans. The Meccan Openings 
(Futūḥāt al Makkiyya) by Ibn al-ʿArabī, Vols. I and II (Pir Publications, 2002 and 2004). 
15 Ralph W. J. Austin, trans. The Bezels of Wisdom (Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam) by Ibn al-ʿArabī (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1980). 
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mystics generally, distinction on the basis of separate religious traditions, and an 

inversion that actually completes the picture. However, while language provides the 

mirror—the intermediate zone, or barzakh—in this instance, it is not the most critical 

juncture between human existence and that largely undiscovered country where the Real, 

the Divine, self-discloses. That space belongs to Desire, metaphorically expressed as the 

region of longing between lovers, and poetically captured in the troubadour songs 

popular throughout the region. It is ostensibly the space where the lover ends and the 

beloved begins, and its proximity is captured in the fluid gendering of voice and grammar 

that characterizes the moment (waqt) of mystical consciousness. That fluidity is 

observable in both Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī, both of whom also deploy gender tropes in 

the envisioning of imaginal feminized objects of desire, the allegorical Lady Poverty for 

Francis, and for the Shaykh, the Lady Niẓām, who can convincingly be conceived as an 

apparent fusion of imaginal and real, and therefore a liminal figure herself, paralleling the 

ringdove or the Lote Tree of the Limit. Furthermore, an additional barzakh materializes, 

for Ibn al-ʿArabī, in the performance of the conjugal act itself. Here sexual love affords 

an experience of the highest ecstasy possible without crossing the threshold to union with 

God—a point made explicitly (as it were) in the final chapter of Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam. His 

own celibacy would appear to prevent Francis from making the same point, yet he too 

will locate mystical union at precisely the place where “man contemplates God in 

woman,” not only through his infatuation with Lady Poverty but also through yet another 

barzakh, this time between male and female—one captured physically by the actual 

“intermediate zone” required by the protocol governing clausura, and metaphysically by 

Francis himself. The writings of Caroline Walker Bynum, Barbara Newman and other 
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feminist historians are illustrative in exploring aspects of femininity and masculinity in 

medieval texts.16

 All of these liminal spaces are explored at length in Chapters 3 and 4, beginning 

with the larger question of where indeed the limits of Subject touch those of the Object of 

Desire, and how the “gendering” of either of these suggests a conundrum at the core of 

mysticism in both Christian and Islamic traditions, which is that the metaphor of lover 

and beloved might be fundamentally imperfect, given that a sine qua non of both 

Christian and Islamic mystical discourse is that ultimately there can be only one real 

Subject. The lessons of 20th-century psychoanalysis, used sparingly, are illustrative in 

unpacking the dynamics at work in this context, where the “object of desire” can 

correctly be identified as the Divine, the fusion of human and Divine, or the annihilation 

of the human within the Divine—or where indeed the entire flow of Desire may be more 

properly represented with the opposite vector.

  

17

 The third chapter also devotes considerable attention to the notion of the “Perfect 

Man,” whether in Ibn al-ʿArabī’s al-insan al-kamil (or “Perfect Muhammadan”) or in 

Francis’s imitatio Christi. The human body, for the former, represents the “microcosm” 

in which the Shaykh locates precise analogs for eternal, macrocosmic realities. Crucial to 

this undertaking is an overview of 13th-century attitudes toward the physical body, both 

within Islam (and among jurists and mystics alike) and within Christianity, where 

prodigious recent scholarship continues to offer insights about shifting attitudes toward 

holiness, bodily fluids and flesh. Here again, and especially in Chapter 4, Caroline 

  

                                                
16 Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1987); Fragmentation and Redemption. Essays on Gender and the Human body in Medieval 
Religion (New York: Zone Books, 1992); Barbara Newman, From Virile Woman to WomanChrist: Studies in Medieval Religion 
and Literature (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995). 
17 In applying psychoanalytic strategies to the sources being considered, we will rely most heavily on various seminars of Jacques 
Lacan, and applications of his work in pieces by Slavoj Žižek and Luce Irigaray. 
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Walker Bynum’s work on medieval body studies in a feminist context, in tandem with 

the fusion of psychoanalysis and hagiographic literature in Amy Hollywood and Luce 

Irigaray, anchors the comparison in terms of current scholarship.18 Of particular 

significance for both Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī—and indeed for mystics throughout 

medieval Europe—is the nature of the (occasionally dysfunctional) relationship between 

body and mind, between matter and soul, which itself echoes the ancient schism between 

Neoplatonic emanation and Christian creation ex nihilo. Despite his pejorative nickname 

for his own body (“Brother Ass”), Francis concurs with Ibn al-ʿArabī in locating within 

human physicality a vital conduit for divine revelation, but they make this claim in 

remarkably different ways. Where mind and body touch the limits of the human, Ibn al-

ʿArabī situates the mi’raj, Muhammad’s Night Ascent, an experience he details in four 

separate accounts.19

                                                
18 Relevant works include Amy Hollywood, Sensible Ecstasy: Mysticism, Sexual Difference and the Demands of History 
(University of Chicago Press, 2002); and Luce Irigaray, An Ethics of Sexual Difference. Carolyn Burke and Gillian C. Gill, trans. 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993). 

 The experience is mirrored in the works of Saint Francis and his 

followers—indeed, the parallels with Ibn al-ʿArabī are even more pronounced when 

Bonaventure retells the story—with the saint’s mystical experience on La Verna, where 

he famously is said to have received the stigmata. Thus the human body for these two 

both is far from merely a veil in the way of grasping divine truth, or a stumbling block in 

the way of it; it is the very conduit that makes it possible.  

 From the body’s radical potential for engendering in the flesh access to divine 

revelation we move to the final barzakh, juxtaposing the concept of the tomb as threshold 

for either mystic. Chapter 5 explores how oblivion and death operate in these mystical 

strategies, what its proximity makes possible in terms of intercessions, exchanges and 

19 Two of these are in the Meccan Openings (Chapters 167 and 367), and two of his books are devoted exclusively to it: The 
Nocturnal Journey (Kitãb al-isrã) and Journey to the Lord of Power (Risalat-al-anwar). 
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epiphanies. That the barzakh could be located in the moment of death—in the tomb 

itself—had been true long before Ibn al-ʿArabī further developed the point. In fact, al-

Ghazālī had devoted considerable space to the idea a century before. However, the 

manner in which the human person in extremis attains revelation by glimpsing the space 

between being and nothingness occupies Ibn al-ʿArabī in a wholly different way.  His 

writings are punctuated with mystical insights drawn from spiritual conversations with 

deceased sages of the past. In both Christian and Islamic thought, dream visions have 

traditionally carried a degree of authenticity, the dream itself serving as a kind of 

“temporary death” permitting knowledge associated with a better view of the beyond. But 

13th century Islamic and Christian mysticism would investigate with gusto the infinite 

reach and capaciousness of the tomb, and find there an intermediate realm of enormous 

possibility.  

The life-in-death that Francis’s devotion to poverty and self-abnegation made 

possible (combined, it’s true, with his reportedly sickly past) engenders some of the 

earliest ruminations on Purgatory in its modern form.20 Meanwhile, the Islamic tradition 

already possessed examples of the same, in al-Ghazālī as well as in Abul ʿAla Al-

Maʿarri, whose Epistle of Forgiveness some believe served among Dante’s inspirations 

for The Divine Comedy.21

                                                
20 Jacques Le Goff's The Birth of Purgatory (Arthur Goldhammer, trans. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984) argues that 
early strands of thought didn't coalesce into a conceptualized locus of purification after death until the work of 12th-century 
Christian Scholastics. 

 But the notion of heavenly sages and prophets, including 

Muhammad himself, facilitating revelation in living mystics (making them capable of 

knowledge even greater than that of the prophets) is largely distinctive to Ibn al-ʿArabī 

himself, and in fact contributes much to his legacy as a “heterodox” thinker.  

21 Others, notably Miguel Asín Palacios in Islam and the Divine Comedy (La Escatologia musulmana en la "Divina Comedia" 
[1919]), have argued that the work of Ibn al-ʿArabī himself might have been among Dante's influences. 
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 Thus did both Francis of Assisi and Muhyiddin Ibn al-ʿArabī document mystical 

experiences on the edge of the tomb, the former upon his surprising return from imminent 

death, which served as the occasion for the composition of his cherished “Canticle of the 

Creatures,” and the latter in a series of celestial conversations with deceased spiritual 

mentors, including Muhammad himself. Furthermore, by exploring the uses of “tomb” in 

the lessons of Ibn al-ʿArabī and Francis, our discussion extends, fittingly, into the impact 

of their actual tombs on their individual stories, where it forms a sort of coda spiraling 

back to the notion of mystical process, language and limit. 

 In every case, but especially here, these observations necessarily incorporate to a 

degree the hagiographic material about both men that proliferated after their deaths. 

While in many instances, the problem of authenticity in hagiography impedes analysis, 

the very fluidity of that genre, its tendency toward making implications concrete after the 

fact, is helpful here, precisely because both Ibn al-ʿArabī and Francis indicated while 

they lived that they foresaw and embraced the inevitable integration of their legacies post 

mortem into the narratives of their lives. Indeed, they had each in the same way absorbed 

into their separate stories aspects of the prophets and saints that came before them.  

 The consistent centrality of the barzakh to mystical apprehension on various 

fronts, however, was a crucial innovation of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s. That Francis of Assisi would 

have understood the concept of the barzakh as Ibn al-’Arabi defined it, and would have 

applied it in startlingly similar ways—especially to the revelatory power of human desire 

and the gender constructions it demands—is mine.  
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CHAPTER 1: MYSTICAL THEOLOGIES IN FRANCIS AND IBN AL-ʿARABĪ: 
PREREQUISITES AND PROMISES 

 
For the Shaykh, beliefs are so many colors that people impose upon colorless light by their own delimited 
existences. To the extent that freedom is involved in what they believe, their beliefs are so many colored 
eyeglasses that they choose to war. The color they set their hearts upon—the knots they tie in their souls—
determines their share of wujūd and of actualized fiṭra. Having actualized the Station of No Station, perfect 
human beings recognize that all beliefs are true and all lead to God. Through experiencing the unveiling of 
the divine self-disclosures, they understand the legitimacy of every belief and the wisdom of every knot 
tied in the fabric of Reality, every possibility of ontological and epistemological delimitation represented 
by human beings.22

 
 

“[St. Francis was] probably the closest thing we have to a bhakti or a sufi in the Western tradition.”23

------------ 
 

 Although considerably separated geographically while they lived, Francis of 

Assisi (d.1223) and Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad ibn ʿAlī ibn Muḥammad ibn al-ʿArabī 

al-Ḥātimī aṭ-Ṭāʾī (d.1240) often share space on pages and in academic discourse today, 

especially when scholars are evoking the names of prominent spiritual thinkers of the 13th 

century, and even more often when the subject is religious pluralism and interreligious 

respect. Each of them, in fact, was then, and remains, occasionally a target for detractors 

who saw him as an extremist within the tradition he served, someone perilously poised on 

the boundary of what his contemporaries considered “orthodoxy,” someone whose 

practices and priorities were at best unseemly, at worst dangerously radical. Yet precisely 

by pushing at these margins, each can be credited with helping to fuel a kind of spiritual 

revival within the faith he claimed passionately as his own. That Francis and Ibn al-

ʿArabī recognized the mutually exclusive claims of the core revelations of Christianity 

and Islam is inarguable;24

                                                
22 William Chittick, Imaginal Worlds: Ibn al-ʿArabī and the Problem of Religious Diversity, 153. 

 but even so, had historical circumstances been more 

23 Donna Tartt, “Foreword” (2005) to Bonaventure: Life of St. Francis, translated by Ewert Cousins, vii. 
24 But that hasn't stopped many from arguing the point, from medieval critics like Ibn Tamiyya (d.1328), historian Ibn Khaldun (d. 
1406), 16th century jurist al-Qari al-Harawi and Sufi shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (d. 1624) to basically the entire Wahhabi sect. “The 
first author to say that Ibn 'Arabî believed in wahdat al-wujûd seems to have been the Hanbalite polemicist Ibn Taymiyya, who 
called it worse than unbelief. According to him, it means that no distinction can be drawn between God and the world. His attack 
set in motion a long controversy over the term, often with little or no attempt to define it. At least seven different meanings were 
ascribed to it in the later literature, and Orientalists followed suit, declaring that Ibn al-'Arabî invented the doctrine, and then 
interpreting it negatively (à la Ibn Taymiyya) or, less commonly, positively (à la ‘Abd al-Rahmân Jâmî [d. 1492]), the first of Ibn 
‘Arabî's defenders to embrace the expression.” William Chittick, “Ibn 'Arabi,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 
2014 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), 1994. 
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accommodating, they would likely have engaged in meaningful, peaceable conversation, 

even in an era popularly characterized (if not entirely captured) by the militant spirit of 

the Crusades.  

 What validates the second point is not especially evident in the Biblical text and 

Church traditions that anchored Francis's sphere of influence, nor is it altogether apparent 

in many teachings of the Qur'an and the content of the hadith that constitute the spine of 

the Sunnah. Rather, it consists in the principles and practices of mysticism, a rich and 

dynamic territory where these two men not only meet but do so over and over again. The 

cumulative effect of those intersections, as we shall see below, evokes the mathematics of 

reflecting a point over a given axis, producing an image that is both “Not-X” and “X '”  

[“X Prime”] at the same moment.  

 The major works useful in this comparison of mysticisms include Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 

two most influential writings, The Meccan Revelations (al-Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya, 

primarily the William Chittick and Michel Chodkiewicz translations) and Bezels of 

Wisdom (Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam, the R.W.J. Austin translation), as well as assorted treatises and 

poems, including selections from his Dīwān (translated by Michael Sells), The Treatise 

on Unification, or The Universal Tree and the Four Birds (al-Ittihād al-kawnī, translated 

by Angela Jaffray), his 101 divine sayings (hadīth qudsī), his Sufis of Andalusia 

(excerpted from Rūḥ al-quds), the 14 visions of his Contemplation of the Holy Mysteries 

(Mashāhid al-Asrār), The Fabulous Gryphon of the West (‘Anqā' Mughrib, in Gerald 

Elmore’s translation), The Four Pillars of Spiritual Transformation (Hilyat al-abdāl, 

translated by Stephen Hirten-stein), and Reynold A. Nicholson’s venerable Interpreter of 

Desire (Tarjumān al-Ashwāq), as well as significant commentaries on these and other 
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works by Claude Addas, A.E. Affifi and Salman Bashier. This sampling seems 

ponderous, until we consider the rest of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s corpus. In a 1234 document 

permitting the recipient to teach his methods, Ibn al-ʿArabī numbers his works at 290, 

though some scholars maintain that he finished some 800 separate texts (including the 

560 chapters of the Futūḥāt) by the time of his death in 1240.25

 In the case of St. Francis of Assisi, there are fewer than 35 extant works ascribed 

to the saint, and not all of them inarguably so. Regis Armstrong has produced the closest 

thing to a definitive Franciscan corpus, both in print and electronically; it includes 

writings attributed to St. Francis as well as to Saint Clare, along with translations of the 

earliest known biographies, including three written by Thomas de Celano between 1229 

and 1247, a biography modeled on de Celano’s work by Julian of Speyer, three 13th-14th 

century works of dubious authorship—the Legend of the Three Companions, The Mirror 

of Perfection, and The Little Flowers of Saint Francis (I Fioretti)—as well as the portion 

on Saint Francis in De Voraigne’s Golden Legend and The Life of Saint Francis by 

Bonaventura di Bagnoregio, the only sanctioned Church biography of the saint from 1263 

until the 20th century.

 

26

                                                
25 Osman Yahya, “Theophanies and Lights in the Thought of Ibn al-ʿArabī,” Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn ʿArabī Society, Vol. 10 
(1991): 35-44. 

 These texts, along with papal letters and other correspondences, 

constitute the primary focus in this project. More than 1600 works on Francis have been 

written since, ranging from printed volumes to journal articles to television and film 

productions, not including countless online contributions proliferating at an alarming rate 

since the elevation of Pope Francis in 2013. It is difficult to conceive of anything more to 

be said about the Saint, but this is hardly the time or the place for such qualms. 

26 I have not been able to learn definitively when that “prohibition”—which wasn't much of one—was lifted. For now, I'm 
assuming it ends where the entire justification for prohibiting or limiting reading material ends, in 1966, when Paul VI stuck a 
fork in the infamous “Index.” 
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Mysticism and Ibn al-ʿArabī 

 He has been called a mystic, a philosopher, a theosophist, a heretic and a saint, a 

Friend of Allah, the Greatest Shaykh, a monist, a pantheist, a Neoplatonist, a proto-

Illuminationist, a Sufi, and not yet a Sufi. Most often, he is Muḥyiddin ibn al-ʿArabī, a 

title that means the “revivifier of religion,” and most controversially, he has been called 

the Muhammadan Seal, a title he ultimately gave himself,27 on the basis of that inner 

knowledge revealed to him by the frequent and varied spiritual encounters that inform his 

writings. His entire body of work covers a startlingly diverse range of genre, including 

poems, theological treatises, juridical works, collections of hadith, and hagiographical 

material. His most influential texts, however, were written to systematize the revelations 

attained during his own mystical experiences by situating them in the context of 

cosmology, anthropology, Islamic philosophy and Qur’anic exegesis. Chapter 2 explores 

Ibn al-ʿArabī’s linguistic strategies, vocabulary and writing styles; but for now, a general 

overview of dominant themes in his mysticism and a mapping out of its essential 

processes will suffice.28

 While there has historically been some debate over whether Ibn al-ʿArabī can 

officially be termed a “Sufi,”

 

29

                                                
27 See Gerald Elmore, “The Millennial Motif in Ibn al-`Arabi's Book of the Fabulous Gryphon.” The Journal of Religion. (Vol. 81, 
No. 3, July 2001), 410-437). It is a controversial assertion, according to the jurists of his day. In his formulation, the prophetic 
“seals” are bestowed sequentially, starting with the level associated with Adam, then finally to the Christic level (his own,  up 
until the “Fabulous Gryphon”) and ultimately to Muhammadan. This achievement and its ramifications are described in detail by 
Elmore, Addas, Chittick, Corbin and others.  

 there is no question that he is properly identified as a 

mystic and his approach as mystical. What constitutes “mysticism” from age to age is a 

28 This inverts the progression William Chittick uses in his 2008 discussion of Ibn al-ʿArabī for the Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy (revised in February 2014). Chittick begins by considering language—“divine speech” and naming—then moves into 
major conceptualizations and ontological claims. In this case, though, the focus is on mystical operation, how it begins and 
proceeds, the knowledge it renders (assuming integrity of purpose and consistent practice), and the locking together of those 
myriad pieces of existence in order to glimpse the the unity of all Reality (waḥdat al-wujûd). 
29 Today the debate is largely considered resolved. But see William Chittick's arguments against the term “Sufi” in “Time, Space, 
and the Objectivity of Ethical Norms: The Teachings of Ibn al-'Arabī,” Islamic Studies, Vol. 39, No. 4, Special Issue: Islam and 
Science (Winter 2000): 581-596. 
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vast subject, one outside the scope of this project,30 but it bears mentioning that a salient 

feature across traditions and time periods is that it demonstrably violates two essential 

laws of natural science and logic: the notion that two opposites cannot be true at the same 

time, and the principle of the “excluded third” thing (i.e. that there is only Being or Not-

Being, only matter or spirit, only potential or actualization, and so forth).31 The entire 

apparatus posited by Ibn al-ʿArabī, in fact, spirals out of this essential hallmark of the 

mystical experience, leading many to observe that his major innovation to the specifically 

Islamic mystical tradition was the articulation of mental objects, “imaginal” things. Thus, 

for his contemporary Suhrawardi (d. 1191), father of the Illuminationist approach, 

essence is primary—and for his descendent Mulla Sadra (d. 1640), existence constitutes 

the foundation of all wisdom; but for Ibn al-ʿArabī, Reality manifests at the very limit 

where these meet, where the human microcosm (insan kabir) ends and the macrocosm 

(amal saghir) of the Universe begins.32

 In her commentary on Ibn al-ʿArabī’s al-Ittihād al-kawnī, Angela Jaffray 

describes how the “third thing,” “[e]mbracing all realities, particularizing them at will in 

a myriad of forms” is the locus of manifestation for the entire universe, citing Futūḥāt al-

Makkiyya to make the point:   

 

The Cloud is that which we have mentioned as eternal in the eternal and temporally originated 
in the temporally originated. This is like your words or identical with your works, concerning 
Being/existence. When you attribute it to the Real, you say it is Eternal, but when you attribute it 
to creation, you say that is temporally originated. So the Cloud inasmuch as it is a description of 
the Real is a divine description, but inasmuch as it is a description of the cosmos it is an 
engendered description.33

                                                
30 William James defined the experience in terms of four observable marks (passivity, transience, ineffability and noetic), but his 
claims have been challenged and revised dozens of times since then. For mileposts in the evolution of this prodigious debate, see 
James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (New York: Mentor Books, 1902); Steven T. Katz, “Language, Epistemology, and 
Mysticism,” in Mysticism and Philosophical Analysis, Steven T. Katz (ed.) (New York: Oxford University Press, 22–74, 1978); 
and Walter T. Stace, Mysticism and Philosophy (London: Macmillan, 1961). 

  

31 Rudolf Otto makes this point in Mysticism: East and West (New York: Macmillan and Company, 1932). Much of this work, 
now admittedly dated, is open to debate—but these two axioms of mysticism have remained largely intact.  
32 John Cooper, “Mulla Sadra (Sadr al-Din Muhammad al-Shirazi) (1571/2-1640),” Muslim Philosophy Online (Routledge, 1998). 
33 Quoted from Futūḥāt II, 63: Chapter 73, Q. 31 in Angela Jaffray trans. Ibn al-ʿArabī: The Universal Tree and the Four Birds 
(Treatise on Unification [al-Ittihād al-kawnī]). (Oxford: Anqa Publishing, 2006), 107. 
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In the context of the Ittihād, this Cloud or “Universal Reality” is associated with the 

'Anqa (or, sometimes, the “strange 'Anqa”), the feminized “fourth bird” who, for the 

purposes of the poem, changes shape throughout in order to elucidate aspects of the 

higher reaches of the mystical ascent—the Perfect Human Being, the Barzakh, the 

Imaginal World—each of which is discussed in more detail below. For the moment it is 

the poetic encapsulation of the coincidence of opposites (coincidentia oppositorum, or 

jam' al-addad) in the 'Anqa that concerns us. 

 Scholars of mysticism customarily distinguish between cataphatic mystical 

expression—that is, efforts to affirm the similarities between mystical processes and 

other known referents in human experience—and others with apophasis, or the inverse of 

that strategy, which operates by un-saying elements of divine manifestation in order to 

highlight their invincible ineffability. Amy Hollywood and Andrew Louth offer a more or 

less mainstream view in asserting that most mystical writings contain features appropriate 

to both techniques but in varying degree.34 In the case of Ibn al-'Arabī, however, spiritual 

ascent is actually defined by a systematic fusion of cataphatic and apophatic content in 

progressively greater proximity to the One Reality (wujud): “the opposition and 

contrariety found among the Names explain the turmoil and strife within the cosmos, 

which is the locus in which the properties of the contrary names are displayed.”35

 In making the ascent, the seeker, or murid, “finds himself with God in a relation 

of similitude, but insofar as being is concerned, the difference is absolute, for Being (al-

wujūd) belongs only to God.”

 

36

                                                
34 Andrew Louth, “Cataphatic and Apophatic Theology.” The Cambridge Companion to Christian Mysticism. Amy Hollywood and 
Patricia Beckman, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 137-146. Also, Amy Hollywood, “Introduction,” 12-13. 

  Jaffray's language verges on poetry itself to explain the 

35 Chittick, The Sufi Path, 59. 
36 Jaffray, Treatise, 80. 
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noetic face of the `Anqa: “With every flash of metaphysical light, the cosmos comes into 

existence and receives new existence perpetually within God's knowledge of himself. In 

every moment, an endless process of divine exhalation and inhalation breathes life into 

the entities, annihilates them and revivifies them eternally.”37

Sharīʿah, Stations and States 

 That glimpse of Reality 

captures the promise of mystical progression, but the process is a different matter 

altogether, one grounded as deeply in the material world as its harvest is in the 

metaphysical.  

 It is best to begin a look at the mystical process where the successful murid must 

begin himself, with the explicit proscriptions of Islamic sharīʿah. Despite allegations to 

the contrary, Ibn al-ʿArabī presupposes appropriate regard for Islamic law as an essential 

prerequisite for anyone aiming for higher metaphysical union with God.38 R.W.J. Austin, 

in his commentary on Bezels of Wisdom, highlights Ch. XXIV (“Aaron”) in addressing 

the point: “Every true Gnostic, while inwardly aware of the unrestricted universality of 

truth...and of the omnipresence of the Reality in all things, nevertheless conforms 

outwardly to the doctrinal formulations and ritual practices of that religious dispensation 

to which his destiny has made him subject by the time and place of his birth and life.”39

 The awareness of a higher reality consisting of variegated (multifaceted) truth is 

in fact only experienced once the mystic has achieved the preliminary stations of the Sufi 

path. The seeker's “gnosis, if it is true, reveals to him not only the undifferentiated 

   

                                                
37 Ibid., 107. 
38 Centuries of conservative backlash are refuted elegantly by Eric Winkel in Islam and the Living Law: The Ibn al-ʿArabī 
Approach (1996). Also, consider the assessments of al-Munawi, who terms him “a righteous friend of Allah and a faithful scholar 
of knowledge,” or of al-Fayruzabadi, who calls him “the Imam of the People of Shari'a both in knowledge and in legacy, the 
educator of the People of the Way in practice and in knowledge, and the shaykh of the shaykhs of the People of Truth through 
spiritual experience...” [all qtd from al-Qari, himself qtd by G.F. Haddad, “Shaykh Muhyi al-Din Ibn ʿArabī” Living Islam: 
Islamic Tradition (1999)].  
39 Austin, Bezels, 243. 
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Wholeness of the Oneness of Being...but also that distinction, differentiation, tension and 

otherness are an inescapable aspect of that wholeness which at certain levels requires 

their due recognition and conformity.”40 From the most pious of Sufis to the most 

egregious polytheists, in other words, the Shaykh observes that all are “servants of their 

time,” given to seek God in the forms that manifest themselves—which some will 

erroneously worship in lieu of the One Reality self-disclosing there.41 Mystical revelation 

is therefore theoretically possible for any human being, by definition, since that very 

humanity implies participation in an effort to realize “the perfection and completeness 

implicit...in the human state”—“on the one hand, to be the faithful representative of 

cosmic servanthood, and on the other, the perfect transmitter of spiritual dominion.”42

 By Ibn al-ʿArabī’s time, after four centuries of development, Sufism had developed a number of  
 interrelated discursive worlds: 1) a moral psychology with a highly sophisticated analysis of  
 human self-deception; 2) a series of stations (maqamat) along a Sufi path leading to the passing  
 away (fanāʾ) of the ego-self (nafs) in mystical union; 3) a complex of supererogatory devotions,  
 vigils, fasts and meditations built upon the foundation of the prescribed ritual of the sharīʿah;  
 4) a developed psychology of altered consciousness, with depictions of the various states  
 (aḥwāl) that come upon the Sufi during the course of asceticism, devotions and meditations;  
 5) a Sufi approach to the Qur'an and the hadith...with special emphasis on the prophetic  
 experiences of Adam, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad, and the mi'raj, Muhammad's  
 ascent through the heavens to the divine throne; and 6) an exploration of erotic love, erotic 
 in the sense of a love that causes the lover to lose consciousness of self....”

 But 

not everyone is up to the rigors of the Path.  

43

 Clearly Ibn al-ʿArabī is also not being particularly innovative in prescribing for 

the mystic a dedication to certain fundamental “givens” associated with preparing to 

reach higher states and stages of spiritual consciousness. Furthermore, the fact that Sufi 

circles are as yet a nascent development (they begin in the 12th century)

  
 

44

                                                
40 Ibid., 243. 

 explains some 

41 Ibid., 248. 
42 Ibid., 207. 
43 Sells, Unsaying, 68-9. 
44 That is why in technical terms Ibn al-ʿArabī isn't precisely what is meant by “Sufi” himself, though his writings generate circles 
after the fact. Among his disciples: Sufis in Turkey, Persia, India and Indonesia, as well as Egypt, Yemen, and—since the 1977 
founding of the Ibn Arabi Society, Britain and the West. ["Ibn al-Arabi, Muhyi al-Din” Encyclopedia of Islam. Juan Eduardo 
Campo, editor. Infobase Publishing (January 2009), 327]. 
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of the Shaykh's reticence in terms of detailing precisely what the stations and states are 

and how to navigate them. To an extent, his writings reflect an indebtedness to the 

entirety of the Islamic mystical tradition to that point (he confirms as much in Sufis of 

Andalusia) and they imply a significant degree of familiarity on the part of the murid 

with how earlier sages articulated this process. Binyamin Abrahamov's recent Ibn al-

ʿArabī and the Sufis reflects a broad approach to identifying which of these were useful 

or less so to the Shaykh in his construction of a specific methodology, cosmology and 

theology. Al-Muhasibi, for instance, along with al-Makki and Ibn Barrajan are among 

those Abrahamov dismisses as being of merely passing interest, while al-Hallaj is often 

evoked, yet seemingly in order to criticize him as a “drunken” Sufi who never emerged 

fully from intoxication (despite the obvious affinities between them in other ways, 

including Al-Hallaj's assertions that “opposite qualities in God do not contradict him”).45 

On the other hand, Sahl al-Tustari and Abū Yazīd al-Bisṭāmī exerted enormous positive 

influence on Ibn al-ʿArabī. About al-Ghazālī, meanwhile, Ibn al-ʿArabī was decidedly 

more ambivalent, particularly in terms of their positions on philosophy, women, and the 

barzakh.46 Ultimately, with all of these he shares the priority of reaching fanāʾ, defined 

for Ibn al-ʿArabī as glimpsing wujûd, or Being, in its utter unity (wahdat).47

 In general terms, then, the Shaykh is consistent with his mystical contemporaries 

and forbears in deploying his own cyclopedic knowledge of the Qur'an and the hadith, as 

well as a healthy (even obsessive) regard for chains of transmission (silsila) of 

knowledge among the Sufi mystics he follows in positing a range of stations and states of 

elevated consciousness. Still, he is less interested in dictating a rigid sequence or solid 

 

                                                
45 Binyamin Abrahamov, Ibn al-`Arabi and the Sufis (Oxford: Anqa Publishing, 2014), 96. 
46 Ibid., 119-133. 
47 Stephen Hirtenstein, Ibn `Arabi: The Four Pillars of Spiritual Transformation. (The Adornment of the Spiritually Transformed 
[Hilyat al-abdal]). (Oxford: Anqa Publishing, 2008), 47. 
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parameters for them, which is somewhat surprising in light of the level of detail with 

which he approaches other aspects of the Path. For example, at any point in time, there is 

a supreme spiritual authority—a qutb—at the crux of the framework, surrounded by an 

array of holy figures about whose numbers and functions Ibn al-ʿArabī is quite precise.48 

Over the course of his works, the Shaykh will move from language about the qutb to 

language about the “Muhammadan  Seal,” whose existence he claims is revealed to him 

as early as the writing of the Kitāb al-Isrā'—but  which he claims only later to recognize 

is he himself.49

Each chapter describes a specific type of friend of God with a special connection to one Koranic  
verse, which is, as it were, its divine root….The Shaykh also refers to many of the 'interactions' as  
stations. He frequently declares that various states are also stations. And it is difficult to draw a 
clear distinction between the stations (maqamat) and the “waystations” (manazil) or the “mutual  
waystations” (munazalat), both of which are defined as types of stations.

  A relative constant, however, over the course of his translated work at 

least, is this recurring lack of formalism on the issue of stations and states. This is not to 

say he ignores the matter—far from it. There are six main segments of the Futūḥāt, and 

one entire section, Chapters 462-558, is devoted to “the True Knowledge of the 

Muhammadan Poles and their waystations.” Perhaps not many have read these 96 

chapters. But William Chittick has: 

50

At a waystation, Chittick observes, using the Shaykh's description, “God descends to you, 

or within [it] you alight upon Him.”

  
 

51

                                                
48 These include three nuqaba (substitutes), four autad (pillars), seven abrar (pious), forty abdal, 300 akhyar and 4000 hidden 
saints. The qutb is a virtual center of spiritual energy, the “midnight sun,” in Henry Corbin's words [or perhaps, June Christy's]. 

 In a mutual waystation, both vectors are operating 

at once. Immediately obvious is the emphasis Ibn al-Arabi places on directionality 

characterizing stations, while among mystics before him these are largely distinguishable 

by the character they impart onto the seeker, “although many of these same attributes 

49 This is an irresistibly ironic capturing in biography precisely what Attar of Nishapur describes whimsically in Conference of the 
Birds (Mantiq al-Tair)—how the arduous journey for the Simorgh ends with the seeker looking in a mirror. 
50 William Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowledge: Ibn Al-Arabi’s Metaphysics of Imagination (SUNY Press, 1989), 273.  
51 Ibid., 273. 
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might also be described as states.”52 Ibn al-ʿArabī himself points out a kind of gap 

between his articulation of stations and that of those predating him; in basic terms, most 

earlier Sufis defined the station by the marker it left on the seeker, the character 

attribute—this, the Shaykh argues, in a kind of gracious sidestep, is indicative of the 

sage's having captured that station, and so offering its fruits in lieu of its “essential 

definition”—which is what he provides. A seeker may “not even have faith to begin 

with,” Ibn al-ʿArabī points out, “to understand both its essential and imperfect 

definition.”53

 Chittick goes on to observe that throughout the Futūḥāt, though the distinction is 

made between states and stations, murkiness persists in telling them apart. At the start of 

the Futūḥāt, for example, states “are said to be determined by their conditions” but two 

paragraphs later the same is true of stations, and “in both instances 'gratitude' is given as 

an example.”

 

54

Every station in the path of God is earned and fixed, while every state is a bestowal, neither  
earned nor fixed. The state is like the flashing of lightning. When it flashes, it either disappears 
because of its contrary, or is followed by similars. But if it is followed by similars, its possessor 
will suffer loss.

 Yet despite the ambiguity and apparent overlap of such distinctions, it 

seems to be a major concern of Ibn al-ʿArabī that the seeker be equipped to differentiate 

one from another: 

55

The entire, rather tiresome question would seem to lie far outside the purview of a 

comparison of the mysticisms of Ibn al-ʿArabī and Saint Francis of Assisi were it not for 

the question of poverty and its role in these separate formulations. Precisely because 

poverty plays such an enormous part in Franciscan mysticism, as we shall see below, it 

matters quite a bit the role Ibn al-ʿArabī assigned to it. Was it a station, a state, a 

  
 

                                                
52 Ibid., 278-9. 
53 Ibid., 279. 
54 Ibid., 279. 
55 Futūḥāt II.176.10, qtd in Chittick, Sufi Path, 273. 
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“waystation,” or all of these? Renunciation of material attachments is among the lowest 

stages, or stations, of the mystical ascent in every major tradition with a mystical 

component.56

 R.W.J. Austin defines stations as grades indicating achievement of certain 

“modalities” of divine qualities and refers to al-Sarraj's enumeration of seven of these 

modalities (repentance, self-restraint, abstinence, poverty, patience, reliance and 

acceptance).

 But is poverty a resultant state of attaining that station, or are these 

qualitatively different matters altogether? 

57 As for “states,” the general consensus is that these are temporary 

phenomena indicating progress, and generally achieved through a bestowal of divine 

grace. (They include, for example, “self-vigilance, proximity, love, fear, hope, lodging, 

intimacy, tranquility, contemplation and certainty.”)58 In contrast, Ibn al-ʿArabī  in Hilyat 

al-abdāl will erect nine “pillars,” five interior (veracity, trust, patience, resolution and 

certainty) and four exterior (silence, seclusion, hunger and vigilance). What, then, is a 

pillar, in this context—a station or a state? “In terms of how they are understood by the 

aspirant (murid) and the verifier (muhaqqiq), Ibn al-ʿArabī speaks of them as a spiritual 

state (hāl) and a spritual station (maqam) and as bearing fruit in a particular domain of 

spiritual knowledge (ma`rifa).”59

voluntary hunger, which is that of the seekers, and obligatory (involuntary) hunger, which is  
that of the verifiers. The verifier does not impose hunger on himself, rather his physical 
nourishment decreases when he is in the station of intimacy and increases when he is in the station 
of awe....For the seekers, an increase in food indicates their distance from God... 

 As for what that dual character looks like in practice, 

hunger (ju') provides a nice example. We start with two varieties of it:  

60

                                                
56 The degree of worldly renunciation expected can differ, even within a particular tradition. Cf. Evelyn Underhill's “practical” 
observation that “It is reasonable, even reassuring, that hard work and discipline should be needed for this: that it should demand 
of you, if not the renunciation of the cloister, at least the virtues of the golf course” (Practical Mysticism [New York: E.P. Dutton 
& Company, 1915], 23). 

 

57 R.W.J. Austin, trans. Ibn al-ʿArabī’s Sufis of Andalusia [al-Rūḥ al-Quds and al-Durat Fakhirah] (New York: Routledge, 2007), 
37. 
58 Hirtenstein, Hilyat, 54-55. 
59 Ibid., 22. 
60 Ibid., 35-36. 
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Later, it is even more apparent that it is the character of the mystic that determines 

whether a station or state is characteristic of the experience: 

 Hunger has a spiritual state and a station. It is characterized by humility, submission, servility, 
 lack of self-importance, indigence, discretion, tranquil emotions and an absence of base 
thoughts—this is the state the seeker has. For the verifiers its state consists of delicacy of feeling, 
serenity, intimacy with God, disappearance of worldliness and transcendence of ordinary human 
characteristics through the  Divine Might and Lordly Dominion. As a station, it is the station of 
Eternal self-subsistence...a most elevated station characterized by mysteries, revelations and 
states...This then is the benefit of hunger for the one who possesses spiritual intention (himma), not 
ordinary hunger. For ordinary (physical) hunger restores good temperament and brings bodily 
health, nothing more.61

 A similar ambiguity manifests when the state or station is characterized by 

renunciation of the world (zuhd), and even more when our attentions turn to poverty 

(faqr). Zuhr and faqr are both of paramount importance to the murid embarking on the 

path. This journey begins, in a sense, with the tomb (contrary to the progression of this 

dissertation, which ends there), for the murid must take on the character of “one who has 

died to the world, and in contemplative seclusion essentially mirrors the epiphanic ascent 

of one dead.”

  
 

62

                                                
61 Ibid., 36-37. 

 The Sufi ascent usually begins with repentance (tauba), unless it begins 

with a renunciation broad enough to encompass repent-ance and abstinence (wara') 

together. Essentially, there are three components of zuhd, according to Annemarie 

Schimmel in her Mystical Dimensions of Islam: 1) renouncing what is not allowed 

according to Islamic law—which, rather obviously, includes good Muslims, mystic or 

otherwise; 2) renouncing what is permissible according to Islamic law, which is an 

authentic embarking on something “higher”; 3) a giving up of all that distracts us from 

God, including having to give things up; and finally, 4) a renouncing even of the hope of 

heaven and fear of hell, as these are  distractors in the way of focusing one's entire heart 

62 AnneMarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam: 35th Anniversary Edition (University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 105. 
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on God.63 Even here, an ambiguity is evident by the third tier, when the point is to 

“renounce” renunciation, recognizing that zuhd itself can impede total devotion to God 

and recognition of tawhid, or His radical Oneness in the Many.  

 Thus, in time, later Sufis will come to emphasize avoiding greed as a better 

marker, a less distracting one, than vigilance in zuhd in and of itself. From the beginning, 

Muslim ascetical practice was far less extreme than its Christian equivalent, and for Ibn 

al-ʿArabī total abnegation of worldly pleasures misses the point entirely. It permits such 

overachieving renunciates to lose sight altogether of the manifestation of God in the 

world, which is precisely how the mystical ascent is achieved. Chittick says it well: “Ibn 

al-ʿArabī considers renunciation useful perhaps at the early stages of the path, but hardly 

a mark of perfection, since to renounce this world one has to renounce the secondary 

causes (asbab), which are our only means of knowing God.”64 Furthermore, at the higher 

levels of the ascent, the Sufi stations are all to a degree vulnerable to the suggestion that 

they are a “cheat” alongside the reality of Islamic tawhid.65 In what amounts to a 

dialectical progression, stations are achieved and then abandoned 37 separate times in 

Section II of the Futūḥāt, reflecting the collision of opposites that fuels the entire 

apparatus (all sounding suddenly very nuclear). Therefore even someone as elevated as 

Ibn al-Arabi's mentor al-Uraybi, who achieves the “highest station of perfect servitude” 

(described in Ch. 130 of the Futūḥāt)—confronts the necessity of its abandonment (tark) 

just a moment later, in Ch. 131.66

                                                
63 Ibid., 110.   

 Yet if servanthood and its abandonment does not 

constitute the highest station, what does? Perhaps it is the “station of proximity” (maqam 

64 Chittick, Sufi Path, 157. 
65 Michael Sells, Early Islamic Mysticism: Sufi, Qur'an, Mir'aj, Poetical and Theological Writings (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 
1996), 222. 
66 Jaffray, al-Ittihād, 11. 
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al-qurba), where one realizes the full extent of this intimate connection to the divine: for 

James Morris, this is indeed “the ultimate goal of the ascension of the saints outlined in 

Ch. 367, [as well as] outlined schematically [in Futūḥāt III]...and discussed in more 

experiential terms in the final two parts of section IV.”67

The Kitāb al-Isrā' as a whole conveys a mood of excitement and immediacy that must reflect  
the relative proximity of some decisive (and perhaps not yet fully assimilated) personal spiritual 
inspiration. More  specifically, the Kitāb al-Isrā' does not yet seem to distinguish with complete 
clarity between what Ibn ʿArabī later calls the “maqam muhammadi” (the spiritual "station of 
Muhammad")—or that supreme part of it uniquely reserved for himself as the “Seal of the 
Muhammadan Saints”—and what he then calls the “station of Proximity (to God)” (maqam al-
qurba) attained more generally by the highest rank of the saints, the afrad or malamiya. In the 
Kitāb al-Isrā' he frequently alludes to his own attainment of a lofty “Muhammadan station,” but 
still employing terms—as continued to be the case with many later Sufis—that also suggest he is 
speaking of a spiritual rank ultimately accessible to other Muslim saints as well.

 But if so, even Morris believes 

this assertion to have been characteristic of a thought not yet fully developed in Ibn al-

ʿArabī’s work:  

68

Rather, it would appear that Chittick is correct in positing the “Station of No Station” as 

the zenith of the ascent in general terms, as opposed to how it applies to Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 

own position as the living nexus of Friend and Prophet. In other words, the highest 

mystical achievement is characterized by the progression—a perfection of the very 

notion of flux, movement and transformation. This is, of course, the only logical 

“endpoint” for what would otherwise consist of an endless string of coinciding opposites, 

and at least, arguably, another 600 chapters.  

 
  

 The influence of poverty (faqr) as a corrective force in navigating the series of 

paired contradictions in Futūḥāt (Section II) is worth exploring. The abandonment of 

servitude, for example, is qualified as only possible for the murid who has abandoned 

“servanthood through knowledge”—not  abandoning it “inwardly,” for that is impossible, 

                                                
67 James Morris, “The Spiritual Ascension: Ibn al-ʿArabī and the Mi'râj” in Journal of the American Oriental Society (Vols. 107-
108, 1987-8), 12n.33. 
68 Morris, “Ascension,” 5n.13. 
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since poverty invincibly keeps him steeped in servile lowliness.69 Later on, at the Station 

of Freedom, poverty emerges again in a mitigating role, for a created being has need of 

everything (else) in existence, and so is ineluctably called over and over to return to it.70 

The wisdom bestowed at this station is actually articulated by Chittick in these terms: 

“Hence he knows what poverty is, who it is that is poor, and toward whom he is poor.”71 

It is hardly surprising to find poverty operating as the negating factor in these chapters: 

faqr means poverty as well as an “emptying”—hence it suggests a material disavowal, 

but also an interior kenosis or self-purgation. It is, in short, equivalent to un-saying, a 

shorthand for the apophatic element that has been, ever since the Mystical Theology of 

Pseudo-Dionysius, regarded by many as a sine qua non of the mystical experience, 

though perhaps less visibly so until the 12th century, where Michael Sells locates the 

beginning of a 150-year “flowering of apophatic mysticism.”72

Poverty 
 

  

 Poverty, even in this multivalent sense, was a frequent subject for Islamic mystics 

predating Ibn al-ʿArabī, especially al-Bisṭāmī, whose influence on Ibn al-ʿArabī is large: 

“Ibn ʿArabī probably makes more references to Abu Yazid than to any other early Sufi,” 

according to Carl Ernst.73

Ibn al-ʿArabī characterizes al-Bisṭāmī as having stated that ascetism was an easy matter and that  
he had been abstinent for three days. On the first day, he renounced this world; on the second the  

 Ernst points out that the Shaykh regards al-Bisṭāmī as among 

"the people of blame" (al-malâmiyya), one of the highest spiritual ranks. He also believed 

him a qutb, a spiritual pole of his age. In a 2011 article paralleling Ibn al-ʿArabī and al-

Bisṭāmī, Binyamin Abrahamov writes, 

                                                
69 Chittick, Futūḥāt I, 138. 
70 Ibid., 140. 
71 Ibid., 145. 
72 Sells, Unsaying, 5. 
73 Carl Ernst. “The Man Without Attributes: Ibn ʿArabī’s Interpretation of Abu Yazid al-Bisṭāmī.” Jl of the Muhyiddin Ibn ʿArabī 
Society (XIII, 1993). 
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world to come; on the third, everything which was not God....[A]fter expressing the idea that in  
his view abstinence had no value, and that he abstained from this world, the next world and all  
that existed except God, Abu Yazid was asked what he willed. He answered, “I will not to will,  
for I am the object of [God's] will, and you [God] are the one who wills. The passage ends with  
Ibn al-ʿArabī’s remark that renunciation of all things except God is the true meaning of ascetism 
....[O]ur author does not regard zuhd as a notion elaborated by Abu Yazid, who did not consider  
zuhd a maqam or permanent station but rather a station which must disappear when the cover  
of the heart's essence is removed by revelation....[O]ne cannot renounce that which was created  
for one's own sake because one cannot free oneself from that which does not belong to one. In 
fact, according to the essence of reality or truth there is no zuhd....Elsewhere, Ibn al-ʿArabī argues  
against renunciation, saying that it actually means canceling out the possibility of increasing one's  
knowledge of God, which is one of the cornerstones of his philosophy.74

Evidently, poverty is a station—but more than that, in al-Bisṭāmī's telling, it constitutes 

Ibn al-ʿArabī’s quintessential “waystation,” for here indeed the seeker and the divine 

meet, as it were, halfway. Chittick describes how for Ibn al-Arabi, “attributes like 

poverty, which cannot be attributed to God, have their roots in the divine names. For the 

reality of poverty is need, and it can be said that God—in respect of certain names—has 

need of the cosmos.”

  
 

75 From here he invokes al-Bisṭāmī, of course, quoting God's 

invitation to “[a]pproach me through that which I do not possess—lowliness (dhilla) and 

poverty.” Thus, in the moment of al-Bisṭāmī's entering through the least crowded gate, 

faqr meets its own polar opposite, ghina, which “signifies independence, wealth and 

having need of nothing.”76

 The relationship between disciple and shaykh is also illustrative in the context of 

poverty, and Ibn al-ʿArabī’s caution in this regard is true at every stage of the path: “For 

if the shaykh does not fulfill the right of his own station, the poverty of the disciple 

toward him will veil him from his poverty toward his Lord in his states. Through that he 

will witness his independence through God, and independence through God demands 

 

                                                
74 Binyamin Abrahamov, “Ibn al-,Arabī and Abū Yazīd al-Bistāmī.” Al-Qantara: Revista de Estudios Arabes (Vol. XXXII, No. 2, 
Julio-Diciembre 2011), 373. Abrahamov also makes use in this passage of Futūhāt III and Chittick's Sufi Path, 157.   
75 Chittick, Sufi Path, 40. 
76 FM II.6, 1.32 and III.11, translated in Chittick, Sufi Path, 40 (and referenced later on p. 64). Note that “freedom” in Arabic is 
hurriyya, not a synonym for ghina. 
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exalting oneself.”77 In light of the fundamental temporal distinction between stations and 

states, it seems poverty can only be a state, for otherwise once it becomes a lasting 

quality, an “earned station,” it negates itself by becoming a possession of value. In 

Hegelian terms (more than a little appropriate, given the context of a 13th century master-

slave dialectic of sorts, it is always the “Not”—never the “X.”78

 As relevant as al-Bisṭāmī is to this discussion, there is a sage some find even more 

profoundly associated with Ibn al-ʿArabī, the issue of poverty and the Path: Abu Madyan 

(1126-1198). In Sufis of Andalusia, Ibn al-ʿArabī lists and describes some 71 Sufi 

shaykhs, four of them women, from whom he received important spiritual direction.

  

79 

One of his earliest teachers was the previously mentioned Al-Uraybi, an illiterate peasant 

credited with effectively differentiating for his student the nature of the path (tariq) from 

the quest for the Divine Beloved, thereby defining for Ibn al-ʿArabī ever afterward the 

two dimensions that must coincide “in every station”—“the adherence to God and the 

uninterrupted attention to one's soul.”80 Yet it is not al-Uraybi who is most often credited 

with instructing his prize pupil in poverty, but rather Abu Madyan, whom Ibn al-ʿArabī 

apparently never physically met, but whose teachings inform Ibn al-ʿArabī’s writings, 

and those of many others, in a decisive way.81

 Ibn al-ʿArabī places Abu Madyan—with al-Bisṭāmī, al-Tustari and al-Arif—

among the “Verifiers,” despite the unfortunate fact that Abu Madyan left no “writings for 

succeeding generations which would enable one to learn his mystical practice and ideas 

 

                                                
77 FM III 19.24, translated in Chittick, Sufi Path, 273. 
78 Hegel will be more relevant, and warrant more detailed discussion, in Chapter 3, when we parse the seeker's desire. 
79 Austin, Sufis of Andalusia. Ibn al-ʿArabī’s two female teachers of southern Spain—Fatima of Cordoba, called his “spiritual 
mother,” and Shams of Marchena—will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
80 Abrahamov, Ibn al-`Arabi and the Sufis, 169. 
81 Claude Addas, “Abu Madyan and Ibn ʿArabī.” Ibn Arabi Society. First published in Muhyiddin Ibn ʿArabī - A Commemorative 
Volume, 1993. 
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from him directly, but rather his disciples wrote about him and his conduct.”82 His value 

originates, first of all, in his ascetic practice. “He, along with Abu Yazid al-Bisṭāmī, is 

considered as towering above all others regarding the practice of abstinence.”83

 Abu Madyan understood that whatever he received was determined by God, hence whatever food  
 reached him, whether good or bad, he would eat it. If he was starving and he received money, he  
 would know that God made him choose that which is appropriate for his health, and hence for the  
 worship of God, which is dependent on good health.”

 

Furthermore, according to Ibn al-ʿArabī, his was a perfect instance of the virtue of 

Islamic chivalry, or good and gracious conduct [or futuwwa]: 

84

 
  

Anecdotal evidence testifies to the sage's emphasis on hospitality, toward all of his hosts, 

including God. Still another aspect of Abu Madyan's teaching that was of crucial 

significance for the Shaykh was his connection to the natural world, a point made 

explicitly in various stories. One of these concerns is a gazelle who refused to give him 

her milk, as she usually did, because he had neglected to notice a silver piece in his 

pocket which he encountered while on spiritual retreat from the world.85

One day Abu Madyan Shu’aib al-Husein al-Maghrabi stayed at home for a whole year; he only 
 went out on Fridays for the public prayer. One day, many people crowded around outside his 
front door, inviting him to give them a speech. Forced by their insistence, he went out; and some 
sparrows, who were perched up in a lotus tree in the garden of his house, flew away as soon as 
they saw him. So Abu Madyan said: ‘If I were able to preach well, then these birds would not fly 
away from me’. He therefore went back inside and stayed there for another year. The people came 
back a year later and invited him to come out, he came out and this time the sparrows did not fly 
away. He began to preach, and the little birds, who were perched around him, flapped their wings 
and squawked; many of them died and even one of the listeners died [of sacred emotion]. 
 

 A second treats 

Abu Madyan's relationship to the birds, specifically a flock of swallows. 

The passage is taken from At-Tabaqat al-kubrà, a work by 16th century Sufi ‘Abd al-

Wahhab ibn Ahmed ash-Sha’rani.86

                                                
82 Abrahamov,  Ibn al-`Arabi and the Sufis, 159. 

 According to Ibn al-ʿArabī, spiritual, metaphysical 

83 Ibid., 159-160. 
84 Ibid., 160. 
85 Ibid., 160-161. 
86 “Where Islam Approaches Christianity” at Texts of the Convivium. 
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:wB5EjZihyrcJ:www.convivium-
roma.it/english/library/Where_Islam_approaches_Christianity.doc+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us  See also Claude Addas,  
“Abu Madyan and Ibn ʿArabī.” Ibn Arabi Society. First published in Muhyiddin Ibn ʿArabī - A Commemorative Volume, 1993.  
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communion with Abu Madyan was made possible because of various reasons, including 

the latter's elevated mystical station, his devotion to God, his capacity to work miracles 

and his intimate bond with nature. All of that said, as Abrahamov reports, the Shaykh 

took issue with Abu Madyan's claim that “the secret of life flows through all existents 

[existing things].”87

The Perfect Man 

  However, his potential association with the qutb notwithstanding, 

Abu Madyan lacked an essential feature of one capable of making that assertion and 

apprehending it. He was not a Perfect Man. 

Abu Madyan had not, Ibn al-ʿArabī claims, “receive[d] the charisma of expression” 

associated with “Perfect Muhammadans,” having been formed in the image of a different 

prophet.88

Ibn al-ʿArabī adopts the normal hierarchical positioning of the station of qutb.—the axis of reality 
as it is instantiated within the closest realization of the complete human being in a particular 
individual existence. In discussing the relationship of each pole to a given prophetic wisdom, Ibn 
al-ʿArabī speaks of a Muhammadan pole...as a station of perpetual transformation, a station of no 
station.”

 And only a Perfect Muhammadan can reach the height of the Perfect Man. 

Michael Sells writes,  

89

Only prophets and saints can aspire to such a level, where one “realize[s] in himself all 

the possibilities of being[, serving as] the model for everybody, for, in fact, every being is 

called to realize his innate possibilities in accordance with the divine name that is his 

particular rabb.

  
 

90

                                                
87 Abrahamov, Ibn al-`Arabi and the Sufis, 163. 

 This concept, like the coincidentia oppositorum, is one that derives 

from Neoplatonic understanding of the Logos, which operates as an intermediary 

between humanity and divinity. Ibn al-ʿArabī positions Muhammad in this role, and so 

“as the cause of creation and its ultimate prototype. The whole of the saints and the 

88 Ibid., 164. 
89 Sells, Unsaying, 103-4. 
90 Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 273. 
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prophets are summed up in the Prophet:  'Muhammad is the only unique and unparalleled 

being in existence, hence his singularity. There is nothing above him except the Absolute 

Essence.'”91

 And below him, of course, is actualized humanity, with whom the Perfect Man is 

in “immediate contact.” Thus he is the receptacle that realizes the basic union of 

universal and particular: “Every man is a microcosm in this sense, but only potentially so. 

The Perfect Man [meanwhile] does actually manifest all God's Attributes and Perfection, 

and realizes in himself perfect unity with God.”

 

92 He functions as a microcosm in that 

every aspect of his being, physical and metaphysical, has its correspondent in the 

universe, the macrocosm. “His body is a mode of the Universal Throne. [His heart] 

corresponds to the celestial archetype of al-Kaba, his spiritual faculties to the Angels, his 

memory to Saturn, his understanding to Jupiter, his intellect to the Sun, and so forth.”93 

Ibn al-ʿArabī’s entire metaphysical cosmology, in one sense, “depends” on the Perfect 

Man: the Divine Names denote Attributes, which themselves are realized in aspects and 

manifestations of the Divine, each of which has its own correlative in the microcosm of 

the Perfect Man.94 “Depends” may be an importunate characterization, but it is not less 

valid from the perspective of logic. As Affifi explains it, “Were it not for man, the Perfect 

Man would have been created for nothing, for God would not have been known, so it was 

for the sake of the Perfect Man creation that the whole creation was made [emphasis 

mine], i.e. that God manifested himself in the world....”95

                                                
91 Bezels 74, quoted in Frazee, 234. 

  

 

92 Chittick, Imaginal Worlds, 37. 
93 A.E. Affifi, An Introduction to Ibn `Arabi's Metaphysics of Unity [The 29 Pages] (Cambridge, UK: Beshara Publications, 
1938), 39. 
94 Chittick, Imaginal Worlds, 37. 
95 Affifi, The 29 Pages, 38. 
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 To what degree does the Perfect Man himself recognize and realize his place in 

the eternal Reality?  Corbin addresses that question, but in a manner that in some ways 

fuels more questions than it answers. He equates “the First Intelligence Sprung from the 

Breath of Compassion reigning in the Lotus of the Limit”96 to “the homologue of the 

Nous of the Neoplatonists, of the Obeyed One in al-Ghazālī, of the sacrosanct archangel 

of the Neoplatonists, of the Logos of Christian theology...the Holy Spirit as cosmic 

potency” and he uses “anthropos teleios” (consummate man, or “finished man”) as a 

synonym for the Perfect Man.97 In so doing, in one sense, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s entire structure 

ends up subordinated to a later Islamic mystic who drew those parallels—Mulla Sadra, 

specifically in his articulation of the Imamate. So when Corbin reflects on whether the 

Perfect Man can actually “become the perfect theophany of all the divine names and 

attributes” or whether he “realizes it noetically by having realized the meaning of the 

Names [and his own unity with the Divine Being] in his mystic consciousness, that is, by 

having mystically experienced the meaning of his essential unity with the Divine 

Being,”98 there is an unmistakable whiff of Ismaili mysticism underscoring the specific 

meaning of fana that emerges: “the Perfect Man discriminates between the two modes of 

existentiation encompassed by the essential unity—by virtue of which he is the vassal 

without whom his Lord would not be, but also by virtue of which he himself would be 

nothing without his Lord....The Divine Lord and His vassal are each the safeguard and 

guarantor of the other.”99

                                                
96 Austin, Bezels, 187 and 142. 

 In other words, Corbin's is a not-especially-subtle Ismaili 

reading of Ibn al-ʿArabī, which is precisely the kind of interpretation the Shaykh's critics 

among the jurists feared it would engender.  

97 Corbin, Creative Imagination, 317n.77. 
98 Ibid., 132. 
99 Ibid., 211. 
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 Better to use the more poetical associations Ibn al-ʿArabī preferred in capturing 

the nature of the Perfect Man: as the entity that serves as “a Registry of everything: it is 

the Book (al-kitab) and the Most Exalted Pen (al-qalam al-a-la).” This is a telling 

metaphor, suggestive of the ways language, writing and mystical “speech” operate in 

tandem with constructions of desire, gender and body, in Ibn al-ʿArabī as well as Francis 

of Assisi.100

Creative Imagination and the Barzakh 

  

 The relationship that unites the Perfect Man, the coincidence of opposites, and the 

imagination (khayal) returns us to the second violation of logic that characterizes the 

mystical approach—the “excluded third” order of existence. Where the first is absolute 

Being and the second contingent Being, the third is the very order natural science would 

preclude—Being that is neither existent nor nonexistent.101 “The organ which perceives 

this coincidentia oppositorum, this simultaneity of complementarity....is man's Active 

Imagination, which we may term creative in so far as it is, like Creation itself, 

theophanic.”102 “It is the store of intelligible and archetypal ideas of the world of 

'becoming'....This consciousness has reached its highest point in the Perfect Man...[in 

whom] God knows himself perfectly.”103

Imagination's outstanding feature is its inherent ambiguity. On whatever level it is envisioned 
 [cosmos itself, intermediate macrocosmic world, intermediate microcosmic world] it is always a 
barzakh—an isthmus or interworld—standing between two other realities and needing to be 
defined in terms of both....In other words, the cosmos is in some sense the manifestation of the 
divine self-disclosure. Hence when the Shaykh calls the universe 'imagination' he has in view the 
ambiguous status of all that exists apart from God and the fact that the cosmos displays God, just 
as an image in a mirror displays the reality of him who looks in a mirror.

  

104

 
  

 
                                                

100 Mystical “language” is addressed in Chapter 2, while desire and gender are explored in Chapter 3, and the body in Chapter 5. 
101 Affifi, 29 Pages, 33. 
102 Ibid., 33. 
103 Corbin, Creative Imagination, 212. 
104 Affifi, 29 Pages, 34-5. 
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A host of interpreters—including Chittick, Sells, Schimmel, Corbin, Izutsu, Murata, and 

Bashier—has found inspiration in the barzakh, the concept that serves as a crucial 

metaphysical linchpin for Ibn al-Arabi’s thought, and of which, it turns out, there are 

many. The 99 attributes or Names of God, to begin, constitute the barzakh between the 

eternal essence and the creative acts. This is precisely the point of Bezels of Wisdom, 

where the names of God are associated with heroes of Islamic history to make the case 

that within each name and attribute the seeker is drawn toward the center, a vanishing 

point where Self is obliterated and only God remains. In Bezels, the emphasis is more on 

that property of the Names than on the luminal space where oneself ends and God begins, 

the bridge between two fundamentally different realities and orders of Being. The 

barzakh is the focus of three chapters: “Adam,” “Khalid” and “Muhammad”—the former 

because “the Perfect Man” originating in Adam is in a sense equivalent to the barzakh 

(but a sense obscured until Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya), and the latter since the nature of the 

barzakh was the crux of Khalid’s frustrated mission to return from that region and render 

its mysteries available to everyone.105

 Long before the works of Ibn al-ʿArabī, Islamic mysticism was well-acquainted 

with the barzakh, a term that occurs both in the Qur'an and in the ʾaḥādīth. The Qur’an 

includes three direct references to the barzakh, understood in all of them as the isthmus or 

bridge between a pair of distinct entities (e.g. water bodies—sweet and salty). These 

 These two “ringstones” will be explored, 

respectively, in Chapters 3 and 5. The barzakh in “Muhammad,” pertaining to human 

love and sexual desire, is discussed in Chapter 3. In Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya, however, the 

barzakh isn’t just more carefully articulated; it is everything. Or more correctly, every 

thing—literally—is a barzakh.      

                                                
105 Austin, Bezels, 267-8. 
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occur in Surahs 23, 25 and 55, with the Lote-Tree as limit (muntaha) appearing in Surah 

53 (another liminal space, separating two orders of the Hereafter, which Jaffray ties 

convincingly to the barzakh106

 The general meaning of the term is two-fold: it is an isthmus that connects two 

bodies of water, or any geographic interface that forms a bridge between two otherwise 

separate regions. Theologically, until Ibn al-ʿArabī, the word tends to apply to the space 

abutting this world to the hereafter, and was used often enough that Al- Ghazālī can 

describe eschatological operations there in language that presumes considerable 

familiarity on the part of his audience.

). In context, the literal meaning suggests a point merely 

geographical, but one thing Ibn al-Arabi’s interpreters agree upon, without exception, is 

that the concept functions as a maker of meaning, a specific point wherein something can 

become not this but that. Thus a barzakh is neither one element nor the other, but the 

place wherein it is possible to be at the same time both and neither, the moment that 

permits the rendering of an intelligible “other” where two specific entities stop being 

each other and in their nexus make a “third thing.” It enables all thought and language (to 

use Chittick's terminology), but it is also an un-saying (to borrow from Sells). 

107 Therefore, it can be the grave (kubr), or more 

generally the “person or point of being” where human meets divine.108 Yet it is not 

merely the split between them but also the space between, an “intermediate world” where 

encounters between mystic knower and heavenly beings are rendered possible.109

 As the realm between spiritual and corporeal, the barzakh is the Imagination or 

Imaginal. The “multiplicity of forms” in dreams or mystical apprehension of realities 

  

                                                
106 The significance of this Surah to the Shaykh's 'Anqa' is discussed in Chapter 3. 
107 It is that sense of barzakh that permeates the works of Al-Ghazālī, who memorably articulated this space as a locus of manifestation 
of spiritual realities in one physical body, a space of enlargement or constriction, misery or ecstasy, a space of neither life nor death. 
(From The Remembrance of Death and the Afterlife [Book XL of Revival of the Religious Sciences]).  
108 Nile Green, Sufism: A Global History (West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, 2012), 239.  
109 In Suhrawardi's Illuminationist cosmology, it is the murkiness of the human form, the pure darkness that potentializes light or 
epiphany.  
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(periods of “lesser resurrection”) marks it as a region of this nature. The “fullness of 

Perfect Man's existence must be sought...in the innumerable intermediate worlds that lie 

between his sensory shell and the divine kernel.”110

Ibn al-Arabi expands on the ramification of such a construct, and in his treatment 

it will pertain macrocosmically to the space between Being and nothingness (the Supreme 

Barzakh), mesocosmically to the region of neither-God-nor-Human Being, and 

microcosmically to the human soul, which is neither mind nor body, but where each 

becomes the other. In the Perfect Man, mystical apprehension of the Unity of Unities 

permits a suspension of divine and human, but even that suspension is itself an isthmus. 

There is no “seepage,” no porosity. “[M]an, as the microcosmic image of the macrocosm, 

experiences the Imaginative process both as being part of the greater creative process and 

also as having within himself an imaginative faculty”; thus, man experiences “an 

imagination within an Imagination,” his own “microcosmic dream being part of the 

greater macrocosmic dream.”

 He is the Barzakh of Barzakhs 

(barzakh al-barazikh), filling up the space between Absolute Being and Absolute 

nothingness, at the nexus of all possible interworlds. His cosmic function is everything, 

because he's identical with cosmos, and the union of micro and macrocosm—the 

macrocosm is the body, the perfect man is the heart. The attributes or names are the 

barzakh between essence and cosmos, and also the barzakh between essence and acts. 

Imagination is barzakh.  

111

                                                
110 Chittick, Sufi Path, 30.  

 Chittick suggests, more in Imaginal Worlds than in The 

Sufi Path, that Ibn al-Arabi intends a multiplicity of denotations for the concept: language 

is a barzakh; writing, then, is also obviously a barzakh; love between two human beings, 

111 Futūḥāt IX and Bezels (“Joseph”), 119. 
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a dramatic example of a barzakh, one conceived as a “love between” that is neither you 

nor the Other.112

 In his treatment of the origins of the barzakh, Salman Bashier explores additional 

interzones, such as between mind and body, or between spirit and soul. Taking his cue 

from the Gilgamesh narrative, Bashier looks at the Enkidu portion as reflective (as it 

were) of the mirror-barzakh that makes one's reflection oneself yet not, and participates in 

revealing one's essential nature—as a product of positive and negative. There is 

corporeality to seeing and recognizing the image, yet it’s not corporeal.

 

113

The Mirror 
 

  

 The Neoplatonic core of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s mysticism offers a ready mirror with the 

intermediating Logos that instantiates humanity: if the Perfect Man confronts one side of 

that glass, and that status is only possible for a murid who has reached the zenith of the 

path, the Station of No Station, then for Ibn al-ʿArabī, what can be inferred about the face 

he sees? In Bezels, the prophet Adam is a likely candidate—or perhaps, given the final 

chapter, the Divine Feminine. In the Futūḥāt, on the other hand, Muhammad himself 

appears there, while in Ittihād al-kawnī, the 'Anqa is reflected. Izutsu and others, 

reminded that one of the Shaykh's favorite adages was “'He who knows himself (lit. 'his 

soul') knows his Lord,”114 would more likely favor a resolution with hints of Attar, whose 

Conference of the Birds ends with the divine self-disclosure mirroring the face of the 

Seeker himself. However, for some scholars, particularly those eager for a matched set of 

Muslim-Christian bookends, perhaps it is Jesus, the Logos of Christendom.115

                                                
112 These are liminal spaces key to analyses of language in Chapter 2, desire in Chapter 3, body in Chapter 4, and death in Chapter 5. 

  

113 Salman Bashier, The Story of Islamic Philosophy: Ibn Tufayl, Ibn al-'Arabi, and Others on the Limit between Naturalism and 
Traditionalism. New York: SUNY Press, 2012), 115-128. 
114 Izutsu, Sufism and Taoism, 45. 
115 A. Reynold Nicholson, Mystics of Islam (London: Routledge, Kegan Paul, 1914). 
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 Islamic mystics, including Ibn al-ʿArabī, liberally deployed “the mirror” 

throughout their work, inspired by a controversial hadith qudsi that characterized all of 

creation as a mirror in which the Reality of Realities sees Himself, and enjoys the view. 

“I was a hidden treasure who wished to be known, so I created the universe...”116 Apart 

from its evident Sufi undertones, the passage captures the Neoplatonic thrust that 

characterizes mysticism whether Muslims or Christians are practicing it. Indeed, 

Christian mystics are at least as indebted to the mirror as a mystical trope as were the 

Sufis of that era, and had been using it even longer. Athanasius, who ironically 

endeavored mightily to quash Origenist mysticism in favor of “creatio ex nihilo,” used 

the mirror in Contra Gentes as early as the 4th century, asserting that once the soul is 

pure, it serves as a mirror in which to see the Father's image, not to mention the Son's 

(“...then can it truly contemplate as in a mirror the Word, the Savior whose image permits 

meditation on God.”); and of course Saint Paul famously evoked a Platonic ascent with 

his use in the first-century letter to the Corinthians (I Cor 13:12).117

 “Human beings are comparable to mirror images of this divine reality,” Chittick 

observes. “Hence a reversal occurs between inward and outward. People are relatively 

fixed and unchanging in their outward forms, but they undergo an indefinite variety of 

changes moment by moment on the level of their thoughts and awareness.”

 By the 13th century, 

the popularity of imitatio Christi as a mystical enterprise has both men and women 

seeking to mirror Christ in their words, their bodies, and principally in the interior of their 

very souls.  

118

                                                
116 Many have dismissed this tradition as without historical authenticity. A dialogue among Sunni jurists appears at Islamic Network 
Online, a page maintained by Abû Rumaysah entitled “Some Commonly Quoted Fabricated Hadith,” The text, crucial for Sufis, is 
discussed in Ch. 3. 

 As the 

117 Contra Gentes is quoted in Andrew Louth, The Origins of the Christian Mystical Tradition (Oxford University Press, 2007). 
118 Chittick, Imaginal Worlds, 105. 
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Shaykh puts it, “Hence the human being is like an ordinary mirror...O created thing, your 

manifest dimension is the form of his name the Nonmanifest, while your nonmanifest 

dimension is his name Manifest.”119

  By the 1200s, mirrors are ubiquitous in mystical writings, especially for ratifying 

spiritual authority and testifying to miraculous gifts. Francis of Assisi, Bonaventure 

writes, “seemed to have approached in contemplation the mirror of the eternal light, in 

whose marvelous splendor the gaze of his mind saw things that happened at a physical 

distance as if they were present.”

  

120 In the so-called Mirror of Perfection (Speculum 

Perfectionis), the mirror dogs Francis as devotedly as the hound of Heaven.121 What is 

significant is not the capturing of the “eternal [mystical] moment [erasing] distinction 

between the eternal and the temporal”122

The Franciscan Openings (Futūḥāt al-Francisiyya?) 

 in such mirrors, but rather how frequently the 

images evoked there are parallel to one another.  

 Just 28 works of Saint Francis, two of them original short “autographs,” along 

with a few fragments, constitute the complete writings of the saint himself. These were 

published in Latin by Kajetan Esser in 1976, with the English translation released 10 

years later by Regis Armstrong. In 1998, the biographies of Francis by Thomas de Celano 

(edited by Armstrong, J.A. Wayne Hellman and William Short) were published as a 

trilogy. The combined effect of these compilations is curious indeed. The Francis that 

emerges from De Celano's texts is a charismatic amalgam of joyous jokester, pious 

eccentric, eloquent devotee of contemplative spirituality and beloved friend and 

companion. The Francis of the original writings, in a word, is not.  
                                                
119 Futūḥāt IV. 135.33, quoted in Chittick, Imaginal Worlds, 106. 
120 Cousins, Bonaventure's Life of Saint Francis, 121. 
121 Constance, Countess De La Warr, trans. Mirror of Perfection: A Record of Saint Francis of Assisi (London: Burns & Oates, 1902). 
122 Sells, Unsaying, 70. 
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 The distance between the two characterizations makes a challenging proposition 

of comparing Francis's mystical approach to that of Ibn al-ʿArabī, whose exhaustive, 

alternately ponderous and poetical testimony also represents the evolution of certain 

concepts over the course of decades—while Francis's entire corpus spans just 21 years 

(from 1205 to 1226). Furthermore, the manuscript tradition yielding Esser's compilation 

consists of 1028 documents from 180 separate collections, lending a sense of futility to 

seeking the historical Francis in these works, one further complicated by the frequent use 

of scribes and secretaries. Turning to the writings of Saint Clare to complete the picture 

enlarges the frustration: only five of the nine works attributed to her have been 

authenticated.123

 Not that anyone seems to have been especially deterred by such impediments. 

Jacobus De Voraigne's Golden Legend (Legenda Aurea) compiled in the 1260s, is among 

the earliest hagiographical collections to include a portrait of Francis of Assisi.

  Finally, the very nature of some of these texts, the “official” quality of 

certain letters and statements, is not conducive to showcasing the distinctive personality 

and charm of the “little poor man,” Il Poverello, of Assisi. One may extract enough 

evidence to reconstruct Franciscan mysticism from the combined effect of the original 

writings and earliest biographies of Francis and the historical narratives about him and 

his first friars—but it would be profoundly overambitious to reconstruct the man himself.  

124

                                                
123 Regis J. Armstrong and Ignatius C. Brady, trans. Francis and Clare: The Complete Works (Mahwah: NJ: Paulist Press, 1982), xv. 

 By the 

time of its composition, Francis had been dead for about 40 years. De Voraigne would 

have found him accessible through the written works Francis left behind, the papal bull 

canonizing him in 1228, De Celano's two biographies and the Treatise on Miracles, the 

allegorical Sacred Exchange Between Saint Francis and Lady Poverty (Sacrum 

124 William Granger Ryan, trans. The Golden Legend, Readings on the Saints by Jacobus de Voraigne (Princeton University Press, 
2012).  
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Commercium), and Bonaventure's Life of Saint Francis (Legenda Major), along with The 

Soul's Journey Into God (Itinerarium Mentis ad Deum). He might also have had recourse 

to the oral traditions about Francis that would later be captured in Little Flowers of Saint 

Francis and the Mirror of Perfection, along with The Legend of the Three Companions 

(Legenda Trium Sociorum), attributed to Brothers Rufino, Angelo and Leo, which was 

for centuries embraced along with the earlier Vitae as a reliable source of eyewitness 

testimony, but in the modern era is more often relegated to a late 13th or 14th century 

origin. Almost all of these, however, indicate an evident dependence on De Celano's first 

two biographies, whole sections of which are repeated verbatim in most of them. Julian's 

omissions from De Celano, however, are somewhat intriguing (and possibly revealing, as 

demonstrated in Chapter 2), while the lyricism of Bonaventure's expanded reprise of De 

Celano's narratives can be entirely attributed to his own embellishment and eloquence. 

Indeed, scholars tend to consider Bonaventure the actual architect of what constitutes 

Franciscan mysticism from the 1260s forward, despite Bonaventure's insistence that, 

“although he had no skill in sacred scripture,” Francis's “intellect probed the depths of 

Scripture with remarkable acumen. Free from all stain, his genius penetrated the hidden 

depths of the mysteries, and where the scholarship of the teacher stands outside, the 

affection of the lover entered within.”125

 In broad strokes, however, there is enough that is apparently authentic in Francis's 

cumulative biographical narratives to warrant a few salient comparisons to the life of Ibn 

al-ʿArabī, which begins about 16 years earlier and roughly 1100 miles northeastward 

along the Mediterranean coast, in Murcia, Spain. Both men were born into families of 

reasonable privilege and position—Ibn al-ʿArabī’s father and other relatives seem to have 

  

                                                
125 Cousins, Bonaventure's Life of Francis, XI: 113. 
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pursued military careers,126 while St. Francis's father was a middle-class linen merchant in 

Assisi. Each entertained an early fantasy of making his mark as a valiant soldier in the 

service of his faith and culture, which, in an unexpected way, they both ultimately 

achieved. Ibn al-ʿArabī found fame posthumously, but Francis knew much of the 

magnitude of his influence even while he lived.127 The Franciscans grew from twelve in 

1209 to 5000 in 1219, with 30,000 in 1250. By the mid-thirteenth century “perhaps one in 

every thousand Italians” was a Franciscan.128

[t]he movement was gradually transformed from an informal brotherhood into a religious order, 
though nothing like the settled, wealthy, landowning monasteries so central to the spiritual life of 
Europe up until that time. Francis insisted that his followers take no privileges from the Church, 
but after his death (1226) the Church began to look to the friars for leadership, so that within thirty 
years of the appointment of their first bishop (1244) there were 320 Franciscan bishops!

 Furthermore,  

129

Francis was still in military service when he experienced his first of many mystical 

visions, in 1205. Although Ibn al'-ʿArabī had famously encountered the Islamic 

philosopher Ibn Rushd while he was still in his teens,

 
  

130

                                                
126 "Ibn al-'Arabi,” Encyclopedia of Islam, 326-7. 

 his own mystical experiences did 

not begin until his first journey to Mecca, in 1202. The Fourth Crusade, originally waged 

to retake Jerusalem, would begin the same year, and it provides a backdrop that probably 

had a degree of special relevance for both mystics. Francis was still craving a knight's 

martyrdom; not until his second mystical experience (in the church at San Damiano) 

would he realize that his radical mission had far more to do with poverty and 

renunciation than military acquisition. That said, it is worth noting that the five wounds 

of the Stigmata, which Francis received some years later on La Verna, may reflect as 

much a Crusader's cross as they do the wounds of Christ.  

127 Thomas De Celano's Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul (the so-called Second Life) continually describes the saint's humility in 
the context of the reach of his fame and the depth of devotion to him. FA:ED, Vol. II. 
128 Jeffrey Gros, “Ecumenical Connections across Time: Medieval Franciscans as a Proto-Pentecostal Movement?” Pneuma 34 (2012): 79. 
129 Gros, “Proto-Pentecostal,” 79. 
130 Bashier, Barzakh, 66. 
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 The Presence of God, Bernard McGinn's comprehensive four-part study of 

Christian mysticism, explores the impact of Saint Francis in the third volume, The 

Flowering of Mysticism: 1200-1350. The first generations of medieval Christian mystics 

had been created by “a religious elite fleeing the world for contemplative life.”131 Over 

the course of the 12th century, significant cultural changes, including increased literacy 

and a rise in the use of vernacular languages, were democratizing opportunities for 

religious expression and social mobility. McGinn recognizes five aspects to the “new” 

mysticism of the 13th century: a grappling with the problem of authority; an expanded 

role to be played by visions; emphasis on a totalizing embodied consciousness; a 

preoccupation with the problem of excess; and, consequently, an increased focus on 

annihilating social distinctions.132

This was the milieu for Giovanni di Bernardone, the popular merchant's son, 

whose early dreams of success as a Crusader knight ended in sickness and frustration. 

Given all of those factors, the founding of the Friars Minor in 1209—to assist in 

purifying and defending the faith, as well as to address social inequalities and the 

undermining of human dignity increasingly in evidence with expanded social mobility—

could be viewed as an inevitable outcome of circumstance. And yet something about 

Francis himself marked this mendicant order and the mysticism practiced by its brothers 

as invincibly unique, altogether unlike their Dominican and Cistercian contemporaries. 

 All of these, in conjunction with an urban setting, 

produced a rise in mendicant orders predicated on “a poverty unknowable” outside these 

spheres of influence.  

 

                                                
131 Bernard McGinn, The Presence of God (Volume III) The Flowering of Mysticism: Men and Women in the New Mysticism (1200-
1350). (New York: Crossroads Publishing Company, 1998), 12. 
132 Ibid. 
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Stations and States in the Franciscan Mystical Ascent 

 “Altogether unlike,” that is, except in terms of the friars' passionate regard for the 

integrity of the Catholic Church tradition. Like Ibn al-ʿArabī’s writings in the context of 

Islamic shar'ia, Francis's mysticism begins and ends ensconced in Church teachings, in a 

love of the sacraments, particularly the Eucharist, and a passion for Scripture and the 

person of Christ. Furthermore, his mystical raptures are likely inaccessible to comfortable 

lovers of peace and nature unwilling to embrace his radical asceticism.133

Then [Pietro Bernardone] led [Francis] to the bishop of the place so that before him, he might 
 return everything he had and renounce all his wealth into his hands. But before he was even 
asked, Francis joyfully showed himself ready, and taking off all his clothes, including his 
undergarments, he returned them to his father. Thus he stood completely naked before everyone, 
and presented himself as an exile in the world.

  According to 

De Celano's first biography, Francis's conversion produced a renunciation all the more 

extreme relative to the bon vivant he had been prior to receiving his first spiritual 

instructions from the crucifix in San Damiano. When, in the presence of the Bishop of 

Assisi and apparently a sizable viewing audience, Francis renounced his family's support, 

he not only eschewed its financial comforts but the very clothes off his back:  

134

 
  

The emblematic nakedness of this moment is a recurring theme in Franciscan literature 

and one that will be discussed more fully in Chapter 4. The miracles that punctuate his 

movement toward mystical union with God culminate in a profusion of them by the end 

of the narrative in the third book, where the actual 1228 canonization is described in 

loving detail, capped by what amounts to a figurative 13th-century “fireworks display” of 

intercessory works of the new saint.135

                                                
133 This is the thrust of Leonardo Boff's Saint Francis: Model for Human Liberation, John W. Diercksmeier, trans. (New York: 
Crossroad Publishing Company, 1982). 

  

134 From Julian of Speyer's Life of St. Francis, Armstrong, FA:ED, 375. Julian's narrative follows almost exactly De Celano's Vita, 
Chapter 1, 13-15. 
135 See Armstrong, Franciscan Trilogy, 17, along with De Celano's Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul and, especially, The Treatise 
on Miracles, in toto. 
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 Giotto's 28 frescoes housed in the Upper Church of the Basilica of Saint Francis 

document turning points in the saint's life. Although some scholars have questioned 

whether Giotto in fact painted them all, none have denied the elegant humanism of the 

scenes depicted, the gracious aspect of the saint, his unity with the natural world, the 

palpable holiness of his persona—all of which is a testament to the charisma of the saint 

Bonaventure immortalized in the poetry of his Vita, the only one Giotto technically 

would have been permitted by the Church to read. It is curious to speculate on whether 

the actual mysticism taught and practiced by the historical man Francis is captured more 

completely in this text or in the cool blues, greens and grays of the frescoes, which 

together evoke a serenity and silence only sporadically intimated in Bonaventure's 

craftsmanship (and prolixity).136

 Be that as it may, it is Bonaventure who effectively systematized Francis's 

mysticism, first in his biographical treatment, and then in his smaller poetical treatise, 

Journey to the Mind of God (Itinerarium Mentis Ad Deum), where the Seraph of Francis's 

vision on La Verna serves as an allegorical representation for the entire mystical 

progression. His first chapter, “The Stages of the Ascent Into God and on Contemplating 

Him Through His Vestiges in the Universe,” opens on the threefold “divisions of 

existence” and our “three principal perceptual orientations,” which he then doubles and 

illuminates via the six wings of the Seraph, corresponding to the “six stages of the 

ascent” and “six powers of the soul.”

  

137

                                                
136 A few of the more evocative images from among Giotto's frescoes are reflected in the Appendix (Figures 6 through 10). 

 But again, this is Bonaventure's unpacking of the 

experience. Francis wrote nothing of this mystical encounter; only the resultant stigmata 

bore witness to it.  In contrast, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s most significant mystical experience is 

137 Cousins, Soul's Journey, Chapter 1, esp. No. 6; and Life of St. Francis, Chapter 13.  
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flanked by the completion of his major volumes: he finished Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya in 

Damascus, assembled his poetry collections, then experienced a vision of Muhammad in 

1229, one he claimed culminated in his receiving the Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam, his most 

historically influential work. Thus did the Shaykh and the saint use very different 

“languages” to record, process and communicate their revelations. This chapter has tried 

to capture some of what each wrote about his own; how Francis preferred to articulate his 

experience is a subject for Chapter 2. 

Hunger, Poverty and Renunciation 

 In James Cowan's autobiographical Francis: A Saint's Way, he retraces the saint's 

steps throughout Umbria and beyond, seeking a kind of metaphysical meeting of the 

minds with the subject of his narrative. In the course of his travels, he determines that 

Francis “stood for something that was nondoctrinal and free....[Poverty] was his talisman, 

his instrument of penitence.”138 And by the end of his own travels, he sees the historical 

Francis more clearly. “He was no longer the pious ascetic, the whirligig saint who spoke 

to birds. These are only aspects of his populist image. What I came to know and respect 

was a man in full possession of his faculties, a man driven by inner furies...I was dealing 

less with a medieval ascetic than I was with the precursor of a more inward 

sensibility.”139

 Yet Francis' mystical ascent is founded on one of the most rigorous ascetic 

regimens in history. The punishments he inflicted on his own body are legendary: a 

Spartan existence in a monastic cell, hair shirts, devices to assist in mortifying the flesh, 

and a diet so poor he seems to have been essentially starving to death most of the time. 

 

                                                
138 Cowan, Francis, vi. 
139 Cowan, Francis, viii. 
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Among the more famous stories told of his renunciations is the account of his battling a 

“violent temptation of the flesh”—one that seems to have been less sexually driven than 

it was family-oriented. To quell his desires, he dashes out of his cell into the cold night, 

hurls himself into the snow, and then forces himself to make a family of “snow people” 

to call his own, reminding himself—by mortifying his flesh with the freezing 

temperatures—that the fewer distractions, the greater the focus on God: “But if it is too 

much for you to care for so many, then take care to serve only one Master!”140

 Because of his affection for wildlife, especially wolves and birds, many have 

called Francis a “nature mystic” and consequently overemphasized that aspect of his 

teaching; but his own writings and the early narratives about his life together testify that 

it wasn't “nature” that bound his framework together. “What makes Franciscan mysticism 

different from all the rest,” Janet K. Ruffing writes, in Mysticism and Social 

Transformation, is the centrality of poverty “in inner and outer forms” to its purpose and 

practice—“poverty as a process, a therapy for liberation of desires and their mimetic 

entanglement in 'the world.'”

  

141

 Despite supernaturally stringent dietary and sensory restrictions for himself, 

  To this end, Francis made use of the venerable “beggar 

archetype” of Christianity, dispensed his missionaries in pairs, charged them to possess 

nothing of value between them, and to promulgate the uses of poverty as the contrary of 

power and potency. In this way, political control—indeed any use of power—could be 

un-said, with radically liberating results. Francis's devotion to poverty was frequently 

expressed in the language of passion and ardent enthusiasm, an issue to be revisited in 

Chapter 4.  

                                                
140 Cousins, Bonaventure's Life of St. Francis, Chapter 5, No. 4 (with parallels in all the ancient biographies). 
141 Ruffing, Mysticism, 68. 
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Francis's rules for the brothers were comparatively more lenient, and his preaching 

confirms that the general lay public could achieve salvation—if not mystical unity—once 

they repented of past wrongdoing, merely by boosting their simplicity and humility. But 

where poverty was concerned, the saint gave no quarter. The very existence of his order 

depended upon a perfect disavowal of property and goods of value: “Because they 

possessed nothing that belonged to the world, they were attached to nothing and feared to 

lose nothing; they were safe everywhere, not held back by fear, nor distracted by care.”142

Perfect(ed) Men 

  

In response to a Church polluted by its own materialism, and a social culture increasingly 

valuing goods over living things, Francis sought foremost to own nothing, secondly to 

teach the brothers to need nothing but to praise God for the natural world that belongs to 

no one but Him, thirdly to promulgate the love of Christ over and against any possible 

attachments that might obscure it for even a moment, and finally to interiorize in his very 

being a consummate poverty so complete that it testified on its own to the glory of God. 

This was the mystical union he desired and demonstrably the one he achieved, no matter 

how one counts the wings of the Seraph. 

 In 1209, Pope Innocent III probably surprised even himself when he granted 

Francis of Assisi permission to found a new religious order, particularly an order whose 

friars were marked by their charismatic public preaching, radical asceticism and celibacy, 

religious enthusiasm, and revulsion for money. In the same year, he launched the Cathar 

Crusade, an organized rout of a persistent heresy popular throughout Italy and the 

                                                
142 Cousins, Bonaventure's Life of St. Francis, Chapter 4. This was the foundation of the “Rule approved by Innocent” in 1209, for 
which a text is no longer extant, but which was revised for the Regula bullata approved by Honorius in 1221, a portion of which 
asserts, “Therefore, none of the brothers, wherever he may be or wherever he goes, should in any way carry, receive, or have 
received either money or coins, whether for clothing or books or payment for any work-indeed, for no reason-unless it is for the 
evident need of the sick brothers; for we must not suppose that money or coins have any greater value than stones.” 
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Languedoc, whose adherents shared those traits, along with some decidedly non-

Franciscan aspects. These included a dualistic view of the powers of good and evil, and a 

rejection of the Eucharist and other sacraments, apart from the Consolamentum, in which 

a Cathar was elevated to the rank of the Perfected.143 Apparently, a dream vision had 

persuaded Innocent III that Francis could be trusted and was no Cathar, despite the fact 

that in later years, Franciscan missionaries were often mistaken for them in those areas. 

Missionary work in Germany proved risky for the friars, who arrived in 1219 without 

knowing enough German to distinguish themselves from other wandering religious 

enthusiasts, in this case the Bogomils, a group targeted by the 1231 Council of Triere. 

The Bogomils were working to win converts to a recalcitrant form of Messalianism, a 

rejuvenated form of an ancient Syrian heresy characterized by a prioritizing of prayer 

above all other religious pursuits. Here, too, spiritual “Perfection” is the goal—and those 

among the “Perfecti” need no longer observe the mundane prohibitions and codes 

associated with lower stations of mystical achievement.144

 It is not altogether surprising to find Franciscans mistaken for members of these 

groups, especially given the spread and reach of the order within just a few years. 

However, there are other associations that would make more sense, relevant to the 

admitted “strangeness” of the practices of Francis and his brothers, who often resorted to 

highly untraditional methods to command attention in a crowd. Jeffrey Gros has indicated 

that the extreme measures of medieval Franciscans might mark them as a “proto-

Pentecostal” movement, and a number of biographers (including a few regarded today as 

decidedly suspect, like Chesterton, Cowan and Sabatier) heavily emphasize the group's 

 

                                                
143 John Arnold, Belief and Unbelief in Medieval Europe. (London: Hodder Arnold, 2005), 194. 
144 For an especially cogent treatment of overlapping principles and practices of the Bogomils, Cathars, Albigens and Paterenes 
flourishing, and ultimately persecuted, throughout Europe from the 11th through the 13th centuries, see Maria Guineva, “Bulgaria, 
Bogomils and Italy,” Novinite.com (Sofia News Agency), 2 June 2011. 
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self-identification with troubadours, tumblers, minstrels and all around “fools” for God.145 

Paul Sabatier is especially intrigued by the group's antics and at the end of his first 

chapter, offers an evocative quote from Umberto Eco's Name of the Rose: here, the old 

monk Jorge reviles his Franciscan nemesis with the following indictment: “You are a 

clown, like the saint who gave birth to you all. You are all like your Francis...who begged 

in French and imitated with a piece of wood the movements of a violin player, who 

disguised himself as a tramp to confound the gluttonous monks, who flung himself naked 

in the snow, spoke with animals and plants....”146

 More provocatively, Idries Shah points out that such stories even make it possible 

to characterize Saint Francis in terms of the Sufi “clown” (qalandar), a particular kind of 

malamati or “blame-seeker” who thrives on the disapproval of others and avoids their 

praise by masking his own righteous piety.

  

147 Silk clothing, ostentatious devotions that 

repelled audiences and invited contempt are  among their traits, and there is a precedent 

for locating qalandar figures outside of the Islamic mystical tradition, as Schimmel 

attests: “Marijan Mole has shown that particularly among Syrian Christians, there was a 

similar trend to hide one's virtuous actions; stories about some of these Christian saints, 

who would rather live as actors or rope dancers than show their deep religious concern, at 

once call to mind certain stories about the Malamatiyya.”148

                                                
145 Gros, “Proto-Pentecostal Movement,” throughout. 

 Certainly there is much 

already in the Franciscan tradition to justify such a comparison. Francis preaching to the 

birds, of course, and Francis and Ruffino preaching naked (or “only in their breeches,” 

depending on the translator) are two tales that come readily to mind, as does the legacy of 

146 Umberto Eco's Name of the Rose, pp. 474, 477-478, quoted in Paul Sabatier, The Road to Assisi: The Essential Biography of St. 
Francis. Jon Sweeney, ed. (Paraclete Press, 2003), 136. 
147 Idries Shah,“The Sufis and Saint Francis of Assisi” (Mysteries in the West, IV. Francis of Assisi). Excerpted from Idries Shah, The 
Sufis (New York: Doubleday & Company, 1964), 127-8, 258f. 
148 Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 86. 
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later Franciscan poet Jacopone del Todi (d. 1306), whose verses include one about the 

man “who goes about crazed for the Christ, appears afflicted and distressed, but holds a 

diploma as Master of Natural Philosophy and Theology”: “He was not only a poet, but 

something of an early Franciscan holy fool. In public he was known to crawl on all fours, 

saddled like a donkey, and to appear at solemn gatherings tarred and feathered.”149 

Certainly suspicions about the “blame-seekers” persisted among various Sufi sages. Al-

Hujwiri, for one, was less than impressed, arguing that by fixating on public perception, 

such a person is guilty of shirk, or positioning something else in the place of God.150

The malamiyya (men of blame) get their name from Surah 75 (“the soul that blames itself”). This  
name applies...because they do not stop blaming themselves for their imperfections and they judge  
none of their actions sufficiently free of impurity to be pleasing to God, but especially because  
they hide their spiritual perfection by mingling with the mass of believers and thus exposing 
themselves, like the common people, to the blame of the fuqaha and the Sufis.

 But 

Ibn al-ʿArabī describes them evenhandedly in Chapter 309 of Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya: 

151

 
 

None of this is to suggest that Francis was a secret qalandar or a malamati, any more than 

he was a secret Cathar or Bogomil—only to point out that in the context of a mystical 

ascent defined by consummate poverty and lack, his outre persona in public and his 

private self-mortifications make sense in the context of the malamati, in serving a like 

purpose. Catholic priest Edward Hays liked the association enough to see it happen, 

authoring a spiritual novel, The Passionate Troubadour: A Medieval Novel About Francis 

of Assisi, in which Francis bonds in Spain with a wandering qalandar named Ali, and 

basically converts to Islam.152

                                                
149  Del Todi, 122, originally written in Umbrian dialect. Some scholars doubt the attribution of the Stabat Mater Dolorosa to him—it 
has been variously ascribed to others, including Gregory XI, Innocent III. He definitely wrote the one that didn't become part of the 
breviary. That one was called Stabat Mater Speciosa. 

 It's not high art, but it does argue for at least an “imaginal” 

relationship between a Sufi qalandar and Il Poverello of Assisi.  

150 Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 88. 
151 Michel Chodkiewicz, An Ocean Without Shore: Ibn Arabi, the Book, and the Law. David Streight, trans. (SUNY-Albany, 1993), 
49. 
152  Edward Hays, The Passionate Troubadour: A Medieval Novel About Francis of Assisi. (Ave Maria Press, 2007). Here is how the 
novel concludes: “'Can truth be the possession of only one religion?' 'Allah akbar!' Francesco exclaimed, with great delight. [sic]” 
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 Henry Cowan, taking his cue from Francis's silence as to the details of his 

experiences in Damietta, offers his own fantasy of the encounter that occurred there 

between Francis and Sultan Malik al-Kamil. Saint Bonaventure's account of their meeting 

parallels De Celano's in the main points—Francis's desire for martyrdom at the hands of 

the Muslims, his hopes of converting the Sultan and his men, the memorable dialogue 

recast as a stage for Francis's persuasiveness, the gifts bestowed on him—except that 

Bonaventure includes the fire-walking challenge Francis issues to test the superiority of 

his faith. In the version Claude Addas includes in her biography of Ibn al-ʿArabī, the 

saint accepts no gifts. But Cowan's version turns on his unique analysis of a particular 

gift from the Sultan, which he identifies (and only he identifies) as an elaborate scourging 

device: “a finely decorated horn made from ivory, attached to a set of rings by small 

chains. The rings were also chained to two small whip handles that, according to the 

legend, were a flagellation tool (corno e bastoncini d'avoro).”153 From this offering, 

Cowan opines that the two had more in common than is normally thought. He moves 

from that premise to the image of Francis entranced by the way the practice of dhikr 

(evocation of the Names) mirrors the effect achieved by the Greek Orthodox hesychasts, 

and finally theorizes that Francis would be very taken with ilim ishraqi, the 

Illuminationist teachings he learned among the Sufis in Damietta.154

The Mirror of Perfection 

 

 Whether we envision Francis among Sufis or, even more compelling a premise, 

Ibn al-ʿArabī among Christians, neither scenario is quite as satisfying as those theoretical 

                                                
153 Cowan, Francis, 116-7. A far less titillating interpretation of the gift, if indeed there was a gift, suffices for most scholars, and is 
discussed in Chapter 5, since the very item, ostensibly, appears on display in proximity to the saint's tomb. 
154 John V. Tolan offers an intriguing historiography of the meeting between the sultan and the saint, demonstrating ways in which its 
supporting details have historically been politicized in the service of various cultural agenda. John V. Tolan, Saint Francis and the 
Sultan: The Curious History of a Christian-Muslim Encounter (Oxford University Press, 2009). 
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moments of spiritual nexus between the two mystics themselves that have already 

presented themselves, if perhaps obliquely, in this comparison. Indirect influence 

between them, though not often a focus of scholarship, is not difficult to posit. While Ibn 

al-ʿArabī apparently never journeyed to Italy, Francis did in fact travel to Muslim 

territories at least three times—to Syria in 1212, to Spain in 1214 and to Syria and Egypt 

in 1219, although it remains inconclusive whether his aim was to win converts to 

Christianity, to win martyrdom for himself, or to expand his knowledge of Islamic 

mystical teachings. All three journeys would have brought him into contact with disciples 

of Ibn al-ʿArabī, who himself was traveling throughout the Middle East from 1204 to 

about 1233, the year he made Damascus his permanent residence (he died there in 1240).  

 There is also, however, a significant “imaginal” encounter worth exploring, a 

connection between these two on the very basis of the mysticism they each practiced. 

Jesus Christ, first of all, is the Logos and therefore the locus of the barzakh between 

human and divine, but he is in this instance also a site of communion between Francis 

and Ibn al-ʿArabī.  

The idea put forth by certain Western scholars that Ibn al-ʿArabī was initially guided by al-Khidr  
is unfounded. In fact, his earliest encounter with Men of the Unseen World was with Jesus, as he  
states repeatedly, and his first teacher on the path of God was Abu'l-Abbas al-Uryabi, was domina-  
ted by Christ's spiritual influence. Ibn al-ʿArabī considered Jesus the Seal of Universal Sanctity.  
He himself, at least in certain passages, claimed to be the Seal of the Particular, Muhammadan 
sanctity.155

Few interlocutors could be regarded as more “perfect” than these. 

  
 

 

 

 

 
                                                
155 William C. Chittick, “Muhyî al-Dîn Muhammad Ibn al-`Arabî al-Hâtimî al-Tâ'î.” Center f. or Islamic Studies. See also Gerald 
Elmore, “The Millennial Motif in Ibn al-`Arabi's Book of the Fabulous Gryphon.” The Journal of Religion, No. 3, July 2001, 410-437.  

http://www.cis-ca.org/voices/a/ibnarabi.htm�
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CHAPTER 2: THE LANGUAGE(S) OF MYSTICAL LOVE 
 
To ensure that audiences would understand the penitential nature of these songs, Francis admonished the 
friars to remind them, “We are minstrels of the Lord [joculatores Domini] and this is what we want as 
payment: that you live in true penance. What are the servants of God if not his minstrels, who must lift 
people’s hearts and move them up to spiritual joy? (From the 14th century Mirror of Perfection [Speculum 
perfectionis], translated by Regis Armstrong, No. 100)156

 
  

In what I have written, I have never had a set purpose, as other writers. Flashes of divine inspiration used to 
come upon me and almost overwhelm me, so that I could only put them from my mind by committing to 
paper what they revealed to me. If my works evince any form of composition, that form was unintentional. 
Some I wrote at the command of God, sent to me in sleep or through a mystical revelation... (From the 
“Introduction” to Fihrist al-Mu’allafat, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 1230 “Booklist”)157

------------- 
 

A comparative look at the mysticisms specific to Ibn al-ʿArabī and Saint Francis 

can at best offer only a bit more than half of the story for, as demonstrated above in 

Chapter 1, the historical record does not provide what Francis said or wrote about most of 

his mystical experiences, while about his prolific counterpart the challenge consists in 

how much of what he did say and write can reasonably be omitted. On the other hand, 

though Ibn al-ʿArabī’s words remain in profusion, little else exists today to testify to the 

man’s personality, charisma, method or style. In short, exactly how the Shaykh taught 

and communicated what had been revealed to him is a matter as lop-sided toward Francis 

as what they each said is top-heavy favoring Ibn al-ʿArabī. Parsing the “languages” of 

Francis requires consideration of writing, syntax and speech, of Latin, (Umbrian) Italian 

and French, of song, poetry and physical performance, of prayer and silence. Yet only a 

few of these have authentic correlatives in Ibn al-ʿArabī, as far as is known: syntax, 

                                                
156 Quoted in Peter Loewen, “Portrayals of the Vita Christi in the Medieval German Marienklage: Signs of Franciscan Exegesis 
and Rhetoric in Drama and Music” in Comparative Drama, Vol. 42, No. 3 (Fall 2008), 259. Paul Sabatier published the first 
translation of Mirror of Perfection in 1898, believing it to be a very ancient text, authored by Brother Leo. This was followed by 
the Lemmens edition of the work in 1901, and Constance, Countess De La Warr's edition the following year. Sabatier revisited 
the text again in 1928, still arguing it to be the oldest extant work about the saint, and launching what came to be known as the 
“Franciscan Question” of how to date the work, and whether indeed it was a missing portion of an existing 13th century work or a 
later, stand-alone text. Today, most scholars concur with Regis Armstrong that the text is neither by Francis himself nor by Leo 
but by a “lesser brother” of the 14th century. In his third volume of Francis of Assisi: The Prophet (New City Press, 2001), 
Armstrong writes: “In 1318, shortly after the editing of the Assisi Compilation, the Mirror of Perfection appeared. It is clearly 
based on the Compilation but presented by an unknown author in a more pedagogical way to present 'a mirror of perfection of the 
state of a lesser brother.' Its one hundred and twenty-four sections are divided, like the Later Rule of Francis himself, into twelve 
chapters, implying that the saint's followers can discover in his life, as in his Rule, the way to perfection.”  
157 Quoted from Ibn al-ʿArabī’s “Introduction” to Fihrist, by Stephen Hirtenstein, The Unlimited Mercifier: The Spiritual Life and 
Thought of Ibn ‘Arabi. (Anqa Publishing, 1999), 217. See also A.E. Affifi, trans., Fihrist al-Mu’allafat, Bulletin of the Faculty of 
the Arts, Alexandria University, Vol. 8 (1954): 109-117. 
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prayer and poetry. Fortunately, all of those offer fertile areas for discussion below, 

particularly the last, which serves to introduce Chapter 3’s study of the construction and 

negotiation of gender and desire. 

Comparing rhetoric and linguistics in Saint Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī is a task that 

must reckon with the implicitly manifold nature of the question posed: how was language 

used by either of them in the promulgation of their separate mysticisms? How were those 

forms of language understood by their disciples and audiences? And how were they 

reported to generations after the fact? Because his is the more complicated case, Francis 

serves this time as a more appropriate starting point.  

Franciscan “Texts” 

 Such an inquiry should begin, theoretically, with an authentic understanding of 

the saint himself. At best, this is a problematic task—and yet, as his more-than-700-year 

legacy demonstrates, one irresistible to legions of devotees, critics and scholars. A purist 

approach might insist upon using Francis’s own writings exclusively in creating such a 

portrait. After all, the fact that Francis treasured words, investing them with the utmost 

spiritual significance, is a matter attested in various hagiographies of the saint: 

[H]is writings suggest that Francis was someone who had great respect for the written word. 
Thomas of Celano tells us in The Life of Saint Francis [that] "whenever [Francis] would find 
anything written about God or anyone, along the way, or in a house, or on the floor, he would pick 
it up with the greatest reverence and put it in a sacred or decent place (1C 82)." We see this in his 
Letter to the Entire Order as he insists that his writings be held onto and preserved...In his exhorta-
tions to the faithful and to the clergy he promises blessings for those who copy, pass on, or study 
his words...It is not surprising, then, that he took advantage of those who could write to take down 
his words. Bonizzo of Bologna, Benedict of Pirato, Caesar of Speyer and, most especially, Leo of 
Assisi, appear among those who took dictation from Francis or...who embellished his thought.158

 
 

“By command and decree,” he explicitly requests, in Chapter XXIV of his “Earlier Rule,” 

that “no one delete or add to what has been written in this life”159

                                                
158 Regis Armstrong, Francis and Clare: The Complete Writings, 36 . 

—though it bears 

159 Regis Armstrong, Francis of Assisi: Early Documents (FA:ED [http://franciscantradition.org:8080/FAED/landing.jsp]), 86. 
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mentioning that precisely that wording has scholars doubtful about the authenticity of 

Chapter XXIV to that text.160  A similar caution, however, is found in a work called 

simply “The Testament,” which seems to have been written during the course of his last 

year161

And let the general minister and all the other ministers and custodians be bound through 
 obedience not to add to or take away

—and Francis is even more emphatic in this one: 

 from these words. And let them always have this writing 
with them together with the Rule. And in all the chapters which they hold, when they read the 
Rule, let them also read these words....[A]s the Lord has given me to speak and write the Rule and 
these words simply and purely, may you understand them simply and without gloss and observe 
them with a holy activity until the end.162

Within a few years of the saint’s death, the friars were already collecting his writings, and 

today they are stored in libraries all over Italy. Material observed in these collections 

demonstrates that despite Francis’s exhortations, his copyists sometimes revised his 

words for the sake of clarity and mechanical correctness. (They also seem to have lost 

entirely some letters referred to in the documents.

 
 

163

 A further complication is that Francis himself may well have argued that his 

biographers’ accounts—particularly those by his closest associates among the Friars—are 

not merely credible in their characterization, but essential ex post facto elements of his 

story. Indeed, it is that mystical property of language to merge with the matter it 

) Still, by and large, the collections 

testify that there was at least a concerted effort to preserve what Francis sent to others.  

And yet, since this is the case, it is curious indeed to find extant so few works purportedly 

authored by Francis himself, even in dictation, and critical dissension on that point even 

among these.  

                                                
160  Armstrong's note on the autograph to Leo details the convoluted history of this piece, absent entirely from any official records of 
his writings until the 17th century, after which it disappears from history again until 1895, when it was evidently authenticated.  
161 See also Armstrong, FA:ED, 125: “Wherever I find our Lord's most holy names and written words in unbecoming places, I want to 
gather them up and I beg that they be gathered up and placed in a becoming place. And we must honor all theologians and those who 
minister the most holy divine words and respect them as those who minister to us spirit and life.” Thus, a tremendous respect for 
words manifests in this document, but in a way that does indeed arouse skepticism, knowing how Francis himself felt about theology 
(see his response to St. Anthony below). 
162 Armstrong, FA:ED, 127. 
163 Among these: a letter to Elizabeth of Hungary, another to a woman looking for a cure for her son, and letters to both the Poor 
Ladies of Saint Damian and to Cardinal Hugolino. 

http://franciscantradition.org:8080/Dteng.html?loc=x4_2�
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represents that is partly the subject of this section. And so perhaps it could be argued that 

the wisest place to start isn’t in the past, but in the story of Francis as it is told today—by 

myriad voices in dozens of languages and in the service of countless political, 

philosophical and theological agenda—all of them part of a living book continually 

accruing chapters. For example, it may prove vital to the task of recognizing who Saint 

Francis must have been, with respect to the ostensibly countercultural, spontaneous, 

creative and unorthodox aspects of his character, that today a sitting pope bears his name.  

 There are other options, one of which is to start not with Francis but with the 

languages of 13th- century Italy, even the languages of Europe overall—among its 

ecclesiastical authorities, its lay believers at home or in worship, and in the secular 

literature of the period. Indeed, before we can argue whether St. Francis’s use of 

language consciously and consistently redefined its limits, it is helpful to know what 

those actually were.  

 By the 13th century, lay literacy was on the rise throughout Europe, and that 

literacy embraced regional idioms as well as Latin, which continued to be the standard 

language of the Church, though in practice congregations needed only minimal 

familiarity with it. Sermons were in the vernacular, and business transactions were 

moving gradually from an oral basis to a written one, with Latin the preferred mode 

between countries and in legal contexts. Francis’s Italy led in the growth of literacy, and 

it would not be especially uncommon there for certain social classes, especially in 

communes, to be able to communicate at least somewhat serviceably in three languages 

or more. Lower classes tended to be more conversant in the vernacular. In time French 

became the most popular commercial language, while Latin remained the “international” 
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one and the default language taught in schools. In Italy, broader attention to standardized 

education, including at least some Latin, yielded a pronounced increase in opportunities 

for nonclerical professional vocations, such as doctors, lawyers and teachers.164 

 Meanwhile, in France, an explosion of secular literary entertainment in the 

vernacular, coinciding with a comparative decrease there in the use of Latin, brought with 

it a definite enhancement in lay culture generally. As the use of the vernacular grew in 

Europe, the distinctions between Romance and Germanic languages also became more 

pronounced.165 Rising use of the vernacular notwithstanding, Latin remains the lingua 

franca in Umbria and throughout Europe until toward the mid-13th century: “Everyone 

understood it and spoke it a little; it was still the language of sermons and of political 

deliberations.”166 But religious texts not in Latin were increasingly accessible, though not 

without raising some eyebrows. In 1199, the Bishop of Metz wrote Innocent III to 

complain about the profusion of Bibles available in the vernacular; tellingly, the pope 

seems much less concerned about that than he was about lay preaching (and of course 

even that disapproval was not invincible, at least in Francis’s case).167

Maria Rose Menocal, in The Arabic Role in Medieval Literary History, 

emphasizes the influence of Dante Alighieri on Italian literacy in this context. His De 

vulgari eloquentia (written in 1303-4) is not only the “first work of medieval scholarship 

(Romance philology),” but it also provides a snapshot of precisely where Italy was at that 

 Devotional texts in 

the vernacular, typically authored by male clerics, had found their first real audience, in 

female religious recluses and mystics, by the 13th and 14th centuries.  

                                                
164 Harvey Graff, The Legacies of Literacy: Continuities and Contradictions in Western Culture and Society (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 1987), 54. 
165 Graff, Legacies, 53-55. 
166 Sabatier, Road to Assisi, 5. 
167 Both a 1210 Parisian synod and a 1220s Dominican canon testify to an official prohibition on French theological writing, and at the 
1274 Council of Lyon, heated objections were made to the French appropriation and interpretation of Scripture by, among others, 
Guibert of Tournai, a Franciscan.  
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point in what would become a decisive shift toward the vernacular and away from 

Ecclesiastical preference:  

For Dante and for others after him (particularly in Italy, the most Latinizing of Europe’s cultures), 
the legitimacy of writing in the vernacular was far from well established, a situation with which 
we might legitimately have some trouble sympathizing, since diglossia is a linguistic state few of 
us have experienced in its full form, and to write in the language that seems to us to be the one we 
speak (despite marked stylistic differences and a more rigorous codification in its written form)  
requires little justification.168

But as Graff indicates, the popularity of secular poetry makes the same argument, 

particularly lyric poetry written in southern France and characterized in various ways by 

historians (troubadour, Occitan or Provençal). “Its centrality for scholars derives directly 

from its assumed centrality in the history of vernacular European poetry itself.…It was 

always believed to be a pioneer in a number of critical ways [including] its language (the 

vernacular), its forms (especially the songs, or canso), its prestigious role within its own 

society, and most of all its best-known theme, dubbed ‘courtly love.’”

  
 

169

Thus both Latin and the vernacular languages were increasingly in use throughout 

a more literate Europe, which also saw the continuation and refinement of the scribe’s 

vocation. Before she died in 1309, Angela di Foligno dictated her memoirs to Brother 

Arnaldo (“Brother A”), who translated the Italian original into Latin, a Latin he acknowl-

edges was inadequate but evidently still at that point deemed a more appropriate medium 

for transmitting religious texts.

 

170

                                                
168  Maria Rosa Menocal,  The Arabic Role in Medieval Literary History (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1987), 73. 

 Francis’s letters were largely dictated to his closest 

associates among the scribes, particularly Brother Leo. His principal hagiographer, it 

seems, was among the best: “Thomas of Celano follows the rules of the ars dictaminis, 

that is the particular polished style of writing Latin according to the rules of the cursus, 

169 Menocal, Arabic Role, 71-72. 
170 Catherine Mooney, “Authorial Role of Brother A. in the Composition of Angela of Foligno's Revelations” in Creative Women in 
Medieval and Early Modern Italy: A Religious and Artistic Renaissance (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1994). 34-
63, 53.  “Stylistically flawed” is Mooney's assessment.  
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the style adopted in the papal curia.”171

Brother Leo, health and peace from Brother Francis! I am speaking, my son, in this way - as a 
 mother would - because I am putting everything we said on the road in this brief message and 
advice. If, afterwards, you need to come to me for counsel, I advise you thus: In whatever way it 
seems better to you to please the Lord God and to follow His footprint and poverty, do it with the 
blessing of the Lord God and my obedience. And if you need and want to come to me for the sake 
of your soul or for some consolation, Leo, come.

 The saint’s own writing seems to have left much 

to be desired. Only two “autographs” testify to Francis’s acumen in this area, the first of 

which is a brief note to Brother Leo, reproduced here in Armstrong’s translation (drawing 

on the original edition of Francis’s complete Latin works, compiled by Kajetan Esser):  

172

The “mother persona” Francis adopts here is intriguing. “The concept of relationships 

qualified by motherhood,” Armstrong explains, “is undoubtedly intertwined in Francis’s 

concept of bringing others to life through the word of God, an image found in Paul (1 

Cor. 4:6 and I Thess. 2:7). It is found elsewhere in Francis’s writings....”

 

173 The use of 

“Mother” in this sense has bearing on how gender specifically is deployed in Franciscan 

literature (a subject for Chapter 4 below). Here, the text itself is of greater concern, and to 

that end, Armstrong addresses three issues: the grammatical construction of the salutation 

(the Latin text is: f leo f francissco tuo salutem et pacem) with sender and recipient 

transposed, which could reflect “the saint’s poor grasp of Latin”; the extra letter in the 

saint’s name, possibly from running his name and possible nickname (“Sco”) too close 

together; and the singular word “footprint,” which is “unusual.”174

 The second autograph is a two-sided work containing on one side an original 

prayer, the Praises of God (see I.ii below), and on the other a Blessing of Leo, who was 

its recipient. These works apparently contain fewer mistakes than the letter above, which 

 

                                                
171  Noel Muscat, “Sources for the Life of Saint Francis: Lecture 3.” Franciscan Studies: Ordo Franciscanus Saecularis (Five 
Franciscan Martyrs Region Secular Franciscan Order). 2002-2010.   
172 Letter to Brother Leo, Armstrong, FA:ED, 122. 
173 Armstrong, Francis and Clare: Early Documents, 122, n.4. 
174 Armstrong, Francis and Clare: Early Documents, 122n.3 and n.5. 
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is only natural, since the parchment on which they are written is so badly deteriorated that 

much of it is illegible and some portions only visible using infrared technology. Of the 

short “Blessing,” Leo has added an explanation: “The blessed Francis wrote this blessing 

for me with his own hand....In a similar way he made with his own hand this sign TAU 

together with a skull."175

An “Idiota” (with a certain je ne sais quoi) 

 The accompanying drawing, included in the Appendix (Figure 

11), is demonstrably at least as important to the work as the few lines above it—a curious 

heirloom from one who apparently values words so highly. 

 Thus while the saint’s writings do reveal his poetic sensitivity and priorities for 

his order, they also reflect the limits of his education and the simplicity of his vocabulary. 

Francis termed himself illiteratus et idiota,176 and scholars who examine these works tend 

to agree, at least with regard to Latin, even his own medieval contemporaries. English 

historian Thomas of Eccleston (13th century), for example, describes Francis’s falsum 

latinum [crude Latin].177

Francis was born in Assisi. He was named John [Giovanni] but was later called Francis [Fran-
cesco]. It appears that there were several reasons for this change of names. The first was to call 
attention to a miracle, because he is known to have received miraculously from God the power to 
speak in the French language. Hence we read in his legend that whenever he was filled with the 
ardor of the Holy Spirit, he burst out with ardent words in French. The second reason was to make 
his mission manifest; his legend says that divine providence conferred this name upon him that by 
the unusual name awareness of his mystery might be spread quickly throughout the whole world... 
The fifth was the saint’s virtuosity in speech; his speech was like an ax that chopped out vices...

 About his other communication arts, however, the saint’s 

biographers and friends were decidedly more positive.  

178

 In his 1260 Legenda aurea, the first comprehensive Christian hagiography to 

include Saint Francis, Jacobus de Voraigne lists seven reasons in all for the change in 

  
 

                                                
175 Armstrong, FA:ED, 108. The original parchment is preserved in the Basilica of Saint Francis in Assisi. 
176 Vauchez argues the point, defending Francis as “neither unlettered, nor an enemy of learning” (Francis of Assisi, 122).   
177 Cited in Armstrong, FA:ED, 36. 
178 De Voraigne, Golden Legend, 606. 
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name from Giovanni to Francesco, five pertaining specifically to the use of language in 

some way. That Francis was given to singing spontaneously in French, speaking in it, that 

he fancied himself a character in the chansons de geste popular in his day throughout 

France and Italy—all of these have become today part of what everyone with even a 

cursory knowledge of Francis’s early life believes to be true about the saint.179

 In the third book of his Life of St. Francis (1229), Thomas de Celano engages in a 

bit of punning on four different meanings of the medieval Latin “Franciscus”: “He is 

truly ‘France-ish’ whose heart was so frank and free. Those who experienced the 

greatness of his soul know well how free and freeing he was in everything, how intrepid 

and fearless in all circumstances. With great strength and bravery he trampled upon every 

worldly thing.”

  

180

  What is remarkable in all this is the one and only reference to Francis’s actual use 

of French that appears in all four of these earlier works. Furthermore, the story makes it 

plain that Francis was alone when attacked (and the first two add that he was “half-

naked”

 Earlier in the text, Thomas recounts the story of Francis surprised by 

bandits in the woods while “singing praises to the Lord in French.”24 In later years, three 

other biographers would repeat the same event: Julian of Speyer (in Life of St. Francis, 

1230s); Henri d’Avranches (The Versified Life of St. Francis, 1230s); and Bonaventure di 

Bagnoregio (Life St. Francis, 1260-1263). Armstrong is blasé on the matter, opining that 

Francis “may have learned French [lingua francigena, the “language of Champagne”] 

from his father or from accompanying him on his journeys to the trade fairs.”25  

181

                                                
179 See Cousins (1976), Bonaventure: Life of St. Francis, Chapter 2, 194; Armstrong, Julian of Speyer's Life of Francis, 376. 

), so no one present would have heard him sing. In addition, neither de Celano’s 

Life nor Bonaventure’s describes the origins of the name “Francis.” The earliest work to 

180 Armstrong, FA:ED, 120. 
181 See the discussion on Francis and nudity in Chapter 4.  
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claim that Giovanni di Bernardone was ultimately renamed “Francesco” was likely De 

Celano’s second book in his Franciscan trilogy (Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul), 

written in the early 1240s. He opens with this account, attributing both names to Francis’s 

mother, Pica, who was, according to Armstrong, from “a distinguished French family, 

probably Picardy.”182

 Later in Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul (Book I: VIII), in order to counter 

the image of Francis begging for donations in his own home town, de Celano describes 

how, “as if drunk on the Spirit” Francis cries out in French for people to help him restore 

the church of San Damiano, and then, again in French, foretells its future as the dwelling 

of the Poor Clares. The narrative ends with this poetic and illustrative summation: 

“Whenever he was filled with the fire of the Holy Spirit, he would speak in French, 

bursting out in fiery words, for he could foresee that he would be honored with special 

reverence by that people.”

  

183 The story epitomizes the theme of Francis’s prophetic gifts, 

one emphasized throughout the text. Meanwhile, The Legend of the Three Companions 

(likely written around the same time period, 20 years after Francis’s death) opens with 

the simple assertion that Pietro di Bernardone, upon his return from France, changed his 

son’s name to reflect his affection for the place.184 Later in the text (in Chapter VIII), 

Francis’s prophetic French utterances involving his restoration of the Church of San 

Damiano— three predictions this time—are repeated.185 The exact story occurs again in 

the disputed Testament of Saint Clare, which many date to the 14th century, though it may 

be older.186

                                                
182 Armstrong, Francis and Clare, 3. 

 Finally, De Celano’s Remembrance includes an additional anecdote alluding 

183 Armstrong, FA:ED V2, 252. 
184 Ibid., 68. 
185 Ibid., 83. 
186 Ibid., 227 n.4. 
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to the saint’s use of French, a curious testimony retained in the problematic Assisi 

Compilation (1244-1260).187

Other times—as I saw with my own eyes—he would pick up a stick from the ground, put it over 
his left arm, holding in his right hand a bow bent with a string, drawing it over the stick as if it 
were a viola, performing all the movements, and in French sang about the Lord. All this dancing 
often ended in tears, and the song of joy dissolved into compassion for Christ’s suffering…

 Here is Armstrong’s translation of the text, which occurs 

verbatim in both sources:  

188

 
 

Armstrong adds in a note that the speaker is not the author, Thomas, but whichever friar 

submitted the tale for inclusion in the work. What Armstrong does not discuss is why this 

story, entirely unremarkable in its description of a 13th Italian enchanted—as we know 

many were—by Provençal music and song, should be prefaced at precisely that point 

with “as I saw with my own eyes.” The declaration can mean only one of two things: 

either Francis’s ability to sing in French was doubted and required an eyewitness 

justification, or the saint’s use of French itself was a hallmark of something too incredible 

to stand alone in the text. The difficulty is evident: an Italian singing in French at this 

time and in this place would not have been remarkable, if true. It is only remarkable if the 

general audience tended to believe it was not.  

 Out of the stuff of these three stories only, albeit retold in multiple narratives, De 

Voraigne prepares his seven-layer opening to the Francis chapter of the Golden Legend, a 

“miracle story” unparalleled as such in any of the earlier works. Francis’s use of French 

becomes the very key to his charisma, a means to interpret how quickly his reputation 

spread throughout Europe, as well as to indicate the “liberating” effect of his mission (in 

that it freed so many from sin), to reflect the “fierceness” and greatness of soul De 

Voraigne (following De Celano) deems cognate with “français,” to denote his perfect 

                                                
187 Ibid., 111. 
188 Ibid., 142. 
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virtue, his formidable threat to demons, and to explain his “virtuosity of speech,” which 

was “like an ax that chopped out vices.”189

 That Francis and his powers of communication could be, in a sense, reinvented in 

this way by the latter half of the 13th century is indicative of the role the Holy Spirit was 

already playing in Franciscan literature at that point and well beyond. It was certainly  

not incidental to the character of the friars that yearly meetings always occurred over 

Pentecost, in the shadow of the Acts 2 account of the Holy Spirit facilitating 

conversation.36 Nor is Francis the only 13th-century friar whose legacy includes a 

penchant for “speaking in tongues of fire” intelligible to various groups at once. 

According to Chapter 39 of the Fioretti, Anthony of Padua famously distinguished 

himself in precisely that way.   

 In most of the earlier writings, however, 

Francis’s use of French is not especially miraculous, and it is only fleetingly confirmed 

there at all. Rather, as De Celano implies in Remembrance, it is a literary trope 

symbolizing the power of the Holy Spirit to mark Francis’s claims and assertions as 

prophetic. It is an emblem for persuasive, eloquent and charismatic.  

In the Consistory there were men of many nations…Greeks, Latins, French, Germans, Slavonians 
and English, and of various languages of the world. Inflamed by the Holy Ghost, he set forth the 
word of God so effectively, so devoutly, so subtly, so sweetly, so clearly so learnedly that all those 
who were in the Consistory, although they spoke different languages, understood all his words as 
clearly and distinctly as if he had spoken in the dialect of each of them. They were all amazed, and 
it seemed as though the ancient miracle of the Apostles [at Pentecost] had been renewed...The 
Pope said, “Truly this man is the Ark of the Covenant and a repository of Holy Writ.”190

Later in the Fioretti (Chapter 9), the story of Brother Leo’s inability to speak apart from 

“what God has put in [his] mouth”

 
 

191

                                                
189 De Voraigne, Golden Legend, 606. 

 evokes an even older story of the invincible gift of 

prophesy, that of the Biblical Balaam (Num. 22). Certain friars, like Julian of Speyer and 

190 W. Heywood, trans., The Fioretti, or Little Flowers of Saint Francis of Assisi (Ascribed to Ugolino Di Monte Santa Maria), (New 
York: Random House, 1998), 83. 
191  Heywood, Fioretti, 22-23. 
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Anthony of Padua, were, in a way, more like “Francis” than it seems the historical 

Francis might have been on the matter of multilingualism, which is not to say he was not 

demonstrably a gifted orator, one capable of addressing any crowd at any station, who 

could move audiences to joy and tears in a single sermon. “Educated men marveled at the 

power of his words, taught by no human teacher, and seeing the well-born and the lowly, 

the rich and the poor crowd around him in bands, they astutely made their way to him as 

though to a new star rising in the darkness.”192

 One of the tales in the Fioretti describes a refreshingly human moment for the 

saint, a brief one, when his mind suddenly goes blank addressing the pope and cardinals 

at Ostia, and then, filled with the Holy Spirit, he regains their rapt attention.

  

193 Jeffrey 

Gros argues that 14th-century “Spiritual Franciscans,” inspired by the zealous, eschato-

logical mysticism of Joachim of Fiore (d. 1202), may have been spearheading a “Proto-

Pentecostal movement.”194 They were reading their own bias into some of these older 

works, or perhaps weaving it into newer ones, and finding evidence of the “gift of 

tongues” in venerable Franciscan narratives, such as that of Francis and Sultan al-kamil. 

 Certainly the strategy seems to have been successful. Early Franciscan failures on 

the basis of not knowing the vernacular (as when the friars visited Germany knowing 

only a single word) turned around decisively.195

                                                
192 Armstrong, Julian of Speyer's Life of Francis, FA:ED Vol. 1, 385. 

 And as for the founder of the Order, 

perhaps his Latin was poor and perhaps he didn’t know sufficient French to write it or 

speak it, but he seems in any case to have been an eloquent and effective spokesperson 

for the radical renunciation of sinful baggage and material pursuits—a point more than 

193 Heywood, Fioretti, 132. 
194 Gros, “Proto-Pentecostal.” 
195 Michael Morrell, Empathy and Democracy: Feeling, Thinking and Deliberation, 261. 
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demonstrated in statistical records of the growth of the order while he lived.196 If anything 

at all, whatever Francis was saying in French in the early 13th century seems not to have 

been especially creative, dangerous or significant, at least not enough that anyone wrote it 

down. “Saint Francis,” according to Sabatier, “rarely said anything especially new.”197

 There only a few French-themed accounts in the early histories, but Francis’s love 

of music is a recurring motif in all of the texts discussed above, and historians like 

Cowan, Sabatier and Spoto have all characterized the saint himself as a performer steeped 

in the troubadour poetry of his era. He also used his own body in powerful ways as a kind 

of meta-language to advance his prophetic mission, along with prayer, as well as silence. 

Finally, there is the language of the Umbrian dialect spoken throughout the region, in 

which Francis is both proficient and creative, and in which he will write the earliest 

Italian poetry ever written. Indeed, perhaps casting Francis as a “cavalier” taker of 

linguistic risks foreshadows the enormous achievement he will make in advancing the 

poetic use of the vernacular in Italy, when he authors “Canticle of the Creatures,” his 

1220 masterwork in Umbrian dialect. A second poem in Umbrian dialect, “Exhortation to 

the Poor Ladies of San Damiano,” was authored at the same time, but it is a shorter, more 

personal work, demonstrably less of an aesthetic achievement. Both poems, in Umbrian 

and in translation, appear in the Appendix (Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15). 

 

Still, he was innovative about what he sang, prayed, and performed. These, then, are 

among the actual languages he spoke—song, prayer and physical performance.  

 Therefore, just as male hagiographers tended to make concrete the metaphorical 

language of female mystics in this period, revising their works to emphasize the material 

                                                
196 Cf. the statistics cited above, from Gros, “Proto-Pentecostal Movement.” 
197 Sabatier, Road to Assisi, 58. 
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physicality of the symbolic language originally used,198

 In fact, recalling the popularity of Provençal lyric throughout Francis’s Europe, it 

is unlikely anyone would have believed he “knew French”—much less knew it in a 

theophanic way—simply  because he could sing the songs others were singing. The 

embedded assonance rhyme that makes such pieces relatively easy to recite, enabling 

them to grow so long (Chanson du Roland is 4000 lines) also makes it possible to do so 

without understanding much of what they mean. Knowing French ballads, then, is also a 

kind of shorthand—but not for proficiency in French: it bespeaks a young man’s 

enthusiasm for the Crusader ethic emblematic in songs imported from southern France.

 De Voraigne’s embellishments 

make a (nearly) literal Frenchman of Francis, or at least make him miraculously 

“bilingual.” Every popular biography of Francis on the other side of de Voraigne will 

identify Francis by his love and knowledge of French—an attribute now as significant to 

him as the fact that his father was a clothing merchant or that he loved nature.  

199

                                                
198 This is the so-called “Bynum thesis,” inaugurated in Caroline Walker Bynum's work on female Christian mystics and their male 
hagiographers. The thesis has been challenged, but its central argument remains intact and relates to the discussion of body in Ch.4.  

 

Thus the depiction of Francis as Franco-phile isn’t really about language at all. From a 

secular perspective, it’s about everything else the popularity of French means in this 

period: flashy clothing, entertainment and humor, and the themes of troubadour poetry. 

And from the standpoint of Christian hagiography, as demonstrated here, it signifies the 

action of the Holy Spirit in making one intelligible simply by virtue of speaking what is 

holy and true. French, in other words, isn’t his language, and neither was Latin. But 

neither of these prevented Francis from communicating quite effectively. When de 

Celano describes the Nativity Play at Greccio, he notes Francis’s distinctive clothing and 

199 The chansons that would have been popular in Francis's day describe religious victories of Christians in France—such as Roland 
and Charlemagne—against infidel enemies, Muslim or otherwise. Themes linked to "courtly love" appear consistently in these after 
the 13th century, but are evident in some works before then. Among the most influential authors known in Francis's time was Chrétien 
de Troyes, who wrote five romances centered on the Arthurian cycle between c. 1170 and c. 1190. These are poems of courtly love, 
with Arthur's court as their backdrop. Perhaps it is not merely a nod to the Gospels that Francis starts his order with 12 friars. 
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musicality: “The holy man of God is dressed in the vestments of the Levites, since he was 

a Levite, and with full voice sings the holy gospel. Here is his voice, a powerful voice, a 

pleasant voice, a clear voice, a musical voice, inviting all to the highest of gifts.”200

Holy Troubadour 
 

 

 Peter Loewen’s 2008 study of “Franciscan Exegesis and Rhetoric in Drama and 

Music” addresses the saint’s musical legacy and its impact on the growth of his order.  

The musical doctrine of Francis is unambiguous; the…principles of Franciscan spirituality were to 
be transmitted…using the power of music and poetry…As minstrels sang secular songs in order to 
earn material wealth, so he sent out his troupe of joculatores Domini to win souls. One can see 
how profoundly influential this new paradigm was when one considers the huge production of 
sacred vernacular song that coincided with the periods of Franciscan expansion. [Francis’s] 
spirituality influenced the cultivation of the lauda in Italy and the carol in England….[W]hen 
Brother Pacifico [went] to France as Minister Provincial he took…singers[, who] helped 
popularize a religious vernacular song form that…took the form of the ballata or virelai.201

Loewen is less persuasive when he predicates some aspects of his thesis on the more 

suspect portions of the early histories addressed above, such as when he claims that 

“Francis could sing and compose songs in Occitan, French, Latin and Italian,” when it 

seems only the last is demonstrably the case. Even so, it is apparent that Francis and his 

followers “recognized music as a legitimate, sensual method of religious expression...a 

form of rhetoric, capable of evoking in listeners both the literal and spiritual messages of 

their piety.”

 
 

202 Loewen offers four stories as examples (including the “air violin” account, 

and another in which an ailing Francis asks another brother to play the lute for him).203

A particularly evocative anecdote making this point, comes—unfortunately—

from the “Considerations,” a very late 14th century emendation to the Fioretti.

 

204

                                                
200 Armstrong, FA:ED Vol.1, 257. 

 Here, 

201 Peter Loewen, “Portrayals of the Vita Christi in the Medieval German Marienklage: Signs of Franciscan Exegesis and Rhetoric in 
Drama and Music” in Comparative Drama, Vol. 42, No. 3 (Fall 2008), 260. 
202 Loewen, “Portrayals,” 253. 
203 Ibid., 255. 
204 These are the appended “Considerations of the Stigmata,” which Armstrong believes were added by an anonymous editor between 
1370 and 1385 (Francis, the Prophet, 434). The story may derive from oral traditions or it may be wholly inauthentic, though it's true 
(as Coulton and Sabatier note)—that it “fits” the Franciscan persona. Many other stories in the Fioretti fall in the same category. The 
oldest copy of this work now extant (believed to be an Italian translation from a Latin original), dates to 1396. 
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Francis uses the themes of a courtly love song sung by someone else to anchor an 

impromptu sermon to some nobles.205 Sabatier repeats the story, citing G.G. Coulton, 

adding that “St. Francis had told his disciples to be God’s gleemen—joculatores Dei. He 

is himself recorded to have preached one of his most beautiful sermons from a French 

love song”: this is the refrain in English: “So great is the good that I hope for, that all pain 

delights me.”206 The words evoke the high-minded longing characterizing much 

troubadour verse, and they are consistent with the persona most biographers have been 

constructing for the saint all along. But not all troubadour poetry was so “courtly,” and it 

is likely Francis was also acquainted, if not more acquainted, with its vulgar expressions 

in poems and songs of the period. Loewen goes on to cite De Celano in reporting that 

Francis was admired among his friends for his singing even before his conversion—but 

the larger context of that claim makes a different point. Here is the original Latin text: 

Admirationi omnibus erat et in pompa vanae gloriae praeire caeteros nitebatur, in iocis, 

in curiosis, in scurrilibus et inanibus verbis, in cantilenis, in vestibus mollibus et 

fluidis.”207

 The troubadours entertained in either form, of course. And post-conversion, 

Francis would naturally have been more associated with poems that bemoaned the 

beloved’s inattainability, the vast space between poet-lover and his idealized object of 

 Francis was admired, in other words, for his talents in tawdry areas—vain 

glory or “pomp,” joking, (apparently dangerous) curiosity, scandalous and vacuous 

speech, singing, and soft, silky clothes. In context, the singing almost certainly refers to 

bawdy verse, the kind evidenced in naughtier examples of troubadour poetry.  

                                                
205  Loewen, “Portrayals,” 216. 
206  G.G. Coulton, 529, quoted in Sabatier, Road to Assisi, 8. Older copies of the Fioretti generally included the Considerations. While 
most of them offer this refrain in English translation, Fr. Cuthbert's 1914 biography presents what is presumably the 14th century text, 
in Italian (189). Note that the song was ostensibly a French love song, but the Italian text rhymes perfectly. Note, too, that Cuthbert 
offers a note admitting the text is likely a late gloss to the tradition, but evidently he likes it too much not to treat it as authentic in the 
body of his book. Francis-as-troubadour is a trope that has that effect. 
207 Loewen, “Portrayals,” 254. 
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affection, by turns too holy, too beautiful, too elevated, too ethereal ever to stoop to his 

level. Mary, the Virgin Mother of God, is a frequent source of such song among the 

southern French poetry popular in Francis’s Italy. Allusions to Francis’s early fixation 

with such works portend his eventual wooing of the allegorical “Lady Poverty,” subject 

of one of the most popular works about the saint. The Sacred Exchange Between Saint 

Francis and Lady Poverty is a work of dubious authorship that dates at least to the 1240s; 

some scholars suggest it might be the oldest work about him in print, perhaps as early as 

1227.208

“Brother, she has now gone up to a great and high mountain where God has placed her. She is 
dwelling in the sacred mountains because God loved her above all the tabernacles of Jacob. Giants 
have not been able to touch the footprints of her steps and eagles cannot fly even to her shoulder. 
Poverty is the only thing that everyone condemns so that it cannot be discovered in the land of 
those living comfortably. She is hidden from their eyes, then, and concealed from the birds of the 
sky. God understands her path and He knows her place.” “If, then, you wish to reach her, brother, 
take off your clothes of rejoicing, and put aside every burden and sin clinging to you for, unless 
you are naked, you will not be able to climb to her who lives in so high a place. Yet, because she 
is kind, she will easily be seen by those who love her and be found by those who search for her. 
To think about her, brother, is perfect understanding, and whoever keeps vigil for her will quickly 
be secure. Take faithful companions so that during the mountain’s ascent you will have their 
advice and be strengthened by their help. For woe to the one who is alone! If he falls, he will have 
no one to lift him up.”

 It describes Francis’s longing for the previously unattainable feminized form of 

Poverty, relying on tropes familiar to courtly love as a secular and spiritual enterprise.  

209

 Pamela Porter’s Courtly Love in Medieval Manuscripts focuses on the genre “and 

its collective champions—troubadours and minnesingers” as well as on the significance 

of the “lady” that is its goal.

 
 

210

                                                
208 Armstrong, FA:ED, 523. Calling the work the “most mysterious” of all writings produced during the first 150 years after the 
founding of the order, Armstrong describes the arguments for and against accepting an early composition date. Those who accept the 
date as 1227 ascribe the text to Giovanni Parenti, then Vicar General.  

 The nature of this “lady” as she is articulated in the 

Franciscan tradition—as well as in the Islamic mystical tradition known to Ibn al-

ʿArabī—is the subject of Chapter 3 (on gender and desire). What bears mentioning here 

is the thematic likeness that warrants situating the Sacred Exchange in the context of 

209 Armstrong, FA:ED, 532. 
210 Pamela Porter, Courtly Love in Medieval Manuscripts (University of Toronto Press, 2003). 
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chivalric literature, including the Arthurian romances that would have been familiar to 

Francis. Barbara Newman has written on the form of minnemystik, or courtly mysticism, 

increasingly in vogue at this point—an amalgam of nuptial imagery, Song of Songs 

exegesis, and the familiar male protagonist aching for a female lover, a scene, observes 

Newman, female mystics sometimes inverted to make the genre distinctively their own.211

 That troubadour ideals permeate Francis’s histories and works attributed to him, 

then, is not really in question, though now and then their application is bit overzealous. 

Otto, for example, pointing out that Francis’s “Canticle” has been compared to poems of 

Rumi, observes that it is “permeated by the spirit of the troubadour.”

  

212 Apart from the 

speaker’s tendency toward emphatic flattery of his Object—which occurs in odes and 

paeans at least as frequently as in troubadour verse—the text of the “Canticle” does not 

exactly bear out such an association. However, those ideals are overwhelmingly present 

in his lesser known Salutation of the Virtues, a work in which “Francis greets each virtue 

in a fashion typical of a medieval troubadour, describes the predisposition which each 

Christian must have before possessing them, and concludes by interpreting the function 

of each.”213

  Hail, Queen Wisdom! May the Lord protect You, with Your Sister, holy pure Simplicity! 

  This work is often linked to the “Salutation to the Blessed Virgin,” on the 

basis of affinity between the two titles. But it is worth reflecting specifically on the 

distinctive style of the former here. Here are two stanzas from it: 

 Lady holy Poverty, May the Lord protect You, with Your Sister, holy Humility! 
 Lady holy Charity, May the Lord protect You, with Your Sister, holy Obedience. 
 Most holy Virtues, May the Lord protect all of You from Whom You come and proceed. 
 There is surely no one in the whole world who can possess any one of You without dying first. 

Whoever possesses one and does not offend the others possesses all.  Whoever offends one does 
 not possess any and offends all. And each one confounds vice and sin.214

                                                
211 Barbara Newman, in Christian Mysticism, 230. See also Mark Turnham Elvins, Gospel Chivalry: Franciscan Romanticism 
(Herefordshire: Gracewing Publications, 2006). 

 

212 Otto, Mysticism, 93. See the discussion of the Canticle in Chapter 4, and the full text in the Appendix (Figures 14 and 15).  
213 Armstrong, FA:ED, 164. 
214 Armstrong, FA:ED, 164. 
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The feminizing of the Virtues, the concern with offending them, and the Platonic 

resonance of their inattainability, except through death, all mark the work as relevant to 

the courtly love tradition. At the same time, the intoning of each of the virtues by title and 

invocation suggests a different poetic genre altogether, one plainly consistent with Greek 

aretalogies, and more than a little evocative of the hesychastic prayer associated with 

Christian Orthodox mysticism, as well as the meditative repetition of divine titles at the 

root of Islamic dhikr. An even closer reflection of the last of these is Francis’s “Praises of 

God” (referred to by scholars as “The Parchment Given to Brother Leo on La Verna”). 

 You are the holy Lord God Who does wonderful things. 
 You are strong. You are great.You are the most high. 
 You are the almighty king. You, holy Father, 
 King of heaven and earth. 
 You are three and one, the Lord God of gods 
 You are the good, all good, the highest good, 
 Lord God living and true. You are love, charity; You are wisdom, You are humility, 
 You are patience, You are beauty, You are meekness, You are security, You are rest, 
 You are gladness and joy, You are our hope, You are justice, 
 You are moderation, You are all our riches to sufficiency. 
 You are beauty, You are meekness, You are the protector, You are our custodian and defender, 
 You are strength, You are refreshment. You are our hope, You are our faith, You are our charity, 
 You are all our sweetness, You are our eternal life: 
 Great and wonderful Lord, Almighty God, Merciful Savior.66 

 

The point is not that Francis consciously emulated the practice of dhikr, though that 

cannot be ruled out. Maria Rosa Menocal, for one, alludes wistfully to the possibility that 

 Francis was deeply influenced not only by troubadour poetry, itself derived from Arab song and  
 associated Sufic elements, but that when he journeyed to Egypt and Syria in the summer of 1219... 
 it was not solely to argue the supremacy of Christian belief over that of Islam....Rather, it was to  
 explore with the sages of Egypt the subtle mysticism of their thought and to learn thereby.215

The purpose of pointing out affinities between the “Praises” and Islamic dhikr is to 

suggest that the language of song that scholars like Loewen associate with Francis and his 

early colleagues is more about poetry and prayer than it is about music. It is also, to a 

surprising degree, about physicality. 

 
 

                                                
215 Menocal, Arabic Role, 3. 
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Tumblers, Jesters, Minstrels and Prayer 

 The Franciscan “clown” alluded to in Chapter 1 (in the context of the Sufi 

qalandar) wears many faces in the writings of the brothers, and each face has its fans 

among modern biographers of the saint. Henri Queffelec’s Francois d’Assise; le Jongleur 

de Dieu (1982) situates Francis among the bands of medieval musicians, “[o]ften 

traveling in troupes among European cities, villages, and castles, [who] earned a bare 

bones existence through their singing, acrobatics, theatrical productions, and even trained 

animal acts.”216

Minstrels were first and foremost entertainers...remembered for their lasting image wearing bright  
party-colored costumes riding...from castle to castle, singing as [they] went with lutes thrown 
across [their backs]....Minstrels often created their own ballads but they were also famous for 
memorizing long poems based on myths and legends which were called ‘chansons de geste.’ The 
themes of the songs sung by the Troubadours also dealt with chivalry and courtly love but they 
also told stories of far lands and historical events. The role of the Minstrel often required many 
different skills, including juggling, acrobatics, dancing, fire eating, conjuring, playing musical 
instruments, reciting poems, singing, [and] buffoonery... 

 As such, the saint captures the essence of a variant species of trinity: the 

troubadour, the jester and, especially, the minstrel.   

217

Cowan, Coulton, Sabatier and Spoto, not to mention Chesterton (it might be best not to 

mention Chesterton), all liberally deploy the image of the gleeman, jester, tumbler, 

minstrel or troubadour in their retellings of the saint's story. It is certainly in this context 

that several of the most ancient anecdotes about Francis make the most sense, from those 

of the lute and the “air violin” to stories reflecting his penchant for reciting memorized 

verse, and even to his use of a very particular kind of animal act in his preaching, whether 

to the birds,

 

 

218 to the wolf of Gubbio,219 or against the backdrop of the first “living 

Nativity” in historical record.220

                                                
216 Steve Sundell, ed. “So What’s a Jongleur, Anyway?” in The Jongleur: Newsletter of the Mills Music Library. University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. (Vol. 6, No. 2, February 2000). 

 How else, after all, can we fully explain the evident 

217 Linda Alchin, “Minstrels” Middle Ages. June 2014. 
218 Armstrong, De Celano’s Vita, 58. 
219 Heywood, Fioretti, 21. 
220 Armstrong, De Celano’s Vita, 30; Cousins (2005), Life of St. Francis, 112. 
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silliness of Francis and Ruffino preaching naked (or in their “underwear,” as some would 

have it), an account offered deadpan in Chapter 30 of the Fioretti?221 On the basis of 

Francis's uses of physical language, it is more satisfying to imagine the youthful 

prankster Giovanni as part of an actual minstrel band than to embrace Spoto's more 

insidious suggestion that pre-conversion Francis was a 13th century Italian libertine and 

ruffian.222

What do you think, brothers? Which do you judge better? That I should spend my time in prayer 
or that I go about preaching? I am a poor little man, simple and unskilled in speech; I have 
received a greater grace of prayer than of speaking. Also in prayer there seems to be a profit and 
the accumulation of graces.

 Such an argument has the advantage of suggesting a curious paradox in the 

man, who wasn't always in “jester” mode, and not always comfortable preaching at all: 

223

 
 

The passage above recounts a fascinating debate fueling Chapter 12 of Bonaventure's Life 

of Saint Francis. After Francis's remarks, the debate continues, but eventually the merits 

of preaching are revealed through divine revelation.224 The story is relevant to the 

criticism some have aimed at Bonaventure's biography, that it was too steeped in a 

Franciscan controversy decades after the saint's death, a rivalry between the scholastics 

and spiritualists, to be entirely reliable.225

                                                
221 Armstrong’s translation complicates matters: “I command you under holy obedience that in just your breeches, naked as the day 
you were born, get to Assisi and go into a church, naked as you are, and preach...” (Francis: The Prophet, 620). Note that Sweeney 
uses this translation in his gloss on Sabatier, Road to Assisi, 168). 

 But what is the saint in any of these accounts 

but an interpolation between the free-wheeling jongleur de Dieu, the irrepressible 

troubadour/minstrel whose spontaneity and creative expression charmed the masses and 

fueled the exponential growth of his order of Friars Minor, and the self-mortifying 

sometime anchorite, devoted to prayer, poverty, asceticism, and—occasionally—silence? 

Notwithstanding the distance between the 14th century Considerations and the man 

222 Spoto, Reluctant Saint, 29-30. 
223 Cousins (2005), Bonaventure’s Vita, Chapter 12, 125. 
224 Ibid., 125-128. 
225 Cousins (1976), in his “Introduction” to Bonaventure, describes the debate, but defends the integrity of Bonaventure's take on 
Franciscan spirituality. He also parallels the text of the Canticle with a portion of Bonaventure's Soul's Journey, to reflect their 
different approaches.  
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himself, there might be a trace of the historical Francis left in his  instructions to Brother 

Leo, regarding the saying of prayers when the saint was on retreat: 

“At the hour of matins,” the saint writes, “come silently, and when you reach the end of the log, 
 just say, 'Domine, labia mea aperies.' If I answer, 'et os meum annuntiabit lauden tuum,' come 
across to my cell, so that we might say matins together. But if I do not reply at once, go right 
back.”226

Note the coming together of three species of “language”—prayer, silence and the 

physical, the last captured in the wordless conversation of lips and bones. The note was 

written on the retreat on Mount Verna, about which much more will be said (in Chapter 

4). For now it suffices to note how Francis's preaching depends on performance art and 

not the written word. As the De Celano’s witness reports, “Whereas I can remember 

every word of the sermons of others the words uttered by holy Francis escape me.”

 

 

227

And the Rest Is Silence 

 

 
Whatever else is true about Francis's uses of language, silence could be as holy as 

speaking, if not holier. De Voraigne reports, with likely overstatement, that the saint 

“observed the rule of silence so extravagantly that he made his confession with nods of 

the head, not speaking.”228

Nature is the language of the invisible. To understand it is to enter into a dialogue with God—or 
so Francis thought. Largely unlettered except for a smattering of French and a rough knowledge of 
Latin, he relied on his hypersensitivity to help him resolve difficult issues...People, particularly the 
educated, found it hard to resist the persuasive tone in his voice. So free was his manner that a 
learned doctor confessed after hearing Francis speak that it was impossible to commit anything he 
said to memory. His eloquence was like quicksilver...He had learned, too, how to use the language 
of physical expression to convey what he meant. “He would suggest in a few words what was 
beyond expression,” Thomas wrote,  “and using fervent gestures and nods, he would transport his 
hearer wholly to heavenly things.”.... Nature literally spoke to him in the silent language of itself. 
Through meditation, prayer and long bouts of asceticism, he [listened] to the voice of nature.

 Cowan concurs, evoking Thomas, not de Voraigne, to make it: 

229

Those priorities are telegraphed even in the sole exchange preserved between the saint 

and his most famously eloquent contemporary, Anthony of Padua. Asked by the latter 

 
 

                                                
226 From “The Second Consideration on the Holy Stigmas” [sic]. Marion Habig, ed. St. Francis, Writings and Early Biographies: 
English Omnibus of the Sources for the Life of St. Francis (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1983). 
227 De Celano, Remembrance, Book II, Chapter 73. 
228  De Voraigne, Golden Legend, 607. 
229 Cowan, Francis, 94-5. 
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where it would be permissible to instruct the brothers in theology, Francis makes this 

economical reply: “I am pleased that you teach sacred theology to the brothers providing 

that, as is contained in the Rule, you ‘do not extinguish the Spirit of prayer and devotion' 

during study of this kind.’”230 Thus does prayer trump theology, and silence sometimes 

trump words. But the strongest suit for Francis, a point apparent in exploring his 

mysticism as well as his uses of language, is poverty, which in principle is the highest of 

priorities, both personally for the saint as well as for his order. This is likely why he 

reserves such strong language for protecting that portion of the rule. It is also a claim 

consistent with the relative emptiness of his corpus, which contains just 28 authenticated 

writings and five dictated letters, reflecting the 16 years between the founding of his 

Order and his death. It is a paucity even translator Regis Armstrong finds “curious,” even 

as he observes how the ephemeral nature of the saint’s written legacy serves 

“unwittingly” to underscore the principle of poverty.231

 The passionate assertions of the saint’s eloquence echoed in Franciscan 

hagiography and biography across the ages, therefore, make possible this quintessential 

argumentum ex silentio: that Francis’s commitment to authentic poverty would have 

demanded a renouncing of his craving for written testament to his proximity to God.  

 But such a characterization is 

incorrect. Especially in light of evidence to suggest the high value Francis placed on 

written words, there is only one tenable explanation for why so few of his own remain: 

that the “rest” isn’t silence so much as the “rest is absence.” There is a hole where 

Francis’s writings should be, an un-saying that, itself, provides the most powerful witness 

of all to the supreme value of the poverty he espoused.  

                                                
230 Armstrong, FA:ED, 107, “Letter to Anthony of Padua.” 
231 Armstrong, Francis and Clare, xv. 
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The oldest extant compilation is Assisi Codex 338 preserved in the town library of Assisi and 
dating from between 1250 and 1260….The manuscripts belonged to the friars, whose library was 
confiscated and then handed to the city library. It comprises 10 works that can with certainty be 
attributed to St. Francis, including the famed “Canticle of the Creatures.”232

 
 

The “Canticle” is a work Francis reportedly loved so much that he asked his brothers to 

sing it at the very hour of his death—yet not a single copy exists, apart from one 

apparently made more than 20 years after his death. This is the consummate “unsaying” 

of the whole chain of links between creation and Creator on which the “Canticle” rests, 

the “speaking away of the metaphor” in its entirety, its apophatic undoing.233

Ibn al-ʿArabī: Speaking Truth 

 In terms of 

rhetorical progression, Franciscan poverty—the core of his mysticism—constitutes the 

first expression, and its definition—renunciation of worldly goods and possessions of any 

kind—the second. In the third place, authentic poverty could be expressed poetically and 

cataphatically in the all-humbling revelation of the magnitude of the divine capacity for 

creation; but in the fourth place, mystical grasp of such a truth eludes language entirely, 

making of the poem itself a mere possession necessarily to be disavowed.  

 A profound contrast distances this progression from how Ibn al-ʿArabī reads, and 

writes, poverty and humility into the scaffolding of his mystical apparatus. Yet, for either 

mystic, the case is finally made using linguistics, not because of what any of the words 

actually say, but because linguistics emerges as inherently inadequate to the task yet also 

eminently inseparable from it. It is essential and worthless, at the same time—a 

coincidence of the thing and its negation. This is the property of speech that enables Ibn 

al-ʿArabī in Bezels of Wisdom to magnify the terms and ayat of the Qur’an to identify 

markers and mileposts in a metaphysical progression from words and titles to seals and 

                                                
232 Jan J. Boersema “Why is Saint Francis the Patron Saint of Ecologists?” Science & Christian Belief, Vol 14, No. 1 (2002): 51-77. 
233 Sells, Mystical Unsaying, 2, 283. 
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ringstones of knowing. For Ibn al-ʿArabī, apophasis is achieved by wordplay, allegory, 

grammatical innovation, and deconstruction of meanings to their root parts. Examples of 

these strategies abound in his work, perhaps nowhere as overtly, continuously, and 

relevantly as in the Contemplation of the Holy Mysteries and the Rising of the Divine 

Lights (Mashāhid al-asrār al-qudsiyya wa maṭāliʻ al-anwār al-ilahiyya’), in which the 14 

contemplations hold the universe, the Perfect Man and the Qur’an in suspension: 

For Ibn al-ʿArabī there is a direct analogy between the Breath of the All-Compassionate through 
which the world becomes manifest and the human breath by means of which the 28 letters of the 
Arabic alphabet become articulated. As God speaks the Divine Word “Be” to each thing he wishes 
to manifest, he has compassion on what each thing is in itself, and it becomes, according to how it 
is. Each letter has its own numerical value and is connected to a day in the lunar cycle, a level of 
Existence, a Divine Name. As Ibn al-ʿArabī says, “It is not like people think, the mansions of the 
Moon represent the models of the letters; it is the 28 sounds which represent the lunar 
mansions.234

 
 

 The crux of the revelation in this work—the dazzling correspondences in the 

totality of creation—parallels Francis’s mystical witness to the gloriousness of God’s 

creatures and concepts in the “Canticle.” But for Francis, poetical arrangement of that 

noesis is finally merely a vehicle, though a beautiful vehicle, like all writing—while in 

Ibn al-ʿArabī, creation itself is a conduit for the divinity of words. The 12th 

contemplation, on “the Light of Uniqueness as the Star of Servanthood Rises,” pivots on 

the dual Arabic letter lām-alif, which is also the word for “No.” “Look at what is hidden 

in the negation,” says “The Real” in addressing his servant. “In the link between lām and 

alif, there is an undisclosed secret which I have deposited in My saying, ‘God is He who 

raised the heavens without any support.’”235

                                                
234 Cecilia Twinch and Pablo Beneito, trans. Ibn al-ʿArabī: Contemplation of the Holy Mysteries and the Rising of the Divine Lights 
(Mashāhid al-Asrār al-qudsiyya wa matali' al-anwar al-ilahiyya), (Oxford: Anqa Publishing, 2001), 14.  

  The language of the “secret” seems to refer 

backward to the rising of the “Star of Lām-Alif” in Contemplation 11, where “Nothing 

235 Twinch and Beneito, Contemplation, 92. 
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remained but remaining, annihilation annihilated from annihilation.”236

Mystical Properties of Poetry 

 Thus in the bridge 

between the two letters, the hyphen that is their linkage and separation, all creation is and 

is Not.  Among the manifold uses of language, then, for the saint as well as the Shaykh, 

are its capacity to reflect, to represent, even to instantiate the coincidence of opposites.  

 
 That poetry itself is imbued with a particular holiness or species of miraculous 

potential is not the point. Rather, the poem does indeed capture the mystical ascent in 

ways mere discourse cannot. Ibn al-ʿArabī dramatizes the point in a particularly useful 

anecdote from Sufis of Andalusia: 

During his visit to Tunis he had composed a poem of which he told no one else. “On my return 
from Seville, which is a three-month caravan from Tunis, a complete stranger came to me and 
recited, word for word, the poem I had composed, although I had not written it out for anyone. I 
asked who had composed the lines and he told me they were by Muhammad ibn al-ʿArabī. Then I 
asked when he had learned them and he told me the very same day I had composed them, despite 
the great distance. I then asked him who had recited them for him to learn.” The answer: “a 
stranger who looked like a mendicant” who joined them, recited the lines, and when they asked, 
said “they were being composed by Ibn al-Arabi in the oratory of Ibn Muthanna. We told him we 
had never heard of such a place in our country. He replied that it was in Tunis and the lines had 
just been composed there.”237

Here the lines of verse don’t merely reflect the Muhammadan Ascent—they literally 

reproduce it. The analogy evidently prefigures the actual Night Ascent the poet himself 

will ultimately make, but not all of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s lend themselves that easily to 

interpretation. Indeed, most do not. The “Mystical Odes” that make up Tarjumān al-

Ashwāq, for example, so stunned and scandalized readers with their overtly romantic 

content that the Shaykh was compelled to append his own commentary elucidating their 

ostensibly allegorical thrust.

 
 

238

                                                
236 Ibid., 90. 

 Whole portions of the text, which identifies the Lady 

Niẓām with idealized wisdom, pertain to an inattainability consistent with the language of 

237 Austin, Sufis, 28. 
238 Dhakhâ'ir al-a'lâq is the name of the commentary Ibn 'Arabi wrote to accompany the Tarjumân to address the criticism his 
passionate poems inspired. The Tarjumân concludes the Dîwân al-ma'ârif. 
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the Sacred Exchange: 

 
 Wild is she, none can make her his friend; she has gotten in her solitary chamber a mausoleum  
 for remembrance. She has baffled everyone who is learned in our religion, every student of the  
 Psalms of David, every Jewish doctor, and every Christian priest. If with a gesture she demands  
 the Gospel, thou wouldst deem us to be priests and patriarchs and deacons. The day when they  
 departed on the road, I prepared for war the armies of my patience, host after host. When my  
 soul reached the throat (i.e. when I was at the point of death), I besought that Beauty and that  
 Grace to grant me relief....239

 The larger genre of troubadour poetry, its themes, symbols and strategies, offers 

fertile ground for comparing the literature associated with Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī, but 

it bears acknowledging that courtly love poetry in the service of religious mysticism is a 

ready way to unite mystics across religious traditions all over Europe in the 13th century. 

Certainly likenesses will present themselves linking these two, but far from exclusively. 

Maria Rose Menocal’s slim volume The Arabic Role in Medieval Literary Tradition 

offers a dense and intriguing overview of the debate over the origins of troubadour 

poetry, which Menocal assertively locates in Andalus, at the nexus of the Arabic root trb 

(from ‘tabara, for song) and the Provençal verb trobar (to find).

 
 

240 Nearly as crucial to 

her argument is the question of the impact of muwashshaha poetry, “used, like the 

qasida, for erotic and laudatory poetry” fueled throughout by “unrequitedness,” and the 

kharja or ending refrain that only in the late 20th century was considered an element 

belonging to the longer poem at all.241 Menocal associates the kharja with a change in 

voice: “the female’s lament is short, direct, to the point, often startlingly so, and 

decidedly courtly.”242

The structure of many courtly love poems, …equally but differently true of the Provençal and 
Sicilian texts, emerges as a closed and unhearing, uncommunicative dialogue....The poetry is filled 

 But even uniting the feminine refrain with the masculine 

muwashahat brings the ill-fated pair no closer together:  

                                                
239 Nicholson, Tarjumān, Chapter II.4-11. 
240 Menocal, Arabic Role, 72. 
241 Ibid., 83. 
242 Ibid., 99-100, 102. 
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with variegated but analogous devices, such as structurally pairing emotions that cancel each other 
out and create voids that in other ways indicate...the essential unproductiveness of such love.”243

 
 

The futility of that ardent longing—the futility that galvanizes and gives it direction—is 

the starting point for Chapter 3’s exploration of gender and desire. 

 Menocal evokes Dante’s work on the history of Italian poetry in the vernacular at 

strategic points throughout her argument, even tacitly agreeing with Palacios et al. that 

“Dante was influenced by Spanish-Arab ideas, not least the work of Ibn al-ʿArabī (1165-

1240), himself a contemporary of Francis. It is arguable that Dante’s Mystic Rose is 

based on the one Ibn al-ʿArabī described [in Futūḥāt al Makkiyya].”244 Coincidentally, 

James Cowan similarly uses Dante’s Divine Comedy as a theoretical meeting-ground for 

the two mystics, only this time the strategy works by identifying them as troubadours 

longing for a feminine ideal, just as the pilgrim Dante longs for the divine Beatrice. For 

Ibn al-ʿArabī, Cowan posits the Lady Niẓām, inspiration for the Tarjumān al-Ashwāq, as 

the object of his ardor. For Francis, he positions Clare of Assisi in that role, rather 

improbably, given that at least three other unattainable women, all of whom are discussed 

in the next chapter, suggest a better fit. One of them is of course Lady Poverty herself, 

whom Dante himself describes, “obscure and scorned, twelve centuries or near, with 

never a lover till he came ...” in Canto XI of the Paradiso.245 This is the point Jon 

Sweeney makes in his gloss on Sabatier’s similarly facile romanticization of the Francis-

Clare relationship. He evokes the tragic story of Abelard and Heloise, only to conclude 

that the love between Francis and Clare was very different in being “entirely filial.”246

 What precisely are the dynamics at work in these relationships? How do Francis 

  

                                                
243 Ibid., 109. 
244 Palacios is discussed in Menocal, Arabic Role, 64. Or see Miguel Asin Palacios, La escatologia musulmana en la Divina 
Commedia, 1926 (Spanish). [English translation, Islam and the Divine Comedy, Routledge, 2012]. 
245 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy: Paradise. Dorothy L. Sayers and Barbara Reynolds, trans. (New York: Penguin Books, 
1962), XI.65-66, 151. 
246 Quote Sabatier, Road to Assisi, 74. 
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and Ibn al-ʿArabī construct and negotiate the objects of their desire, or themselves as 

objects of desire for an Other? Ibn al-ʿArabī was not only well versed in gender politics 

(something perhaps linked to his evident affection for his female instructors in Islamic 

mysticism, his three wives, and the enigmatic person of Niẓām), but also concerned with 

suffusing his work with the feminine, whether the Divine Feminine emerging in Futūḥāt 

al-Makkiyya and Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam, or the feminized characterizations of key figures in his 

poetry. But is it possible his determined emphasis on gender harmony, on physical 

conjugality, is finally incompatible with some of his larger theological claims?  As for St. 

Francis, some scholars have suggested he was at least in part given to misogyny, though 

historical clues to his relationships with Clare of Assisi and, later, with Lady Jacopa of 

Settesoli—not to mention his affection for feminized ideals— complicate an easy grasp 

of his attitude toward women. His attitude toward men and the masculine, meanwhile, is 

just as cloaked in obscurity, with some scholars reading into the figures of Brother Elias 

or Bernard of Quintavalle,247

 

 as well as the language of Francis’s correspondences with 

his associates, and the nature and effect of his infamous physical mortifications. To 

explore all of these issues, Chapter 3 will focus on the Shaykh and the saint in terms of 

gender and desire—or, respectively, engendering desire and desiring gender.   

 

 

 

                                                
247 Notably John Moorman explores these issues, in History of the Franciscan Order From its Origins to the Year 1517 (Oxford, 
1988). Homoerotic attachments among the Franciscans have been investigated more recently by artists and scholars alike. For 
more, see Kevin Elphick, “Gender Liminality in the Franciscan Sources” (an unpublished Masters thesis,  St. Bonaventure 
University), and the modern artwork collected demonstrating the saint's “queer side” at the Jesus in Love Website for LGBT 
spirituality (http://jesusinlove.blogspot.com/2012/10/francis-of-assisis-queer-side-revealed.html) 
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CHAPTER 3: MEN IN LOVE 
 
“At the height of being in love the boundary between ego and object threatens to melt away. Against all the 
evidence of the senses, a man who is in love declares that I and you are one, and is prepared to behave as if 
it were a fact.” (Sigmund Freud248

 
) 

“They are right in supposing I am in love, but they do not know with whom I am in love.” (Muhyiddin Ibn 
ʿArabī249) 
 
“Desire must be taken literally.” (Jacques Lacan250

------------ 

) 

 The separate mystical systems of Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī intersect, as has been 

made apparent, in their shared emphases on contemplation and speculation as a means to 

an ascent toward a truth that erases contradictions and polarities. There are fundamental 

aspects these strategies share with mystical theologies going back to Pseudo-Dionysius 

(5th century) and to Plotinus’s Neoplatonism of the 3rd century. As discussed in Chapter 

1, these include an emphasis on various ascetic practices in order to purify oneself to 

make the ascent, achieved in stations and states associated with plateaus of achievement, 

among which humility and poverty take special prominence; also, as discussed in Chapter 

2, they include a reckoning with the fundamental inadequacy of language to express the 

nature of the experience and the ineffable revelations communicated along the way. 

Though the saint and the shaykh navigate the shortcomings of “mere” words in different 

ways, they share a frequent reliance on poetry as an elevated form in which the use of 

metaphor and metonymy suggest a reach beyond what the text says toward what it 

represents and what the mystical experience finally reveals. Such poetry often takes the 

shape of troubadour language—love poetry predicated on a suitor’s ardent longing for an 

                                                
248  Sigmund Freud, Civilization and its Discontents, quoted in Aldo Scaglione, “Petrarchan Love and the Pleasures of Frustration. 
Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 58, No. 4 (October 1997): 567. 
249  Ibn al-Arabi, in Bezels of Wisdom, 276. Editor R.W.J. Austin notes he is “unable to trace a source for the quote.” 
250  Jacques Lacan, “The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious” (1966f/2006: 518). Repeated in “The Direction of the Treatment” 
(1977i; 1958 [256]). 
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impossibly distant beloved. Franciscan literature includes multiple examples, from 

Sacrum Commercium to passages from the Vitae of Thomas and Bonaventure to poems 

and prayers presumably authored by Francis himself, as well as by Saint Clare in her 

correspondence with Agnes of Prague; Ibn al-ʿArabī’s love poetry is far more expansive, 

and includes poems scattered throughout Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya and Fuṣūṣ al-ḥikam, along 

with individual works such as Al-Ittihād al-kawnī (The Treatise on Unification) and 

Tarjumān al-Ashwāq (Interpreter of Desire).  

 The use of “courtly love” tropes to capture mystical longing for oneness with God 

is common in medieval poetry across religious traditions, but for reasons beyond mere 

literary convention and influence. In fact, the best tools for articulating the shape and 

dynamic of the desire galvanizing these works are provided not by literary criticism per 

se but instead by the 20th century school of psychoanalysis inaugurated by Sigmund 

Freud and revised, often radically so, by Jacques Lacan. Certainly some have argued 

against the anachronistic impulse that would seek to inform medieval mystical texts using 

modern psychoanalysis, but the remarkable insights achieved in the enterprise—from the 

likes of Michel de Certeau, Luce Irigaray, and most recently Amy Hollywood—

considerably undermine such an argument.  And of course, it matters that tracing the 

Neoplatonic origins of mysticism leads inexorably back to Plato himself, whom Lacan 

convincingly argues was the first to perform psychoanalysis, the first to investigate in any 

authentic way the mechanism of human desire. 

  This chapter begins there, at the question of desire as the bridge—or barzakh—

between lover and beloved, between Subject and Object in contexts mystical and 

psychoanalytical. It explores how the desires of the poetic lover and the religious mystic 
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correspond, and where that parallel turns problematic. Performing gender (or “doing 

gender,” in Judith Butler’s parlance) encompasses real and imagined relationships 

between the sexes, including the intimate preferences suggested there, whether 

pronounced or implied. It involves the relevant vectors of desire as well as the gendered 

voices of the seeker and the allegorical milestones along his path. How the saint and the 

shaykh understand and articulate desire and its object is, of course, a product of how each 

“constructs” gender, in their work and in their lives; thus, section II offers an overview of 

salient overlaps and departures in their separate biographies; and section III focuses 

specifically on love and desire in the works of Ibn al-ʿArabī. However metaphysically 

one’s “object of desire” is defined, interrogating desire and gender in these texts 

necessitates consideration of how the physical human being, its flesh, organs and 

extremities, was understood in these two separate schools of thought: how the whole 

human body becomes, as it were, a stage for gender performance. For Ibn al-ʿArabī, as 

will be evident, operations on the physical or microcosmic level represent a grand scheme 

galvanized by complementarity of gender, as he defines it. In Franciscan literature, 

however, gender is body in a distinct way, and that analysis unfolds in Chapter 4. 

Because of their enormous implications for material continuity, Chapters 3 and 4, in 

tandem, serve to introduce Chapter 5, on “unveiling” and the revelations of the tomb. 

Desiring Bodies: Erastes, Eromenos and the Agalmata 

 In “God and the Jouissance of the Woman” (from Seminar XX, delivered 1972-3), 

Jacques Lacan famously urges his students and readers to “take up the ‘mystical 

ejaculations’ of the saints, since it is the best thing you can read...with the possible 
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exception...of the Écrits of Jacques Lacan.”251 He was not the first psychoanalyst to link 

his field to mystical theology.252 Neither was he the most popular: his colleague Michel 

de Certeau is far more frequently cited in mystical anthologies.253

                                                
251 Meira Cook, “The Missionary Position: A Reading of the Mystic Woman in Lacan's Seminar XX” (Tessera): 147. The original 
quote itself is regularly cited by scholars applying Lacan to the mystics. It is something of a prerequisite for such work. 

 However, Lacan’s 

emphasis on the earlier medieval period (De Certeau focused almost exclusively on the 

16th and 17th centuries), and specifically his situating the “courtly love” tradition at the 

heart of his essays and lectures on desire, language and Freudian transference, make his 

the most appropriate psychoanalytical perspective for interpreting points of contact 

between Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī.  

 To grasp the ideal love that fuels their separate paths toward oneness with God, it 

is likely best to be a mystic oneself. Failing that, the rest of us are obliged to begin where 

Lacan does, with the profoundly human desire articulated in Plato’s Symposium. The 

apex of that text is often perceived to be Diotima’s lofty speech, reiterated by Socrates, 

elevating the discourse from physical to metaphysical, but Lacan focuses on earlier con-

tributions, particularly the exchange in which a flummoxed Alcibiades articulates his 

desire for Socrates and his awkward failure to consummate it. Recalling his failed efforts 

at seduction, Alcibiades gives voice to the desire for the Other that pivots on what Lacan 

famously designated the petit objet a (the small “other”) a fictional construct, which in 

the Symposium Plato identifies as the agalma, the “jewel” that a would-be lover glimpses 

in his target, sometimes translated as the “little images,” “treasure,” “miraculous object” 

or “statue.” Whatever it is, it is “godlike,” “golden” and irresistible, since what it repre-

sents at the level of the unconscious is an overlay to repair a fundamental fragmentation, 

252 That distinction belongs to Georges Bataille, though perhaps arguably so, as his Summa Atheologica is much more a refutation of 
Christian mysticism than a variety of it.  
253 Perhaps the two best known are 1982's Le Fable Mystique (The Mystic Fable) and Heterologies: Discourse of the Other (published 
in English in 1986), which includes his seminal essay on “Mystic Speech.”  
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a “lack” in the desiring Subject, the lover (erastes), which he unconsciously imputes to 

his beloved (eromenos), then pursues with reckless abandon.  

 Lacan uses the moment, described in his Seminar VIII, “On Transference,”254 to 

explore Socrates’ response, which is an effort to effect a “transference” of Alcibiades’ 

love to a more appropriate object, in this case the beautiful and manly Agathon.255 In so 

doing, he unpacks many of the concepts crucial to his analytical work, first of all that 

human desire “is the desire of the Other.”256 One desires to be the object of the Other’s 

desire, an Other conceived as someone who sees all there is to see of the Subject, yet 

whose desire is unflagging, enabling the Subject to move beyond the infantile fragmenta-

tion of what Lacan determined was an inevitable “mirror stage”—the moment the Subject 

first glimpses himself or herself as “Other,” and never really gets over it.257 The fantasy is 

for an all-seeing one that desires us—one who knows us fully, yet still desires us. Lacan 

expands on the point in Seminar XI: “The Gaze” elaborates on “the Platonic fantasy of an 

absolute being to whom is transferred the quality of being all-seeing” Other.258 In the 

mirror, the subject glimpses his ideal ego, the point at which he desires to gratify himself 

in himself, to “feel himself both satisfactory and loved” by the all-knowing Other.259 He 

sees himself as an object of desire, one who desires the Other’s desire.260

                                                
254 Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book VIII: On Transference (1960-1). Cormac Gallagher, trans. 
LacanInIreland.comhttp://www.lacaninireland.com/web/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/THE-SEMINAR-OF-JACQUES-LACAN-
VIII.pdf. As Lacan notes at the outset, there are earlier treatments of transference (cf. 1951's “Presentation on Transference,” Écrits, 
but this one is the most systematized. Here, Lacan  follows the reverberations of the text through a dizzying array of phenomena both 
clinical and literary. Many conversations, some prohibitively discursive (the praying mantis as a case of narcissism qua oral cannibal-
ism spans six chapters itself [181-6]) spiral out from the primordial dinner party; Lacan is intrigued by the application of his take on 
The Symposium to a trilogy of works by Paul Claudel, constituting much of the second half of the text. What plays out are the broader 
implications of the “real presence” imaginary, produced when the agalmata of The Symposium are transubstantiated into religious 
discourse. The ultimate metonymy, for Lacan, manifests in the “real presence” as a Christian fusion of oral cannibalism and agalma.   

 But in the 

Symposium, as in human experience, there is “no coinciding between erastes and 

255  Lacan, Seminar VIII, 11. 
256  Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis: The Seminar of Jacques Lacan Book XI. Jacques-Alain 
Miller, ed. Alan Sheridan, trans. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1981): 235. 
257 “The Mirror Stage” in Lacan, Écrits: The First Complete Edition in English. Bruce Fink, trans. (New York: W.W. Norton, 2007). 
258  Lacan, Seminar XI, 203. 
259  Ibid., 257. 
260  Ibid., 181. 
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eromenos. What the one lacks is not this ‘what he has’ hidden in the other. One 

encounters at every step in the phenomenon…its discordance, and a person has no need 

for that to dialogue…about love: it is enough to be involved, to love, in order to be 

caught up in the gap in this discord.261 The operation ends in frustration; the sexual 

relationship does not exist, any more than does the agalma, revealed as “the miraculous 

detail that plays the part of the object of desire...the lure which unleashes transference 

love and presents itself as the aim of the desire, not as its cause.”262 The dubious nature of 

this “treasure” will not keep Socrates, the earliest Lacanian analyst, from “transferring” 

Alciabides’ misled affections to a new object: “You’re trying to exchange the semblance 

of beauty for the thing [Beauty] itself...But suppose you’re making a mistake, and I’m not 

worth anything at all.”263

Alcibiades... tried to make of Socrates something completely subordinated, submitted to a value 
other than that of the relationship of subject to subject, where he had, vis-à-vis Socrates, 
manifested an attempt at seduction, in which what he wanted to make of Socrates, and in a fashion 
openly avowed, is someone instrumental, subordinated to what? To the object of his desire, to that 
of Alcibiades, which is agalma, the  good object. And I would say further, how can we analysts fail 
to recognise what is in question because it is said clearly: it is the good object that he has in his 
belly. Socrates is no longer there anything but the envelope of what is the object of desire. And it 
is indeed to mark clearly that he is nothing more than this envelope, it is for this reason that he 
wanted to show that Socrates is with respect to him the slave of desire, that Socrates is subjected 
to him by desire, and that even though he knew it he wanted to see Socrates’ desire manifesting 
itself as a sign in order to know that the other object, agalma, was at his mercy.

 Alcibiades imagines Socrates should desire him, but that love is 

sublimated into desire for Truth. The transference to Agathon, however, is a shift no 

more likely to end in shared jouissance, for it too is predicated on nothing more than a 

Subject making use of an Object to camouflage a critical, consuming lack: 

264

 
 

Desire, after all, requires a fantasy—and fantasy, for Lacan, must always be embodied.  

                                                
261  Lacan, Seminar VIII, 31. 
262  Diana Rabinovich, “What is a Lacanian Clinic?” The Cambridge Companion to Lacan. Jean-Michel Rabaté, editor. (Cambridge 
University Press, 2003),   213. Rabinovich continues: “Transference arises out of love, desire and jouissance. Its pivot point is the 
latent referrent petit objet a, inhabited by the lacking phallus...[sending] us on the trail of the imaginary phallus of castration.” That 
imaginary phallus will come up again.  
263  Plato, Symposium, 570. 
264  Lacan, Seminar VIII, 151. 
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 As the Symposium concludes, Plato has moved well beyond embodiment, to the 

moment when the objet petit a is revealed to be none other than Truth itself, and the base 

desiring of it has been refined to the highest love humanly possible. Lacan, however, 

takes away a darker outcome, one in which desire implies being expected to give what 

one never had, and seeking from the Other what was never there.265

 Perhaps so, but not where Plato locates it, with a mystical grasping for 

transcendent Truth. According to Lacanian theory, every single satisfaction for the male 

will be marked by frustration, yet he will continue seeking “a perfect jouissance, the one 

belonging to the primal uncastrated father.” This indeed is the critical juncture where 

Freud locates the institution of religion. But “psychoanalysis is not a religion,” despite 

the similarly “empty face” that, Lacan notes, each of them turns toward oblivion and the 

finitude of reason.

 Can desire predicated 

on the phantom petit objet a ever end in authentic jouissance, in the ecstatic satisfaction 

of two persons made whole in the endeavor? Put another way, is there any capacity for 

legitimate intersubjectivity in Lacan? 

266 “It is strange,” he observes, “that a dialectic of love, that of 

Socrates...made up entirely by means of dialectic, by a testing of the imperative effects of 

questioning as such, does not lead us to the same crossroads....[F]ar from leading us to 

the same crossroads it will allow us to go beyond...to grasp the moment of tipping over, 

the moment of reversal where from the conjunction of desire with its object qua 

inadequate, there must emerge the signification which is called love.”267

                                                
265  Lacan, Seminar VIII, 26. An even darker prognosis suffuses Seminar XI, in which the praying mantis makes Lacan's case that a 
driven lover may even “mutilate” the beloved in order to possess the thing inside, the thing greater than the beloved himself. Herself. 
Whatever.   

 His objection is 

aimed at Plato, but it could also apply to Hegel, whose dialectic approach operates 

266 Lacan, Seminar XI, 265. 
267 Lacan, Seminar VIII, 26 
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according to an essential “misrecognition” of some lack on the part of the human Subject, 

ever in flux, continually seeking its own restoration.268

Because if desire at its root, in its essence is the desire of the Other, it is here properly speaking 
that there lies the mainspring of the birth of love, if love is what happens in this object towards 
whom we stretch out our hands by our own desire and who, at the moment that it breaks into 
flame, allows there to appear for an instant this response, this other hand, the one which stretches 
out towards you as his desire....It is this metaphor which engenders this signification of love...And 
as regards this hand which stretches towards the fruit, towards the rose, towards the log which 
suddenly bursts into flame, first of all to tell you that its gesture of reaching, of poking, is closely 
linked to the maturation of the fruit, to the beauty of the flower, to the flaming of the log, but that, 
when in this movement of reaching, of drawing, of poking, the hand has gone far enough towards 
the object, if from the fruit, from the flower, from the log, a hand emerges which stretches but to 
encounter your hand, and that at that moment it is your hand which is fixed in the closed fullness 
of the fruit, the open fullness of the flower, in the explosion of a hand which bursts into flame, 
what is produced at that point is love! Again it is important not to stop even there and to say that 
we are face to face with love, I mean that it is yours when it was you who were first of all the 
eromenos, the beloved object, and that suddenly you become the erastes, the one who desires. 
...The structure in question, is not this symmetry and this return. So that this symmetry is not really 
one. In so far as the hand stretches out, it is towards an object. It is in the hand which appears from 
the other side that the miracle lies; but we are not there to organise miracles. Quite the contrary, 
we are there to know.

 That progression, in toto, 

enlightens the Subject—but Hegel’s promise of a Truth at the journey’s end was rejected 

outright by Lacan as a phantasm, just like the hollow wisdom at the apex of the Platonic 

ascent. Platonic “love” is thus revealed as a misnomer—for love originates only in the 

desire between two Subjects willing and ready to recognize themselves as mutual 

Objects. Lacan memorably describes this moment, and it is worth quoting in full:  

269

For Lacan, only such a moment might constitute an occasion of genuine love, if by love 

we are content with merely “bypassing” the absence of “sexual rapport” in the pursuit of 

an advantageous reciprocity of feelings. But this love is not authentic intersubjectivity, 

only apparently so: “this being of the Other in desire...is not at all a Subject.”

 

270

                                                
268 Judith Butler, Subjects of Desire (Columbia University Press, 1987), xv. 

  Neither 

is it rooted in an essential sexual complementarity, because for Lacan the absence of 

rapport is invincible. This is a position he outlined in Seminar XX, On Feminine 

Sexuality: The Limits of Love and Knowledge (1972-3), taking his cue from a particularly 

269  Lacan, Seminar VIII, 42, 153. 
270  Ibid., 41. 
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passionate “mystic woman”—St. Teresa of Ávila, as captured in Bernini’s 17th-century 

marble statue, “The Ecstasy [or Transverberation, “Piercing”] of St. Teresa.”271

Girl Trouble 

 Moving 

beyond Freud, for whom only male jouissance could be said to exist, Lacan introduces 

here a theory of sexuation that, ideally, slips free of biological definitions.  

All humans desire according to the same phallic signifier, but they experience 

radically different categories of jouissance—the feminine species of which is “a mystery 

in excess of itself, an ironically unrepresentable jouissance.”272 Teresa’s jouissance, 

Lacan insists, cannot be discussed; its permutations reflect “the not-whole of feminine 

sexuality,”273

There is a jouissance that is hers, that belongs to a she that doesn’t exist and doesn’t signify 
anything. There is a jouissance that is hers and about which she herself perhaps knows about if not 
that she experiences it—that much she knows. She knows it, of course, when it comes. It doesn’t 
happen to all women.”

 the enigma that defies vocabulary: 

274

Or at least a man’s vocabulary. Lacan evokes Ovid in the piece to suggest that only 

someone like the mythical Tiresias, poised between the genders, can grasp the 

disproportionate access to jouissance between them—a circumstance that ends in his 

adopting the barred article (“the Woman”) in order to denote that she, like Teresa, is 

always “an impossible woman before an impossible God.”

  

275

                                                
271 Jacques Lacan, On Feminine Sexuality: The Limits of Love and Knowledge, 1972-3, Book XX, Jacques-Alain Miller, ed., Alan 
Sheridan, trans. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1981). 

 Female Lacanian theorists 

are at best divided on the point. Some address it resignedly: “Woman is man’s symptom 

of a refusal to believe he is not whole,” observes Ellie Ragland-Sullivan, but elsewhere 

she says, democratically, that male or female, “homosexual or heterosexual, we are 

272 Lacan, Seminar XX, 147. 
273 Meira Cook, “The Missionary Position: A Reading of the Mystic Woman in Lacan's Seminar XX” (Tessera): 57-58. 
274 Lacan, Seminar XX, 74. 
275 Ibid., 53. 
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drawn to each other sexually because we are not-whole and not the same.”276  Deborah 

Luepnitz prefers his more fluid paradigm to the “neo-Confucian” binary of rational 

man/emotional woman.277 Furthermore, “despite objections from Irigaray and others that 

Lacan re-inscribed Freudian phallo-centrism,” she asserts that Lacan’s Sexuation formula 

improveson Freud by instituting “choice in gender” and undermining biological 

determinism: “Any speaking being whatsoever... whether provided with the attributes of 

masculinity—attributes that remain to be determined—or not, is allowed to inscribe itself 

in this part.”278 One might assume such open-endedness would appeal to Butler, who 

champions a performative theory of gender, with categories of masculine and feminine 

inextricably embedded in a cultural context that is ever challenging and reinventing 

itself.279 Yet when Butler articulates Lacan’s formula (with greater clarity than his 

original280

                                                
276 Quoted in Deborah Anna Luepnitz, “Beyond the Phallus: Lacan and Feminism,” The Cambridge Companion to Lacan, Jean-
Michel Rabaté, ed. (Cambridge University Press, 2003): 232.  

) it is apparent she is unmoved by his theoretical demotion of biological gender 

as a determinant of jouissance. The overarching sexism of aspects of Lacan’s articulation 

leaves its subjects entrenched in their male and female roles, without any hope for a 

277 Luepnitz, “Beyond the Phallus,” 231. 
278 Ibid., 231 (referring to Lacan, Seminar XX, 80). 
279 See Judith Butler, Undoing Gender, (New York: Routledge, 2004) and Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of 
Identity. (New York: Routledge, 1990). Put simply, “There is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender; that identity is 
performatively constituted by the very expressions that are said to be its results.” (Gender Trouble 26) 
280 Butler, Subjects of Desire, 203. Her recap is dense, but still worth preserving here.  
 The male subject not only renounces its pre-linguistic libidinal attachment to the mother but posits the feminine itself as the 
           locus of a “lack.” Because the male subject retains its longing for the pre-linguistic fusion with the maternal body, he 
 constructs the feminine as the imaginary site of satisfaction. Defined in terms of this gender-specific scenario, desire 
           appears to be sanctioned as a male prerogative. Female desire follows the course of a double-alienation, a renunciation of 
           the mother and a shift of libidinal attachment to the father that is then prohibited and displaced. Although the mother is 
           renounced as an object of desire for the girl,  she nevertheless remains as an object of identification. As a result, the task of 
          female sexual development is to signify the mother both for herself (the appropriation of the object through incorporation 
          and identification) and for the male subject (who requires a substitute representation of the prohibited mother). For Lacan, 
          then, female desire is resolved through the full appropriation of femininity, that is, in becoming a pure reflector for male 
          desire, the imaginary site of an absolute satisfaction. The “double-alienation” of the woman is thus a double-alienation from 
          desire itself; the woman learns to embody the promise of a return to a pre-Oedipal pleasure and to limit her own desire to 
          those gestures that effectively mirror his desire as absolute. For Lacan, the differentiation of gender must be understood as a 
          difference between those with the privilege to desire, and those who are without it. Hence, it is not possible to refer to a  
          female desire inasmuch as this desire consists in a double-renunciation of desire itself. To desire at all means to participate 
          in the right to desire, a right that the male still retains; although he cannot desire the original object he can...still desire, if  
          only  a substitute object. The particular fate of the female, however, is to deflect from satisfaction twice, and in the course  
          of the second deflection (becoming that which is desired for a man who is deflecting from his mother), she is obliged to 
          become a sign or a token of the forbidden maternal, an ideal or fantasy which can never be fully appropriated, but only 
          “believed in.” 
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relationship rooted in the dyadic intersubjectivity at the core of her neo-Hegelian theory 

of gender. Lacan’s framework permits some flexibility in how we desire, but neither the 

“male” nor “female” necessarily enjoys greater access to jouissance. Furthermore, 

because there is no relationship between how each will map the lack in question onto 

sexuality, intersubjectivity is only apparently more realizable between them. It is no more 

in reach than the transcendent Reality piercing Teresa.  

 In order to retain Lacan’s mechanism of desire in the context of a love ideal on 

human or divine levels, at least one of his two critical presuppositions must be discarded: 

either he is wrong to deny that any relationship could achieve the level of perfect 

intersubjectivity, or he is wrong about the Woman. A mystical perspective might 

plausibly, if grudgingly, admit the former, on this basis: the most perfect love imaginable 

exists in union with God, and this love is decidedly not intersubjective, hence the two 

terms, Subject and Object, are finally meaningless in tandem. By definition the Divine 

Reality is always the Subject, the Absolute which, upon contemplation, reveals to the 

mystic his or her status as Other. Though the conclusions are similar, this argument is 

quite different from Lacan’s, which posits Das Ding, the “thing” left over or the Freudian 

vacuum, in that terrible yawning space where something impossible should be. (Whether 

we call it “God” or “the forbidden Mother” or something else is determined by the 

Subject in relation to the Symbolic register.) Within his psychoanalytical framework, 

whether the “God” imposed on that space is ever understood as apprehended or not is 

largely immaterial in terms of the analysand’s progress: a successful analysis is 

predicated on the construction of a Subject through dialogue with another Subject, even if 
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he makes no intervention.281

For Butler, terms like gender, sex and subjectivity are all discourse effects. She combines a 
Foucauldian description of the genealogies of the discourses of sex and gender and a Lacanian 
feminist psychoanalysis of subjectivity. Her thesis is familiar: the self, sexed or gendered, is 
knowable only through the language into which it is subjected and that produces its agency 
[emphasis mine].”

 As for the “Mystic Woman,” the issue is not so much that 

Lacan has misrepresented her jouissance as ineffable, but that in Butler’s terms he has 

misrepresented her gender identity—or, more correctly, misread her performance. In her 

“Introduction” to Medieval Masculinities, Claire Lees suggests how Butler’s feminist 

approach makes space for itself within Lacanian theory: 

282

 
  

Thus human language inaugurates the performance of gender, making possible a move 

“beyond the phallic order” to which Lacan relegates most of his subjects. What’s more, 

by erecting a theoretical feminine jouissance that is “pure,” an ek-stasis (emergence from 

being) positioned at the very limit of language, Lacan actually reifies mystical access to 

something Absolute, but with a telling proviso: “Some women, but all mystics whether 

male or female, will experience this jouissance in their ecstatic raptures, the effect of 

which is no doubt mystical love.”283

Desire, Taken Literally 

 

 
  Despite his insistence in Seminar XX that “the sexual relationship can’t be 

written,” in Seminar VII, The Ethics of Psychoanalysis (1959-1960), Lacan offers a 

lengthy discussion on courtly love and the troubadour poets inspired by its themes, 

arguing that modern love—with all its transgresssive allure and fascination with 

obstacles—was invented here, between the 12th and 14th centuries.284

                                                
281 Lacan would probably adjust this statement in the context of a mystical pursuit of the Divine—from “even” to “especially.” 

 The essay unpacks 

intimate ties between the unconscious Subject, his dreams, and his writing, arguing that 

282 Claire Lees, ed., Medieval Masculinities: Regarding Men in the Middle Ages (Minneapolis: Regents of the University of 
Minnesota, 1994), xvii. 
283 Ehsan Azari, Lacan and the Destiny of Literature: Desire, Jouissance and the Sinthome (New York: Continuum International 
Publishing, 2008), 79. 
284 Lacan, Seminar VII, 35. 
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the sexual relationship identified as impossible is finally sublimated into the poem itself, 

a work that “circumscribes jouissance.” At the core of such literature is the desperate, 

frustrated longing of the poet for his Object—a requirement of the genre, not merely its 

by-product. The erotic content mirrors “an infatuation with desire rather than love for its 

natural end.” Difficulties and obstacles became more important than success, to the point 

that, as in Dante’s poetry, the ‘death of the Beloved’ mark[s] the culmination of eros.”285

The presence of love is always inadequate to the fulfillment of desire, such that a dehiscence 
between desire and love is evident in the perpetual longing for the object of desire. In love, the 
poet thinks he should be fulfilled; however, because his desire is always for that which is beyond 
his reach, the presence of love is necessarily an imposition on the fantasy of the scene of the love 
relationship. The poem is a symptom and the solution to this loss. The literary supplement stands 
in for the impossibility of the sexual relation. As the real of the signifier, desire...then raises itself 
by way of poetics, to the level of the real.

 

286

 
  

The infeasibility of capturing the relationship in words spills over into literary devices 

marked by their reference to meanings beyond themselves—metaphors, metonymies and 

litotes abound in courtly love poetry, continually reminding the recipient that the text is 

reaching outside its margins, its desire suspended in a series of associations (later, in 

Seminar VIII, Lacan will point out that dreams similarly function as a rebus to be 

analyzed, pivoting on metaphors and figurative inversions).287 Indeed, the poem’s true 

import could sometimes be quite far from its subject: “[S]ince, in cases of idealized 

passion, the woman had become an abstract and depersonalized end, the narcissistic 

exercise of devotion to the lady simply proved the male lover’s ideal ‘nobility.’”288

                                                
285 Qtd in Aldo Scaglione, “Petrarchan Love and the Pleasures of Frustration,” Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 58, No. 4 (October 
1997), 558. 

  The 

“elevation of woman to the worshiped courtly status of midons [(itself a masculine form 

286 Erin Felicia Labbie, Lacan's Medievalism (University of Minnesota Press, 2006), 127. 
287 Lacan, Seminar VIII, 80, 252. See also the section on  Metaphor v. Metonymy in Écrits, 422-23. It is certainly the trobar clus form 
of troubadour poetry that Lacan would also argue functions as a rebus; its intricacies and embedded logic were the source of its 
popularity, as opposed to the airier more whimsical trobar leu form. It is tempting, but too far of a stretch, to suggest that Ibn al-
ʿArabī's literary persona links him with the former style, while Francis's has been from the earliest narratives intended to evoke the 
latter.  
288 Scaglione, “Petrarchan,” 570. 
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of address)] was...the obverse of a rejection of a real woman in historical reality and her 

substitution in literature and cultural life with a man-made image.”289 For Lacan, the Lady 

embodies an agalma, her real qualities “replaced by a different and quite imaginary 

reality.”290

 Troubadour poetry, as we know, has a debatable origin, which some have 

ascribed to the Provençal region, and others, like Maria Rosa Menocal, to Arabic 

literature. Lacan, intriguingly, locates its institution in the specific context of the Cathar 

heresy, and says of its first authors,  

  

They had basically to desist from any act that might in any way favor the perpetuation of the 
world, considered as execrable and bad in its essence. The practice of perfection thus consisted 
essentially in seeking to achieve death in the most advanced state of detachment, which was a sign 
of reintegration into an Edenic world characterized by purity and light, the true world of the 
original good Creator, whose creation had been sullied by the intervention of the bad Creator or 
Demiurge. The latter had introduced that horrible element, generation, as well as corruption, 
which is to say, transformation.291

The very name, Cathars, suggests total religious purity—a theme that likely inspired 

Lacan, for whom all religion is finally about “avoiding that emptiness” at its core.

  
 

292 In 

this essay, he points to Minne (the poetry associated with the Cistercian mystical 

tradition) as the nexus where the Cathar heresy meets the courtly-love paradigm, defined 

by “love in its proper place in relation to desire, insofar as the imaginary of the body is 

the medium which gathers the symbolic of jouissance and the Real of death.”293

                                                
289 Ibid., 571. For more on the curious use of “Midons,” see Maria Menocal, Arabic Role, 77. 

 

 The parallels are many between these formulae from Lacan’s psychoanalytical 

method and mystical concepts for Ibn al-ʿArabī and St. Francis, starting with the human 

body as a bridge between ecstasy and death, language evocative of the barzakh 

potentialities in the shaykh’s insan kamil as well as Francis’s sickly, hollow man. More 

290 Zizek, “Missionary,” 371. 
291 Lacan, “On Creation ex nihilo,” Écrits, 124. 
292 Lacan, Seminar VII, 130 and Labbie, 184. 
293 Lacan, Seminar VII, 125 and 213. 
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salient, for either mystic, is the primacy in Lacan of the mirror itself: in Bezels of 

Wisdom, it is part of an enterprise exploring the “original self-polarization of the Reality 

into subject and other, knower and known…by which each projects onto the other what is 

latent of the other within itself”; the operation relates to mutual self-awareness and 

intersubjectivity, but here, what is imagined as otherness is “deployed by the divine Self-

Consciousness in its Self-Realization.”294 In “The Wisdom of Expiration in the Word of 

Seth,” mystic contemplation leads to knowledge, but that knowledge consists of “fruits” 

from “the tree of his own self.” So the mirror reveals the self as dictated by the plane of a 

given reality and point of reference.295

 Look at the form manifest to the eye in a polished surface and verify your vision. You will find  
 that the form has come between you and your perception of the polished surface, which its locus  
 of disclosure. So you will never see the surface. The Real is the locus of disclosure for the forms  
 of the possible things. Hence the cosmos sees only the cosmos in the real.

 As Ibn al-ʿArabī warns, relevant to the mirror as 

the limit of the Real: 

296

 
   

Desire, as we have already seen, is the vanishing point where Ibn al-ʿArabī’s system 

originates and returns: “[H]e maintained that God’s desire to know himself through 

creation297 was matched by man’s yearning to know himself through God and 

nature....God and man...longed to be with each other, a longing Ibn al-ʿArabī and his 

followers associated with love (mahabba).”298 Another face of this love is “reflected in 

the mutual attraction between a man and a woman,” the love so frequently a focus of Ibn 

al-ʿArabī’s poetry.299

                                                
294 Austin, Bezels, 27. 

 The difference is preserved in a preference among some Muslim 

mystics for speaking of “will” (irada) in reference to the longing for God, and “desire” 

295 Austin, Bezels, 69. 
296 Chittick, Path, 215. 
297 The phrase recalls the hadith qudsi mentioned in Chapter 1, I.v: “I was a hidden treasure that desired to be known. Then I 
created the world....” “Treasure” is translated from the Arabic noun “kanz” (“hidden treasure” = kanz khafi). I have tried to find 
the earliest Arabic translation of the Symposium (from al-Kindi's circle), to see what word is used for “agalma.” It is likely a 
variant of “ornament.” But kanz would be satisfying to see.  
298 “Ibn al-Arabi,” Encyclopedia of Islam, 327. 
299 Ibid., 327. 
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(shawa) as the longing to gratify sensual pleasure, sexual or otherwise. Irada denotes “a 

divine and spiritual power whose object is never an existing one (i.e. a concrete object in 

the external world)” but instead a “mystical yearning.”300 However, at the highest 

spiritual levels, it is not merely “desire” that changes nature, but the roles of Subject and 

Object, which trade places: “In reaching the state of fana’ the soul is stripped of all its 

desires, affections and interests, so that in ceasing to will for itself it becomes an object of 

the Divine Will, that is, the beloved of God.”301 Corbin expresses the exchange more 

poetically: “It is through this Imaginatrix that the dialectic of love attains its culminating 

phase when, after finding out who the real Lover is, it opens the way to the transcendent 

dimension in order to discover who the real Beloved is” [sic emphasis].302

 The physical implications of poetic language, with all of its “wounds,” 

“openings” and “eyes,” reverberate in the texts of Francis, himself something of a 

performing literalist (often uncomfortably so, particularly when the Scriptures 

encouraged “nakedness” and “poverty”). His mode of “speaking” in songs, in silence and 

especially in the flesh also mark him as a mystic attuned somatically to his own message. 

Le Goff alludes to such moments—Francis eschewing his habit to appear in public on a 

leash, his gestures during the sermon at Greccio, his frenzied dancing, dervish-like, 

before Pope Honorius III—as his “theatrical body language.”

 

303 The Francis-as-

troubadour trope identifies him with a masculine real-world identity, but these 

performances and others304

                                                
300 A.E. Affifi, An Introduction to Ibn `Arabi's Metaphysics of Unity [The 29 Pages]. (Cambridge, UK: Beshara Publications, 1938), 
55-56. The distinction is made sometimes by Ibn al-ʿArabī and frequently by Ibn Farid.  

 problematize leaving him there for good.  

301 A. Reynold Nicholson, The Idea of Personality in Sufism: Three Lectures Delivered in the University of London (Cambridge 
University Press, 1923), 18. 
302 Corbin, Creative Imagination, 153. 
303 Jacques Le Goff, Saint Francis of Assisi, n.69, 153.  
304 The nakedness of Francis, for example, is a recurring theme in the literature. While there are examples outside the Franciscan 
corpus of nakedness as a theme in spiritual work, it is not as frequently critical to the narrative. See Chapter 4 for a complete 
discussion.  
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 The next section explores worlds accessible to the saint and the Shaykh using 

Jacques Lacan’s three registers—the Real, the Symbolic, and the Imaginary. These bear a 

resemblance to Ibn al-ʿArabī’s fascination with “triplicity” as the “basis for the creative 

process,”305 and especially to his cosmological distinctions of existence as body, spirit 

and imaginal (’âlam al-khayâl);306 the last, the barzakh, is the space of becoming, where 

“outward (zahir) becomes distinguished and separated from inward (batin).”307 Thus, the 

human psyche mirrors the divine Creative Imagination where potential-to-manifest is 

born; the extreme limit of human imagination, for Ibn al-ʿArabī, provides a vantage point 

to glimpse the divine archetypes, as it were, “in the raw.” Truth happens here, if 

syllogistically, as it does for Lacan. However, the two sets of categories are not as 

congruent as the terms imply, because the microcosm to which they refer for the Shaykh 

is itself the manifestation of entities from the Barzakh at the macrocosmic level, a level 

that in practical terms is absent for Lacan.308

 To begin with, “real” men and women, for Lacan, are more a product of the 

Imaginary register than of the Real. Nor is “Real” synonymous with some idealized sense 

of the “historical.” Although Lacan’s own definition of the three registers evolved over 

time, it is fair to say that even before he began to focus on “the Real,” it was emerging as 

 This disclaimer is crucial to exploring “real” 

men and women in the lives of Francis and Ibn al-ʿArabī.  

                                                
305 Austin, Bezels, 139. 
306 These are the orders of existent things in the microcosm, but macrocosmically the apparatus would also include God himself, 
as well as the nonexistence at his command, neither of which is directly knowable to humanity. Thus is it admittedly a gross 
simplification to speak of three orders merely, as what is included changes depending on the perspective of the “knower.” 
Chittick, Imaginal Worlds, 76; and Sufi Path, 81-84, 181, 225. And for the big picture, Chittick, Sufi Path, Chapter 5 in its 
entirety. 
307 Futūḥāt II: 391.20 (elaborated upon in Vol. 1, n.77, 246). 
308 For Lacan, the practical application of the three realms in psychoanalysis demands a fluidity that defies an easy mapping 
anywhere else, let alone onto Ibn al-ʿArabī's classification. A psychotic subject, for example, presents a set of lived experiences 
markedly suspect, but which no less constitute the “Real” as Lacan defines it, which may well be one of hallucination and 
delusion. It's the world the Self inhabits as the “most real.”Additionally, body and symbolic can and do overlap for Lacan, and 
spiritual—often—is subsumed entirely into Imaginary, yet not in ways intuitively obvious. A reader might instinctively associate 
God or the gods with the symbolic order, but not Lacan. For him, they are an access point for the Real (Seminar XXI). As for the 
“Name-of-the-Father” that asserts particular limitations on desire, the reference is neither to the corporeal father nor to the 
imaginary one (God as idealized father), but to the symbolic one as installed by the Subject. (Seminar XI, 281-2). 
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the “third term,” the impossible coincidence of opposites. In its invincible resistance to 

imagination and to symbolization, the Real is thus an infinite source of anxiety; there is 

absolute presence in the Real, and no absence, and for that reason it can be considered the 

perfection of being, except that this is impossible.  Whatever is possible probably belongs 

to the Imaginary realm, because here is where we find what we imagine we see, where 

we find constituted the reality in which we live, the component parts of which are 

regulated by the Symbolic. In terms of Lacanian signification, if the signifier is of the 

Symbolic order, what it signifies and how are both elements of the Imaginary. The reality 

of human experience and the realm of human language, then, are each an amalgam of 

Imaginary and Symbolic—but neither belongs to the Real. Yet for Lacan, the three 

registers are all mutually implicated—knotted together—with the Symbolic understood 

as, in its way, encompassing, or perhaps participating in, the other two. The Symbolic is 

the realm of the law that governs desire, and the Imaginary presupposes this law—yet 

either, in theory, is mutable. “The Symbolic is the world of words [hence, without a 

positive existence] that creates the world of things.”309

 The “symptom,” an evolving concept for Lacan, is usually a signifier operating at 

the nexus between Symbolic and Imaginary: “the language of the symptom is, so to 

speak, incarnated, embodied; it organizes and regulates jouissance.” Is the symptom 

“real”? Not exactly, though it can be said to participate in the Real through its capacity to 

provoke jouissance. In Lacan’s Seminar XX: Encore, delivered in 1972-1973, he writes, 

 

                                                
309 Catherine Liu in her essay on “Lacan's afterlife” offers Frederick Kittler's rather helpful example from media: the typewriter 
reflects the Symbolic order, while film captures the Imaginary, but sound recording belongs to the Real (264). Put another way, Desire 
constitutes processes in the Symbolic order, Demand reflects the Imaginary, but Need belongs to the Real (Grosz 1990, DiCenso 
1994). For more on the movable feast of Lacan's three registers, see J.J. DiCenso, “Symbolism and Subjectivity: A Lacanian Approach 
to Religion,” The Journal of Religion, (74 [1], 1994), 45-64; and E.A. Grosz, Jacques Lacan: A Feminist Introduction (London: 
Routledge), 1990; and Catherine Liu, “Lacan's afterlife: Jacques Lacan meets Andy Warhol” in The Cambridge Companion to Lacan, 
Jean-Michel Rabaté, ed. (Cambridge University Press, 2003), 253-271. 
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“The Real is the mystery of the speaking body, the mystery of the unconscious.”310 And 

yet, in Écrits, he indicates that the “unconscious is discourse of the Other,” and so 

belongs to the Symbolic.311

All in the Family: Fathers and Mothers, Husbands and Wives 

 In practical terms, the distinction may not matter, since 

intersubjectivity—which is the effect of engaging with the discourse of the Other—is 

practically a phantom in Lacan. But in the context of the mystical strategies of Ibn al-

ʿArabī and Francis of Assisi, it is a rather significant issue. Certainly, for both mystics, 

the Real is indeed what is glimpsed in the mystery of the Other as Subject, though each 

will finally define the “Other” of that equation in a very different way. 

 Given that love for God is the central theme in Islamic mystical literature from the 

8th century forward, it is curious to note how comparatively infrequent are allusions to 

beloved spouses and children in these works; love among friends is more in evidence, but 

even in such cases, that love is readily dwarfed in the text by a consuming longing for 

Oneness with God, often epitomized in the poet’s desire for a dazzling beauty of either 

gender. Particularly by the High Middle Ages, metaphorical verses paralleling human and 

divine love were proliferating throughout Muslim regions, nowhere as intensely as in 

Andalusian Spain, where many poets in the genre were competing contemporaries. Yet 

even here, it is rare to find an author willing to depart from his ruminations on the 

Beloved long enough to acknowledge familial affections. In the Christian mystical 

writing of the same time period—the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries—there are even fewer 

references to adored spouses and children, but that is hardly surprising, given the 

emphasis on celibacy among religious devotees in that tradition. Islamic mystics, on the 

                                                
310 Colette Soler, “The paradoxes of the symptom in psychoanalysis” in The Cambridge Companion to Lacan, Jean-Michel Rabaté, ed. 
(Cambridge University Press, 2003), 86-87. 
311 Lacan, Écrits, 16. 
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other hand, were not merely permitted to marry but in general encouraged to do so, not 

least for the “companionship” promised in family life, where a few authors did indeed 

draw inspiration for expressing loving gratitude toward the All Compassionate. One of 

those who did was of course Muhyi al-Din Ibn al-ʿArabī, al-Shaykh al-Akhbar, for many 

the greatest Sufi poet of them all.  

 In his early career, Ibn al-ʿArabī confesses to a somewhat dissolute youth spent 

enjoying his native Spain and, intriguingly, to a misogynistic impulse—but his later 

mystical practice proves even more interesting with regard to women. At least three of 

his closest instructors and Sufi colleagues were women, and before his death he had 

married three times. He had also run afoul of the ʿulamā, at least in part because of his 

egalitarian attitude toward women, a position embedded in his mystical apparatus. Here, 

sexual relations with women are valued as the nearest one can get to divine ecstasy, and 

the Divine/Creative Feminine wears the face of Allah (one of them), while the supreme 

complementarity of the sexes testifies to the perfection of the human person, of the 

cosmos and of the God who made and dwells in both. 

Desire Taken Literally, Again 

 In Quest for Red Sulphur, a biography of the shaykh, Claude Addas observes that 

the admission of a “sinful youth” as a paradigm links Ibn al-ʿArabī to Francis of Assisi, 

adding a curious distinction: “When Francis, the other saint of the Mediterranean, who 

died roughly 10 years before Ibn al-ʿArabī, referred to the tumultuous and turbulent 

period which proceeded his dramatic conversion with the expression ‘in the time of my 

sinful youth’ it is quite clear what he meant.”312

                                                
312 Claude Addas, Quest for Red Sulphur: The Life of Ibn al-ʿArabī, Peter Kingsley, trans. (Cambridge, The Islamic Texts Society, 
1993): 27. 

 In fact, it isn’t “quite clear.” Some 
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suggest the “misspent youth” reflects unremarkable adolescent hijinks or perhaps merely 

a hagiographic convention; others, particularly Donald Spoto and André Vauchez, 

advance more radical notions of what it might mean as applied here.  

The activities of these bands of youth had nothing edifying about them....Bon vivant, ready for 
every good or bad turn, he probably did not limit himself to the “stupidities, farces and 
clownishness” which the hagiographical texts report about him [at that time]....Sexual games, 
muggings and rapes were part of the normal activities of these bands of well-to-do bachelors. And 
these confraternities of youths will even be accused—two centuries later, it is true—of being 
gathering places for homosexuals....[I]t becomes easier to understand the extreme reserve that he 
manifested in his later relationships with women.313

But what did Muhyi al-Din mean when, evoking the same period in his life, he speaks of 

the time of “my jahiliyya,” a term that in Islamic history is a traditional way of referring 

to a period of ignorance, of “paganism,” that precedes conversion to Islam? Is it because, 

like many others, he “succumbed to the irresistible attractions of Seville—that fiancée of 

whom so many poets have sung eulogies?”

 
 

314

 Whatever the implications of that admission, he renounced the errors of his youth 

in a decisive way, a story that bears another, more startling resemblance to Francis’s 

biography: by divesting himself of all of his goods and eschewing his father’s fortune, 

support and even religious guidance. 

  

Ibn al-ʿArabī started to keep company with spiritual masters when he was 19 (in 1184). He had  
already given up his worldly possessions...[to which] his father doesn’t seem to have objected too 
vehemently [at first, though] his own religious zeal paled beside his son’s....But it wasn’t empty 
“youthful enthusiasm” that made him do it, but a serious embracing of the station of “pure 
servitude”--and so he decided to own no living creatures, no clothes and no possessions, but only 
using what was “on loan” to him.315

 
 

Apparently, that equanimity was short-lived, but the angry reaction when it came was 

only temporary. His father did eventually come to embrace the Shaykh’s religious 

platform, saying that what he heard from his son had become his own “profession of 
                                                
313 Vauchez, Francis of Assisi, 16. Spoto's language is more guarded. He warns against “overstating the extent of his sexual 
experience,” while granting that pre-conversion Francis belonged to a “sexually anarchic era,” and was likely among the “hedonistic 
youngsters” associated with the “notorious triupudanti” of Assisi, whose activities including bawdy singing, dancing, brawling and 
generally licentious behavior. (Spoto, Reluctant Saint, 28-9) 
314 Claude Addas, Ibn `Arabi: The Voyage of No Return, David Streight, trans. (Islamic Texts Society, Cambridge, U.K., 2000): 27. 
315 Addas, Voyage, 27-29. 
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faith.”316 The history reflects no such rapprochement between Francis and his own father; 

Francis’s public humiliation and “disowning” of Pietro di Bernardone was, reportedly, 

their last meeting. The ramifications of that schism, from the perspective of 

psychoanalysis, are large: “The love for the father is stored in the penis,” Judith Butler 

writes, “safeguarded through an impervious denial, and the desire which now centers on 

that penis has that continual denial as its structure and its task.”317 Francis’s relationship 

with his father is complex and its impact on his religious priorities enormous, extending 

into the effects of extreme asceticism, even masochism, on his mystical practice, a 

subject for Chapter 4. As for the construction of his desire, Francis’s story provides a 

means to contrast the Symbolic father, his “great and holy Father in heaven,” with the 

Imaginary father, “the one who has f[oul]ed the kid up.”318 Using Freud on “Mourning 

and Melancholia” to read the Oedipus story, Lacan articulates the child’s longing for 

paternal love that dictates how the Symbolic and Imaginary fathers will manifest; this is 

one of the only places he discusses the Real father, “the castrating father, who...occupies 

that person with whom the child is in a state of rivalry, namely, the mother.”319

Feminine Mystique 

 Pietro 

Bernardone seems to have feet in both registers. 

 Along with his father, Francis’s mother disappears from the history at this point, 

while Ibn al-ʿArabī’s mystical journey actually leads him to accrue maternal figures, two 

of whom are immortalized in the hagiographies of Sufis of Andalusia.320

                                                
316 Ibid., 27. 

 The story of 

Nunah Fatimah Bint Ibn al-Muthanna and her holy connection to “The Opening” (“Al-

317 Butler, Gender Trouble, quoted in Kent Brintnall, Ecce Homo: The Male Body in Pain. (University of Chicago, 2011): 65. 
318 Lacan, Seminar VII, 307-8. 
319 Ibid., 308. 
320 R.W.J. Austin, ed., Sufis of Andalusia (al-Rūḥ al-Quds and al-Durat Fakhirah), Routledge, 2007. 
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Fatihah”) unfolds in No. 55: she was in her 90s and “ate only the scraps left by people at 

their doors. Although she was so old and ate so little, I was almost ashamed to look at her 

face when I sat with her—it was so rosy and soft.... Looking at her in a superficial way, 

one might have thought she was a simpleton.”321 In the miracle story that follows, she 

calls on the power of “Al-Fatihah” to right the wrongs of a jilted married woman. 

Another of the Shaykh’s teachers is recalled in No. 65: Zainab Al-Qal’iyyah was the 

“foremost ascetic of the day. Although she possessed both great beauty and considerable 

wealth, she freely abandoned the world and went to live in Mecca.” There she associated 

with eminent Muslims, earning a reputation as one prayerful and intelligent, as well as 

capable of working miracles.322 Apparently, her influence on the young mystic was 

considerable; in the fourth book of al-Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya, he recounts a story centered 

on his daughter, also named Zainab, and her delight at spotting her father as her caravan 

arrived to meet him.323

 It is not known which of Ibn al-Arabi’s three wives was Zainab’s mother. His 

“righteous wife, Maryam bint Muhammad b. Abdun b. `Abd al-Rahman al-Bija’i...” was 

“most certainly his second wife, who is referred to in a way that suggests she is the 

mother of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s second son...known as Sa’duddin Muhammad (1221-1258), 

[that she] was a well known poet, and that she came from an important Seljuk aristocratic 

family.”

  

324

                                                
321 Austin, Sufis, 143-145. “Al-Fatihah” refers to the first Surah or opening prayer of the Qur'an. 

 He also wed Fatimah bint Yunus b. Yusuf, daughter of a sharif of Mecca, 

322 Austin, Sufis, 154-155. Apparently, she was able to levitate.  
323 Futūḥāt IV,  117. 
324 Stephen Hirtenstein, Ibn `Arabi: The Four Pillars of Spiritual Transformation (The Adornment of the Spiritually Transformed 
[Hilyat al-abdal]) (Oxford: Anqa Publishing, 2008): 47-48. In “The Central Point” (2004), William Chittick expands on this 
relationship, preferring “stepson” to “son”: “Ibn 'Arabî met Sadr al-Dîn Qūnawî's father, Majd al-Dîn Ishāq, in Mecca in 1203 and 
[then] traveled with him to Anatolia. Sadr al-Dîn was born two years later. A 13th-century source tells us that after the death of 
Majd al-Dîn, Ibn 'Arabî married his widow, thus becoming Sadr al-Dîn's step-father. Although we have no direct confirmation of 
this from the writings of Ibn 'Arabî or Qūnawî, we do know that Qūnawî became Ibn 'Arabî's disciple and was given permission to 
teach…his works. Eventually he became a respected scholar of hadith and had many disciples on the Sufi path. The initiatic 
chains that lead back to Ibn 'Arabî go through him. He died in 1274 in Konya, a few months after attending the funeral of… Jalāl 
al-Dîn Rūmî.” 
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[and] the mother of `Imad al-Dīn (d. 1258).325 Of his third wife, nothing is known but that 

they wed in Damascus, and that her father was the Maliki chief Qadi.326 The 

circumstances that produced three separate marriages are historically cloudy, but of at 

least one former spouse, the Shaykh speaks quite fondly: “I used to have a wife who was 

a source of joy, but whom time had separated from me; the memory of her came to my 

mind—at that particular time she was living in the Halba quarter of Baghdad—and I 

recited [a poem].”327

 There is little in these biographical details to parallel the comparatively “female-

lite” lifetime of Francis of Assisi, whose friendships with women amounted to at best 

two: Clare of Assisi and the Franciscan tertiary Jacopa di Settesoli.

 

328 Indeed, only the 

Shaykh’s reticence about gazing on the face of his early teacher’s youthful skin evokes 

anything of the saint’s perception of the fairer sex, and the threat it poses. Sa’diyya 

Shaikh, in her study of gender and sexuality in Ibn al-ʿArabī, examines how his 

countercultural approach to spirituality represents a bonafide effort to retrieve the 

feminine, elevate the status of women as practitioners of Islamic mysticism, and 

encourage genuine religious equality. She also makes a convincing case for the authentic 

historicity of another highly influential and untraditional female mystic, whose privileged 

relationship with the Shaykh would inspire the glorious poems of Tarjumān al-Ashwāq 

and possibly significant portions of Fuṣūṣ al-ḥikam. Ibn al-ʿArabī himself describes their 

meeting, in an often-quoted passage from the preface to Tarjumān:329

                                                
325 Austin, Sufis, 46. Addas says, in Voyage of No Return, that the Shaykh dedicated to `Imad al-Dīn the first draft of the Futūḥāt (110). 

 

326 Austin, Sufis, 46. 
327 Chittick, Sufi Path, 211. 
328 Jacopa dei Settesoli appears in Chapter 6 of “Treatise on the Miracles” (De Celano's third book, ca. the 1250s) and in the 
“Considerations on the Stigmata” added late to the 14th century Fioretti. Her tomb in Francis's crypt signifies, if imperfectly, an 
intimacy between them, despite the lateness of the latter source. She and Clare, and “the feminine” in Franciscan thought, are 
discussed in Chapter 4. Her remains, however, re-emerge in Chapter 5. 
329 Nicholson, A. Reynold, ed. Ibn al-ʿArabī: The Tarjumān al-Ashwāq, A Collection of Mystical Odes (London: Royal Asiatic 
Society, 1911). 
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When I stayed in Mecca in 599 [ca. 1201-3 CE], I met there men and women of great worth, 
culture and piety....[among them] Bint Rustam, a learned old lady, a shining example among 
women...This Shaikh had a virgin daughter, a slender child who captivated one who looked upon 
her, whose presence gave lustre to gatherings, who amazed all she was with and ravished the 
senses of all who beheld her. Her name was Niẓām (Harmony) and her surname Ain al-Shams (Eye 
of the Sun). She was religious, learned, ascetic, a sage among the sages of the Holy Places.330

 
 

Niẓām, as the text makes plain, was not among his wives. However, according to the 

exigencies of courtly love poetry, this is probably why she had such an enormous impact 

on his writing. He is not subtle in his affection, and in fact asserts that “any name in this 

book... allude[s] to her”331

 Meanwhile, some readers continue to view her appearance in his verse as 

idealized to the point of fiction, arguing that she is a mystical construct created to 

embody his spiritual longing. This is a literary strategy familiar to the Christian 

troubadour tradition, where “the Lady” might be construed as a proxy for the Virgin 

Mary, “a male poetic construct...not real in any subjective autonomous sense.” St. John 

Flynn’s study of the poetry of Raimon de Cornet, for examples, finds his praises to the 

virgin are a deliberate mask for the true intention of the work, which is to demonstrate  

 —but to those who took his passions too literally, he was 

compelled to write the commentary cum apologia “Dhakha’ir al-A’lāq,” which now 

appends to critical editions of the work.  

[its author’s] admiration for Bernard of Clairvaux. The male poet appropriates the female body of 
the Virgin such that she becomes what Cixous describes as the uncanny stranger on display. As in 
secular poetry from the Medieval Provencal troubadours to the present, patriarchal strategies are 
used to present an idealized female who reflects the male...the Virgin reflects the male saint rather 
than vice versa.332

 
 

In the case of Niẓām, however, scholars tend to support her historicity, while agreeing 

that Ibn al-ʿArabī has embellished her person with stylized, tropological detail to expand 

on mystical associations with the divine feminine. Taking his cue from the Shaykh 

                                                
330 Austin's translation, from Sufis, 36. 
331 Khalid El-Rouayheb, Before Homosexuality in the Arab-Islamic World: 1500-1800, 98. 
332 St. John Flynn, “The Male Poetics of Raimon de Cornet” in Barbara K. Gold, Paul Allen Miller, Charles Platter, eds., Sex and 
Gender in Medieval and Renaissance Texts: The Latin Tradition (SUNY Press, 1997): 7. 
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himself, R.W.J. Austin asserts that Niẓām’s physical beauty and charms were indeed the 

original object of spiritual meditation, but that in Tarjumān she is being idealized into a 

figure whose purpose is to reflect a particular face of God. Moreover, this is a face many 

have seen before, from the Shekinah of Israelite spirituality to Dante’s Beatrice in the 

Divine Comedy, from Sophia, the female archetype of wisdom for the Greeks (herself 

symbolized in the Plato’s encounter with Diotima) to, of course, the “Eternal Feminine,” 

who galvanizes divine creativity in Sufi and Shi’a mystical thought.333 She is the 

“Incarnation,” as it were, of the agalma—a “divine treasure” operating in the text as the 

feminine face of the Logos. She is the barzakh where human love encounters divine love. 

Thus, as Ibn al-ʿArabī indicates in his commentary, it is not surprising that his erotic 

language should have been misinterpreted by those who failed to see the metaphor 

operating there, as presumably many did when the Mystical Odes were first available.334

 Here, too, the Franciscan literature offers an interesting parallel, this time in the 

person of Clare of Assisi. Whether out of regard for the well-documented humility of the 

founder of the Poor Clares, or for additional reasons, the earliest descriptions of Clare’s 

role in Francis’s biography are sparse indeed: that he was the impetus for her entry into 

religious life is undisputed, as is the fact that her order was in its early years dependent on 

Francis and his friars for its rule, its mission and its home. It is also a matter of record 

that she fought valiantly to maintain the “privilege of poverty” that marked her “Poor 

Clares” as Franciscan in character, that she termed herself Francis’s “little plant,”

  

335

                                                
333 R.W.J. Austin, “The Lady Niẓām: An Image of Love and Knowledge” in Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn al-ʿArabī Society, VII 
(1988): 53ff. Austin's article makes considerable use of Henry Corbin's Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn al-ʿArabī in its 
treatment of the “eternal feminine.”  

 and 

334 “If not for the paltry souls who are ever ready for scandal and predisposed towards malice, I should commend her on the 
beauties of her body as well as her soul, which was a garden of generosity...” From Nicholson, Tarjuman, 10, slightly revised for 
Corbin, Creative Imagination, 136-7, 321-332. 
335 This appellation is according to the testimony of Mother Mary Francis, included in the Acts of Canonization of Saint Clare 
(1255). The full text is an illustrative example of Claire's humility—but it also captures her perception of her own importance to 
St. Francis. It reads: “We see our Mother Saint Clare also becoming less and less in her own estimation. At the beginning of her 
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that the dying Francis made a point of guaranteeing Clare an opportunity to view his 

body post-mortem. These are the sole historical points of intersection between the two, 

according to the literature known to have been written prior to her death in 1253. She is 

not the Eternal Feminine for Francis.336

 By the time of the Fioretti (attributed, as noted above, to a late-14th century 

compiler, though containing some oral traditions as far back as De Celano’s sources), the 

pair’s relationship  has come to reflect a decidedly different character. In one of the 

vignettes, Clare is plainly infatuated with her mentor, desperate to dine with him. The 

inevitable soirée, its elaborate, romanticized preparations, and the radiant fire in the night 

sky, which punctuates the high-minded discourse substituting for actual food, all testify 

to a blossoming romance of soulmates—albeit a romance 150 years in the making.

 

337 

Today, positing a cherished intimacy between the two remains irresistible for certain 

authors: James Cowan sees theirs as a “mystic marriage,” while Chesterton, showing 

restraint, is content with “a beautiful friendship.”338 Others, in the wake of considerable 

scholarship with regard to the Franciscan archive, eschew the romance paradigm: Jacques 

Le Goff’s treatment of Francis is quite slim with regard to the historical women in the 

saint’s life, offering only a few paragraphs on their influence.339

 Thus does the historical Clare, a bit like Niẓām, achieve a second discrete persona 

in the literature. But while Ibn al-ʿArabī’s intentions in imposing an alternate identity 

 

                                                                                                                                            
religious life, Saint Clare knew she was the plant nurtured by Saint Francis, the 'planta Francisci.' But then she lived on a while, 
and she called herself the 'little plant': 'plantula.'And then at the very end of her life, she apparently coined a word—at least it 
cannot be found in any Latin dictionary: 'plantuncula.' It was as if she couldn't be humble enough. She had to go from 'planta' to 
'plantula' to 'plantuncula,' a very little plant. At the height of her sanctity, she saw herself as a 'plantuncula.'”  
336 In fact, it might be slightly more accurate to cast Francis in that part, but not entirely so. See Chapter 4. 
337Chapter 15 of the Fioretti, 32-4. This encounter is described in more detail in Chapter 4.  
338 Cowan, Francis, 75; Chesterton, St. Francis, 110; Sabatier romanticizes religious fervor between them but terms their bond 
“entirely filial” (74).  
339 Le Goff, Saint Francis of Assisi, 35-6 (on Clare) and 51 (Giacoma [a.k.a. “frate Giacomina”]). The latter's name is rendered 
various ways in the historical documents, usually Giacomina/Giacopa, or Jacoba/Jacopa. Most prefer the last, which is the 
spelling used from here forward.   
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onto Niẓām are clear, it is less evident why Clare should have found herself in the service 

of romance, an enigma more curious in light of the only other woman associated in close 

friendship with Francis, Jacopa dei Settesoli. A wealthy Roman widow who became a 

Franciscan tertiary after seeking counsel from Francis himself, Jacopa went on to become 

a generous patroness for the friars. Francis had visited her home in Rome, and among her 

donations to his order were gifts of land, including space for a lepers hospice. 

Bonaventure records that Francis left a sheep in the care of “that noble matron..and [that] 

the sheep, which was Francis’s disciple, went everywhere she went, even Mass, and 

knew how to behave there.”340

 As Francis lay dying, he reportedly wrote to Clare (promising to give her a last 

chance to see him). He also requested “that the friars be continually singing his Canticle”; 

and finally he wrote a letter requesting that Giacopa come at once to his side, bringing 

with her his favorite pastry (almond cake).

 Later, Francis shows his fondness more emphatically. 

341 In what the scribes report as a miraculous 

event, the noblewoman arrived before the letter was delivered. Despite an invitation from 

Francis himself—even though “the ink had not yet dried on it”—her arrival at the 

Portiuncula was an awkward one: a woman should not have been permitted into the 

private quarters of the monastery, let alone to visit a dying man who was apparently so 

determined to die naked that one of the Friars had to outsmart him in order to clothe 

him.342

                                                
340 Bonaventure's Vita, Chapter VIII, No. 7. 

 To quell the panic in his brothers, Francis christened her “Brother Jacopa” on the 

spot, declaring the rule did not apply to “him.” Her visit, described in the text, is marked 

341 Cowan, Francis, 152. 
342 “Very shortly before his death he had caused himself to be placed naked on the bare ground; then he stripped off his poor 
garments and received them back as a loan [sic emphasis] from one of the Brethren, who said to him, 'That you may know that 
you have no property in these garments, I deprive you of the power of giving them away to anyone.' (From the Fioretti 
“Introduction,” Ferrers Howell, xxiv). Also, note that the order of clausura was in effect for the Poor Clares, but it was not a 
Vatican mandate for the Friars Minor. (The strict separation of males and females begins in 1298, with Boniface VIII's 
Pericoloso.) Entry into private quarters was according to each group's Rule. See De Celano, Chapter 12, 175-6: “Entrance there 
was completely forbidden to every secular person.” 
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by intimacy: she sees his wounds, weeps over his broken body, feeds him. Jacopa dei 

Settesoli’s remains are buried in the lower Church, in the same chamber as those of 

Francis and his closest associates among the brothers.  

 The two relationships suggest much about Francis’s perception of women—and 

they indicate something of the gender-performance code-switching discussed below. 

They also denote a remarkable gap between the Imaginary and Symbolic registers for 

Francis; neither Clare nor Jacopa resembles the symbolic women who dominate the 

literature associated with the saint. The allegorical Lady Poverty, for example, is 

prominent in the Sacred Exchange343

A little later, he saw in a vision a beautiful palace [with] various suits of armor and a lovely bride. 
In that same dream Francis was called by name and was attracted [to]...these things. He therefore 
tried to go to Apulia in order to gain knighthood....The spirit of the flesh prompted him to give an 
interpretation of the flesh to the vision. In fact, in the treasury of God’s wisdom something even 
more magnificent was hidden there. As he slept one night, someone spoke to him a second time in 
a vision and asked him with concern where he was going. He explained his plan and said he was 
going to Apulia to become a knight. The other questioned him anxiously: “Who can do more for 
you, the servant or the Lord?” “The Lord,” said Francis. “They why do you seek the servant 
instead of the Lord?” Francis then asked: “Lord, what do you want me to do?” And the Lord said: 
“Go back to the land of your birth because I will fulfill your dream in a spiritual way.” He turned 
back without delay becoming even now a model of obedience. [my emphasis] 

—a work that might have been written as early as 

1227. She has nothing in common with the hagiographers’ treatment of the filial Clare or 

maternal Jacopa at this point, though she does parallel the “dream fiancee” who appears 

briefly in De Celano’s Rememberance of the Desire of a Soul as a young Francis is 

readying for a career as a Crusader: 

344

Thomas’s editorial comment is a salient one. It is hard to imagine a young man of 

Francis’s imagination unaware that dreams are best interpreted figuratively, yet it is true 

that Francis seems to have preferred flesh and blood as a more appropriate medium than 

metaphor.  

 

                                                
343 As noted in Ch. 2, Armstrong argues for at least late 13th century. Others name Vicar General John Parenti its author (FA:ED, 
xxviii). 
344 Armstrong, FA:ED V2, 245. The dream occurs in Chapter 6. 
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 The Virgin Mary is associated with Clare in later hagiographic writings, 

especially after her death. But until the mid 1250s, there is a marked difference between 

Franciscan poetry and prayer addressed to Mary345 and the narrative histories of Clare. 

Turning to the gendered metaphors of Francis’s “Canticle of the Creatures” reveals a 

similar gap: the original poem was written while Francis was recuperating at San 

Damiano, under the auspices of Clare herself. Furthermore, the ultimate verse, ascribed to 

“Sister Death,” was added while Francis was literally dying, and likely anticipating the 

arrival of Jacopa dei Settesoli. His brief “Exhortation to the Poor Ladies of San 

Damiano,” written on the same occasion as the “Canticle,” is essentially an ejaculation of 

encouragement to the sisters as a group.346

  The Eternal Feminine, Lady Poverty and other figures from the poetry of Ibn al-

ʿArabī and Francis enable us to explore the impact of gender on the realm categorized by 

Lacan as the “Imaginary” register. Images, textual syntheses, poetry and romantic ideals 

are all appropriately so classified. Accordingly, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s Eternal Feminine is an 

element of the Imaginary, while Niẓām or Clare of Assisi belongs now to the Imaginary 

and now to the Symbolic, depending on the extent to which she is being deployed 

strategically in a given text to make a literary, political or theological point. In the 

Symbolic register, where radical “Otherness” belongs, along with words, desires and 

drives (whose referents lie in the Imaginary), complications intensify. It should be a 

given that our two male subjects themselves are correctly situated in that role, as 

 In neither work is there a whiff of a symbolic 

association linking the historical women dear to him and the images in the poem and 

prayer, though the symbolic resonance of Lady Poverty is quite plain. 

                                                
345 Both his “Salutation to the Blessed Virgin” and its companion piece, “Salutation to the Holy Virtues,” will be examined below. 
346 Both texts in their original Umbrian and English translations appear in the Appendix, Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15. The 
“Canticle” and other Franciscan works relevant to his conception of body and gender are discussed in full in Chapter 4.  
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mundane Subjects, serving as a prism  through which relationships with men and women 

can be understood. Yet analyzing literature by and about the two reveals them to be 

evidently in a kind of enduring flux, sometimes translating themselves across the axes 

that demarcate the three registers. Francis, at the height of his own mystical ascent, 

ultimately undoes his very status as a Subject, apparently reconstituting himself among 

the Symbolic. Such a translation could also be argued in the case of Ibn al-ʿArabī, whose 

visits to the barzakh and climactic Night Ascent might imply a willful migration across 

registers, in his case from the Imaginary to the Real, and back again, crossing the barzakh 

between them even while he lived. Later, certainly, aspects of their legacies will suggest 

that both historical men have, for some readers, all but vanished into their mysticism. But 

such a claim tends to implicate the “analyst(s)” in this scenario more than the Subjects, 

whose imaginal interlocutors run the Lacanian gamut.347

Pure Imagination: Ibn al-ʿArabī’s Invention of Love, Invention of Self 

 The next section offers an 

analysis of the issue of gender in Ibn al-ʿArabī’s poetical work; in Chapter 4, Francis of 

Assisi emerges, again, as the Shaykh’s inversion, and his own “un-doing.” 

 In 1996, Claude Addas published her analysis of the “Ship of Stone,” from 

Chapter 8 of the Futūḥāt, situating its voyage in the larger context of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 

“search for God...a long, albeit circular, peregrination that involves the [seeker] in the 

dark and narrow labyrinth of his being.” The work does not address gender per se, but it 

does serve as a useful introduction to the Shaykh’s differentiation of the World of 

“Reality” (also defined as Truth, not the mundane)—the ard al-haqîqa “created with 

what remained of Adam’s clay”—from the Imaginal World ( ’ālam al-khayāl) to which it 

                                                
347 Niẓām, for example, in her rebuking of the Shaykh, is arguably herself the titular “Interpreter of Desire,” locating her in the 
position of Analyst.  
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belongs, especially within the barzakh “that joins all the orders of reality.” Accordingly,  

Chapter 8 is set 

where the visions of the gnostics are seen, where dreams take place, where souls reside as they 
await the Last Judgment...a spiritual World where, contrary to what happens in this one, bodies 
have a subtle consistency and intelligibles take on form....The two sides of the boat are the 
hemistiches of each line of verse, and the columns refer to the two ‘pillars,’watid, of Arabic meter. 
Thus, [in]…encrypted language, Ibn ʿArabī points out to us that poetry is the privileged way to 
‘travel’ in the ’ālam al-khayāl,  whose haqā’iq (spiritual realities) it carries, although spiritual 
realities, by their very nature, are supraformal.348

 
  

In short, “God constructed the universe...according to the same principles as those that 

form the framework of the bayt al-shi’r, the verses of a poem.”349 Thus observing the 

treatment of gender in the Shaykh’s dream visions and poetry is no merely aesthetic 

undertaking; it is the best way to see in practice how his sometimes fluid and often 

opaque formulations of gender are meant to take shape. Addas observes that this 

“voyage” caps a period of considerable spiritual growth. Over the decade leading up to it, 

Ibn al-ʿArabī’s visions included the prophets’ “convocation” bestowing on him the seal 

of Muhammadan sainthood as well as his “celestial marriage” at Bougies, during which 

he was wed not to a woman at all, but to “the stars of the sky,” having “married every one 

of them with great spiritual pleasure. Then [he] married the moons.”350 These nuptials, 

Addas points out, punctuate his spiritual union with ’ilm al-hurûf, the science of letters, 

and ’ilm al-nujûm, astrology.”351

                                                
348 Addas, “Ship of Stone.” 

 It is not surprising to find no spouse in the flesh present 

at the marriage; the account parallels the Shaykh’s literary treatment of his own spiritual 

ascent (mi’raj), described in his Kitāb Al-’Isrā’  (Book of the Ascent), the Risalat al-

Anwar (Epistle of Lights), and Chapters 167 and 367 of the Futūḥāt. In all of these, 

though the obvious parallel is to Muhammad’s Night Ascent described in Surah 17 (Al-

349 Ibid.  
350 S.A.O. Husaini. Ibn al-ʿArabī: The Great Muslim Mystic and Thinker. (Lahore: Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf, Publishers, 1996), 6. 
351 Addas, “Ship of Stone.”  
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’Isrā’ ), Chodkiewicz finds in the Shaykh’s mi’raj writings a pronounced reliance on 

Surah 53, “Al-Najm” (Surah of the Star).352

 Such an observation might be incidental to the text, a mere grasping for straws (or 

reaching for stars), but it gathers weight in the context of other cases in which linguistic 

gendering makes a subtle point in the Shaykh’s writing.

 The ascent marks a replacement of physical 

forms with spiritual ones, suggesting that, at the highest reaches of the Path, gender 

ceases to have relevance, though the tropes dependent on it (like marriage) endure. Yet, 

in a subtle way, the heavenly bodies reflect a certain gendering: according to the rules of 

Arabic grammar, the moon is masculine, the sun and stars all feminine.  

353

 The Setting of the Stars is a treatise in three parts, according to the levels of al-

islam (achieved via body, or jism), al-iman (via soul, or nafs) and al-ihsan (perfection in 

spirit, or rūḥ), focusing most heavily on the seventh sphere (sainthood) and how arrival 

there is predicated on the virtues attained by the seeker’s physical members. Each 

physical part discussed plays its role at each of the three levels, not merely the first: the 

eyes, the ears, the tongue, the hands, stomach, sexual organs and feet.

 It also dovetails with Ibn al-

ʿArabī’s Mawaqi al-nujum (The Setting of the Stars), which was completed in Bougies 

around the same time, and also implicitly takes its cue from Surah 53.  

354

                                                
352 Chodkiewicz, Ocean Without Shore, 78-79. 

 Our corporeal 

parts remain crucial to the entire ascent into the spiritual realm. While the specific parts 

of the body can be either feminine or masculine according to Arabic, it is notable that the 

specific parts enumerated in this text are nearly all feminine: eyes, ears, hands and feet 

have “older dual” constructions, and therefore are feminine whether singular or plural; 

353 Izutsu, Murata and Shaikh each use these strategies to a greater or lesser degree to demonstrate gender complementarity in Ibn 
al-ʿArabī'. Izutsu's case for the essentially feminine nature of creation, discussed below, is one of the most often cited. 
354 Michel Chodkiewicz discusses Mawaqi al-nujum (in Ocean, 102-105), but without making any observations based on 
grammatical gender. 
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stomach, or ma’edah, is also feminine; tongue (lisān) is commonly regarded as 

masculine, but is in fact among the rare “dual gender” nouns.355

Here again, the temptation might be to disregard grammatical gender as without 

deeper meaning, until one considers the many “masculine” body parts that are not among 

those discussed here—like mouth, head and heart, any of which is evidently just as 

crucial for the seeker, and the last of which already appears in Surah 53 (Verse 53.11 

reads, “The heart did not lie about what it saw.”). It may bear mentioning, too, that Surah 

53 is also the text containing the originally “Satanic verses” endorsing the pre-Islamic 

goddesses al-Lat, al-Uzza and Manat; in Muhammad’s revision demoting these suspect 

“daughters of Allah,” he refers to an “unfair division” of male and female, implying that 

imputing female children to God would be doubly blasphemous. Any feminine presence 

at Ibn al-ʿArabī’s celestial wedding would have to be at best a subtle one. 

  

 Meanwhile, the Epistle’s reference to the sexual organs relies heavily on a 

favorite metaphor for masculine and feminine natures in Sufi literature: the Pen and the 

(Guarded) Tablet, though the emphasis is generally on their male and female 

complementarity, and not specifically on exactly which organs they represent. In Risalat 

al-anwar  (Journey to the Lord of Power), the “Master of Everything” is “the Highest 

Pen,” “the right hand of the Truth.”356 The relationship between Pen and Guarded  Tablet 

(sometimes Table) is therefore both procreative and dialectically progressive: “Between 

the Pen and the Tablet there is an intelligible spiritual marriage and a visible sensory 

effect...like the sperm that is ejaculated into the womb of the female.”357

                                                
355 Karin C. Ryding, A Reference Grammar of Modern Standard Arabic  (Cambridge University Press, 2005): 125.  

 The Guarded (or 

Preserved) Tablet is generally identified with the cosmos, which also is the passive or 

356 Harris, Rabia Terri, trans., Journey to the Lord of Power [Risālat Al-anwār] (a Sufi Manual on Retreat) by Ibn al-ʿArabī (Inner 
Traditions, 1981), 90. 
357Jaffray, Ittihād, 103. 
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“feminine” side of the relationship, the “place where the Pen generates the manifest form 

and where the meanings are created according to the Divine Will.”358

 For the Divine Truth, it is God, and for man, it is man, 

 The production of 

knowledge at its highest levels, the marriage that produces the “Book of Adam” that 

contains the entire world, is thus captured in the very act of writing. Poetry—or better, 

poesis—signifies the relationship the moment it sets sail in its “ship of stone.”  

 at the time when existence arrives, and for the Qur’an, it is the Qur’an.  
 For sight, it is vision at the time of contemplation, 
 at the time of discourse with God it is hearing for the ear. 
 Look at us with the eye of union,  
 you shall find us in difference, 
 and hold fast to this, since the Qur’an, in what it joins together, 
 is the recognition of difference.359

 
  

 These lines from Chapter II of the Futūḥāt, “The Science of Letters,” encapsulate 

the theme of that section: that the miraculous diversity of “the letters” in combination 

make possible the endless permutations that quicken the entire cosmos, but especially the 

conceptualizations that take form and spirit in the realm of the “Creative Imagination.” 

They constitute 10 out of more than 7000 total lines of verse contained in the Futūḥāt, a 

small part of a total “anthology” (as yet uncollected) that would have to include the 700 

poems of the Dīwān (most of them not duplicated in the former—and the vast majority 

still untranslated and uncollected), the 60 “mystical odes” in Tarjumān, and the poetical 

language used throughout al-Ittihād al-qawn, Fuṣūṣ al-ḥikam, and many other works by 

the Shaykh.360

                                                
358 Twinch and Beneito, Contemplation, 46-7, n.49. Austin links the Pen and Tablet to the “universal intellect of Hellenistic 
philosophy” and “Universal Nature,” respectively, pointing out their origins in Surahs 68:1 and 85:22 of the Qur'an. See Austin, 
Bezels, 173.  

 Attempting to parse the treatment of gender in a “representative” sampling 

from such a corpus would be a thoroughly doomed exercise were it not for the fact that a 

specific focus has already been suggested by Jacques Lacan’s assertion relevant to 

courtly love poetry: that it offers a particularly useful mirror of the poet himself by 

359 Futūḥāt II.1.3: 179. 
360 The statistic of 7000 lines in Futūḥāt was given by Roger Deladriere and appears as an aside on the Ibn Arabi Society Web pages. 
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capturing his otherwise ineffable desire for a jouissance vainly promised, and establishing 

itself in the place of a consummated sexual relationship that does not exist.  

 In the overview above (in Chapter 1) of the Shaykh’s particular mysticism, the 

essential complementarity of sexual difference was located at the root of the Perfect Man, 

or Human Being, whose fundamental unity with all Being (waḥdat al-wujūd) amounts to 

a co-existence of the whole and its parts, each of which mirrors the whole, signifies it, 

and contains it. Thus the essential nature of male and female, for Ibn al-ʿArabī, is not to 

disappear into an ungendered whole, but rather to co-incide there in creative tension—

which is precisely the “mystical marriage” effected by the Qur’an according to the 

Futūḥāt excerpt above. “Divine Truth,” humankind, divine speech, the mystical moment 

(waqt) that bridges inner and outer vision, speaking and hearing—all of these come 

together at the barzakh where difference recognizes itself. Thus, to paraphrase Ellie 

Ragland’s interpretation of Lacanian sexuation, man or woman, “we are all w[hole] and 

we are not the same,” the added brackets reflecting the coinciding of “lack” (or desire) 

and completeness on the part of the lovers.361

Follow that Girl... 

  

 That position has far-reaching implications for the feminine in Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 

formulation and for Islam itself. Sa`ddiya Shaikh’s Sufi Narratives of Intimacy: Ibn 

ʿArabī, Gender and Sexuality evaluates how women were historically constructed in the 

Qur’an, in the Shari’a and in earlier mystical writings, finally arriving at a historical 

moment in which, at least for one prominent Sufi, realizing true equality between genders 

                                                
361 Though Lacan fuses them according to the petit objet a, as applied to God, “desire” is preferable to “lack.” As indicated above, 
the entire cosmos flows from the divine desire “to be known.” The claim derives from the hadith “that is sahih per unveiling 
(kasht) but unestablished (ghayr thabit) per transmission from the Messenger of Allah from his Lord that He said something in the 
meaning of this ‘I was a hidden treasure and was not known; I loved to be known, therefore I created creation and made Myself 
known to them so that they came to know Me.’” (Addas, Voyage, 91). 
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might be indispensable from achieving spiritual transcendence. Tarjumān al-Ashwāq 

provides a case in point.362

 Whatever else is true of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s legacy for Islamic mystical thought, it was 

and remains controversial, even if for some devotees that controversy stems rather from 

misunderstandings about the allegedly counter-cultural nature of his revelation and its 

analysis than from a genuine radicalism within his cosmology. The details of his personal 

life provide an additional layer of intrigue. As an adult the Shaykh was certainly a fan of 

beautiful women, and he had at least one remarkable disciple, Niẓām, whose beauty, and 

her access to spiritual revelation, permitted her an array of privileges, including the right 

to rebuke the master himself, as she does when they meet a second time.   

 

One night, I was performing the ritual circumambulations of the Ka’aba. My spirit savored a 
profound peace...Suddenly a few lines came to my mind; I recited them loudly...“Ah! To know if 
they know what heart they have possessed! How my heart would like to know what mountain 
paths they have taken! Do you suppose them safe and sound, or suppose that they have perished? 
The faithful in love remain perplexed in love, exposed to every peril.” No sooner had I recited 
these verses than I felt...the touch of a hand softer than silk.... 
 

Here Shaikh breaks her reliance on Henry Corbin’s translation to tell the story herself: 

A young woman of breathtaking beauty gazes intently at him. As if omniscient, she responds to 
his poetic rumination with a depth of spiritual discernment, subjecting each line of his poem to 
careful scrutiny, culminating in a reprimand: How can “the great mystic of the time” possibly 
question God’s knowledge of his state? A true lover is content with the desires of the Beloved 
even when they entail absence and separation. Tenderly, she informs him that a sincere devotee 
cannot preserve even a “residue of perplexity and hesitation, since the very condition of adoration 
is that it fills the soul entirely”; a real love “puts the senses to sleep, ravishes the 
intelligences...Where is there room for perplexity?...It is unworthy of you to say such things!”363

Despite her evident intuition and eloquence in this exchange, not a single page of writing 

by Niẓām herself, nor even enough biographical information to assay her lifespan, has 

come down to us. But Ibn al-ʿArabī’s lyrical treatment of her impact essentially makes 

  
 

                                                
362 It was, perhaps not coincidentally, the first substantive translation of Ibn al-ʿArabī's work into English. A. Reynold Nicholson's 
translation of 1911 remains the standard, despite more scholarly (but perhaps less lyrical) revisions to some of its poetry by 
Michael Sells. 
363 Saddiya Shaikh, 61-2. The first part of her text, she acknowledges, largely duplicates the translation used by Corbin (140), who 
of course was himself inspired by Nicholson. It is curiously appropriate to see Shaikh's voice assume the narrative, and situate it 
in the present tense, at the exact moment when Niẓām breaks into the sage's reverie.  
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irrelevant further testimony to her historical achievements before or after it. Indeed, the 

words and person of the actual Niẓām could not possibly measure up to his estimation—

which is precisely the point. She is a theophany, an imaginal representation of the entire 

mystical experience, expressed in terms familiar from the romantic language of qasida 

poetry. Both meetings begin with an invocation of her physical gifts: she arrives, imparts 

wisdom, retreats, leaving the passive sage to reflect on her powerful instruction. But her 

corporality, too, embeds itself in memory; indeed, the Shaykh has to stop himself before 

he overdoes his discussion of her physical gifts. She is a woman of unparalleled 

perfection and grace, her retreat echoing the za’n, “a classical Arabic topos” in which, 

according to Michael Sells, the Beloved’s departure recalls terrain from separated lovers 

as far back as Majnun and Layla.364

When she walks on the glass pavement thou seest a sun on a celestial sphere in the bosom of Idrís. 
When she kills with her glances, her speech restores to life, as tho’ she in giving life thereby, were 
Jesus.The smooth surface of her legs is (like) the Tora in brightness, and I follow it and tread in its 
footsteps as tho’ I were Moses. 
She is a bishopess, one of the daughters of Rome, unadorned: thou seest in her a radiant Goodness. 
Wild is she, none can make her his friend; she has gotten in her solitary chamber a mausoleum for  
remembrance. 
She has baffled everyone who is learned in our religion, every student of the Psalms of David, 
every Jewish doctor, and every Christian priest. 
If with a gesture she demands the Gospel, thou wouldst deem us to be  priests and patriarchs and 
deacons. 
The day when they departed on the road, I prepared for war the armies of my patience, host after 
host. When my soul reached the throat (i.e. when I was at the point of death), I besought that 
Beauty and that Grace to grant me relief, 
And she yielded—may God preserve us from her evil, and may the victorious king repel Iblís!  
I exclaimed, when her she-camel set out to depart, ‘O driver of the reddish-white camels, do not 
drive them away with her!’

  

365

Much Sufi poetry, Sells argues, “can be read as secular love poems to a worldly beloved 

or as mystical love poems to a divine beloved” [my emphasis]; even though the secular 

genre is generally said to provide “a vehicle for expressing their otherworldly love, the 

almost complete interfusion of lyrical Sufism and secular poetic themes constitutes an 

 

                                                
364 Sells, Unsaying, 109. 
365 Nicholson, Tarjumān, No. 2. 
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intertextuality in which neither side can be reduced to being the vehicle for the other.”366 

Neither reading—lyrical Sufism or secular love poem—is extraneous.367 Chittick points 

out the textual bond between the idealized feminine and “the fragrance subsumed in the 

very mention of her name...[capturing] the celestial sphere of perfection in “form-giving” 

and harmonious arrangement.368 Austin agrees: her physical virtues reveal that “the 

Niẓām of each of us is the mystery and secret of our whole and eternal reality in which 

otherness and identity are enigmatically fused”369

 ethereal abstraction of the imagination [or] spiritual device...completely misses the point of the  
 mystery [that] not only is the flesh of our ladies transformed by inner essence, but also the inner  
 vision is substantiated by the living flesh, both flesh and spirit being essential aspects of the  
 whole mystery. As our Shaykh says in the 27th Fass, “Contemplation of God without formal  
 support is not possible...[and] the best and most perfect kind is the contemplation of God in  
 women....[Such contemplation] fuses in its symbolism both the active aspect of the Creator  
 and the passive aspect of the created.

—but to suppose her to be an 

370

 Notwithstanding that essential melding of flesh and essence in the Woman, and 

acknowledging the poet’s supreme passivity in her presence, it bears noting that the 

poet’s voice remains resolutely masculine, as in most of the Shaykh’s writings available 

for this project. She may be a goddess of epic proportions, with the wisdom of Greece, 

Persia and Arabia at her fingertips; but she remains his object, and when the poet, bereft 

of her, looks into his heart, there are other forms there. Here is Michael Sells’ often-

quoted translation of “Bewilderment, Love Madness” (from Interpreter of Desire, 

Chapter XI): 

   
 

 They swore, and how often! 
 They’d never change—piling up vows. 
 She who dyes herself red with henna 

                                                
366 Sells, Unsaying, 248. 
367 Addas argues in a similar vein that the work constitutes a “song of love in which [the poet] allowed his passions to flow freely [as 
he described] a meeting, of course, with a flesh-and-blood woman whose physical grace and nobility of soul he had no hesitation to 
describe....But as Corbin so well illustrates in Creative Imagination, it was the face of Divine Wisdom that the Shaykh was 
contemplating and venerating in Niẓām.” (Voyage, 105). 
368 Tarjumān 117, quoted in Chittick, Imaginal Worlds, 80.   
369 R.W.J. Austin, “The Lady Niẓām: An Image of Love and Knowledge,” Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn al-ʿArabī Society, VII (1988): 
53-63. 
370 Austin, “The Lady Niẓām.” 
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 is faithless. 
 A white-blazed gazelle 
 is an amazing sight, 
 red-dye signaling,  
 our lids hinting,  
 Pasture between breast bones 
 and innards.  
 Wonder, 
 a garden among the flames! 
 My heart can take on 
 any form:  
 a meadow for gazelles, 
 a cloister for monks, 
 For the idols, sacred ground, 
 Ka`ba for the circling pilgrim, 
 the tables of the Torah, 
 the scrolls of the Qur’an. 
 I profess the religions of love; 
 wherever its caravan turns along the way, 
 that is the belief, 
 the faith I keep.  
 Like Bishr,  
 Hind and her sister, 
 love-mad Qays and his lost Layla, 
 Mayya and her lover Ghaylan.371

 The poet’s heart, a meadow for gazelles (a standard Arabic-Hebrew poetic 

metaphor for beautiful objects of longing), hosts a multitude of other representations, all 

of which have a role to play in imagining divine love. As the poem begins, the most 

recent Beloved has already vanished.

 
 

372  The women in the text, Sells asserts, “correspond 

to the ‘appearances’ of the real” that manifest to the mystic; “By exploiting the fact that 

the nonanimate plural form is grammatically feminine in gender, Ibn al-ʿArabī...creates 

an intricate gender balance in reference to deity. In poetic mode, those references tend to 

be feminine. The heart that can take on every form must also be willing to let go of every 

form if it is not to freeze into binding.”373

                                                
371 Sells, Unsaying, 108-9. 

 The Path at this point can be tricky, as Claude 

Addas observes: 

372 Of course, in this genre, that could sometimes reflect a more powerful longing. As Aldo Scaglione observes, “The very lack of 
communication [between lover and his Lady] was for them both a sign of its depth and a consequence of it, to the point of 
entailing the complete physical absence of the Lady” (559).  The implication here, though, is that the poet is “over” the loss, or 
nearly so, and willing to let go.  
373 Sells, Unsaying, 114.  
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This is where idolatry comes from: everything in the world, be it in the sensible or in the 
intelligible world, is capable of being adored by reason of the Divine Face which it possesses and 
which is the very thing that is adored in it. Thus Ibn al-ʿArabī declares that ‘God possesses a face 
in everything that is worshipped’ and ‘God is that which is worshipped in everything that is 
worshipped.’ No matter what religion people follow, Ibn al-ʿArabī maintains, they never worship 
anything but God, whether they know it or not.374

 
 

 Culturally, in these centuries, the masculine voice is essential when the poem 

implies a series of lovers imperfectly reflecting the One Reality. But whether articulating 

a single object of affection or several, a masculine troubadour’s passion for an out-of-

reach Beloved frequently sets the tone for the Shaykh’s verse. Henry Corbin closes his 

chapter on the “Creative Feminine” with some evocative stanzas (beautifully rendered, 

originally, by Osman Yahya) that demonstrate the point: 

 Dearly beloved!  
 You cannot treat me fairly, 
 For if you approach me,  
 It is because I have approached you.  
 I am nearer to you than yourself, 
 than your soul, than your breath. 
 Who among creatures would treat you as I do? 
 I am jealous of you over you, 
 I want you to belong to no other, 
 Not even to yourself. 
 Be mine, be for me as you are in me, 
 Though you are not even aware of it.  
 Dearly beloved! Let us go toward Union. 
 And if we find the road that leads to separation, 
 We will destroy separation. 
 Let us go hand in hand. Let us enter the presence of Truth. 
 Let it be our judge 
 And imprint its seal upon our union forever.375

Wedding Belles (-Lettres) 

 
 

 The overtly nuptial metaphor in the lines above reflects the hieros gamos, or holy 

marriage, that is a recurring theme in mystical love poetry (one already demonstrated 

above). The ardent lover intent on possession pledges to destroy separation, while at the 

same time vowing the invincibility of their union. The point is not to dissolve into one 

                                                
374 Addas, Voyage, 99. 
375 Henry Corbin, Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn Arabi, Ralph Manheim, trans. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1969). 
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another, becoming one, but to remain paired, a dyad. Ibn al-ʿArabī’s work abounds with 

such cosmic marriages, pairing elements corporeal, spiritual, even linguistic. “Even 

syllogisms are engaged in procreation,” Jaffray observes; “deductive knowledge can only 

result from the marriage of two premises.376

“Everything that exercises an effect is a father, and everything that receives an effect is a mother. 
That which is born between the two from the effect is called a son or child”

 In the Futūḥāt, enlightened by the celestial 

“marriage” to the science of letters and numerology, the Shaykh offers much of his 

second chapter to the affinity between the Arabic letters lam and alif, and what they make 

possible through their union.  

377....The Cosmic 
Pattern appears at every level of creation, but other than the role of First Father, which is God 
alone, the…existing entities take turns being mothers and fathers, depending on whether they have 
an active or passive role. For this reason, the Eagle/Pen/Intellect is a mother as well as a father, a 
Tablet as well as a Pen, although we see him in the Ittihad primarily in his masculine role.378

 Although the Shaykh prefers to voice his longing in the masculine, many of his 

peers in Andalusia routinely inverted the paradigm—making the object of the poem 

masculine—in order to “feminize” themselves in the service of repairing the masculinity 

of the Divine Beloved, already a bit compromised by the genre in being positioned in the 

text where the adored “Lady” would normally appear. Such a strategy was deployed often 

by Italian and Spanish Jewish poets composing similarly themed poetry in Hebrew, as 

well as by Christian mystical contemporaries of St. Francis. In a rare example, Ibn al-

ʿArabī adopts that strategy in a quatrain used for the final chapter of Bezels of Wisdom: 

 
 

 The Beloved longs to see me, 
 And I long even more to see Him. 
 The hearts beat fast, but destiny bars the way. 
 I groan in complaint and so does He.379

 
 

 The choice is an odd one, given that the text is from the final chapter, in which the 

Divine Feminine assumes her position on either side of the Perfect Man, epitomized in 
                                                

376 Jaffray, Treatise, 103. 
377 Futūḥāt I:138.11 
378 Jaffray, 103, acknowledging her debt to Sachiko Murata, The Tao of Islam, Chapter 5, on “Macrocosmic Marriages.” 
379 Austin, Bezels, 273. 
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Muhammad. In other words, the Divine Feminine is the face of God in this chapter and 

the fragrance of creative power. In fact, many commentators agree with Jaffray that the 

paean to Woman in “On the Wisdom of Singularity in the Word of Muhummad” may 

also have been inspired by Niẓām. 380 The chapter arises out of a hadith in which 

Muhammad, again locating “unity in triplicity,” declares, “Three things have been made 

beloved to me in this world: women [the word nisā’ has no singular form], perfume and 

prayer.”381 The Shaykh interprets the lines thus: the Prophet loves women, first of all, 

“because the whole is always drawn to its part,” and “because of their lower rank and 

[status as] repository of passivity.”382

[t]he Apostle goes on to give precedence to the feminine over the masculine, intending to convey 
thereby a  special concern with…women. Thus he says thalath (three) and not thalathah, used for 
numbering masculine nouns. This is remarkable, in that he also mentions perfume, a…masculine  
noun, and the Arabs usually make the masculine gender prevail....Furthermore, he made the final 
term [prayer] correspond to the first [women] in femininity, placing the masculine term [perfume] 
between them. He begins with women and ends with prayer...since man is placed between the 
Essence from which he is manifested and the woman who is manifested from him. Thus he is 
between two feminine entities, the one substantively feminine, the other feminine in reality.

 For the seeker hoping this mystical dyad offers a 

model for human intersubjectivity, these shaky grounds constitute an unsettling rationale. 

Yet,  

383

Annemarie Schimmel explains that the placement is justified because of the feminine 

word “dhât” for essence, enabling a “woman creator” to emerge dominant in the text. 

“Even Adam is, so to speak, female,” she adds, echoing a favorite point among feminist 

interpreters, “because Eve was born through him.”

 
 

384 Remarkably, that argument parallels 

the case made by Caroline Walker Bynum that, for many Christian mystics, the flesh of 

Christ, received only from his human mother, necessarily feminizes her son.385

                                                
380 Jaffray, Treatise, 13. 

 Jesus-as-

381 Austin, Bezels, 269. 
382 Ibid., 273, 275, 
383 Ibid., 277. 
384 Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam: 35th Anniversary Edition (University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 272. 
385 See Bynum, Jesus as Mother: Studies in the Spirituality of the High Middle Ages (University of California Press, 1984).  
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Mother is a model that is explicit in the work of some 12th and 13th century Cistercian 

mystics—and implicit in far more than one might expect. This is discussed in Chapter 4, 

which focuses on the performance of gender in early Franciscan literature.  

 However, despite the high-profile nature of women at the end of Bezels of 

Wisdom, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s discussion is less explicitly feminist in this text than his recent 

interpreters would prefer. In the first place, Adam is not feminized in the text, despite 

serving as “mother” for Eve. Rather, “just as the Cosmos is nothing other than He, so 

woman is nothing other than man and…symbolizing for him... his own servanthood and 

receptivity vis-à-vis God.”386 And later, “Muhammad begins by mentioning woman and 

leaves prayer until last because, in the manifestation of her essence, woman is part of 

man....”  The text punctuates the radical inferiority of the feminine, even as it “elevates” 

her by positing gender complementarity, but not equality, at the highest levels of spiritual 

awareness. A man intimate with a woman for the sake of lust errs, the Shaykh explains, 

“in having pleasure with her without knowing Whose the pleasure really is. Thus he does 

not know himself truly,” becoming a stranger to himself.387  In a more harmonious 

engagement between the genders, “[w]hen a man desires a woman, he seeks union with 

her...the most complete union possible in love, and there is in the elemental sphere no 

greater union than that between the sexes. It is precisely because desire pervades all his 

parts that man is commanded to perform the major ablution....”388

                                                
386 Austin, Bezels, 270. 

 

            This is a desire Ibn al-ʿArabī would have understood well. The last line above 

reminds us, though, that while cosmic complementarity asserts “the feminine” element as 

an equal partner in the Unity of Being, and dwarfs the significance of a physical 

387 Ibid., 276. A man who eschews lust for the sake of love may be hoped for, but this rationale is less than satisfying from the Other’s 
perspective. One imagines she might prefer he lust for her personally, rather than love God through the conduit she represents. 
388 Ibid., 272. 
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intertwining of two genders, it does not install embodied women as men’s equals, and it 

certainly does not transcend their material bodies. The sign that testifies to the 

foundational nature of cosmic dyadic relationships emerges in basic, biological 

complementarity—not merely any set of “two,” but the precise parts that “completion” 

demands (cf. Surah 49). Michel Chodkiewicz’s An Ocean Without a Shore: Ibn Arabi, 

The Book and the Law discusses the Shaykh’s reading of Surah Ta, Ha (No. 20) and its 

reading of Adam and Eve, describing how the two genders themselves are a sign of the 

divine unity—halves of the whole389 evincing a primordial “rupture of unity.”390 

          There is, to be sure, “multiplicity and unicity” in the created world, but the entire 

structure of the cosmos is predicated on the coincidentia oppositorum, the imaginal space 

where opposites come metaphysically together. This is the thesis of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 

deceptively whimsical al-Ittihād al-kawnī, an elaborate allegory using avian symbols to 

dramatize the mystical journey.391 In a deliberate allusion to Muhammad’s Night Ascent 

(Surah 17, Al-’Isrā’), the poet recalls that he “mounted the burāq of [his] spiritual 

aspiration”392 and commenced his journey, the climax of which testifies to the divine 

mirrored within the seeker.393

                                                
389 This, of course, refers back to Aristophanes' myth—shared at Plato's Symposium—of the original, spherical human beings. 

 The work is prefaced with a lengthy series of paired claims 

(far longer than the excerpt below), which break off for the “Dedication” and then begin 

again in the poem proper. The combined effect suggests that the poet recognizes God in 

himself, as coincidentia oppositorum—with fluctuations in narrative voice suggesting a 

perspective that alternates between human and divine. Each line is voiced either without 

recognizable gender or with both genders reflected in it; it is never one or the other for an 

390 Chodkiewicz, Ocean, 39. 
391 Literally “Unity of Creation,” but its English title in Jaffray's translation is “Treatise on Unification.” The text bears many 
similarities to Farid ud-Din Attar's famous Sufi allegory, Conference of the Birds. 
392   Jaffray, Treatise, 29. 
393 Again, as in Attar's Conference of the Birds. 
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entire poetic line, with the exception of a single reference to Moses striking the rock with 

his staff.  

 From my incompleteness to my completeness and my inclination to my equilibrium... 
 From my scattering to my gathering, and my exclusion to my reunion... 
 From my rising to my setting and my days to my nights...  
 From my waxing to my waning, the void of my moon to its crescent 
 From my pursuit to my flight and from my steed to my gazelle... 
 From my shade to my bliss, and my bliss to my wrath 
 From my wrath to my likeness and my likeness to my impossibility 
 From my impossibility to my validity, my validity to my deficiency... 
 For I am in love with none other than myself, and my very separation is my union 
 Do not blame me for my passion. I am inconsolable over the one who has fled me... 
 From my soul to my spirit and my spirit to my soul— 
 by means of dissolution and coagulation, like the corpse in the tomb....  

I praise God who has “fashioned” me and “balanced” me, and cast me in “the most beautiful of  
constitutions.”  
For he made me to know myself through myself and caused me to appear to myself,  
so that I became enamored of only myself. Between my distance and my proximity I have become  
mad with love for myself, and I address myself alone.... 

 My palm grasped the stick, my staff smoke the rock... 
 Where in me does that subtle secret reside that God has placed within my essences? 
 I was filled with what I saw from myself, but my desire for death remained.  
 I took to complaining to myself of my passion so that my signs would appear 
 Upon the eyelids from the essence of my creation. 
 My essence conjoined passionately with my essence, for my essence, my whole life long.  
 I did not hold my harshness against myself 
 or the length of my abandonment for my misdeeds-- 
 I am my beloved and my lover; I am my knight and my maiden.394

 
 

The final line (repeated in Futūḥāt II.390) punctuates the ambiguous treatment of gender 

here and telegraphs its deliberate intent—to capture the fluidity of active and passive 

roles among human players, and their coinciding in the One Reality. It also pairs two 

pairs, emphasizing the fused identities as essentially dyadic in nature. Jaffray points out 

that in at least this one instance, a youthful Ibn al-ʿArabī may have misdefined the nature 

of such union, claiming that Ittihād designates “a mystical union in which one essence is 

subsumed into the other or annihilated in the other.”395

                                                
394 Jaffray, Treatise, 21-28. 

  Such a fusion, she maintains, is 

not plausible, according to the Shaykh’s own apparatus. The difficulty arises again when 

the Ring Dove and the Eagle embark on their “spiritual wedding,” an event marked by a 

395 Ibid., 53. 
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“mingling” of their “essences,” their absorption “in the pleasures of union,” and the “two 

waters flow[ing] together in the womb of the moment.396  Better, it seems, to focus on the 

“subtle thread” suspended between them, for this is the means by which “an 

interpenetration of attributes” is achieved, rather than the “disappearance of one essence 

into another.”397

 The “Sea of Prime Matter” (hayūlā) that recurs in this poem is ultimately 

embodied in the “Strange `Anqa’,” a species of gryphon or phoenix (or majestic bird of 

some other feather).

  

398 Jaffray points out that in this case a masculine form of the same 

word was available to the poet (anuq) but by design he chose the feminine form instead: 

“Associated with sheer potentiality and the female principality—hence the feminine 

gender of the `Anqa’—prime matter is capable of taking on any form and as such is the 

matrix and ground for the universe.”399 The ’Anqa’ is deployed to similar effect in the 

Kitab ’Anqā’ Mughrib or “Book of the Fabulous Gryphon,” a work of rhymed prose that 

treats Islamic sainthood, and in so doing offers a bridge between the Ittihād and the 

various accounts of the Shaykh’s own mi’raj.400

                                                
396 Ibid., 39-40. Jaffray cites Souad al-Hakim among her sources for this observation.  

 The “hoopoe” of the text recalls the 

’Anqā’ (gryphon-phoenix), but the work also alludes to Surah 6 (Al-An’am), which 

describes Abraham’s rejection of false idols among the heavenly bodies. Specifically, he 

rejects devotion to a star, a moon and a sun, the three celestial forms wedded to Ibn al-

ʿArabī in the vision at Bougies, described above in the context of Mawaqi al-nujum. 

Conspicuously underrepresented here, as in Mawaqi, are the three pre-Islamic 

397 Ibid., 57. Otherwise, of course, the young poet “addressing himself” in God's voice could be subject to the same objections that 
ended in the 9th century execution of al-Hallaj, whose mystical utterances included, “I am the Truth.” Indeed, for many jurists, Ibn 
al-ʿArabī was guilty of the same blasphemy.  
398 The `Anqa parallels the mythical Simurgh that is the focus of Attar's poem, a term that means “the manifestation of spiritual 
reality” (Jaffray 92). But that parallel would have worked just as well with the masculine variant.  
399 Jaffray, Treatise, 95. 
400 Gerard Elmore, “Ibn al-ʿArabī's Book of the Fabulous Gryphon.” Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn ʿArabī Society, Vol. XXV, 
1999. See also Elmore's substantial translation of the text in full: Islamic Sainthood in the Fulness of Time: Book of the Fabulous 
Gryphon ('Anqā' Mughrib) (Brill Academic Publishing, 1999).  
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goddesses—but they are not entirely absent from the text. In fact, as Ibn al-ʿArabī 

describes the hoopoe “taking concrete form in the three lights” to deliver tidings of 

imminent sainthood, the text functions as a kind of exegetical approach to the lines, in 

reference to the goddesses, that Muhammad famously deleted from Surah 53: “These are 

the exalted [birds] whose intercession is to be hoped for.” The Arabic word in question is 

gharaniq, which occurs nowhere in the Qur’an. It is often translated “cranes,” but is more 

generally regarded as a particularly unusual avian species; hence “Strange ’Anqa’” is 

good a translation as anything else, and captures the angelic function the creature 

performs once it manifests in human form.  

 The news she brings pertains to the Shaykh’s earning the Muhammadan Seal, 

cementing the metaphysical bond between himself and the Prophet. But the parallel is 

imperfect: Muhammad’s mi’raj dramatizing the mystical ascent is of mind and body, 

while Ibn al-ʿArabī’s apparently pertains to spirit only. Yet authentic human love, rooted 

in physical expression, is also the mirror in which mystical union manifests. The “subtle 

thread” and other even more subtle evidence suggested here implies that we cannot 

conclude that the physical body ceases to have relevance to the seeker’s ascent, and to the 

human feminine along with it. A corporeal element stays critical in some way to the 

entire human spiritual enterprise, even on the other side of death.401 But in the context of 

these literary works, the feminine is chiefly fleshless—retained as an archetype, or 

intrinsic to the linguistic expression, or implied in the Tablet, or veiled in the ’Anqa’. 

Later Islamic art will depict Al-Burāq, Muhammad’s lightning-fast horse, as a fantastical 

beast with a woman’s face,402

                                                
401 Ibn al-ʿArabī's adherence to the doctrine of the resurrection of the body is discussed in Chapter 5. 

 but such an association is not made in the Qur’an, nor does 

402 See Appendix, Figure 16. 
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it color any of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s accounts of his own ascent, where the steed is not a 

material one at all, but constructed entirely out of “his aspirations.”403

Complementary, but Not Equal 

 So on what basis 

have some scholars embraced Ibn al-ʿArabī as heralding a move toward gender equality? 

          The point is rather easily made in the context of the Shaykh’s historical liberalism 

toward women, whom he loved, learned from, and evidently respected to a greater degree 

than might be expected in 13th century Andalusia. In her essay on “Women in the Life of 

Ibn al-ʿArabī,” Claude Addas analyzes a narrative from the Shaykh’s Kitāb al-

mubashirat (Book of Visions), in which he receives divine authority to claim a spot for 

himself in Paradise. He requests and is granted permission to bring four others with him, 

choosing Umm S’ad, Umm ’Ala, Umm Junan, and his wife, Umm Abd Al-Rahman, three 

of whom apparently his family members. Here, in this vision of his first intercessionary 

triumph, women are the first to reap the benefits of his own sainthood. Thus, in contrast 

to many of his peers, Addas writes, “for him there [is] no level of spiritual realization 

which women are incapable of attaining.”404

            Since the work of Henry Corbin in the 1960s and Toshihiko Izutsu in the 1980s, 

demonstrating that gender equality is integral to Ibn al-ʿArabī’s mysticism is a task 

involving strategic allegorical interpretation, courtly-love paradigms, analogical 

reasoning predicated on human relationships, and arguments from silence. The “Strange 

’Anqa’” or “Fabulous Gryphon,” the Tablet and the Divine Essence (dhāt) or “passive 

 Given the excerpts included here, his work 

could suggest as much—though with due respect to Addas, the main achievement shared 

by these four particular women is not spiritual enlightenment but knowing Ibn al-ʿArabī. 

                                                
403 Baraqa is a feminine noun, but that's a generic cow, not a horse, and not a proper name. Al-Burāq comes up again in Chapter 5. 
404 Claude Addas, “Women in the Life of Ibn al-ʿArabī,” Camille Adams Helminski, ed., Women of Sufism: A Hidden Treasure 
(Boston: Shambhala Publications, 2003), 111-113. 
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element inherent in all forms of Being”405 all function metaphorically to situate “the 

Feminine” at the crux of all creative manifestation. In Ibn al-ʿArabī’s view, Toshihiko 

Izutsu writes, “the entire creative process is governed by the principle of femininity [sic 

emphasis].”406 This claim is based in part on the final chapter of Bezels of Wisdom, which 

Izutsu uses to show that “all the basic factors that participate in creation are 

feminine...and the whole process of creation is governed by the principle of 

femininity.”407 The repetition is for effect, but there is also, as Izutsu observes, a 

masculine “Divine Breath” that “pervades the material substance” and brings everything 

into being, such that all “is contained in the bosom of the breath.”408

The Essence (dhāt), the original ground of all Being, is a feminine noun. The immediate 
ontological ground of the forms of all beings (the Divine Attributes) sifāt is a feminine noun. The 
creative power of God, qudrah, is a feminine noun. From whatever aspect one approaches the 
process of creation, one runs into a feminine noun.

 Thus, while Izutsu’s 

thesis is that Sufism is driven by dyadic pairs familiar from Taoism, in practice he 

emphasizes one role, active or passive, at the expense of the other to make the point, 

which also happens when Ibn al-ʿArabī renders his mystical system poetically. At the end 

of Bezels, the feminized series of three “dear” things permits Izutsu to annul overt 

statements in the same work that privilege masculinity, as when the Shaykh writes that 

“women are a degree lower than men.” Izutsu insists this demotion of women does not 

mean the feminine is insignificant to creation. 

409

Indeed. But a flesh-and-blood woman and “the feminine” are not quite the same thing.  

  
 

 Feminist historians Sachiko Murata and Sa’diyya Shaikh, among others, have 

analyzed gender and gender complementarity in Muslim mystical literature and praxis, 

                                                
405 Izutsu, Sufism and Taoism, 205. 
406 Ibid., 202. 
407 Ibid., 202-3. 
408 Ibid., 134-5. 
409 Ibid., 202. 
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exploring paradigms of the feminine in mystical approaches, specifically that of Ibn al-

ʿArabī. Sometimes this work questions the degree to which Islamic jurisprudence is as 

antithetical to Sufi attitudes toward women as is commonly supposed, where elsewhere 

the objective is more theoretical. Murata, in the tradition of Izutsu, offers comparative 

work juxtaposing the Taoist understanding of a cosmic pairing of gender with the inter-

relationality of male-ness and female-ness as articulated by the Shaykh and later Islamic 

mystics. “The greatest locus of experiencing God’s self-disclosure,” she writes in The 

Tao of Islam, “is the sexual act.”410 This assertion grounds her case for active (masculine) 

or passive (feminine) categorization throughout the world of existent being. Without 

identifying sexual congress as the supreme analogy for transcendent union, it would not 

be as crucial to emphasize how “the West” has historically undermined “passivity,” and 

hence women and the feminine, in favor of masculine agency, which is a major element 

of her thesis in The Tao of Islam and elsewhere.411 “So we do not have one set of heaven 

and earth, we do not have one set of male and female, we do not have one set of active 

and receptive, one yin and yang. Once we change our viewpoint, yin and yang change.”412 

Shaikh elaborates: “[A] biological ‘male’ might be passive or in a state of receptivity, 

while a biological “woman” might be male or in a state of activity....[T]here is no priority 

accorded to either [mode]—they are interconnected and mutually create a single act.”413 

But mutuality is no guarantor of equality, as Murata’s examples testify: the one speaking 

is active, listeners passive; woman in relation to man is yin, but yang in relation to her 

children. “But when a man is sleeping and a woman is awake, the woman is ‘yang.’”414

                                                
410 Murata, Tao of Islam, 186. 

 

411 See also Sachiko Murata, “The Way of the Soul,” Camille Helminski, ed., Women in Sufism: A Hidden Treasure (Boston: 
Shambhala, 2003), 177-185. 
412 Ibid., 181-2. 
413 Shaikh, Sufi Narratives, 121. 
414 Murata, “Way,” 182. 
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 Murata’s argument for a valid parallel between Taoist and Islamic interpenetra-

tion of male and female sexual identity is sustained often enough in Ibn al-ʿArabī’s work, 

including in the poetical examples provided here. It is even true that the theory of a 

unified cosmos admits at least the potential for authentic intersubjectivity in love between 

men and women, but such potential must be qualified at once: only modern audiences 

might understand perfect equality as intrinsic to either “complementarity” or “intersub-

jectivity.” While these writings testify to the experience of authentic love between men 

and women, they also tacitly objectify the feminine component by encouraging its 

complete sublimation into the process of reinventing human love as divine. Put another 

way, the theoretical operation seems to depend on a male-female/active-passive dyad; but 

in practice and in the poetry analogous to it, the feminine is inevitably displaced. 

Furthermore, while the experience of authentic, intersubjective human love has value to 

the mystical undertaking, it consists, according to such authors, of two gender categories 

only. The radical complementarity that empowers the feminine, at least to a point, is 

welcome from a certain feminist perspective—but it cannot admit the theoretical option 

of a third gender, nor will it readily bend to address the notion of sexual preference. 

 The Shaykh offers, then, a means toward a profound expansion of what gender 

means, at least in a mystical context; but his cosmology does not add or subtract any 

genders. Even if male and female are revised and enlarged to denote “active” and 

“passive,” there remain just two parts available to fulfill in the performance of human 

love, and one “part” is better.  

 Izutsu and Murata unapologetically affirm the former point: despite an evident 

focus on sexuality, neither Izutsu’s Sufism and Taoism nor Murata’s Tao of Islam 
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includes a single specific reference to bisexuality, homosexuality or asexuality as an 

orientation, nor to transgender or intersex as a gender. In her more nuanced approach, 

Shaikh praises Ibn al-ʿArabī for “skillfully destabilizing normative constructs of gender 

by asserting dominant tropes while reinterpreting them in radical and unusual ways.”415 

Acknowledging that “a heterosexual conception of sexuality” dictates the Shaykh’s work, 

she relies on that point to excuse her own work for assuming the same; late in the book, 

she offers the dismissive caveat that, while Ibn al-ʿArabī ‘s work inspires heterosexual 

couples to grow in love and fulfillment, “his teachings are clearly not prescriptive and in 

no way limit any level of spiritual attainment to marriage and heterosexual activity.”416 If 

that is the case, and it may be, one wonders why those limits would be imposed by any 

20th-century feminist scholar. As to the second point—that the active (masculine) role is 

attached to preferred human qualities, this is where Shaikh decisively parts company with 

Murata and other modern scholars—notably Seyyed Hossein Nasr—who read gender 

complementarity in Ibn al-ʿArabī in a manner narrow, hierarchical and traditionalist. For 

Nasr, such harmony underscores the beauty of the feminine, the majesty of the masculine, 

and reifies the entire sexual dichotomy that, according to Shaikh, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 

mysticism was designed to complicate and reimagine—thereby “dessicating” the holistic 

spirituality at its core.417 As for Murata, whom Shaikh credits as her foremost inspiration 

in this work, the error is precisely as observed above—a tacit reinforcement of gender 

essentialism, justified by a passionate assertion that spiritual equality permits stratifica-

tion at the social level.418

                                                
415 Shaikh, Sufi Narratives, 115. 

 Shaikh offers a salient quote from Murata to make the point:  

 

416 Ibid., 173, 194.  
417 Ibid, 204-5, 208. 
418 Ibid., 209. 
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My “feminist agenda” is to help Muslims…inclined to reestablish the vision of the Divine Femi-
nine…the Essence of God. The sapiential perspective allows people to see feminine qualities…at 
the peak of reality. The Real in Itself is receptive to every entification, every thing. It gives birth to 
the bipolar God[,]...merciful and wrathful, yin and yang, mother and father. The mercy of this 
bipolar God precedes Her wrath....Her femininity is more real than Her masculinity.419

 
 

The issue, for Shaikh, is any modern reader’s “uncritical acceptance” that masculine 

necessarily cleaves to “active” and feminine to “passive,” an understanding at best “not 

socially innocuous”—yet she herself finds it thoroughly “unproblematic” to accept a 

cosmic balance between “active and receptive principles in the universe.”420 There is no 

room for a “third” thing in Shaikh’s perspective on that universe—one in which, for 

example, neutrons routinely share space with protons and electrons. 

 Politically, such omissions of alternative genders, sexualities and lifestyles are 

disappointing for modern readers, but in fairness to Shaikh, Murata, Nasr and Izutsu, they 

are unavoidable without deliberately misinterpreting Ibn al-ʿArabī and disregarding his 

historical circumstances. As Austin cautions, even the female symbols and depictions in 

these works would be “dangerous, fascinating and confusing” for more traditional readers 

among the Shaykh’s audience.421 The difficulty is bigger than politics, however, since 

intersex, transgender, bisexual, homosexual and asexual individuals are demonstrably 

components of the existent world. As such, the logic of syllogism built into the system 

might permit that these persons, like all human beings, be appreciated “with the eye of 

union” and “found in difference.” “Love,” R.W.J. Austin concludes, “is about duality, 

separateness and relationship, about divine creation and the phenomenon of the Cosmos.” 

But, he continues, “love has also to do with procreation as creation and therefore with 

multiplicity and infinity.”422

                                                
419 Quoted in Shaikh, Sufi Narratives, 210.  

 Can non-procreative erotic love support the human apparatus 

420 Ibid., 210-211. 
421 Austin, “The Lady Niẓām,” 1. 
422 Ibid., 4. 
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of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s cosmology? Ibn al-ʿArabī’s presuppositions of shari’ah and the Sunnah 

complicate making such a point, but that difficulty has not prevented some from testing 

the waters. Scott Siraj al-Haqq Kugle’s 2010 survey of Homosexuality in Islam takes 

“Sufis like Ibn al-Arabi” as his guide, particularly in his chapter on “Islamic Approaches 

to Transgender Experience.”423

 Intuitively, the effort makes sense: much of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s work can profitably be 

read by individuals gay or straight, intersex or transgender. By reinscribing basic 

normative gender categories as active or passive, and arguing that masculine and 

feminine may, at different moments, perform in either capacity, Ibn al-ʿArabī brings us 

part of the way, as Lacan does, to Judith Butler’s compassionate gender-as-performance 

theory. But the trajectory Kugle has chosen is fraught with danger signs. In the first place, 

he eschews the inclusion of bisexuality in his study. His arguments for the omission 

range from political and historical to merely practical;

   

424

                                                
423 Scott Siraj al-Haqq Kugle, Homosexuality in Islam: Critical Reflection on Gay, Lesbian and Transgender Muslims (Oxford: 
Oneworld Publications, 2010), 236. 

 but his main rationale is one that 

could actually apply to the rest of his thesis: like Ibn al-ʿArabī, Kugle is driven by a 

desire for an elegant wholeness in the resulting dyad—a perfect complementarity in 

which two Subjects meet one another in the same place of wonder (waystation?) at being 

so perfectly mated that each glimpses in the other his or her own face, and recognizes 

there the face of God. That ideal posits a unified vector of human desire; it admits no 

“loose ends” but discovers total jouissance in loving and being loved by exactly one other 

Subject. Kugle rejects the possibility of such satisfaction in bisexuality (perhaps because 

of the loose ends he imagines, the errant vectors of desire). Logically, then, his optimism 

vis-à-vis whether Ibn al-ʿArabī would have embraced the possibilities he describes is not 

424 Kugle, Homosexuality, 10-13. 
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entirely tenable. Kugle seems to suspect as much; after declaring Ibn al-ʿArabī his 

“guide” for Chapter 6, he never mentions him again.  

 For most of the book, Kugle demonstrates how the male/female 

(penetrator/penetrated) binary led generations of jurists to fixate on the physical act as a 

marker of sexual identity, in the process disregarding each entire person and the specific 

circumstances of the cases brought before them. To demonstrate a certain flexibility of 

perspective toward homosexuality, he focuses on attitudes toward the mukhannath 

(effeminate male) among the Prophet and the first caliphs, down through the medieval 

and modern ulama.425 Historically, Kugle shows, such cases tend to devolve into debates 

over sodomy v. tribadism, with lesbian activity—though qualitatively equivalent to male 

homosexual sex—held by most juridical bodies to a lower legal standard.426 Most of the 

book is focused here, on the Islamic legalist tradition and its applications to today’s 

expanded attitudes about gender identity and sexual preference. Concluding that the 

dimorphic gender model embedded in Islamic institutions is the culprit, Kugle addresses 

the challenge of accommodating transgendered individuals in modern Muslim culture. 

Here, Ibn al-ʿArabī is evoked as one who challenged patriarchal assumptions, embracing 

a revised model in which “male and female are not primarily biological descriptions of 

persons,” but instead “maleness or femaleness represented forces or positions in the 

creative unfolding of the spirit.”427

 Kugle marshals these claims, along with the Platonic, universalist language of 

many Qur’anic passages about human love,

  

428

                                                
425 Ibid.,, 91-101. 

 and the presence of exactly one 

ungendered God, to suggest that the Sufi tradition might assist Islam in embracing same-

426 Ibid., 149-155. 
427 Ibid., 236. 
428 Ibid., 194. He grants, however, that many passages from the Qur'an explicitly sanction only male to female procreative coupling.  
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sex couples as well as individuals subject to “gender dysphoria” (his category for those 

whose sex, gender and sexuality are not in sync).429 Perhaps, as Kugle suggests, the 

Qur’an simply recognizes that most people do finally form heterosexual pairs, rather than 

prescribing that pairing for all human beings.430

Lame Ants 

 But in two ways Kugle upends Ibn al-

ʿArabī’s mystical system with this approach: he orients humanity toward the ungendered, 

unknowable God, rather than the Divine Reality encountered at the Barzakh, which is the 

coincidentia oppositorum, the Tablet and the Pen, the Perfect Man and the Eternal 

Feminine. He also ignores a salient fact, as do these feminist approaches, one that Ibn al-

ʿArabī’s poetry demonstrates about the Path: finally, we walk it alone, regardless of how 

we conceptualize the gnade, the agalma, the cherished treasure at the other end.  

 If a human being created by God cannot hope to find someone recognizable in the 

mirror at the end of the Path, then it might be the human that is the trouble, or the Path, or 

perhaps the metaphor we began with in the first place. In “Reflections on Retreat,” Ibn al-

ʿArabī translator Rabia Terri Harris cautions against overreliance on metaphors, 

especially since the Shaykh himself “repeatedly cites the Qur’anic warning that we ought 

not to make metaphors for God—that only God can know what metaphors will point us 

to God’s truth.”431 Those invented by an individual lead no farther than the self, while 

“social inventions” merely “lead us to the qualities of our own culture.”432

                                                
429 Ibid., 239. 

 Qaiser 

Shahzad’s article on “Ibn al-ʿArabī’s Metaphysics of the Human Body” points to Surah 

430 Ibid., 245. 
431 Rabia Terri Harris, “Serving Peace.”Camille Adams Helminski, ed., Women of Sufism: A Hidden Treasure (Boston: Shambhala 
Publishing, 2003), 166. 
432 Ibid., 166. 
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30:21 as a source affirming human sexuality and marriage,”433

 Because the Shaykh’s mysticism is a fusion of philosophy, psychology and Islam, 

that nexus itself constitutes something of a barzakh, where potentialities take shape. It is 

not seemly to suggest religious adaptations, but as the philosophical basis for this system 

is Platonic, it bears remembering that there are other models of enduring human love 

besides the erotic. At the same time, the psychological structure is grounded, whether one 

likes it or not, in the ever-evolving human person. This was certainly understood by the 

Shaykh, who ultimately constructed an (admittedly elaborate) apparatus that would 

dignify the human being as far as his philosophical and theological positions would 

permit. Shaikh and Murata’s Taoist approach addresses the heterosexual male and female 

(and, only apparently, liberates the latter). Kugle’s omits bisexuals. And all three reject 

outright the notion of an asexual or sexually disinclined seeker possessing a workable 

map, not to mention entire populations for whom sexual fulfillment places a distant last 

alongside other more meaningful desires, such as safety, nourishment, family or pain-

management. In a world in which at least 21,000 people starve to death every day,

 but the text itself is more 

about a compassionate helpmeet than a sex partner: “And of His signs, another is that He 

created for you mates from among yourselves that you may find comfort with them, and 

He planted love and kindness in your hearts.” Which, then, is the revealed sign—the one 

from God—and which is the “social invention”? Is the divine sign the one about love and 

kindness for other humanity, or is it about sexual complementarity?  

434

                                                
433 Qaiser Shahzad, “Ibn Arabi's Metaphysics of the Human Body,” Islamic Studies (Vol. 46, No. 4, Winter 2007): 499-525. 

 the 

bourgeois exclusivity of eros-based approaches to the Shaykh’s macrocosmic/ 

434 Not to mention one in which every year, one million people around the world will be in enough mental or physical pain to commit 
suicide (suicide.org); between 250-500,000 people worldwide will sustain a spinal-cord injury (http://www.who.int/ 
mediacentre/factsheets/fs384/en/), and 17,000 adolescents (5-19 years old) will die in the U.S. alone (http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/ 
data/databriefs/db37.htm). In 2004, 2.6 million young people (age 10 to 24) died around the world, 97% of them in low-income and 
middle-income countries, and 1.67 million of those in sub-Saharan Africa and southeast Asia (http://www.ncbi.nlm. 
nih.gov/pubmed/19748397). A high-minded erotic complementarity suggests a comfort level such figures belie. 

http://www.who.int/�
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19748397�
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19748397�
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microcosmic vision of oneness with God is at best skewed. A mystical system designed 

to integrate the entire cosmos and ratify the whole person demands a working theory of 

desire, gender and sexuality that also reckons with human beings, as it were, ad limina of 

such categories. The question is whether Ibn al-ʿArabī intended to construct a flexible 

framework. Does the logic of his mysticism justify expansion on the basis of what 

expressions of human love our lives actually make accessible to us? 

 There is at least one enduring truth embedded in Lacanian psychoanalysis, and it 

is one he shares, rather surprisingly, with the Shaykh: whatever one’s desire has fixed on 

as its object, lack, craving, or Beloved, one thing stays constant, even among those who 

seek no sexual partner at all, those who seek many, and those seeking something entirely 

different: our desire is the Other’s desire. That is, the human being wants to know itself 

as an object of love, security and compassion for an Other. Fethi Benslama’s study of 

Psychoanalysis and the Challenge of Islam finds a perfect example in “The Bezel of the 

Wisdom of Moses”: here, the revelation “resides in the fact that, Moses being in search of 

fire, God appeared to him in the object of his desire; for if God had revealed himself to 

him in a form other than the one he desired, he would have turned away because of his 

fixation on a particular object, and God in turn would have gone away from him.”435

We are lame ants on the road in the midst of a breaking storm. But fortunately this road is not 
about faith, nor about vision either. Attractive and desirable as those may be, the Divine Presence 
does not depend on them in any way. It is not our business to seek ecstasy and secret knowledge. it 
is our business to seek servanthood, what Hazrat Ibn al-ʿArabī calls “The station of no station.” 
And to such quest, time and circumstance neither present any impediment nor bestow any 

 

 It is unlikely that a God worthy of the consuming love Ibn al-ʿArabī describes 

would limit his self-disclosure to those already lucky in love, or poised to become so. 

Otherwise 98 of the Names would be superfluous, and so would too many of us.  

                                                
435 Fethi Benslama, Psychoanalysis and the Challenge of Islam, Robert Bononno, trans. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2009), 188.  
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advantage. Wherever it is we find ourselves, it is to that place that we have been taken, and in that 
place our responsibility may be found.436

   The absolute complementarity of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s framework is indeed galvanized 

by the experience of heterosexual love, but this is not the only love engendered there, nor 

is it the only attraction recognizable at the nexus of macrocosm and microcosm. Philia 

and storge love (friendship and familial affection) are models even more likely to 

resonate for all persons, though they may manifest as a lack, in nostalgia, melancholy or 

even decathection, since “wanting not to desire,” Lacan reminds us, “is the same as 

desire.” It is the “same,” but it will not necessarily produce a mysticism similar to this 

one. In fact, it may produce its polar opposite.  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                
436 Harris, “Serving Peace,” 167-8. 
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CHAPTER 4: FRANCIS OF ASSISI: BODY OF EVIDENCE 

“[W]hen one loves, it has nothing to do with sex.” (Jacques Lacan437

“I am thinking of taking a wife more beautiful…more pure than you could ever imagine.” (St. Francis

) 
438

“To say that the site of mysticism is feminine does not mean men cannot go there.” (Amy Hollywood

) 
439

------------ 

) 

 The story of Francis unfolds in a decidedly physical, material way. To a far 

greater extent than for Ibn al-ʿArabī, Francis’s mysticism is realized somatically, from his 

conversion to the last glimpse of his body in death. When his biographers describe his 

experiences, they do so in a manner characterized by vivid, literal physicality. The poetic 

language of his prayers and songs are galvanized by an ecstatic rush of emotion, not an 

intellectual imperative to systematize his revelations after the fact. For contrast, consider 

the elevated language Ibn al-ʿArabī uses to deploy the Exalted Pen and Preserved Tablet, 

symbolic shapes articulating the unity of the cosmos as witnessed in Adam, the “all-

comprehensive Book”: “If, in Islamic tradition, the Verb becomes the Book, one sees 

that, in appearing to Ibn Arabi in the guise of the fatā, it appears in the shape of a 

man.”440 Meanwhile, at the other pole, here is Francis deploying his own symbolic 

“book”: “[T]o a novice who wanted to have a psalter with him, [Francis] responded 

sharply: 'When you have a psalter, you will want a breviary; and when you will have a 

breviary, you will install yourself in a throne like a great prelate, and you will command 

your brother: “Bring me my breviary!’” He took some ashes from the hearth and rubbed 

them into his body, all the while repeating, ‘I’m a breviary, I’m a breviary!’”441

                                                
437 Lacan, Seminar XX, 25. 

  

438 Francis of Assisi, in De Celano's Life of St. Francis (Chapter 3 [Repeated in the Vita of Julian of Speyer and the Legend of the 
Three Companions]). 
439 Amy Hollywood, Sensible Ecstasy: Mysticism, Sexual Difference and the Demands of History (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2002), 119. 
440 Chodkiewicz, Ocean, 29. “It is his person [the person of the young man (al-fata)] that must be read.” “The Verb” refers to the 
divine command “Be!” (or kun; cf. Surah 3:59), where the Book (kitāb) is the macrocosm. 
441 Vauchez, Francis of Assisi, 123. The story is recorded in the Assisi Compilation (ca. 1310). 
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 Of course, these “books” are not at all the same: the breviary represents the 

negation of Franciscan mysticism, the antithesis of the radical poverty in which his entire 

mission subsists. Francis makes his point in an absurd way, by embodying the 

argument—but this was a familiar strategy for him; indeed, his favorite text was his own 

body, where ultimately he “wrote” the major claims of his spirituality. Thus, to explore 

how gender and desire figure into his mysticism requires a broader definition of what 

“counts” as Franciscan literature; as De Celano writes, “he made of his whole body a 

tongue.”442

The “Bynum Thesis”: Franciscan Proof...and Exceptionalism 

 To a degree, that somatic emphasis is part of a larger trend in medieval 

Christianity, at this time more profoundly engaged with human flesh than ever before. 

Caroline Walker Bynum’s work on how the body constituted and inspired the language 

of mysticism, for women and men, relates to the gender malleability seen in the 

Franciscan tradition, providing a good starting point for this discussion.  

Efforts to locate the feminine and retrieve the female voice from mystical writings 

have been more or less continuous since the 1980s publication of two landmark works by 

Caroline Walker Bynum: Jesus as Mother: Studies in the Spirituality of the High Middle 

Ages (1982) and Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to 

Medieval Holy Women (1988). In the first, Bynum focused on the human flesh of Christ 

that, in being inherited from his mother, essentially sanctified the female body, leading 

mystics of either gender to conceive of Christ’s “feminine flesh” as the locus of 

redemption. The implications of such a claim are larger than those of more mainstream 

attitudes toward the use of gender, such as Bernard McGinn’s position that “upsetting 

                                                
442 De Celano's Vita, Chapter IV, FA:ED, 266. 
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gender expectations in mystical writings is associated with breaking linguistic barriers in 

order to reflect the limits of language.” For Bynum and the feminist scholars who 

embrace her view, the stakes are exponentially higher: “Essential to being accepted as a 

spiritual leader was their escape from the categories of male and female.”443

                                                
443 See, for one, Elizabeth A. Petroff, Body and Soul: Essays on Medieval Women and Mysticism (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1994), 106. Hildegarde of Bingen was the main proponent of such a view--that female flesh is what saves the world. But the model of 
Jesus as Mother is older than the medieval period, beginning as far back as Clement of Alexandria (2nd century), which is also the 
origin of the link between blood, milk and meat, a connection exploited to full effect by mystics from the 12th to 15th centuries.  

 Bynum’s second book emphasizes the use of corporeal imagery in the work of 

female medieval mystics, especially images associated with food, drinking (blood, 

generally) and extreme asceticism: Beatrice of Nazareth, Angela di Foligno, Catherine of 

Siena and Catherine of Genoa offered four case studies anchoring Bynum’s central 

claims. Her studies of literary Christian mysticism demonstrated together the gender 

malleability that enabled spiritual women to participate in the imitatio Christi before then 

available only to men. It is one way among several, Bynum argues, that women’s 

mystical texts suggested growing social mobility across gender and class, and its 

important corollary in the rise of literacy, all of which fueled an increase in the perceived 

threat such authors posed to masculine authority. The performance of gender in the 

context of mystical authority, therefore, is one story that unfolds over the course of 

Bynum’s work and that of her critics, leading to observations about mystical practice as a 

vehicle for women’s independence (among the Beguines) and a channel for poetic 

creativity (in the related genres of Minnesang and la mystique courtoise).  

 Most importantly, Bynum’s work challenges the scholarly consensus on the 

nature of the voice engendered in these works and whether the super-corporeal nature of 

the enterprise was as evidently demonstrated by the original female mystics as it was 

encouraged by the male clerics who often told their stories. Bynum found that women did 
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indeed discover in their own physicality a means to grasping the humanity of God, but 

she also found a critical discrepancy: while three strategies predominate in the female 

mystical experience—bodily metaphors, paramystical phenomena (like levitating) and 

radical ascetic practice—male hagiographers tended to overstate the latter two, eliding 

over the poetical language of their female subjects, thereby suggesting that all of those 

metaphorical points were actually manifesting physically.444 By the 14th century, the 

women authors themselves were taking literally what they might have left figurative a 

century before. Some took the idea farther, claiming a voyeuristic thrust to how the 

hagiographers literalized their subjects’ self-mortifications,445 or identifying more ways in 

which hallmarks of sanctity might be gender-specific, such as the rejection of public 

attentions and admiration that characterizes masculinity in saintliness.446

 Other scholars, however, remain more skeptical about Bynum’s conclusions. 

Some criticize her work for focusing too heavily on the maternal aspect of female gender, 

and by adopting an uncritical approach toward the categories she deploys without 

adequately interrogating the nature of how different religious traditions identify the Other 

and impose gender upon it.

 

447

                                                
444 Elizabeth Petroff, inspired by the “Bynum thesis” to find other cases in which “[w]hen men write on women, women communicate 
their saintliness in gesture and body [and when] women write, they use words and language,” points to the hagiographer who, seeing 
his subject as a female “Desert Father,” characterizes her eloquent preaching by praising her silence.” From Body and Soul: Essays on 
Medieval Women and Mysticism, 106.  

 On the other hand, Amy Hollywood, Bynum’s most prolific 

commentator, does not reject the Bynum thesis in her work as much as she expands upon 

it. Hollywood, whose works include The Soul as Virgin Wife and Sensible Ecstasy: 

Sexual Difference and the Demands of History (along with her edition of the Cambridge 

445 Brigitte Cazelles, The Lady as Saint: A Collection of French Hagiographic Romances (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 
1991), cited in Petroff, Body and Soul, 163. 
446 John Coakley, “Friars, Sanctity and Gender: Mendicant Encounters with Saints, 1250-1325” in Claire Lees, ed., Medieval 
Masculinities, 101. 
447 Kathleen Biddick, “Genders, Bodies, Borders: Technologies of the Visible” in The Shock of Medievalism (Chapel Hill, NC: Duke 
University Press, 1998), 135-161. Biddick's essay cites John Boswell, John Frecerro and Jack Goody as among those whose 
“anxieties” about Bynum's work were in some way relevant to this issue.  
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Companion to Christian Mysticism) charges Bynum’s early work with devaluing some of 

the very voices she claims to liberate. Bynum chose her four subjects as reflective of that 

fault line between what the women themselves saw as their priorities and what their male 

scribes and hagiographers superimposed upon them. Hollywood criticizes the choice of 

Beatrice on precisely these grounds, arguing that Bynum used the hagiographer’s Vita as 

her source here, and not Beatrice’s own version of her story, which demonstrates a less 

overtly somatic emphasis. Thus in Hollywood’s critique, the Bynum thesis is actually 

correct, but poor sources were chosen to demonstrate it; a serious effort to explore how 

feminine voice informs a particular moment in the evolution of Christian mysticism 

should start, instead, with a voice that was at least feminine to begin with.448 Also less 

than ideal is Bynum’s use of Catherine of Siena—known for her constant fasting, 

prophecies, healings, visions, mystical marriage to Christ, extreme mortifications, 

obsession with the Eucharist, drinking from Christ’s wound, perpetual virginity and 

reception of the stigmata. Catherine is an intriguing subject, but her presence in such a 

work is problematic. She was illiterate, many of her 380 letters dictated to a single scribe, 

Raymond de Capua, who authored her biography. What can be said for certain about 

which vision of embodied sanctity—a masculine or feminine idealization of female 

holiness—she represents? The question matters, especially in light of how many of her 

attributes are also realized in Francis of Assisi.449

 For Bynum, Francis and Clare of Assisi offer a near-perfect example of her thesis 

in action, with the latter realizing precisely those attributes that distinguish 13th century 

 

                                                
448 In The Soul as Virgin Wife (2001) and other essays since then, Hollywood retakes many of Bynum’s steps, elaborating fully on 
which mystics authentically make the point, and which are exceptions that prove the rule, by demonstrating that by a certain point a 
woman’s voice could be authoritative in this field without resorting to derivative content. Hollywood's main objective, however, in 
stark contrast to Bynum, is to inform her reading of modern psychoanalytical texts using these medieval sources.  
449 The parallels are curious indeed. See Karen Scott's essay in Catherine Mooney, ed. Gendered Voices Medieval Saints and Their 
Interpreters (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 136f. 
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feminine spiritual practices from their masculine counterparts. It is true enough that 

Clare, literate noblewoman and avowed champion of the Franciscan mission, provides an 

opportunity to compare gendered models of holiness from a male and female perspective. 

Catherine Mooney’s “Imitatio Christi or Imitatio Mariae?: Clare of Assisi and Her 

Interpreters” makes precisely that point: while her biographer routinely depicts Clare in 

language that evokes her likeness to the Virgin Mother, Clare’s own work plainly models 

herself after her first and most prestigious spiritual Father, Francis, who himself sought to 

mirror the suffering and self-abnegation of Christ.450

 Whether Francis or Clare is the subject, a trope that figures prominently in 

delineating gender roles is one familiar from Sufi poetry—nuptial imagery. Taking its 

cue from the Biblical romance in Song of Solomon (or Song of Songs), the paradigm 

appears early in Franciscan literature. De Celano’s Life reveals Francis as a wistful suitor 

when his friends joke that he’s considering marriage: “Indeed, the unstained bride of God 

 Regis Armstrong in his notes on the 

Franciscan sources selectively upholds the Clare-as-Virgin Mary paradigm—though 

Clare’s actual work did not. In fact, in some cases Francis’s biographers include 

narratives that deliberately “masculate” the saint, and those featuring Clare, particularly 

those written soon after her death, most successfully achieve that effect. But it is not the 

case that the totality of the Francis and Clare writings and story cycles necessarily 

support all aspects of Bynum’s argument, particularly her suggestion that Francis’s 

comparatively lower interest in food imagery marks him as less feminized than Clare. 

(Any passages that muddy her argument, in fact, tend to be relegated by Bynum to her 

“Notes” section.) A brief overview of some major themes treated in works attributed to 

both of the saints and their hagiographers demonstrates the problem. 

                                                
450 Catherine Mooney, Gendered Voices: Medieval Saints and Their Interpreters (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1999), 77. 
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is the true religion that he embraced, and the hidden treasure, the kingdom of Heaven that 

he sought with great longing.”451 Meanwhile, the Sacred Exchange (discussed in Chapter 

2 above), characterizes Francis in the language associated with chivalric themes and a 

knight’s quest for his Beloved, opening with the frantic suitor seeking his Beloved (lines 

that vividly evoke the Song of Songs), who he learns lives on the Holy Mountain, a place 

despised by and mysterious to everyone but God; to reach her, the saint must “put off 

[his] clothes of rejoicing and put aside every burden and sin...for, unless you are naked, 

you will not be able to climb to her.”452 Francis makes the ascent, then learns from Lady 

Poverty (formerly the spouse of Christ) of her disenchantment at the infidelity she has 

endured from the Church on earth. As the allegorical love story concludes, Lady Poverty 

is thrilled by the meager possessions of the friars: “When they were satisfied more by the 

glory of such want than by an abundance of all things, they blessed the Lord in whose 

sight they found such grace and led her to a place where she would rest because she was 

tired. And so she lay down naked upon the naked earth.”453 At the end, a satisfied Lady 

Poverty asks to see their “enclosure”—and in answer they show her the world.454 

Bonaventure repeats the story in Chapter VII, adding that Francis typically called Poverty 

“his mother, his bride and his lady.”455

 Nakedness is inseparable from Franciscan poverty: it begins Francis’s mission, 

punctuating his decisive disavowal of his earthly father and his family’s priorities; it 

 But it is enlightening to see the evident parallel of 

Lady Poverty lying “naked on the naked earth”—exactly how Francis will ask to be 

positioned at his death.  

                                                
451 Life of Saint Francis, Chapter III, 7 (Armstrong, FA:ED, 188) 
452 Sacred Exchange, Nos. 10-11 (Armstrong, FA:ED, 532) 
453 Ibid., No. 63 (552). 
454 Ibid. 
455 Cousins (2005),  Bonaventure's Life, 67-8, 72-3. 
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testifies to the spontaneity of the friars—particularly those preaching “naked” in Assisi 

and their willingness to abase themselves to make their case; it marks Franciscan service, 

as when the friars and their leader continually “expose” themselves by giving away what 

they are wearing to the poor; and it characterizes the essence of this quest to reach the 

heights of Poverty.456 If clothing represents the old, sinful, secular world left behind, 

nudity is its polar opposite, the state that signifies the abject vulnerability of Christ 

himself, his own perfect poverty. When Francis is tempted by the warmth of a family, 

nakedness is his antidote. Surprised by “a violent temptation of the flesh” (never fully 

explained), Francis first mortifies himself, apparently by administering a beating to 

“Brother Ass” (his recalcitrant body). Then, going outside in the frigid temperatures to 

chill his desires, Francis “throws himself naked into the deep snow.” There he creates 

seven large snowpeople, assigning them roles to assume in the “family” of his tempta-

tion. As he considers his snow family and the demands it would pose, he cries out, 

“Hurry up and clothe them! They are dying of cold!”457

 When you have loved Him, you shall be chaste;  
 when you have touched Him, you shall become pure;  
 when you have accepted Him, you shall be a virgin. 
 Whose power is stronger, 
 Whose generosity is more abundant, 
 Whose appearance more beautiful, 

 If these are the “masculine” parts 

available to him, it would appear that Francis the “family man” emerges as only slightly 

more unlikely than Francis “the romantic suitor.” Casting himself in the latter part also 

requires, in the context of Song of Songs, an inversion; though Bernard of Clairvaux used 

such imagery in his “Sermons on Song of Songs,” allusions to that text casting the mystic 

as lover were more popular among women speaking of Christ. Clare is of course a better 

fit for the part, using such language in her poetical First Letter to Agnes of Prague: 

                                                
456 Hewitt, Fioretti, Chapter 30, 70-1 and Cowan, Francis, 69.  
457 The story, taken here from Bonaventure's Vita, Chapter 5, 46-47, also occurs in De Voraigne, Golden Legend, 609.  
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 Whose love more tender, 
 Whose courtesy more gracious. 
 In whose embrace you are already caught up; 
 who has adorned your breast with precious stones 
 and has placed priceless pearls in your ears 
 and has surrounded you with sparkling gems 
 as though blossoms of springtime 
 and placed on your head a golden crown 
 as a sign to all of your holiness. 
 
Thus in these early works, Francis and Clare are independently cast as masculine and 

feminine spouses of the divine. But already a “gender overlap” is intimated in Francis’s 

use of the theme, an overlap not true of Clare; the one and only hint of gender conflation 

that comes to mind in her case is the “tonsured [therefore masculine] haircut” she 

receives from Francis upon embracing his mission. For Francis, such a blending of 

gender identity is evident early and often. In his brief Rule for Hermitages, he writes,  

Let those who wish to stay in hermitages in a religious way be three brothers or at the most four. 
Let two of these be ‘the mother’ and have two sons or at least one. Let the two who are ‘mothers’ 
keep the life of Martha and the two ‘sons’ keep the life of Mary and let one have one enclosure in 
which each one may have his cell in which he may pray and sleep. 

  
Bonaventure repeats the association in Chapter 8: “When he saw [people] being stained 

by the filth of sin, [Francis] grieved with such tender pity that he seemed like a mother 

who was daily in labor pains bringing them to birth in Christ.”458 Vauchez and Le Goff 

downplay the significance of the Francis-as-mother motif, the first echoing Armstrong 

(and Caroline Walker Bynum) that it was not unusual for male superiors to model their 

leadership on “Jesus as mother.”459

 By the 1260s, with Bonaventure’s Life and De Celano’s Remembrance of the 

Desire of a Soul, the dynamics of that mystical togetherness are being reconfigured. 

 Clare too, of course, used maternal imagery often in 

her writing, casting herself as the “mother” of the Poor Clares, implicitly suggesting 

Francis was their spiritual “father” and patron, as indeed he was.  

                                                
458 Cousins (2005), Bonaventure's Life, Chapter 8, 80.  
459 Vauchez, Francis of Assisi, 113. In the Fioretti, Chapter 99, Pacifico addresses Francis as “Mother,” and De Celano reports that for 
his own “mother” Francis had chosen Elias.  
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Clare’s virginity and the impact of the cloistering of the Poor Clares are bringing her 

closer to epitomizing divine Virginity: “Virginity is the sine qua non of the female saint,” 

Petroff writes, “but it’s associated with hiddenness, being invisible. Visibility is 

equivalent to the loss of virginity and cannot be a part of female sanctity....”460

Young women too were drawn to perpetual celibacy, among whom was the maiden Clare, who 
was especially dear to God....She was the first tender sprout among these and gave forth fragrance 
like a bright white flower that blossoms in springtime. And she shone like a radiant star. Now she 
is glorified in heaven and venerated in a fitting manner by the Church on earth. She was the 
daughter in Christ of our holy father Francis, the little poor man, and the mother of the Poor 
Clares.

  

Accordingly, Bonaventure describes Clare in ways that stress her loving relationship to 

God, as opposed to her chaste, filial attachment to Francis:  

461

Francis, meanwhile, is by now accruing masculine overtones associated with romantic 

literature of the Crusades. His friendly encounter with the Sultan of Damietta expands by 

the 1260s to include several companion narratives. In the first and earliest (recorded by 

Bonaventure), Francis issues a challenge of faith and bests the Sultan’s champions by 

walking on hot coals.

 
 

462 When that story is repeated in the 14th century Fioretti (Chapter 

27), it is followed immediately by one in which Francis resists the charms of a sultry 

Saracen temptress who ends up converting to Christianity, amazed when the saint curls 

up naked atop molten embers by the blazing hearth and invites her to join him.463

                                                
460 Petroff, Body and Soul, 163, citing the work of Brigitte Cazelles. 

 The 

trajectory seems to reflect a growing masculinization of the saint, one that sometimes 

manifests in counter-intuitive ways. For example, Armstrong finds De Celano’s 

Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul “more misogynistic” than his earlier work, citing 

Chapters 78 and 80, in which Francis will “not look a woman in the face, lest it stir up 

desires for her [in him]” and his tendency to avoid “familiarity with women,” “speaking 

461 Cousins (2005), Bonaventure's Life, Chapter 4, 36.  
462 Ibid., Chapter 9, 101.  
463 Heywood, Fioretti, Chapter XXVIII.  
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loudly so all could hear when he addressed them” and dismissing “conversation with 

women [as] unnecessary except for confession.”464

 Even so, the gender-fusing Francis of earlier texts remains in evidence here as 

well. In another account from Remembrance—that of Francis’s “dream vision” of his 

Crusader’s armor and ostensible bride-to-be—a curious displacement occurs. The bride is 

described in idealized language familiar from Song of Songs, until the last line: “[H]er 

head seemed to be of gold, her breasts and arms of silver, her belly was crystal and her 

lower parts of iron. She was tall in stature, slim and harmonious in form. But that very 

beautiful lady was covered by a filthy mantle.”

 But that misogyny could be read as a 

by-product of efforts to underscore the saint’s “manliness,” as later stories of his 

heterosexual temptation tend to do. 

465 “This very beautiful lady,” Brother 

Pacifico explains, “is the beautiful soul of Saint Francis.” And each of her parts serves to 

represent a noble trait of his (“the hardness of the crystal is his sobriety, its sparkle is his 

chastity,” and so forth).466 The overt feminizing of the saint’s “soul” would be startling, 

were conflating gender roles not part of a pattern to which devotees of Francis had grown 

accustomed by this point. In Remembrance (Chapter XVI), he equates himself with a 

beautiful woman (“mulier formosa”); in Chapter LX, he encounters a heavenly trio of 

ladies who greet him as “Lady Poverty.”467

 Perhaps the feminine associations had been overstated by the 14th century, or 

maybe oral traditions previously unrecorded about the saint were now “safe” to be told. 

Either way, spiritual romance between Francis and Clare, dormant in Bonaventure and in 

De Celano’s Remembrance, is revisited in the Fioretti, where it climaxes in the “dinner 

 

                                                
464 Armstrong, FA:ED Vol. 2, 321-2. 
465 Armstrong, FA:ED Vol. 2, Chapter 50, 301. 
466 Ibid. 
467 Ibid., 307. De Voraigne repeats the story in Golden Legend, 609. 
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date” account of Chapter XV: Here, Clare is the ardent pursuer, Francis her aloof object 

of affection,468 and the description of the meal a metaphor for quasi-erotic wish fulfill-

ment. Ceremonial imagery marks the story as within the holy marriage tradition, with 

Clare arriving “shorn and veiled,” “saluting the Blessed Virgin.” At the consummation of 

their dinner, a “radiant aura” or “great fire of divine love” apparently engulfs the mona-

stery as they feast on the sparse meal, rapt in “spiritual food.”469

 I suspect that Francis was powerfully attracted to Clare, judging by her various portraits. She  

 This story (inspired by 

the desires that fuel much of today’s Internet fanfiction) anchors the troubadour fantasy 

of sublimated romance still discussed by more recent biographers. James Cowan is the 

most extreme, but G.K. Chesterton and Donald Spoto also engaged in such fantasies.  

was indeed a beauty. No man, however celibate he might think himself, could help but notice a 
woman in the full flower of her maidenhood—who at the same time radiated a certain detachment 
and coolness. Virginity can be an aphrodisiac, especially when it is accompanied by an untoucha-
bility that is almost provocative. Francis would have sensed this...470

 
 

Later, Cowan asserts that Francis served as the “lodestone that [Clare] courageously 

sublimated into the love of Christ.”471 He locates the pair in the same tradition as Heloise 

and Abelard, whose story of a century before remained vivid in the popular imagination 

during Francis’s lifetime.472 Cowan explicitly links Francis and Clare to Ibn al-ʿArabī and 

Niẓām, and to Dante and Beatrice, but inverts gender roles to do so: “She saw in Francis 

what Dante perceived in Beatrice, and Ibn Arabi saw in Niẓām...” 473

 Vauchez implies that the miraculous meal of the Fioretti may have been more a 

part of Clare’s story cycle than of Francis’s, since she is more directly associated with 

 One imagines Clare 

cringing at the equation. It bears noting that she is buried clutching her own Rule, not his.  

                                                
468 Cf. De Voraigne's position that a wife's love should be “all-consuming,” the husband's “temperate,” in Golden Legend,  609.  
469 Heywood, Fioretti, 32-34. 
470 Cowan, Francis, 67. 
471 Ibid., 75. 
472 Ibid., 76. That Abelard and Heloise remained big gossip even after 80 years is discussed in Sabatier, Road to Assisi, 74. 
473 Ibid., 74. 
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“holy food” in the literature, a point on which Bynum would concur. It would be 

consistent with the hunger strike Clare orchestrated in 1230, when a misguided Gregory 

IX was poised to revoke the Privilege of Poverty crucial to her order. It also dovetails 

with Bynum’s work on the centrality of holy food, including the Eucharist, to female 

religious leaders.474 Of St. Francis, she observes, “poverty was a far more basic value to 

him than fasting, and nakedness/clothing a more important metaphor.”475 She goes on to 

enumerate the references to the saint’s comparatively temperate relationship with food 

asceticism, pointing out that of 36 miracles in De Celano’s Vita only one was performed 

with food, and that the Francis-as-mother model did not include imagery of his feeding 

his friars with his blood or denying food himself. She also asserts that the Eucharist, of 

paramount importance for Clare of Assisi, was significant for Francis476 in a different 

way, more a “revelation than a meal,” a way to glimpse the Incarnation. Meanwhile, food 

was “central to Clare of Assisi,” allusions to fasting more prominent in her Vita and her 

Bull of Canonization, the Eucharist a more significant theme, with meals in general 

displacing Francis’s nakedness as the prevailing metaphor for “sacrifice and service.”477

 The trouble is not that these observations are incorrect—although it is curious 

how many references to Francis abstaining from food are used to show that he was not all 

that focused on abstaining from food

   

478

                                                
474 That devotion to Christ's body, a mounting priority in the 12th and 13th centuries, would lead finally to the inaugural feast of Corpus 
Christi in 1247, a result largely fueled by women mystics and religious leaders. 

—but that Bynum uses them to suggest they mark 

Francis as “masculine,” even to the point of undoing his express assertions to the 

contrary: “Despite Francis’s repeated descriptions of himself as woman and mother, he 

475 Bynum, Holy Feast, 98. 
476 Ibid., 95-99. 
477 Ibid., 101. 
478 In addition, Bynum omits the Sacred Exchange, where meager food and nakedness occur in tandem, as well as many allusions to 
dietary asceticism from the Legend of the Three Companions and the Assisi Compilation. She also, in a note, discounts relevant 
material from the Fioretti as 14th century, despite the fact that many of its stories appear to have been circulating orally for decades 
before its compilation (Holy Feast, 341n.140.) 
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did not in fact display the concern with food metaphors so marked in the piety of 13th-

century women.”479 Certainly, Clare’s devotion to the sacrament, at least as detailed in the 

literature, was profound. She reportedly even used the Host to rebuff the military advance 

of Frederick II in 1234. The scene of Clare brandishing the monstrance containing the 

Blessed Sacrament, as she faced down the advancing “infidel” soldiers from her window, 

inspired an entire genre of paintings of the saint, including Giuseppe Cesari’s Siege of 

Assisi.480 The tale is confirmed by witnesses in the Acts of the Process of Canonization 

(compiled soon after Clare’s death)—a curiosity, since there is so far no corroborating 

historical evidence of the event.481

  Place your mind before the mirror of eternity! 
 Place your soul in the brilliance of glory! 
 Place your heart in the figure of the divine substance! 
 And transform your whole being into the image of the Godhead Itself through contemplation! 
 So that you too may feel what His friends feel as they taste the hidden sweetness 
       which God Himself has reserved 
       from the beginning for those who love Him.

 However, Clare’s poetry, authentic to the saint, also 

marks her as a solid example of the love for the Eucharist associated with holy women: 

482

 
 

Whether the context is Bynum’s thesis or not, scholars do concur that Clare’s 

performance of her gender as a holy female leader is largely normative by 13th century 

standards, and neither Bynum nor McGinn entertain the suggestion that the historical 

Clare would have permitted affection for Francis to compromise that role. Petroff, 

however, holds open the possibility of unrequited romantic desire on Clare’s part,483

                                                
479 Bynum, Holy Feast, 95. 

 and 

uses it to help explain the strangest account of “holy food” preserved from that period. It 

appears among the testimonials in the Acts of Canonization, which as a whole 

encapsulates every hallmark of “standardized” Christian female spirituality, from 

480 It appears in the Appendix, Figure 20. 
481 Armstrong, FA:ED, 154. Armstrong references Acts of the Process III:18; IV:14; VI:10; VII:6; IX:2; X:9; XII:8; XIII:9; XIV:3. 
482 “The Third Letter to Blessed Agnes of Prague,” in Armstrong and Brady, Francis and Clare, 200-201.  
483 Petroff, Body and Soul, 67. 
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ascetical food practices to miraculous interventions for mothers giving birth, to remarks 

on the ethical imperatives of poverty, humility and chastity, and to Eucharistic devotion. 

Sixteen witnesses recount their experiences of Saint Clare, and several offer a variant on 

this story told by the third witness, Sister Filippa: 

Lady Clare also related how once, in a vision, it seemed to her she brought a bowl of hot water to 
Saint Francis along with a towel for drying his hands….When she reached Saint Francis, the saint 
bared his breast and said to the Lady Clare: "Come, take, and drink." After she had sucked from it, 
the saint admonished her to imbibe once again. [W]hat she had tasted was so sweet and delightful 
she in no way could describe it. After she had imbibed, that nipple or opening of the breast from 
which the milk comes remained between the lips of blessed Clare. After she took what remained 
in her mouth in her hands, it seemed to her it was gold so clear and bright that everything was seen 
in it as in a mirror.484

 
 

Vauchez offers a restrained reading of the dream, which he dates (as Armstrong does) to 

the period after Francis’s death, and interprets in reference to Clare’s “fear of being cut 

off from Francis’s ‘spiritual nourishment.’”485 Although Petroff’s reading treats the story 

less like a “mystical vision” and more like an anecdotally related private (and somewhat 

awkward) dream, its psychoanalytical reverberations are no less irresistible. While Clare 

herself emerges from the entire tradition, finally, as an exemplar of the female mystic, 

Francis is decidedly problematically “masculine,” however much significance Bynum 

attaches to his attention to food. Gender roles are profoundly blurred in Francis, even 

from Clare’s perspective. Moments reflecting his “holy masculinity” and manly rejection 

of temptations must continually work around the inescapable fact that at the same time he 

mirrors the major feminine tropes, “mothering” those under his guidance, “feeding them” 

with his body, and receiving the sacrament, according to Bonaventure, “so often and so 

devoutly that he made others devout also... for...he was often rapt in ecstasy as if drunk in 

the Spirit.”486

                                                
484 Acts of the Process, 29.93-99, in Armstrong, FA:ED, 161. Various witnesses repeat the story, sometimes in an expurgated way.  

 De Celano’s Treatise on Miracles even includes, in Chapter XII, an entire 

485 Vauchez, Francis of Assisi, 172-3. 
486  Bonaventure's Life, 95. 
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set of miracle stories of mothers and mothers-to-be assisted by Saint Francis from the 

hereafter (including those suffering from stillbirths).487

Mothers, Brothers and Other (Complications) 

 

 It could be argued that there were other holy men of his time engaged in a similar 

dual-gender performance, perhaps the Cistercian Bernard of Clairvaux.488 But Francis 

moves farther toward a feminine realization of spirituality than any man before or after 

him, farther indeed than many women. A particular manifestation of women’s asceticism 

associates them with a devotion beyond reason to the sick: Margery Kempe lavished 

affection on lepers, the broken bodies of the sick serving as a testament to Christ’s 

brokeness, and hence the same “porosity” that distinguishes his feminine flesh. Catherine 

of Genoa and Catherine of Siena, in Bynum’s evocative phrasing, “both ate the filth of 

the sick they attended.”489 While Bynum is correct that Francis never “drank” from leper 

sores, his ravenous embracing, kissing and bathing of lepers characterizes his ministry 

from the start.490 Bonaventure and others link leprosy and the Eucharist in a deliberate 

“coincidence of the opposites” of sin and purity.491

                                                
487 Treatise on Miracles, Chapter 12, in Armstrong, The Francis Trilogy,  358-359. 

 But such a reading does little to shed 

light on one of the most demonstrably erotic stories about the saint, which features not 

Clare, not the Saracen temptress, and not even Jacopa dei Settesoli, but a recalcitrant 

leper. In the story, placed in the Fioretti immediately after that of the Saracen temptress, 

a “perverse” leper gets the better of the other friars’ efforts to lead him away from sin. He 

finally demands a bath, insisting that Francis himself wash him.  

 

488 While Bernard is often evoked as an icon of the double-intercession model, receiving sustenance from Mary and Christ at once, he 
is neither the “mother” or “father” offering food in that image, but the gender-neutral child being nourished.  
489 Bynum, Holy Feast, 165. 
490 Armstrong, FA:ED, 195. Also highlighted in De Voraigne, Golden Legend, 607. 
491 See the “Host vision” of Chapter IV in Bonaventure's Life. For more on the connection between leprosy and wickedness, see Talal 
Asad, “Medieval Heresy: An Anthropological View,” in Social History Vol. 11, No. 3 (Oct., 1986): 345-362.  
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Then Saint Francis forthwith caused water to be heated with many sweet-smelling herbs; then he 
undressed him and began to wash him with his own hands, while another friar poured on water. 
By Divine Miracle, wherever Francis touched him with his holy hands, the leprosy departed, and 
the flesh remained perfectly sound. And as the flesh began to heal, so the soul also began to heal, 
so that the leper, seeing that he was beginning to be made whole, began to feel great remorse and 
repentance for his sins, and to weep loudly.492

 The story’s homoerotic overtones are evident, if not exactly homoerotic. The 

porous flesh of the male leper marks him as embodying the yielding, feminized flesh 

Francis (and medieval scholars) associated with Christ. Yet, as a leper, he is outside the 

normative binary of male/female altogether. In her critique of Bynum’s first book, 

Kathleen Biddick argues that “historical understanding of medieval European gender 

requires a study of how gender came to mark as ‘naturalized’ borders of interiority and 

exteriority of the body, the community, the institutions that institute kinship. The outlines 

of this complex history...produced Jews, homosexuals, prostitutes, lepers, and heretics as 

an exterior to the ‘natural’ European sex-gender system....”

      

493

 That exception is provided by Jacopa dei Settesoli, to whom the biographers grant 

the unparalleled privilege of cradling the dying Francis during his last moments on earth. 

While De Celano’s 1228 Vita mentions Clare (though only twice), Jacopa doesn’t come 

up at all until the 1250s:

 An intriguing, if perhaps 

inadvertent, parallel to the “Temptation of Francis”—with its sultry Muslim femme fatale 

and naked, manly and abstemious saint—is implied in the mutual seduction of Francis 

and this leprous “Other,” the most intimate encounter described in any of the 13th or 14th 

century writings, with a single exception.  

494

                                                
492 Heywood, Fioretti, Chapter XV, 55. Thomas de Celano and Julian of Speyer include several parallel encounters with lepers, but 
none quite this sexy. 

  De Celano’s third book, Treatise on the Miracles, describes 

her summoning by Francis, and what transpired once she arrived: “She gazed on that 

493 Biddick, Shock of Medievalism, 138. 
494 Another woman also appears in later texts, the Roman hermit Praxedes, who was “very close to Francis,” says Vauchez, criticizing 
the earlier works for omitting these two and making the saint seem too preferential toward males when in fact his was an “open 
invitation...to all walks of life.” (176). Le Goff, too, observes that “three women luminously crossed [Francis's] religious life: Clare, 
Giacoma and, to a lesser extent, Praxede, the Roman recluse” (Saint Francis, 110). But Praxedes' mention in Treatise on Miracles is 
simply too brief and sketchy to equate her with Jacopa and Clare.  
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precious vessel that hid a precious treasure adorned with five pearls. She beheld those 

engravings that the hand of the Almighty alone had produced for the whole world to 

admire.” Next, she summons all present to gaze at the Stigmata, including her son, who 

ostensibly sees the wounds and touches them.495  The transgressive entry of Jacopa into 

the males-only portion of the Portiuncula is only the beginning of the rules bent during 

her visit: she has brought with her the “almond cakes” Francis specifically mentions as 

craving that moment, a decidedly unsaintly indulgence, and she is presumably permitted 

to see him at least partially if not entirely naked.496

 Given this information, it is not strange that her name is omitted from the 

historical record until well after Francis’s canonization, and for that matter, after the 1253 

death of Saint Clare, who would likely have found those aspects of his story rather 

vexing. No “little plant,” Jacopa the “noble matron” escapes the parameters Bynum and 

others have defined for the kind of mystical “holy woman” Clare represents. Although 

the witnesses liken Jacopa and Francis to Magdalene and Christ, the image that emerges 

is more evocative of the Pietà, the broken son in his mother’s arms, her tears flowing over 

him. In this moment, and perhaps only in this moment, it is perfectly clear what gender 

performance Francis is enacting. He is the dying Son.  

  

 The presence of Jacopa realizes Francis in this role, an identity Kent Brintnall has 

analyzed in Ecce Homo: The Male-Body-in-Pain as Redemptive Figure, arguing that the 

“dominant fiction of masculine plenitude”—or, the utter inverse of Franciscan fragility—

                                                
495 Armstrong, FA:ED Vol. 2, 335-337. 
496 These gifts are discussed in Vauchez, Francis of Assisi, 141. Though Treatise on the Miracles is a later work, the visit is confirmed 
in the Assisi Compilation (81-82), portions of which were likely completed by the 1240s. The story in largely omitted from Giotto's 
painting(s) of the death scene. In the Basilica fresco (No. 20, possibly by a student in the Giotto school), Francis is shown fully 
clothed with 11 friars observing, none apparently female, though a hooded one at left isn't visible. The Death of Francis at Florence's 
Santa Croce retains the same 11 friars, one of them kissing the saint's feet, and an enigmatic figure of ambiguous gender, this time at 
far right, with a rather feminine profile. Some Santa Croce witnesses seem to be seeking the Stigmata, though not in No. 20, perhaps 
because that is the entire subject of No. 22 (See the Appendix, Figures 21 through 23.)  
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cannot be effectively unseated by empowering other fictions.497

 Such a direction could be a surprising one to take, particularly since so far there 

has been no genuine engagement here with sexual preference in Francis’s writings and 

hagiographic material, and it would seem that such questions would necessarily take 

precedence. Among those who reject sublimated romance between Francis and Clare, the 

prevailing view has been to identify him as a repressed heterosexual, where such 

repression is achieved by means of supreme moral integrity and spiritual conviction. Yet 

only a few scholars have tentatively addressed the possibility that Francis may have 

engaged in some homosexual activity during his reprobate youth.

 Death alone validates a 

self who is defined by agency, autonomy and a willingness to see the Other. At this 

moment, Francis, authentically oriented “towards Death,” embodies a radical desire that 

until now has only fleetingly exposed itself, among lepers and snowmen, in hunger, 

nakedness, song and stigmata. It is fitting that Brintnall captures this tension between 

death and gender in his chapter on “Masochism/Masculinity,” because at this point a 

defining feature of gender in Francis is that it does not appear to define him at all, neither 

in the normative sense of biological identity, nor in Butler’s sense of a cluster of 

culturally determined rules of performance. Rather, by delving into the nature of 

Francis’s desire and the fluid boundaries of its objects as they materialize in these texts, 

one suspects fetish is more diligently at work, specifically masochistic fetish.  

498

                                                
497 Kent Brintnall, Ecce Homo: The Male Body in Pain (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2011), 99. 

 More radically, there 

are several who believe the “queering of Saint Francis” is more than merely an academic 

idiom for assuming an off-center perspective. An unpublished MA thesis a few years ago 

generated an online stir with its hypothesis that Francis might have been intimately 

498 Vauchez and Spoto are among those making offhanded observations suggesting as much. 
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involved with the unnamed “man of Assisi” with whom he used to meet in secret, a 

relationship described by De Celano in Chapter III of the Vita: 

Now there was in the city of Assisi a man he loved more than all the rest. They were of the same 
age and the constant intimacy of their mutual love made him bold to share his secrets with him. He 
often brought him to remote places suitable for talking, asserting that he had found a...valuable 
treasure. This man was overjoyed, and since he was so excited about what he heard, he gladly 
went with him whenever he was summoned. There was a cave near the city where they often went 
and talked together about the treasure.499

 
  

Others have looked for clues to whether homoerotic attachments might shed light on 

Francis’s friendships with Bernard of Quintavalle, his first “disciple,”500 or perhaps with 

Brother Elias, whom John Moorman believes might have been the friend from the 

“cave.”501 Elias, according to De Celano’s fourth chapter of Remembrance of a Soul, is 

“the one he [Francis] chose for the role of mother to himself”; yet, by the 1260s, Elias’s 

misinterpretation of the Order’s mission has left him vilified and finally deleted 

altogether from the only “sanctioned” biography of Francis, the one by Bonaventure.502

 Political intrigue has much to do with that excision, but some feel homosexual 

tensions, latent or otherwise, could also have posed a challenge in that period. How 

questions like these are presented and discussed, not to mention published, is partly due 

to propriety, and partly governed by the relevance of the “Boswell thesis” regarding the 

matter at hand. In 1980, John Boswell’s Christianity, Social Tolerance and 

Homosexuality determined that “homosexual” as a category, such as a descriptor for an 

individual or lifestyle, is largely without meaning until the 19th century, when the notion 

of “being gay” comes to mean embracing the cultural associations such a sexual identity 

  

                                                
499 The thesis, “Gender Liminality in the Franciscan Sources,” was prepared by graduate student Kevin Elphick; though unpublished, 
portions of it are available at multiple sites online, and the case it builds is plainly an important one for many readers. The work is 
described in Kittredge Cherry, “New Info on Francis of Assisi's Queer Side Revealed” at Jesus In Love Blog. (October 4, 2012). 
500 Bernard was pivotal to the founding of the order and remained close to Francis, especially during the last two years of Francis's life, 
even receiving a special blessing from the saint (De Celano's Vita assigns that blessing to Elias). Bernard died ca. 1241 and is buried 
near Francis in the Basilica. He is mentioned often in the sources, but not in ways that testify to any special intimacy. See, for 
example, De Celano's Vita, sections 15, 24 and 108; the Letter of Greccio; De Celano's Remembrance, sections 48 and 109; 
Bonaventure's Vita III.3; the Mirror of Perfection 107; and the Fioretti, 2, 5 and 6. 
501 John Moorman, History of the Franciscan Order From Its Origins to 1517 (Oxford, 1968). 
502 Kevin Elphick, “Brother Elias: Soulmate to Saint Francis of Assisi.” Jesus In Love Blog (October 3, 2013). 
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entails.503 Furthermore, Boswell’s thesis found that while intolerance of homosexual 

activity did grow decisively in 13th and 14th century Christian Europe, and a pronounced 

“antipathy” for homoerotic desires was normative by then, prior to that period it would 

have been largely unremarkable to be associated intimately with a same-sex confidante, 

part of a sexual continuum in which factors like social class could be more relevant than 

"natural” inclination. Thus it is unwise in any event to characterize any of Francis’s 

intimate relationships with the other friars as definitely “homosexual” or not,504 and to do 

so on the basis of a theoretical fusion of masculine and feminine roles within Francis 

himself, along with  suspected whiff of same-sex attraction in the monastery, would be 

reckless and superficial.505

 There are, however, other strategies Francis deploys in his work and his writing 

that reflect what kind of mechanism he is constructing, in terms of sexuality, gender and 

desire. One of these, clearly, involves the near constancy of “mother” language applied to 

himself. The rhetorical technique is not new, as Armstrong explains among his notes: 

“The concept of relationships qualified by motherhood is undoubtedly intertwined in 

Francis’s concept of bringing others to life through the word of God, an image found in 

Paul (1 Cor. 4:6 and 1 Thess. 2:7). It is found elsewhere in Francis’s writings

  

506

                                                
503 John Boswell, Christianity, Social Tolerance and Homosexuality (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980 [8th edition, 2006]). 
Biddick challenges Bynum's omission of Boswell in Shock of Medievalism, 141-2, and 252n.29. 

 and in the 

testimony of Odo of Cheriton who, in 1219, maintained that he heard Francis reply to a 

question of how the fraternity came to be: “I became like a woman impregnated by the 

word of God.” Bynum associates the shift toward “maternal” masculinity as evidence that 

a man has “become a woman metaphorically or symbolically to express his renunciation 

504 Or “homoaffective,” the term Elphick uses in order to obviate the cautions of the Boswell thesis.  
505 The lay Franciscan Marzio, for instance, emulated desert hermits Hilarion and Antony, who figure prominently as “queer bait” in 
Jerome's hagiographies. See Virginia Burrus, Sex Lives of the Saints: An Erotics of Ancient Hagiography. Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2007. 
506 Armstrong cites a series of samples, i.e. the Earlier Rule (IX 11), the Later Rule (VI 8), and the Rule for Hermitages (1-2, 10). 
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or ‘loss’ of male power, authority and status.”507 In the Franciscan emphasis on nudity she 

finds a similar reversal at work, a dramatic renouncing of the trappings of social position 

and comfort to embrace poverty and humility.508 At the same time, it also activates the 

language of “birthing” a community or its members by example, a rhetorical strategy 

Bynum observes in Francis’s Earlier Exhortation to the Brothers and Sisters of Penance 

(a.k.a. The First Version of the Letter to the Faithful) and which she finds “typically 

Franciscan.”509

 Whose works they do, and they are spouses, brothers, and mothers of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
 We are spouses when the faithful soul is joined by the Holy Spirit to our Lord Jesus Christ.  
 We are brothers to Him when we do the will of the Father who is in heaven. We are mothers  
 when we carry Him in our heart and body through a divine love and a pure and sincere  
 conscience and give birth to Him through a holy activity which must shine as an example  
 before others. O how glorious it is to have a holy and great Father in heaven! O how holy,  
 consoling to have such a beautiful and wonderful Spouse! O how holy and how loving,  
 gratifying, humbling, peace-giving, sweet, worthy of love, and, above all things, desirable:  
 to have such a Brother and such a Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, Who laid down His life for  
 His sheep

 But even a “typically Franciscan” motif must begin somewhere, and to 

say as much requires a closer look at what the symbolic mother means for Francis 

himself, as well as the symbolic father, who plays a prominent role in the same letter. In 

this work, Francis constructs an entire spiritual, symbolic family, its members working 

symbiotically to effect penitence among those addressed:  

 and prayed to His Father, saying: Holy Father, in your name, save those whom  
 you have given me in the world; they were yours and you gave them to me.510

  
 

Father Knows Best 

 Francis’s passionate appeal to his “Holy Father” in heaven recalls a crucial 

moment from his past, when at 25 he decisively and publicly displaced one father for 

another. In the popular imagination, Francis stripping naked before his father, in front of 
                                                
507 Bynum, Holy Feast, 284. 
508 Ibid., 285. 
509 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 105-6. 
510 Earlier Exhortation to the Brothers and Sisters of Penance, Armstrong, FA:ED, 41-44. Armstrong is fascinated by the operations 
of the Holy Spirit in this letter. So are we: “Thus, Francis underscores the dynamic principle of the spiritual life, the Holy Spirit, which 
must be ever operative in the life of a Christian. The Latin text contains an ambiguous grammatical construction: O quam gloriosum 
est, sanctum et magnum in caelis habere patrem! If we take sanctum and magnum as neuter and not masculine, the phrase could be 
translated: 'how glorious it is, how holy and great, to have a Father in heaven!' However, if sanctum and magnum are masculine 
accusatives agreeing with Father, we would translate the phrase: 'how glorious it is to have in heaven a holy and great Father!' In view 
of the parallel constructions of sentences 11, 12 and 13, it seems best to follow the latter translation.” 

http://franciscantradition.org:8080/Joeng.html?loc=x10_15�
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the entire town and the bishop of Assisi, constitutes his official “conversion” (the willful 

act toward which his earliest mystical experiences were directing him). From a Lacanian 

perspective, it reflects a moment of authentic psychoanalytical transference, one that 

manifests in the simultaneous loss of his mother.  

 Nitza Yarom’s Body, Blood and Sexuality: A Psychoanalytic Study of St. Francis’ 

Stigmata and their Historical Context (1992) demonstrates how Francis himself can be 

used to identify the psychoanalytical operations sometimes prodigiously difficult to grasp 

at the level of theory. Her work reminds us that, whatever theological overlay his 

colleagues and biographers assigned to parts of his story, Francis was, first, a human 

being who chose to construct (and to disclose) an enduring self out of his desires, 

including the family relationships that required of him a profound reimagining. Yarom 

begins with Pietro and Pica Bernardone, focusing on the cycle of violence described in 

De Celano’s biographies, and the abusive past Francis renounced along with his parents 

in the Assisi public square. The story is told in Chapter V (“How his Father Persecuted 

and Bound Him”511), which opens with Francis terrified of his father, hiding out for a 

month in a concealed “pit” he has made for that purpose (suggesting the regularity of his 

father’s rages). Free in the village, Francis behaves like the local pazzo; details on his 

conduct are not provided (though they may include the “random acts” of charity, reversal 

and mystical prophecy glimpsed in other stories), but he evidently shamed his father 

there. When Pietro finds his son (who, though 25, is ill-equipped to defend himself), he 

“pounce[s] on Francis like a wolf...drag[s] him home, badger[s] him, beat[s] him and 

[binds] him” in chains.512

                                                
511 It is Chapter VII in De Celano's Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul. 

  

512 Francis had, after all, served time in a Gubbio prison (1202), returning home ill and ashamed (his father had paid his ransom). Two 
years later, he suffered another setback with his failed effort to participate in the Crusades. Even given such experiences, he is older 
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 In the next section, Pica, moved by “maternal instinct,” frees him from his chains, 

whereupon Francis joyfully returns to his antics in town. 

[W]hen the child of grace heard his father in the flesh was coming to him, he went out on his own 
to meet his father crying out loudly that binding and beating lead to nothing. He declared he would 
gladly suffer anything for the name of Christ....When he was in front of the bishop, he neither 
delayed nor hesitated, but immediately took off and threw down all his clothes and returned them 
to his father. He did not even keep his trousers on, and he was completely stripped bare before 
everyone.513

Clearly by rejecting his clothing, Francis is symbolically renouncing his father and his 

livelihood. But he is also literally exposing himself, his flesh and his wounds—which De 

Celano’s earlier details suggest will be apparent—to the public, the perpetrator and the 

Bishop of Assisi. Although applying psychoanalysis to medieval texts is sometimes 

dismissed as an anachronistic exercise, it is worth recognizing that underneath the 

rhetorical explanations

 
 

514 and the spiritual interpretations,515

 It has been argued that Christian nudity has a long pedigree, having “entered the 

language of spirituality through the literature of the early Christian martyrs.” But the 

examples Regis Armstrong cites to defend this point make the opposite case: not one of 

those martyrs uses nudity in a manner consistent with the Franciscan literature.

 there is a young man who has 

good reason to want the gathered crowd to see him naked.  

516

                                                                                                                                            
here than popularly represented. Yarom diagnoses him as “one of those adolescents whose maturation takes longer” (56). De Celano's 
Vita, Chapter V, FA:ED, 192. 

 From 

start to finish, Francis’s life story is punctuated by discarding his clothing. De Celano 

reports that early in his ministry, Francis had himself dragged through town in his 

513 Ibid., Chapter VI, FA:ED, 192-3. 
514 Spoto claims he was practicing the orator's art of persuasion with his public displays and performance. 
515 Vauchez explains that “following naked the naked Christ” was “an adage frequently cited in the monastic literature of the 12th 
century and taken literally by the evangelical movements that were developing in the West around 1200” (325). 
516 Armstrong cites The Life of Polycarp, the Acts of the Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas, The Martyrdom of SS. Carpus, 
Papylus, and Agathonice, as well as Saint Jerome's Life of Paula and the anonymous Life of Saint Gregory the Great. But these 
examples have little in common with most of the references in the Franciscan literature. Polycarp denudes his Jewish enemies, not 
himself. Life of Paula's only allusion to nakedness pivots on a quote from Job. And the last of these uses a metaphor that would 
become a hagiographic cliché—“escaped naked from the shipwreck of this world”—which is an evident idiom not intended to be 
taken literally, even in this period. It has been used of Gregory, Goscelin of Saint Berlin, and even Thomas Aquinas, whom one doubts 
was ever naked. Donald Spoto, too, de-emphasizes the nakedness, arguing that “In Francis's time, there was little possibility to 
develop a sense of shame about the flesh” and that “nakedness was a powerful symbol of what Francis desired: freedom...without the 
pleasures and responsibilities of possessions and fine clothes” (55).   
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underwear,517 and of course the Fioretti describes Francis and Rufino preaching naked.518 

Bonaventure reports in his Vita that partial or full disrobing was a staple of Francis’s 

ministry: “At times he took off his clothes, at times unstitched them, at times ripped them 

into pieces, in order to give them to beggars, when he had nothing else at hand.”519 In De 

Celano’s Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul, the saint is seen repeatedly giving his 

clothes away, sometimes apparently to the point of nakedness. (Chapters 53, 54, 55, 56 

and 57 each offer a story in that vein.) Sometimes the nakedness isn’t even his idea, for 

“[d]riven by great faith, people often tore his habit until sometimes he was left almost 

naked.”520 But to die “naked, on the naked ground, so that in that final hour of death...he 

would struggle naked with a naked enemy,” that is certainly his idea.521

 Francis’s “naked ministry” is more than that, however. The body he so frequently 

displays is often a wounded body, a body-in-pain. When he disrobes before Bishop 

Guido, it is a scarred and broken body that he reveals, as is the body dragged on a leash 

through town to the stone where criminals were punished.

  

522 And of course, Francis 

assaults his recalcitrant flesh when, afflicted by sudden lust, he beats himself, then 

squelches his aching desire for a family by plunging his sickly, naked body into the 

snow.523 Thus was Francis a known self-flagellant, as well as a wearer of hair shirts, one 

of which—made out of coarse rope fibers—is still displayed today.524

                                                
517 Armstrong, Francis Trilogy, 57. The moment is memorably captured by De Celano: “Once, because he was ill, he ate a little bit of 
chicken. When his physical strength returned, he entered the city of Assisi. When he reached the city gate, he commanded the brother 
who was with him to tie a cord around his neck and drag him through the whole city as if he were a thief, loudly crying out: 'Look! 
See this glutton who grew fat on the flesh of chickens that he ate without your knowledge.'” 

 (And of course, 

518 Heywood, Fioretti, Chapter 30. 
519 Cousins, Bonaventure's Vita, Chapter 1, 6. There is a habit worn by Francis among the exhibits in the Chapel of the Relics of the 
Lower Church of the Basilica at Assisi. Its many patches and signs of replaced fabric testify eloquently to the truth of that remark. It is 
pictured in the Appendix, Figure 24. 
520 Armstrong, De Celano's Vita, in Francis Trilogy, 63. 
521 Cousins, Bonaventure's Vita, Ch. 14, 153. 
522 Bonaventure's Vita, Chapter 10, 57. 
523 The snow-family story, described in Chapter 2 above, is a hagiographer favorite. It occurs in Chapter LXXXI of De Celano's 
Remembrance (Armstrong, Francis Trilogy, 243) as well as in Bonaventure's Vita  (Cousins [2005], 46-47). 
524 While De Celano describes Francis naked before his father, later accounts—like the Legend of the Three Companions (L3C 19-20: 
FAED II, 79-80) and the Versified Life of Francis (by Henri d'Avranches, Armstrong, FA:ED, 510) show him wearing a hair shirt. He 
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there remains the unresolved matter of the gift that may or may not [likely not] have been 

presented to him by Sultan al-kamil.525) Finally, towards the end of his life, in a story 

recounted in Chapter V of Bonaventure’s Vita, Francis is prescribed an agonizing 

cauterization procedure. In order to arrest an encroaching blindness, he endures an 

application of molten iron “from his ear to his eyebrow.” Though Francis’s body is 

“struck with horror” by the procedure, the saint pronounces the pain negligible: “And 

turning to the doctor he said, ‘If my flesh is not well cauterized, do it again.’”526

 Kent Brintnall identifies three species of masochistic tendencies—feminine, 

erotogenic and moral—the last of which relates best to the self-mortifications enumerated 

here. And, similar to the case of Francis, the pattern tends to emerge in those who have 

experienced a traumatic break with the father. In moral masochism, the connection to 

what constitutes sexuality is threatened; “suffering itself is what matters,” not its agent. 

But only consciously. Subconsciously, the father, who is usually the impetus behind the 

superego, is the “punishing force whose attention the masochistic ego seeks.”

  

527

                                                                                                                                            
famously asked to be dressed at the point of death in his hair shirt (and sprinkled with ashes) (Le Goff 45, House 284), and one such 
shirt associated with him remains on display in Assisi (see Appendix, Figure 25). Interestingly, here again Francis may have been far 
gentler with his brother friars. At the 1219 (some say 1221) Chapter of the Mats, Francis reprimanded the order for being too intense 
and endangering their health with their self-mortification practices. He ordered them on the spot to remove all self-penitential 
instruments: “It was a long procession, resulting in a pile of more than 500 hair shirts and countless bands made of rough bristles.” 
Ivan Gobry, Saint Francis of Assisi (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2006), 170. 

 The 

525 The Sultan's gift is a matter of historical intrigue. The Franciscan narratives report that Francis would accept no gifts, and that his 
refusal impressed the Sultan (Bonaventure's claim that he “spurned [the gifts] as if they were dirt” is likely a political overstatement.]. 
Yet among the relics preserved at the Basilica in Assisi are “an ivory horn given to St. Francis by the Sultan of Egypt that he used to 
assemble his followers” (NY Times 1995). The “ivory horn” is usually regarded as an oliphant, used in the Muslim call to prayer. 
John Tolan is more precise: “an ivory horn adorned with silver and two wooden sticks attached with chains. On the silver rings along 
the edges of the horn is an inscription that reads “With this bell [sic] Saint Francis convoked the people to his preaching, and with 
these sticks, in beating them one against the other, he imposed silence upon them.” (Tolan Chapter 12) Tolan points out that there is 
no reference to the Sultan al-Kamil in these lines, nor is the sultan mentioned in any previous catalogue of the Treasury items. He 
acknowledges that the horn “comes from the East” and the sticks suggest simanders, percussion instruments linked to Eastern 
Churches. But precisely how they arrived in Assisi is not indicated until a 17th century Franciscan affirms that the sultan bestowed 
them. The sticks, meanwhile, are elsewhere called “ivory batons” and not associated with music. James Cowan pronounces the gift a 
“flagellation device” (52), no doubt because the chains and sticks rather evoke that likeness, but which may be profoundly incorrect. 
In any event, Chapter 24 of the Fioretti claims Francis refused the gifts but did accept a “sign”—signaculum—from the sultan, “ a 
token so that they might not be assaulted by any man.” This supposed writ of protection for traveling in the Holy Land has never been 
discovered extant. “Travel Advisory: Artifacts of St. Francis on Display in Assisi,” in New York Times, (November 5, 1995), 
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/11/05/travel/travel-advisory-artifacts-of-st-francis-on-display-in-assisi.html. 
526 Cousins, Bonaventure's Vita (2005), 52.  
527 Feminine masochism, meanwhile, is “found in male patients who...pursue situations in which they are 'gagged, bound, painfully 
beaten, whipped, in some way maltreated, forced into unconditional obedience, dirtied and debased.'” And in erotogenic masochism, 
the subject takes “libidinal pleasure in pain.” Neither of these is particularly reflective of Francis's circumstances. Brintnall, Male 
Body-in-Pain, 82-83. 
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extreme asceticism of Francis, then, corresponds not only to a theological imperative to 

imitate the sufferings of Christ, and to a moral imperative to equalize or neutralize the 

surplus jouissance in his immediate cultural context, but also to an emotional imperative: 

to make sense of the exceptional circumstances surrounding his fractured relationship 

with Pietro Bernardone.   

 The masochistic overtones of these episodes are unmistakable, and De Celano 

leaves no room for doubt on the point: “He often did things in this way both to despise 

himself fully and to invite others to everlasting honors. Toward himself he had become 

like a broken vessel, burdened by no fear or concern for his body...A true scorner of 

himself, he taught others to despise themselves by word and example.”528 Thus it was in 

one sense inevitable that he would receive the Stigmata on Mount Verna.529

The Vision of a Man Having the Image of a Crucified Seraph (De Celano’s Vita, Book II, Ch. 3) 
 While he was staying in that hermitage called La Verna, after the place where it is located, two 
years prior to the time that he returned his soul to heaven, he saw in the vision of God a man, 

 The wounds 

of Christ represent the threshold to divine agony, the moment when through his pain 

Francis arrives at the limit of human suffering. So it was understood at the time, and so it 

continues to be understood, even by those who maintain that the five wounds of Christ 

were internally inflicted, and not on his flesh at all.  

 Because Francis’s mysticism, his use of the language of the body to convey 

spiritual revelation, and his relationship to gender and sexuality all come together in the 

vision of Mount Verna, it makes sense to quote the pertinent text from Thomas De 

Celano in full. This is the earliest account of what transpired during the 1224 retreat on 

Mount Verna, and it also reflects the closest thing to an authentic picture of Francis’s 

attitude toward its physical manifestation:  

                                                
528 De Celano's Vita, Book I, Chapter 19, FA:ED Vol.1. 
529 Described in De Celano's Vita, Book II, Chapter 3—and intepretively in Bonaventure's Vita (2005), Chapter 13.  
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having six wings like a Seraph, standing over him, arms extended and feet joined, affixed to a 
cross. Two of his wings were raised up, two were stretched out over his head as if for flight, and 
two covered his whole body. When the blessed servant of the most High saw these things, he was 
filled with the greatest awe, but could not decide what this vision meant for him….The Seraph’s 
beauty was beyond comprehension, but the fact that the Seraph was fixed to the cross and the 
bitter suffering of that passion thoroughly frightened him. Consequently, he got up both sad and 
happy as joy and sorrow took their turns in his heart. Concerned over the matter, he kept thinking 
about what this vision could mean and his spirit was anxious to discern a sensible meaning from 
the vision….While he was unable to perceive anything clearly understandable from the vision, its 
newness very much pressed upon his heart. Signs of the nails appeared on his hands and feet, just 
as he had seen them a little while earlier on the crucified man hovering over him. His hands and 
feet seemed to be pierced through the middle by nails, with the heads of the nails appearing on the 
inner part of his hands and on the upper part of his feet, and their points protruding on opposite 
sides. Those marks on the inside of his hands were round, but rather oblong on the outside; and 
small pieces of flesh were visible like the points of nails, bent over and flattened, extending 
beyond the flesh around them. On his feet, the marks of nails were stamped in the same way and 
raised above the surrounding flesh. His right side was marked with an oblong scar, as if pierced 
with a lance, and this often dripped blood, so that his tunic and undergarments were frequently 
stained with his holy blood.530

 In her Freudian reading, Yarom views the disrobing in Assisi as the symbolic 

“killing” of Pietro Bernardone, a necessary act if Francis is to become a man, but his 

abiding love for his mother and his own “feminine” traits are in the way of actualizing 

that role. Yarom maintains a latent homosexuality on the saint’s part, repeatedly 

characterizing him as virginal (on the basis of Bonaventure’s claim that he was, a point 

that others, like Donald Spoto, resist

  

531

                                                
530 Armstrong, De Celano's Vita, Chapter 3. 

). Ultimately, she classifies Francis as a frigid 

religious hysteric, incapable of consummating his homosexual desires. Recognizing the 

exceptional nature of his drive toward nudity (“beyond the lenient attitude towards nudity 

at his time”), Yarom absorbs it into her diagnosis, attributing the saint’s spiritual zeal and 

eccentricity to his repressed homosexuality, as well as “sadomasochism, compulsiveness 

and hysteria.” “The hysterical man,” she observes, “is the one whose Oedipal fantasies 

cause him to dread mature functioning and sexuality.... He wants to please and be loved 

by all.” Also, “St. Francis, like Leonardo, does comfort himself by identifying with his 

mother, but, unlike Leonardo, does not become a homosexual. All traces of active 

531 Spoto writes, “According to Bonaventure, '[Francis] never yielded to the seductions of the flesh.' Were that the unlikely case, it 
would be hard to understand what he meant by his years 'in sin.'” (Reluctant Saint, 28). 
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sexuality are repressed in his case and femininity is what nurtures his hysterical makeup 

and his religion.” The Stigmata, accordingly, enables the feminine to achieve “ultimate 

suffering” and “eternal love.” It also gratifies the saint’s yearning to be punished: “Over-

coming the castration fear and achieving unity with the loved object is where hysteria and 

transcendence meet”: to become “stigmatized,” the “mutilated [and hysterical] male” 

engages in a symbolic sexual act, through which “his masculine and feminine fantasies, 

along with his masochistic self-sacrificing imperative, are all satisfied at one time. And, 

in a curious way, [that] makes exposing his body...even more seductive.”532

Stigmata: The Meaning, the Message 

 

 Centuries of enigma and ambiguity come together on this point: to what extent 

was the stigmata a “hysterical symptom,” a theological imprint, a political conspiracy, a 

misunderstood medical manifestation, or a miraculous spiritual phenomenon? And, more 

importantly for this study, how did Francis understand the event in the context of his own 

mysticism? Our necessarily brief foray into this enormous issue begins by eliminating the 

two “extremist” positions regarding the first question, since these are the least useful in 

terms of the second. The mystical experience on Mount Verna cannot be pronounced a 

miraculous imprint of the Stigmata, first of all, because Francis himself in his own 

writings “never claimed he had received an impression of the wounds of Christ, nor did 

he ever utter the word ‘stigmata.’”533

It is admitted that the story of the Stigmata is not a legend but can only be a lie. I mean that it is  
not a late legendary accretion added afterwards to the fame of St. Francis, but is something that 
started almost immediately with his earliest biographers. It is practically necessary to suggest it 
was a conspiracy; indeed there has been some disposition to put the fraud upon the unfortunate 
Elias, whom so many parties have been disposed to treat as a useful universal villain. It has been 

 As to whether the event is simply a falsehood, 

Chesterton is rather eloquent:   

                                                
532 Yarom, Body, Blood and Sexuality, 58-64, 92-7, 112, 127 (quoting Freud in Strachey, 109).  
533 Spoto, Reluctant Saint, 195. 
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said, indeed, that these early biographers, St. Bonaventure, De Celano and the Three Companions, 
though they declare that St. Francis received the mystical wounds, do not say they themselves saw 
these wounds. I do not think this argument conclusive, because it only arises out of the very nature 
of the narrative....[The Three Companions] do not say “I saw St. Francis’s wounds”; they say, “St. 
Francis received wounds.” But neither do they say, “I saw St. Francis go into the Portiuncula”; 
they say, “St. Francis went into the Portiuncula.” I cannot understand why they would be treated 
as eyewitnesses about the one fact but not the other.534

 
 

But Chesterton goes on to explain how devotion to Saint Francis need not flounder on 

that point, and it is curious how many 13th-century voices agree with him. Despite the 

insistence of later generations that the Stigmata was a literal manifestation, and despite 

references in the biographies to witnesses at his death who could confirm the point, there 

were no quoted witnesses attesting to it in the Bull of Canonization (Mira circa nos) 

prepared by Gregory IX (the former Brother Ugolino, Francis’s close friend) prepared for 

Francis in 1227,535 nor has the Church ever officially declared his stigmata authentic, nor 

was Francis officially examined posthumously.536

 On the other hand, four wounds are evident in Berlinghieri’s 1235 painting of 

Francis, and another work dated 20 years later includes the side-wound as well. (For 

these images and others of the saint, see Appendix, Figs. 17 and 18.) The early work’s 

consistency of representation with later images reflects De Celano’s description of the 

black circles scarring each extremity, with the impression of embedded nails achieved by 

“excrescenes of the flesh,” constituting the “signs of martyrdom.” Some 35 years later, 

Bonaventure remarks on the cause of the wounds— “imprinted on his body, not by 

 That is, there was no Church 

examination, though later biographies report that “many saw the wounds,” and Jacopa 

herself reportedly received permission to make them known—the feminine and the 

stigmata, in a “Real” if not literal sense, becoming one.  

                                                
534 Chesterton, St. Francis of Assisi, 142-143. 
535 Yet the language of the Bull remains rather loaded: “He paid great attention to the mortification of the flesh so that he might carry 
externally in his body the cross of Christ, which he carried internally in his heart.” (From Mira circa nos, July 16, 1228 A.D.). 
536 Donald Spoto suggests it was only when the Dominicans began insulting the stigmata that devotees of the story began to emerge, 
including Gregory IX, though he had said not a word about it for more than 10 years.(Reluctant Saint, 192). 
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natural forces or human skill but by the wondrous power of the Spirit of the living 

God”537—then offers a heady spiritual interpretation, evoking St. Paul’s observation that 

“[w]e carry about on our bodies the dying of Christ, so that in our bodies the life of Jesus 

might be revealed” (2 Cor. 4.10). The wounds reflect “the armor of the cross”; and the 

“body of Christ is engraved on the body of Francis,” leading to the seven mystical visions 

on the cross that conclude the chapter.538  Indeed, the five wounds are emblematic of the 

so-called “Crusader’s Cross” marking a warrior in Christian service. Bonaventure’s 

discussion of Francis’s “interior wounds” reflects both his likeness to Christ and his 

identity as a Crusader, a rank to which the saint aspired in his youth, but which he never 

actually attained. Thus even as Bonaventure “spiritualizes” Francis’s wounds, he is also 

corroborating their physicality and adding details: the six-winged Seraph “left on 

[Francis’s] heart a marvelous ardor and imprinted on his body markings that were no less 

marvelous,” including marks of black nails in the hands and feet, and on his right side “a 

red wound from which his sacred blood flowed, moistening his tunic and underwear.”539 

This is a moment that recalls the Bynum thesis, in which metaphors take on literal 

validity over time. Jacques Le Goff, building on Peter Brown’s work in Late Antiquity, 

has written extensively on the “rout of the body” that marked the rise of Middle Ages, 

reflected in practices that cast the body itself as “a frontier zone” where textual battles 

sometimes played out.540

[T]he Image of the crucified Seraph imprinted upon him the signs of the crucifixion, so that he 
himself seemed to have been crucified. His hands, feet and side were marked with the signature of 

 De Voraigne, at any rate, has no difficulty testifying to the 

literal nature of the event: 

                                                
537 Cousins, Bonaventure's Vita (2005), “Prologue,” 4. 
538 Bonaventure's Vita (2005), Chapter 13, 141-9. 
539 Ibid., 141. 
540 Le Goff makes the point with some paradoxes of how body came to be viewed, such as the obsessive compassion some were 
lavishing on the bodies of the poor while at the same time, holy bodies and criminal ones endured punishments that marked them as a 
warning to others.  
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the cross, but he with great care hid the stigmata from the eyes of all. There were some, however, 
who saw them while the saint was alive, and after his death many observed them. That these 
marks were truly the stigmata of the crucifixion was confirmed by many miracles...541

 
 

 Medical analyses prefer to read the other way, from historical to theological, 

hypothesizing which condition might have caused the injuries, which later achieved an 

elevated spiritual status. One suspected culprit is purpura, in which blood pools in bruise-

like patterns directly under the skin. 

Dr. Edward Hartung concluded in 1935 that he knew what health problems plagued the holy man.  
Hartung believed that he had an eye ailment known as trachoma, but also had quartan malaria.  
Quartan malaria infects the liver, spleen, and stomach, causing the victim intense pain. One com-
plication of quartan malaria occasionally seen around Francis’ time is purpura, a purple hemor-
rhage of blood into the skin. Purpuras usually occur symmetrically, so each hand and foot would 
have been affected equally. If this were the case for St. Francis, he would have been afflicted by 
ecchymoses, an exceedingly large purpura. The purple spots of blood may have been punctured 
while in the wilderness and therefore appear as an open wound like that of Christ.542

 
 

Other medical theorists point to leprosy, which of course might well have afflicted the 

saint, given his particular ministry. But leprosy only infrequently attacks the hands and 

feet,543

 The trouble with both of these readings, indeed, with all of them so far, is that 

they categorically deny any agency to Francis himself in the “receiving” of the wounds—

which, if it is true, would be the only time in all of the hagiographical material that 

Francis was not instrumental, even if indirectly, in causing his own suffering. To 

conclude as much would be out of character for a man determined up until that point “to 

break the nexus between flesh and its love affair with the illusory,” someone who “saw 

clearly that the death of the senses prefigured an entirely different level of perception,” 

 and not in ways similar to Francis’s wound pattern on the extremities—not to 

mention the fact that Francis and his associates would likely have recognized its 

symptoms.  

                                                
541 De Voraigne, Golden Legend, 610. 
542 “Medicine: St. Francis' Stigmata.” Time. 11 March 1935.  
543 For more on areas “relatively immune” to leprosy, see T.S. Rajashekar et al., “Immune Zones in Leprosy,” Indian Journal of 
Dermatology (July-September 2009, Vol. 54, No. 3): 206–210. 
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whose “asceticism was part of the shock treatment he administered to himself.”544

In Heterologies, de Certeau maintains that mystic speech originates from an essential split 
between the “I” and the “thou.” His division precedes the binaries I have been discussing between 
male and female, life and writing, face and body. In de Certeau’s reading, the I and the thou in 
mystic speech, the self and the Other, seek one another out, and in their yearning for what has 
been lost, create the spoken or written word within the convention of a listening God. From this 
the autobiographic “I” of the mystic emerges: vacillating, yearning, subjective, but destined to 
failure because of the impossibility of constraining the utterance in all its dimensions...to the 
temporal narrative of the page. It is for this reason that 20th-century readings of the mystic 
inevitably fail....The mystic’s image-laden narrative, the interchangeability of her metaphors, 
acts to substitute “body” for discourse, for that which cannot be grasped except in effigy, and then 
only as the representation of something (somewhere) else. The body in the mystic’s discourse fails 
as textuality, as figure of speech, because it can’t carry the burden of representation or the 
significance of the experience.

 It is 

useful here to consider Michel De Certeau’s often-quoted discussion (from Heterologies) 

of “mystic speech.” In the text below, Meira Cook is applying his point to Teresa of 

Avila, but the parallel to Francis is apparent: 

545

 
 

Whatever else happened to Francis on Mount Verna, he seems to have achieved that 

particular feminine jouissance Lacan recognized in Teresa, the ambivalence spiraling out 

of it perplexing readers ever since. To say he aligned himself with feminine jouissance is 

not to conclude that he was a passive recipient, which is how the story generally unfolds. 

Rather, the entirety of Francis’s story, particularly the complexity of the gender perform-

ances he undertook, coupled with his relationship to his desire and to his body, suggests 

that he acted, that he chose an action bound to manifest in the wounds that immortalized 

the experience, that he chose which side of the “Sexuation” formula to embrace: 

Sexuality is distributed on one side or the other of our rim as a threshold of the unconscious in the  
following manner. On the side of the living being as a being that will be taken up in speech...there 
is no access to the opposite sex as Other except via the so-called partial drives wherein the Subject 
seeks an object to take the place of the loss of life he has sustained due to the fact that he is sexed. 
On the side of the Other—the locus in which speech is verified as it encounters the exchange of 
signifiers, the ideals they prop up, the elementary structures of the kinship, the metaphor of the 
father considered  as a principle of separation, and the ever reopened division in the subject owing 
to his initial alienation—on this side alone and by the pathways I have enumerated order and 
norms must be instituted which tell the subject what a man or woman must do.546

                                                
544 Cowan, Francis, 154-5. 

 

545  Meira Cook, “The Missionary Position: A Reading of the Mystic Woman in Lacan's Seminar XX.” Tessera, 88. 
546  Jacques Lacan,  Écrits: The First Complete Edition in English. Bruce Fink, trans. (New York: W.W. Norton, 2007), 720. 
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 Already, this is a controversial position, since Francis’s stigmata is recognized 

historically as the first believed to have manifested spontaneously. Yet it is almost 

certainly a choice, albeit an unusual choice, and one that marks him as participating in the 

enigmatic, impossible jouissance peculiar to “some women, not all.” Of some 400 

stigmata cases reported since 1224, at least 80% of them have been women.547 “One 

suspects,” according to Caroline Walker Bynum, “that women more frequently got the 

stigmata because stigmata were not just wounds but also breasts.”548

 While Francis is the first “involuntary” stigmatic in history, at least two earlier 

cases might have inadvertently offered inspiration. In a 2011 piece for Smithsonian, 

author Mike Dash alludes to 

 But even if one does 

not suspect exactly that, it matters that Francis would agree. According to his Letter to 

the Faithful, it is the “Mother” who “carries Christ in [her] heart and body through a 

divine love and a pure and sincere conscience and give[s] birth to Him through a holy 

activity which must shine as an example before others.” It is the role of “mother” he 

assumes in his order, it is a mother/“Brother” in whose arms he expires, and it is his 

actual mother who alone possesses the thing he knows he lacks and therefore desires—

the love of his father, the one explicitly displaced by “Our Father” in heaven. If he is to 

achieve authentic mystical union with Christ on La Verna, it must be as a “mother.”  

an incident that occurred in Oxford, England, two years before St. Francis’s vision: a young man 
was brought before the Archbishop of Canterbury and charged with the heresy of declaring he was 
the son of God. In court it was discovered that his body bore the five wounds; but the record 
includes no suggestion that these were spontaneously generated, and it seems he may actually 
have allowed himself to be crucified, either because he genuinely believed he was Christ, or 
because he wanted others to believe he was. It is unlikely news of this strange case ever reached 
Francis in Assisi.549

                                                
547 BBC religious correspondent Ted Harrison estimated the total number since 1224 at “just over 400.” From Mike Dash, “The 
Mystery of the Five Wounds,” Smithsonian.com, Novermber 8, 2011. 

 

548 Bynum, Holy Feast, 273. 
549 Dash, “Mystery of the Five Wounds.” 
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It is in fact entirely possible, even likely, that the news would have reached Francis and 

the other brothers in Assisi. The Dominicans had arrived in England in 1221, the 

Franciscans in 1224. After a rocky experience in Dover, five of the Franciscan brothers 

arrived in Canterbury in September 1224, while Francis and his associates were on 

Mount Verna. Such a statement indicates several possible avenues of transmission, which 

is not to allege that the story of Francis’s stigmata was fabricated, but to admit that there 

was at least a known precedent for interpreting a wound pattern in exactly this way. 

Indeed, there is an even earlier example in the biography of the Beguine Marie of 

Oignies, written by Jacques de Virty in 1215. Bynum points out that the wounds of Christ 

and the seraph both appear in de Vitry’s Vita di Marie d’Oignies (and Bynum attributes 

the first creche to her as well), and asserts that other women might also have played a part 

prior to Francis in “popularizing” the stigmata prior to Francis.550 Here again, however, 

these earlier cases are known instances of self-inflicted wounds: “Both male and female 

saints regularly engaged in what modern people would call self-torture—jumping into 

ovens or icy ponds, driving knives, nails or nettles into their flesh, whipping or hanging 

themselves in elaborate pantomimes of Christ’s crucifixion. Understood sometimes as 

chastening of sexual urges or as punishment for sin, such acts were more often described 

as union with the body of Jesus.551

One day she [recalled being] forced to eat meat and...to drink...watered wine because [of]...a  
serious illness. Then from a kind of horror at her previous delight, she did not have rest in her  
spirit and by...torturing her flesh, she afflicted herself until she...made recompense for those 
 delights....From the fervour of her spirit and as if inebriated, she began to loathe her flesh when 

 In the case of Marie d’Oignies, the self-infliction was 

of a particularly grisly nature. According to De Vitry.  

                                                
550  Ibid., 187. Caroline Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in Religion (New 
York: Zone Books, 1992), 56 and 145. Bynum claims there were “dozens” of such claims for “late medieval women,” but her bias 
could be in the way of facticity on the point. She writes that only for women “did the stigmatic wounds bleed periodically,” which isn't 
true, as far as Francis's biographers are concerned. 
551 Ibid., 184. 
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she compared it with the sweetness of the paschal Lamb and she...cut out a large piece of her flesh 
with a knife which she...buried in the earth....She [was] so inflamed by an overwhelming fire of 
love that she [rose] above the pain of her wound and, in this ecstasy of mind, [saw] one of the 
seraphim standing close by her. After she...died, the women who...[washed] her corpse were 
amazed [at]...the wounds...But those who [knew]...understood what the scars were.552

To the suggested diagnoses of purpura and leprosy to explain Francis’s wounds, Yarom 

adds an amalgam of conversion-hysteria and psychosomatic disorder,

 
 

553

 If in full, it is possible that Francis wounded himself in order to know the 

magnitude of “Christ’s suffering and his love.” This is his prayer, the one the Seraph 

answers, and it is something Francis wished after the fact for all his brothers to know for 

themselves, some more than others. Although Brother Leo is with Francis on retreat, and 

claims to have seen marvelous shafts of light envelop the saint, Chapter 53 of the Fioretti 

does not indicate that he was present to see the Seraph, nor was he present when Francis 

said his prayer: 

 but where a 

simpler explanation exists, it is certainly appropriate to investigate it. In the context of 

these earlier stories, and considering Francis’s demonstrably masochistic tendencies, 

combined with the myriad illnesses he was already suffering, it is reasonable to apply 

Ockham’s razor here, and conclude that his was the agency behind the event, either in 

full or in part.  

O Lord Jesus Christ, two graces do I ask of thee before I die; the first, that in my lifetime I may 
feel, as far as possible, both in my soul and body, that pain which thou, sweet Lord, didst endure 
in the hour of thy most bitter Passion; the second, that I may feel in my heart as much as possible 
of that excess of love by which thou, O Son of God, wast inflamed to suffer so cruel a Passion for 
us sinners. 

 
This 14th century account provides the most detail on the stigmata, and while indicating 

that no one saw them at first, it does specify Leo as a special confidant, as he is the friar 

given the task of cleaning the wounds:  

                                                
552 Quoted in Jennifer N. Brown, “The Chaste Erotics of Marie d'Oignies and Jacques de Vitry,”  Journal of the History of Sexuality, 
Vol. 19, No. 1, January 2010), 89-90. 
553 Yarom, Body, Blood and Sexuality, 19.  
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And thus the hands and feet appeared pierced through the midst by the nails, the heads whereof  
were seen outside the flesh in the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet, and the points of the  
nails stood out at  the back of the hands, and the feet in such wise that they appeared to be twisted 
and bent back upon themselves, and the portion thereof that was bent back upon themselves, and 
the portion thereof that was bent back or twisted stood out free from the flesh, so that one could 
put a finger through the same as through a ring; and the heads of the nails were round and black. 
In like manner, on the right side appeared the image of an unhealed wound, as if made by a lance, 
and still red and bleeding, from which drops of blood often flowed from the holy breast of St 
Francis, staining his tunic and his drawers. And because of this his companions, before they knew 
the truth from himself, perceiving that he would not uncover his hands and his feet, and that he 
could not set the soles of his feet upon the ground, and finding traces of blood upon his tunic when 
they washed it, understood of a certainty that he bore in his hands and feet and side the image and 
similitude of our Lord Jesus Christ crucified....[H]e made choice of Brother Leo, for his great 
purity and simplicity, to whom he revealed the whole matter, suffering him to touch and dress his 
wounds.554

 
  

 It is possible that more than one event led to the saint’s bearing all five wounds; 

perhaps some telling event on Mount Verna was later compounded to imbue added 

meaning. While it can be inferred that Francis would have chosen to mark himself 

according to the Gospel tradition, that need not necessarily be the case. If he felt the 

feminine was the access point to the divine, as the literature suggests he believed, then it 

is plausible that he would have targeted his masculinity on Mount Verna, resulting 

perhaps in the painful “side-wound.” In De Celano’s Vita, this enduring injury is 

reportedly revealed to no one while Francis lived, excepting Brother Elias (“who did 

merit somehow to see the wound”) and in a way to Brother Rufino, who “accidentally” 

touches the wound inside Francis’s habit.  

 The hypothesis is not as extreme as it might appear, especially in light of the lurid 

stories in the popular imagination at the time, including the ascetic excesses of other 13th-

century mystics, as well as the forced castration of Abelard decades before and its self-

reported happy spiritual consequences. The Council of Nicea had long before prohibited 

voluntary castration for priests, but Francis was not a priest, and the self-mortifications 

considered here need not have gone that far in any event. Origen, according to Church 

                                                
554 Heywood, Fioretti, Chapter 53. 
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historian Eusebius, was driven to read literally the text of Matthew 19:12: “For there are 

eunuchs who were born that way, and there are eunuchs who have been made eunuchs by 

others—and there are those who choose to live like eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom 

of heaven.” Some scholars dispute that the exegetically minded Origen would make such 

an error; in the case of Francis, as his devotion to nakedness attests, literalism seems to 

have been more of the rule.  

 Such a suggestion does not yet explain the nail marks on the saint’s hands and 

feet. Perhaps they were self-inflicted on Mount Verna as well, or administered after the 

retreat. (They are black and circular, as if the nails are still inside, pushing the skin 

outward; thus, excepting the Fioretti’s late and rather lurid description above, they seem 

to have the character more of burns than of holes.) It is also possible, it must be admitted, 

that they never were at all. They are not depicted in the oldest portrait of Francis, the 

fresco at Subiaco, in the chapel dedicated to Gregory the Great. This fresco was painted 

in 1228,555

                                                
555 Colum Hourihane, ed., Grove Encyclopedia of Medieval Art and Architecture, Vol. 2 (Oxford University Press, 2012), 608. See 
Appendix, Figure 19.  

 but it is associated with the saint’s visit to Subiaco, and it may be that the 

image is intended to evoke the Francis of 1223. If indeed Francis did choose his retreat 

on Mount Verna to close the gender gap in such a decisive way, his leniency in 

permitting a woman, Jacopa, into his presence under such intimate circumstances begins 

to be far more understandable. Furthermore, the self-inflicted nature of the wounds in this 

scenario explains the relative lack of curiosity about them at the time of De Celano’s 

earlier Vita.  Remembrance has been revised to tell a different story: in Chapter 98, 

Francis does not merely demur from showing and commenting on his wounds, he is 

downright hostile about it, telling a brother asking him to explain the marks on his feet to 
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“mind [his] own business,” and responding with the “evil eye” when he’s asked whose 

blood is all over his tunic. In Chapter 100, Rufino—evidently the same brother referred to 

in Chapter 98—succeeds in seeing the wound through a “pious strategy” of offering to 

wash Francis’s bloody clothing: “He alone saw [the wound] during Francis’s life,” De 

Celano concludes. “None of the others saw it until after his death.”556

 By the time the Holy Considerations of the Stigmata are added to the Fioretti (in 

the late 14th century), Rufino is still credited with the “pious strategy” from the earlier 

narrative, and now he is said to have seen the wound multiple times, including the time 

he touched it. Peter Catanio is also named as a witness, as are Brother Leo and “many 

other brothers,” along with “several cardinals,” Saint Bonaventure and Lady Jacopa, 

“who saw and kissed them several times both before and after his death,”

  

557

 He rarely washed his hands completely. He would only wash his fingers, so as not to allow those  
 standing  nearby to see his wounds. He washed his feet very infrequently, and no less secretly than  
 rarely...He [wore] woolen socks so his feet would not be seen...And while [he] was not able to  
 hide completely the stigmata on his hands and feet from his companions, he was vexed if someone  
 stared at them.

 despite 

Francis’s efforts to keep them under wraps. This “hiding” of the wounds is an anomaly, 

given the high-profile nudity that marks the rest of the Franciscan corpus, and it 

represents a decisive change in the saint’s character: 

558

Despite these provisions, “Divine Providence,” according to the author, had guaranteed 

that the more visible wounds would sooner or later be seen by all.  Not so the side-

wound, which Francis takes exquisite pains not to reveal from the beginning. In fact, the 

very obviousness of the wounds on his hands and feet tends to suggest there may have 

originally been one wound only, or at least one wound that mattered. Consider what De 

 
 

                                                
556 De Celano's Remembrance, in Armstrong, Francis Trilogy, 336. In the older text, Brother Elias’s confirmation of the wounds gives 
him special status.   
557 “Consideration IV,” in H. Morse Stephens, Fioretti (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner and Company, Limited, 1905), 214-6.  
558  De Celano's Remembrance, Chapter 98 in Armstrong, Francis Trilogy, 253. 
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Celano originally wrote in Chapter 3 of the Vita about Francis’s privacy on the matter: 

Sadly, only a few merited seeing the sacred wound in his side during the life of the crucified  
servant of the crucified Lord. Elias was fortunate and did merit somehow to see the wound in his  
side. Rufino was just as lucky: he touched it with his own hands. For one time, when the same  
brother Rufino put his hand onto the holy man’s chest to rub him, his hand slipped, as often  
happens, and it chanced that he touched the precious scar in his right side. As soon as he had  
touched it, the holy one of God felt great pain and pushed Rufino’s hand away, crying out for the  
Lord to spare him. He hid those marks carefully from strangers, and concealed them cautiously  
from people close to him, so that even the brothers at his side and his most devoted followers for a  
long time did not know about them. Although the friend of the Most High saw himself adorned  
with such magnificent pearls, like precious stones, and  marvelously decorated beyond the glory 
and honor of all others, still his heart did not grow vain. He did not seek to use this to make 
himself appealing to anyone in a desire for vainglory. Rather in every way possible he tried to hide 
these marks, so that human favor would not rob him of the grace given him. He would never or 
rarely reveal his great secret to anyone. He feared that his friends would reveal it to show their 
intimacy with him, as friends often do, and he would then lose some of the grace given to him.  
 

Evidently for De Celano, the best recourse was to frame the out-of-character secrecy as 

evidence of Francis’s exceptional humility and bewilderment—a different Francis to be 

sure than the one both De Celano and Bonaventure indicate had no trouble back in 1205 

recounting the exact words spoken by the cross of San Damiano. Further, it would be 

unusual indeed for one’s closest associates not to notice recurrent fresh wounds on the 

hands and feet, whatever precautions were taken. On the other hand, if there is a single 

wound only, and that wound carries a profound personal and spiritual significance, one 

that could even be dangerous to the integrity of the Order, then indeed even the 

perennially disrobing Francis might have kept his habit on.  

 While modern-day psychoanalysts never had the chance to address Francis, both 

Brintnall and Yarom each discuss more modern cases in which an individual’s 

association with Christ is deeply embedded in his experience as a wounded child. Yarom 

cites a 1942 case in which a man’s bleeding hands led to this diagnosis: “the symbolic 

use of the stigmatization was a representation of castration...The stigmata of the patient 
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happened to be another expression of his self-castrating impulse.”559

 the patient’s association with Christ—specifically the suffering and abuse—indicates a longing for  
 the sexual affection and attention of the father and father-surrogates...a “masochistic fantasy” that  
 obscures its “transgressive veneer”... connected to the patient’s...resentment and jealousy that God  
 the Father is a better erotic partner to Christ the Son than is his father to him.

 Brintnall, 

meanwhile, observes of an entirely different subject that  

560

 
 

Both cases parallel aspects of Francis on Mount Verna, but in each one, the displacement 

of earthly and heavenly father is, first, less overt than in Francis’s case—while the de-

masculating imperative manifests, if this theory is at all valid, far more overtly for the 

saint. The argument is that Francis has to some degree engaged, yet again, in self-

mutilation on Mount Verna, albeit in a more extreme way than before. Leaving aside the 

less egregious wounds on his extremities, the “side-wound” is a bad injury, one that hurts 

and bleeds evidently well after the fact.  

 An enduring trauma of that nature suggests either that its cause is recurrent (i.e. 

that Francis is its source), or that it is associated with a medical condition that would 

produce spontaneous bleeding and pain in the abdomen. Purpura is bloody, for the 

thinned skin breaks often over the bruises—but it is not especially painful. Leprosy is 

painful, but involves far less bleeding, and when it finally does affect the hands and feet, 

it does so in a very different way than these passages suggest. In fact, given the 

corroboration of the historical biographers on certain details of his suffering, the etiology 

of Francis’s condition, as far as can be determined, might suggest gangrene, where 

bleeding and pain are both pronounced. Gangrene typically starts in the extremities, areas 

prone to poor circulation. Fournier’s gangrene, a gas gangrene that presents much like 

today’s flesh-eating bacteria, manifests in injured or infected male genitalia, then travels 

                                                
559  Yarom, Body, Blood and Sexuality, 19 (on Needles, 1942). 
560  Brintnall, Male Body in Pain, 87. 
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up the abdominal wall. Incidence is rare, though causes are many (and historically there 

have been around 1800 cases of it, some dating back to the Biblical period). Among other 

possibilities, it can originate in infection associated with the urogenital region, such as 

from self-inflicted trauma (hence the suggestion above that Francis’s agency could be “in 

part”). It is fatal untreated, and usually requires extensive removal of dead tissue. But 

until the modern era, cauterization would have been the standard prescription, and might 

temporarily have sufficed.  

 In Chapter IV of De Celano’s second book of the Vita, he reports that “during this 

same period” Francis’s eye issues (now widely regarded as ophthalmia) led Brother Elias, 

chosen as Francis’s “mother” in monastery parlance, to demand that he receive medical 

cauterization of the eyes to arrest the spread of the condition. The only other friar present 

for the treatment was Elias himself. This story is never disputed by any of the historical 

commentators, nor are its results ever pictured, not by a single work of art representing 

Francis after his experience on La Verna. Indeed, the only reporter of the cauterization (in 

which, as noted above, molten iron was applied from his “ear to his eyebrow”), and the 

apparent source for De Celano’s fourth chapter, was Elias himself, specifically in his 

Letter on the Passing of St. Francis, which he is said to have written to alert the entire 

order of the founder’s death. This letter purportedly described the cauterization procedure 

(and Francis’s observation that he felt no pain during it), along with the shocking 

restoration of Francis’s face in death to its previous tranquility and smoothness. It also 

gave Elias’s eyewitness account of the miracle of the stigmata, “a sign that has never 

been heard of since the dawn of time.”561

                                                
561 Armstrong, FA:ED Vol 2, 19. 

 The original letter has never been found, though 

it exists in a “reconstituted” form created by William Spoelberch in the 17th century. 
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 In short, and if true, at the time of Francis’s death in 1228, the only brother to 

claim to have seen the stigmata562 is also the only brother in a position to know precisely 

what symptoms the cauterization procedure was intended to correct. His is the only 

historical record of Francis’s face after the procedure,563 a face he claims was completely 

restored at death.564

The Messenger 
 

 Even without taking into account the problematic nature of Elias’s 

relationship with the order by the time Bonaventure’s Vita was published, it matters that 

such a compromised account serves as the vital nexus between two conflicting narratives. 

What then can be said definitively about what Francis became on Mount Verna, or what 

he learned? How exactly did this event come to be regarded as the zenith of his mystical 

progression, as Bonaventure imagines it to be?  

Just then, suddenly, there leapt upon the earth a new man... (Thomas de Celano, Treatise on Miracles, Ch. I) 
 

 Bonaventure’s exegesis of Francis’s mystical ascent spirals out into a series of 

discrete visions weaving Gospel revelations into his own priorities for the Franciscan 

order in that period. As for Francis, he has “reached the summit of Gospel perfection.”565 

For De Celano, in Treatise on the Miracles, written about a decade earlier, the miracle of 

the stigmata confirms and consecrates Francis, “who so wonderfully excelled in love of 

the Cross,” as one now and forever inseparable from it—a union that calls the entire order 

to dispense once and for all with “ambiguity”: indeed, “If only the many members were 

joined in that same seraphic love to Christ their head!”566

                                                
562 Rufino only felt the wound and made Francis cry out; Leo's awareness, at first, extends only to the “autograph” given him during 
the retreat. Years later, in the Fioretti (Ch. 53, qtd above] his witness extends to mystical shafts of light enveloping Francis during his 
vision and to cleaning the wounds. 

  These interpretations of the 

563 The letter of Brother Elias is discussed in Armstrong, FA:ED, Volume II (The Founder). Armstrong, Augustine Thompson and 
many others belive it is likely a forgery of the 1250s. But there are those, like Schmucki and Vauchez, who maintain its authenticity.  
564 For more on the Letter on the Death of Francis, see Adrian House, Francis of Assisi (Paulist Press, 2003), FA:ED II, 485-7, and 
Thompson 266. 
565 Cousins, Bonaventure's Vita, Chapter 13, 150. 
566 De Celano, Treatise, Chapter 2, 321-2. 
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saint’s transcendent revelation may well have saved the order from schism and ruin. But 

neither of them is Francis’s interpretation, nor are they especially consistent with the 

message he was preaching all along, in all his vehement poverty, eccentric affectations, 

poetry, music and minstrelsy. He is in fact a “new man” when he returns from Mount 

Verna—or more correctly, a new creation. 

 From a theological perspective, the person of Francis, by way of the encounter 

with the Seraph, is imaginally fused with that of Christ; psychoanalytically, as we have 

seen, he has become the Divine Feminine, charged with hastening all creation into 

universal rebirth. But for Francis himself, whose manner of reading the world positions 

him directly between the Lacanian Real and Symbolic, he has literally driven his original 

self entirely into abeyance, and in that remainder, that homunculus, constructed a new 

order of being. This, De Certeau writes, is the hallmark of mystical transcendence:  

The destruction of human dignity is also the beginning for the mystics[, though] this corruption, 
which signs the subject and is often accompanied by the theatricalization of his body (wounds, 
infections, etc.), is unbearable…and always disclaimed by humanist interpreters. [Says] Gottfried 
Benn, the “Stigmatized self” is the locus of breakdown and decomposition where “faith” arises.567

 
 

Thus when Bonaventure writes that the “angelic man came down the mountain,” or that 

Francis’s outward signs testify to his being “the second Angel ascending from the rising 

of the sun,”568 or when Cowan claims he “embodied an angelic function” by providing for 

Clare “confirmation that there might exist a sympathy between the invisible and the 

visible, the spiritual and the sensible,”569

                                                
567 DeCerteau, Heterologies, 43. 

 they are dealing largely in mere semantics—yet 

not that far off the mark. Francis has already offered us a glimpse of his methodology, in 

his Letter to the Faithful, when he unites Mothers and Fathers, Brothers and Sons, 

according to the essences of their nature. But Francis does not identify himself as a 

568 Cousins, Bonaventure's Vita, Chapter 13, 149 and 150. 
569 Cowan, Francis, 62. 
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“Subject” in any of these unions: he has made of himself the Absolute object, without 

gender, without sexuality. He is the material into which punishment and grace and all 

manner of love—filial, maternal, fatherly—will be measured out. He will batter his flesh 

into submission, batter it into oblivion, mark himself with the finality of the stigmata, and 

become a new being, something non-human, beyond flesh, angelic.  

 It is not the first time Francis has read St. Paul literally, with a view to bridging 

the Real and the Symbolic. The passage evoked this time is 1 Cor. 15:50-52 :  

What I am saying, brothers and sisters, is this: flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, 
nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable. Listen, I will tell you a mystery! We will not all 
die, but we will all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the 
trumpet will sound, and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed.570

For Francis, his encounter with the Seraph reveals the limit of the human and the corrupt-

ible, and the embarkation point where Spirit and untethered potentiality begins. In the 

immateriality of the promise of the angelic order, in his own approximation of the post-

Resurrection body, he finds an access point to perfection as a human being. Vauchez, 

evoking Bonaventure, says something similar: “Thus is Francis, who was not a saint like 

all others, raised above humanity in order to accede to eschatological status: ‘Charged 

with mission like the angel, wholly burning with the fire with which the seraphim were 

burning, carried like a chariot of fire after having climbed all the rungs of holiness, he 

came to us with the spirit and power of Elijah.’”

  
 

571 But Bonaventure’s angel, here again, 

is not Francis’s. Neither is Francis’s particular definition of angel especially encountered 

in the Scripture or in Christian theology (nor in Islam, where angels assume more diverse 

functions, but are defined in a manner roughly parallel to Christianity).572

                                                
570 This genderless aspect is attested in Mark 12.25 (“For when they rise from the dead, they neither marry nor are given in marriage, 
but are like angels in heaven”)—but Paul's letter is probably earlier chronologically.  

  

 

571 Vauchez, Saint Francis of Assisi, 198 (quoting Bonaventure's “Prologue” to the Vita). 
572 Neither Meister Eckhart's definition nor Thomas Aquinas's would have worked for Francis; both found the human soul superior.  
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 Instead, the creative potential Francis seeks to unlock by a transposition of sorts 

into the angelic order is rather reminiscent of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s Perfect Man, which is 

decidedly not an “angel” at all, according to Christianity or Islam. Consider William 

Chittick’s assertion that,  

as the model of human possibility, the Perfect Man represents the individual who has traversed the 
circle of exis-tence, reached the station of Two-Bows’ Length, and returned to his origin, the 
Reality of Realities. Standing  in the Station of no Station, he is he/not he, eternal/newly arrived, 
Infinite/finite. He alone functions as God’s viceregent or representative, the intermediary between 
God and creation…precisely the role for which Adam was created.573

 
  

The parallels are in some ways even plainer when al-Qunawi, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s designated 

heir, takes up the thought, locating within the Perfect Man “the barzakh between 

Necessity and possibility, the mirror that brings together in its essence and level the 

attributes and properties of Eterntiy and new arrival....He is the intermediary between the 

Real and creation.”574

                                                
573 Chittick, “Ibn al-ʿArabī,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. 

 Both Ibn al-ʿArabī and Francis look to the body as the portal to 

truths of the cosmos, but Francis has planned all along to reveal the supreme fragility of 

its shell, then break it open, releasing the spirit toward the union it makes possible. This 

is the logic underscoring the ultraphysicality of his mysticism, and the troubadour’s 

conflation of desperate frustration and boundless joy. Here, too, Francis is the un-saying 

of the Shaykh. By in some way un-gendering himself, he makes himself the inside-out of 

the complementarity that fuels Ibn al-ʿArabī’s entire cosmological system. While Ibn al-

ʿArabī consecrates the two genders in the service of his unique paradigm of divine love—

albeit in a manner that tends to foreclose creativity within gender and sexuality—Francis 

ultimately forecloses all of them, if not for the world then for himself as mystic seeker, in 

pursuit of a “perfected” condition that is sexless, androgynous, angelic.  

 

574  Al-Qunawi, Kitāb al-fukūk, 248 (quoted in Chittick, “Ibn al-ʿArabī,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy). 
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 Ultimately, it might appear that Franciscan mysticism is essentially a poetical, 

nonsystematic process of challenging the flesh and radically engaging with the world by 

renouncing all claims of ownership upon it. It might appear that an organizing principle, a 

systematic apparatus, is lacking in Francis’s original conception, and must be supplied by 

the likes of Bonaventure or generations of commentators after him. But the organizing 

system has been there all along, nearly simultaneous with the vision of the crucified 

Seraph. It is contained in Francis’s “Canticle of the Creatures,” the song of praise he 

composed while recuperating at San Damiano (whether from the cauterization of his 

eyes, or of his “side-wound,” or both).  

 The entire “Canticle” appears in the Appendix (Figs. 14 and 15). It is essentially a 

song of praise, opening with glory to God for things too wonderful to be reduced to 

speech; then it praises the divine through all of creation—through it, not for it: first of all 

through “Brother Sun,” then “Sister Moon,” then “Brothers Wind and Air,” which sustain 

all that God has made; next through “Sister Water,”  “Brother Fire” and “Mother Earth.” 

Only at that point are human beings specifically enumerated in the hierarchy of the 

“creatures,” and three categories of humans only: “those who forgive for love of You... 

those who endure sickness and trial [and]...those who endure in peace.” The last stanza, 

added as Francis himself was dying, praises God through “Sister Bodily Death.” Thus the 

song extols the virtues not of “creatures” (as most tend to read that word) but of the 

elements, the animating essences that constitute the substratum of creation. Popular 

sentiment, fusing the song with well-known stories from Franciscan literature, tends to 

imagine that it is a prayer of thanks for bunnies, birds and sheep, lepers, babies and 

wolves. But it is nothing of the kind. It praises God through the essential, life-sustaining 
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elemental spirits without which nothing that is could possibly endure. In other words, in 

processing his own mystical experiences, Francis operates as pure spirit, addressing God 

through the medium of other bodiless spirits. Not even humans are present in the song in 

flesh—they are evoked in their capacity to forgive, to persevere, to preserve peace.  

 Rudolf Otto’s observation that the poem is “permeated by the spirit of the 

troubadour,” then, is partly true—not because the troubadour sings of romantic love for 

an inattainable object, but because the troubadour distances himself so profoundly from 

the Beloved that he is vile and meaningless alongside her glory. Francis saw his 

embodied self as a worm, evoking Psalm 22.6 (“I am a worm and no man”) in his Letter 

to the Faithful, and he even apparently showed kindness to worms, recognizing a kind of 

kinship with them.575 In other words, the dynamic that frames the “Canticle” operates 

according to the theme of Lordship intimated in troubadour poems, not necessarily 

according to the theme of courtly love. It is the song of the object seeking its Subject, the 

servant longing for and finally discovering a Master. This is precisely the reading, 

incidentally, that Vauchez assigns to the Sacred Exchange, pointing out that its terms are 

ultimately not nuptial at all, but more like an economical contract between parties in a 

service relationship, especially between “Lord and Servant.”576 So it is not too strange to 

see that theme evoked again in the “Canticle,” in the enumeration of the divinely 

produced spirits that animate the cosmos. Francis has foreshadowed it before, and for that 

matter so has Ibn al-ʿArabī, who also saw servanthood and creation as the relationship at 

the crux of the divine names; this is the “correlation dependency” that lifts the Names far 

beyond the realm of the merely metaphorical.577

                                                
575 Gobry, Saint Francis of Assisi, 247. 

 Each of the names bespeaks Being, just 

576 Vauchez, Saint Francis of Assisi, 165. 
577 Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying, 94. 
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as it does in the “Canticle.” Francis locates himself among those relationships, but on the 

side of the vivifying spirit that makes them procreative. He is the angelic intermediary. 

 The interpretive stance most accommodating to Franciscan spirituality might be 

perceived to be that of George Bataille, considering the centrality of erotic suffering to 

Bataille’s “atheistic” mysticism. But in a curious way, Francis transcends the human flesh 

Bataille glorifies; he sheds his skin, as it were, on Mount Verna, aligning himself instead 

with the “angelic” as defined by Luce Irigaray, and first proposed by Lacan himself. The 

operations implied by his sexuation formula are not especially intuitive, but in plotting 

the ways Francis has continually realigned himself with “the feminine” in his language 

and in the use of his flesh, it would appear that the saint does indeed offer one example of 

how a man might orient himself toward a feminine jouissance. 

An enormously tangled set of issues…emerges, and… Irigaray took up this challenge, linking 
femininity to questions of being and language. And angels. For Lacan remarks on the strangeness” 
of this feminine mode of being: it is ´etrange, Lacan says, playing on the word for “angel” (ˆetre 
ange means “to be an angel”), this mode of being which falls outside the grasp of the proposition 
(“it is . . .”). We cannot say that “it is” or “it exists,” just like that, because it does not all belong to 
the domain of symbolic predication, and yet, this same impasse in symbolization means that we 
cannot say “it is not” or it “does not exist” (or indeed that “there is only one libido”). Beyond the 
“yes” and “no” of the signifier, beyond symbolic predication and knowledge (is/is not), this mode 
of being, presented through the Other jouissance, would thus be like God, or perhaps (peut-ˆetre – 
a possible-being) more like an angel. Thus, as Lacan suggests, and as Irigaray also notes, though in 
a very different way, the question of feminine sexual-ity may well entail a theology and an 
ontological challenge in which the law of the father is not the whole truth. “It is insofar as her 
jouissance is radically Other that woman has more of a relationship to God.”578

 
 

Lacan indicates that mystics are predisposed to achieving this result, and elsewhere he 

seems to share Freud’s assessment that the mystic is finally a hysteric. Perhaps it is the 

nature of the neurotic, who appears in analysis as the “divided subject,” his “truth” 

aligned with desire as opposed to jouissance, that presents this option. Francis’s spiritual 

path is not the one most would choose to travel, but in the context of “those hidden truths 

                                                
578 Charles Sheperdson, “Lacan and Philosophy” in Jean-Michel Rabaté, ed., Cambridge Companion to Lacan (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 139-140. The ending lines recall Lacan's Seminar XX, 83. 
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which he represents in his own flesh” he is like those described by Diane Rabinovich in 

her essay on the Lacanian clinic: he forecloses an “absolute jouissance” in order to permit 

access to the Name-of-the-father—the Symbolic father—who displaced the Imaginary 

one Francis disowned long ago in Assisi.579

 Thus according to his spiritual terms, Francis attains something impossibly Real 

vis-à-vis the reality the rest of the world embraces. “[B]etween knowledge and reality,” 

Luce Irigaray writes in An Ethics of Sexual Difference, “there is an intermediary that 

allows for the encounter and the transmutation or transvaluation between the two.”

 Furthermore, even if the Stigmata has nothing 

to do with a literal self-mutilation, a Symbolic castration is exactly its effect—and this is 

precisely how, Lacan would argue, the Real father shows himself.   

580 Her 

lyrical discussion of the angelic function finds an example in Eros, a “daimon” between 

mortal and not: “Like all that is daimonic, love is complementary to gods and to men in 

such a way as to put everything in touch with itself. A being of middle nature is needed 

so that men and gods can enter into relations, into conversation.”581

Luce Irigaray, following a Lacanian lead, asks whether the masculine sex is the “one” sex, 
meaning not only “the one and only,” but the one that inaugurates a quantitative approach to sex. 
“Sex” in her view is neither a biological category nor a social one (and is thus distinct from 
“gender”), but a linguistic one that exists, as it were, on the divide between the social and the 
biological. “The sex which is not one” is thus femininity understood precisely as what cannot be 
captured by number. Other approaches insist that transgender is not exactly a third gender, but a 
mode of passage between genders, an interstitial and transitional figure of gender that is not 
reducible to the normative insistence on one or two.

 In Francis’s mysti-

cism, such “conversations” bond orders of being, relationships of becoming and trans-

forming, where such terms are understood on an elemental level, beyond the aesthetics of 

change, so that dying and corrosion is just as magnificent as birth and proliferation.  

582

 
 

                                                
579 Diana Rabinovich, “What is a Lacanian Clinic?” in The Cambridge Companion to Lacan, Jean-Michel Rabaté, ed. (Cambridge 
University Press, 2003), 217.  
580 Irigaray, Ethics, 21. 
581 The example of Eros turns irresistible when Irigaray reminds us of his bloodline, which is rather familiar: “His parentage is 
exceptional: he is the child of Plenty (who is the son of Invention) and of Poverty [sic emphasis].” Irigaray, Ethics, 22-3. 
582 Judith Butler, Undoing Gender, 43.  
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 There is little doubt that, for Francis, obviating sexual difference (and preference) 

is as critical to his mystical progression as it is, clearly, for Irigaray in laying a foundation 

for her ethics. Whatever eccentricities delivered him to this moment, he has arrived at the 

un-incarnated erotics (or, in his case, disembodied) where Irigaray’s ruminations begin. 

The consequences of the nonfulfillment of the sexual act remain, and there are many. To take up  
only the most beautiful, as yet to be manifest in the realm of time and space, there are angels. 
These messengers who never remain enclosed in a place, who are also never immobile. Between 
God, as the perfectly immobile act, man, who is surrounded and enclosed by the world of his 
work, and woman, whose task would be to take care of nature and procreation, Angels would  
circulate as mediators of that which has not yet happened, of what is still going to happen, of what  
is on the horizon. Endlessly reopening the enclosure of the universe, of universes, identities, the  
unfolding of actions, of history. The angel…unceasingly passes through the envelope(s) or 
container(s), goes from one side to the other, reworking every deadline, changing every decision, 
thwarting all repetition. Angels destroy the monstrous, that which hampers the possibility of a new 
age: they come to herald the arrival of a new birth, a new morning.583

 
 

 On the other side of Francis’s mystical experience in that territory where human 

ends and divine begins, which is the angelic realm, the saint is compelled to return from 

his spiritual state to the profoundly broken form he yet inhabits—becoming in the 

aftermath of Mount Verna “angel and body...found together,” which is the way Irigaray 

identifies the point of origin for the kind of sexual ethics she wants to see in a world yet 

to be constructed.584 This is not the harmonious complementarity found in Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 

mysticism, although the language is rather close at times. “These swift angelic 

messengers who transgress all enclosures [and] tell of the passage between the envelope 

of God and that of the world as micro- or macrocosm”585

                                                
583 Irigaray, Ethics, 15-16. 

 do echo in part the 

interrelatedness that is the essence of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s Perfect Man. And where there is a 

creative coincidence, in the authentically Franciscan model, it is not “opposites” per se 

that meet there, but all variants—“sisters,” “brothers,” “mothers,” “fathers” and “sons.” 

The medium of their coincidence is spiritual, and whatever biological byproduct 

584 Ibid., 17. 
585 Ibid. 
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manifests, pure spirit is its herald and its agent, as signified by the Stigmata that preserves 

his own violent imprinting with the mirror-image of the Crucified Seraph. 

Opposites Distract 

 At the risk of deviating from the subject at hand, it is worth noting that when 

Bonaventure’s variety of Franciscan mysticism is paralleled to Ibn al-ʿArabī’s, overlaps 

emerge, starting with the priority assigned to the coincidence of opposites. Bonaventure’s 

Journey of the Soul Toward God (Itinerarium Mentis in Deum) provides a comprehensive 

schematization of Francis’s vision on Mount Verna. Historically his is the voice of the 

Order credited with easing some of the divisive tensions between the “spiritualist” 

Franciscans (who saw themselves as charged with revitalizing radical Franciscan poverty 

for a “new age” grounded in the Holy Spirit) and the so-called Conventuals (whose 

priorities were starting to mirror those of the Augustinians and Dominicans). In his 1978 

analysis of Bonaventure and the Coincidence of Opposites, Ewert Cousins describes how 

Bonaventure ingeniously weaves the coincidentia oppositorum through every aspect of 

the Franciscan ascent. Two pairs of opposites fuel the system—the one and the many in 

the Trinity, and the maximum/minimum in Christ as Logos. As the “middle person” of 

the Trinity, Christ mediates between the opposing pair of “the Father’s unbounded 

[active] creativity” and “the Spirit’s pure [passive] receptivity.”586

Hence for Bonaventure the Trinity is the archetype of maximum creativity which is realized by the  
consubstantial production of opposites and not in an infinite series of divine persons or of 
subordinated emanations within the realm of creatures. Thus the dynamism of this archetype is 
calculated by its capacity to produce opposites to the maximum degree and not by its ability to 
produce successive instances that can be counted arithmetically. Within this dynamic archetype 
the Son is the center, for in and through him the maximum coincidence of opposites is realized.

  

587

Bonaventure’s articulation of “the mystery of the Trinity” analogizes it to “a precious 
 

                                                
586 Ewert H. Cousins, “Chapter IV, The Trinity and Creation.” Bonaventure and the Coincidence of Opposites (Chicago: Franciscan 
Herald Press, 1978). 
587 Ibid. 
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gem which can be viewed from two sides: From one side it is the archetype of maximum 

productivity; from the other it is the archetype of the divine unity and plurality.” There 

are affinities between this approach and Ibn al-ʿArabī’s in Bezels of Wisdom, where the 

Divine Names are similarly faceted. Furthermore, Ibn al-ʿArabī, as he progresses through 

the prophetic archetypes, is for a time a “Christic” saint, and finally achieves the 

Muhammadan seal. Consider the parallel to Christ in Bonaventure’s mystical theology: 

When the Father generates the Son, he generates in the Son the archetypes of all he can make. As 
Bonaventure says: “The Father generated one similar to himself, namely the Word, co-eternal with 
himself; and he expressed his own likeness and as a consequence expressed all the things that he 
could make.” Thus the Father’s fecundity which expresses itself in the Word also produces in the 
Word the rationes aeternae of all that can be made....The Word is the basis of Bonaventure’s 
doctrine of exemplarism, for through their exemplaristic grounding in the Word, all creatures 
reflect God and lead man to God. The world is like a mirror reflecting God, a stained glass 
window in which the divine light is reflected in various colors, like a statue depicting God and a 
road leading to God. With great precision, Bonaventure divides creatures into various levels of 
representing God: shadow, vestige, image, and similitude.588

The logic of Bonaventure’s mysticism, its intellectualizing of the early ascent (and 

the limits of the intellect to reach where love and illumination take precedence) evokes 

aspects of the Shaykh’s framework, especially the epiphanic plateaus associated with an 

experience of waḥdat al-wujūd. In his “doctrine of exemplarism,” Bonaventure integrates 

Francis’s love for the totality of created things, demonstrating how the saint “experienced 

each creature as a unique expression of God’s fecundity”; how “[h]e rejoiced in the 

variety of creatures...admired the grandeur of the sun and the simplicity of an 

earthworm...reverenced each for its individuality, as expressing something unique about 

God.”

  
 

589

                                                
588 Ibid. 

 Thus Bonaventure arrives rationally where Francis did in his physical 

experiences, with all creatures “shadows reflecting God as their cause” and “vestiges of 

the Trinity, reflecting the divine power, wisdom, and goodness.” Rational men reflect the 

589 Ibid. 
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divine as “imago Dei” and “having him as their object in the depths of their memory, 

understanding, and will....In human knowledge, there is a coincidence of God and man, 

the unchangeable and the changeable, the infinite and the finite, the eternal and the 

temporal.” As for Christ, the Logos, “Entering into the opposites of evil and death, he 

brings forth life and restores to its primitive rectitude the fallen image in man. As 

Incarnate Word, Christ re-establishes man as Trinitarian image and with the Spirit brings 

him back to the unity of the Father.”590 That is new. The glory of the human person was 

not a distinctive theme in itself for the self-abnegating Francis at all; his works of 

compassion extended to all created things, without an abiding emphasis on humans.591  

 Yet at the end of his analysis of Bonaventure’s epistemology, Cousins pronounces 

him “typically Franciscan.” In broad strokes, history seems to agree: in a 2010 address, 

Benedict XVI spoke on Bonaventure’s “concept of history” in a lecture on “The Richness 

of the Word in Christ is Inexhaustible.” Praising Bonaventure for his “authentic” and 

“faithful” reading of Francis,592

 All of which is exactly what Francis’s own mysticism was positioning the seeker 

to realize. Bonaventure’s vision is gloriously Christ-driven—but the Cross, the 

 the Pope credited him with rescuing the Order from the 

dangerous threat of the spiritualists, who were perilously close to misinterpreting the 

founder’s humble fidelity to Gospel and Church, and instead envisioned him as the herald 

of a new community driven by the creativity of the Holy Spirit, one moving through the 

Crucified Christ into the embrace of the Seraph. 

                                                
590 Ibid. 
591 It is a huge theme in Bonaventure, as in Thomas Aquinas. During his 2010 lecture series, Pope Benedict XVI remarked that 
Thomas and Bonaventure had distinct theological priorities, “but it would be wrong to see a contradiction between these two 
positions.” (“Pope, at audience, contrasts St. Bonaventure with St. Thomas Aquinas,” Catholic World News [March 17, 2010]). 
That consistency probably saved the friars from historical erasure. But it is hard to imagine more disparate missions than 
Thomas's Scholasticism and the mysticism of Francis himself.  
592 “On St. Bonaventure's Concept of History: The Richness of the Word of Christ Is Inexhaustible,” Zenit.org (March 10, 2010). 
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Crucifixion, the crux of Francis’s mysticism is conspicuous in being elided out of the 

experience entirely. As for the radical human experience of poverty, the absolute 

sufferings that potentialize ecstasy and jouissance, the troubadour’s frustrated passions, 

the being-every-moment-towards-Sister Death “from whose embrace no living person 

can escape,” and above all, the final transcendence of the flesh that imprints the angelic—

all of these are relegated to trace elements in the mysticism called “Franciscan” once the 

“Seraphic Doctor” has finished his autopsy, and women have essentially vanished 

entirely. This is a curious ramification of Bonaventure’s appropriation of Francis’s 

mysticism. By “nullifying” gender, however he did it, Francis comes a good deal closer 

to embracing some of the pluralities and permutations modern scholars are making a 

priority today. On the other hand, Bonaventure’s scrupulous attention to pattern, 

completion, and the resolution of polarities (men and women, mind and body), reifies the 

notion of a fixed duality on that point as well (“And the word by which we recognize 

everything is two-fold...”).593

Obvious theological distinctions notwithstanding, these points of contact might 

arguably make reasonable and courteous interlocutors out of Bonaventure and Ibn al-

ʿArabī. But one suspects that the Shaykh and Saint Francis would have been far more 

fond of one another, and had more to talk about, starting with their demonstrable love for 

the created world (which is what led each of them to be accused of pantheism, something 

no one ever imputes to Bonaventure), and ending with gender, the glass of the mirror 

wherein each of them becomes the inversion of the other.  

  

                                                
593 It is no surprise, then, to find Bonaventure deploying the standard misogynistic metaphors for those pursuits he finds 
deleterious to intellectual discipline. Unrestrained curiosity, for example, “is like a prostitution of the human intellect, 
indiscriminately embracing any truth and committing adultery with it, because the first truth is the only bridegroom.” From 
Christopher M. Cullen, Bonaventure (Oxford University Press, 2006), 108. 
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CHAPTER 5: TWO POLES: THE SAINT AND THE SHAYKH 
 

Then He said to me, “Do not look at the existence of the Poles, but look at what is hidden in the negation, 
and then say whatever you like, that they are two, or that they are one.” (Ibn al-ʿArabī594

 
---------------------- 

) 

 
 To suggest that St. Francis was a man profoundly wounded, a perfect specimen 

for psychoanalysis, appears perhaps to demean his mystical theology and detract from his 

legacy; in fact it is that very fragility and vulnerability that is inseparable from his 

charisma and the devotion he inspired. After Francis’s death, Bonaventure kept the order 

together—but Bonaventure could never have created it in the first place, could never have 

embraced the radical, magnetic living-out of poverty that Francis achieved. The saint 

cherished by millions today is one sanitized and covered in theoretical bandages, but his 

13th-century injuries were real; they bled, they hurt and, in the context of his energy, 

passion and joy, they amazed. Particularly during his last few years, it must have been 

astonishing to see Francis preach. One might assume his parents would have been very 

proud to see their pazzo son so vindicated, yet they are never heard from them again after 

the public spectacle in Assisi. The vast majority of St. Francis scholars (almost all of 

them Franciscans) avoid speculation on the silence, but among the few who do address it, 

only one explanation is ever offered, a theory of surprising longevity given its lack of 

entirely reputable adherents. In a largely unremarkable 2004 biography, but one 

representative of those who put forth such a view, Lawrence S. Cunningham writes:  

Some scholars have tendered the suggestion that the family may have been Jewish by ancestry,  
a theory resting largely on the slender thread of evidence that early biographer Thomas de Celano  
seems to deprecate the Christian roots of the family and because Pietro was in the cloth trade and  
a reputed moneylender—common occupations of the Jews of the time. There is no consensus on 
this point, which is very much a minority opinion, asserted but hardly proved.595

                                                
594 Twinch and Beneito, Mashāhid al-Asrār, 92. 

 
 
 

595 Lawrence S. Cunningham, Francis of Assisi: Performing the Gospel Life (Grand Rapids: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2004), 4. 
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 Curiously, the suggestion made here does not reflect the argument’s actual basis. 

Rather, the central claim supporting this view is that Francis’s grandfather was the doge 

of Venice, Count Domenico Morosini (d.1156), whose son Pietro relocated briefly to 

Assisi, wed wife Pica, and died there, perhaps as early as 1206. This is a point first 

attested among observations made by a 17th-century bishop of Assisi, who discovered 

during a trip to Lucca an old manuscript recording how one of the Moriconi brothers left 

Lucca for Assisi, and had a son there, Pietro di Bernardone.596 Accordingly, Bernardone 

would be a descendant of the Moriconi, or Morosini, family line, Sephardic Jews of 

considerable wealth and power. It is an argument sporadically revisited, sometimes by 

those arguing for Jewish ancestry on Pica’s side (as in Michael Lechner’s remarkably 

unpopular My Beautiful White Roses, published in 1971, and never again597), or for an 

affinity between some of Francis’s practices and traditional Jewish customs (as in Jon B. 

Sweeney’s assertion that the “Blessing of the Animals” “originated in...[a] Jewish 

ceremony...often performed on the seventh day of Passover (in the spring), as a 

celebration of the Hebrews’ (and their animals’) emancipation from slavery in Egypt 

more than 3,000 years ago.”598 Evoking such a minority view here (rather than among the 

footnotes, where it is usually relegated, if not omitted entirely) is merely to suggest a 

further layer of complexity and fragmentation to the saint’s perspective on himself, and 

even a third alternative for what transpired on La Verna. Perhaps Francis’s punishing 

imitatio Christi was as much a case of reflecting Jesus’ circumcision as it was his 

crucifixion.599

                                                
596 Johannes Jørgensen and Thomas O'Conor Sloane, Francis of Assisi: A Biography (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1912), 8. 

 In any event, it was demonstrably a case of self-reinvention into something 

597 Michael Lechner, My Beautiful White Roses (Levittown, PA: The Smoketree Press, 1971).  
598 Jon B. Sweeney, “Blessing our Pets in the Spirit of Saint Francis...and Judaism?” Almost Catholic (October 22, 2009). Along with 
these are apocalyptic Websites for whom Morosini heritage of the historical Francis purportedly has dire implications for the papacy.  
599 Caroline Walker Bynum has pointed out that these wounds were sometimes conflated in the medieval art of the period, as in 
Malouel's Pietà (ca. 1400) with the Holy Trinity, where “the blood from Christ's side, flowing into his crotch, associates the  
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radically “other,” something De Celano never tires of reminding readers was profoundly, 

utterly “new.” 

For neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is anything; but a new creation is everything! As for 
those who will follow this rule—peace be upon them, and mercy, and upon the Israel of God. 
From now on, let no one make trouble for me; for I carry the marks of Jesus branded on my body. 
May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit, brothers and sisters. (Gal 6:14-18)600

 
 

The issue is not whether Francis was “sane,” though that seems crucial for some 

interpreters.601

Francis: Resting in (Sporadic) Peace 

 What he was, on the other side of La Verna, was unsexed, wholly and 

entirely other.   

Some of the specific circumstances surrounding Francis’s exceptional death and burial 

have been discussed, but the entire narrative is of value here. Julian of Speyer’s 

conservative revision of Thomas de Celano’s Vita usefully renders the account: 

Then he instructed the brothers to cover him with sackcloth and sprinkle him with ashes. Thus, 
with his sons standing around him and mourning, the holy father happily fell asleep in the Lord. 
One of them, a special follower of his, whose name is concealed because he did not wish to glory 
in such fame while he still living, saw that glorious soul, freed from the flesh, in the form of a 
great and radiant star rise straight to heaven as though borne over many waters, upon a small white 
cloud. No doubt, his flesh flailed like an ear of corn upon the threshing floor of this dire world, for 
with the chaff removed he, like purest grain, enters into the high king’s barn; when life was dead, 
about to triumph forever, he is joined to living bread, and drew supplies to feed from the granary 
of poverty, the famished throng of Christ lest on their journey they grow weak. And well was he 
seen to ascend over many waters in the form of a star, borne on a little white cloud! Claimed as 
one cleansed from the waters of earthly delight, he shone upon the multitude of peoples as much 
by his miracles as by his life and teaching. For people, as though blind, wandering in the wide way 
of perdition, for all those following him in bands he broadened the way of life, the bright way 
toward glory which previously was feared to have been narrowed to the few walking along it.... 
[T]he people of Assisi came together praising God with unanimous joy for He deigned to give 
them so great a remnant. There was great weeping by the sons for having had so great a father 
taken away, but, not long afterwards, this was changed into a song of joy! They saw a new thing 
that the Lord had made upon the earth; they saw, I say, a miracle worthy not of mourning but of 
cheering: the sacred body decorated with the marks of Christ. They gazed upon his limbs, once 

                                                                                                                                            
side-wound received at Crucifixion with the earlier wound received at the circumcision” (Bynum, Fragmentation, 89). See Appendix, 
Figure 26. 
600 Despite the Pauline precedent, skepticism about the side wound in particular was of course rampant. Even Gregory IX was 
suspicious of it, until Francis “appeared to him [spiritually] and asked that a vial be filled with blood from that wound.” This event, 
recorded in Bonaventure's Vita (87, No. 25) apparently ended the Pope's 13-year silence about the stigmata, punctuating the moment 
with three separate 1237 declarations in defense of the integrity of all five wounds.  
601 Chesterton writes, “The great saint was sane...He was not a mere eccentric because he was always turning towards the centre and 
heart of the maze; he took the queerest and most zigzag short cuts through the wood, but he was always going home” (St. Francis, 5). 
Yarom, too, despite the psychoanalytical thrust of her project and how frequently she describes his symptomatic hysteria, asserts that 
“Francis was not crazy in the clinical sense of the word” (Body, Blood and Sexuality 65). Whether there is a “clinical sense” of the 
word crazy is a different topic entirely.  

http://franciscantradition.org:8080/Joseng.html?loc=x8_20�
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diseased and rigid, now bending easily to the will of anyone touching them. His flesh, hard and 
dark till then, now shines white in its beauty as if it had regained boyhood softness and as if, to all 
appearances, it displayed a body glorified [by] the greatness of its honor. It was glorious to see in 
such white flesh the likeness of the print of nails—nails as in dark color, formed from his flesh, in 
the middle of his hands and feet; and his right side, red with sacred blood. His sons… kissed the 
marks of the most high King on their father. The night on which the saint died…was made solemn 
by the bright lights of a great multitude of people praising God until morning, when the entire 
commune of Assisi came together with those who had gatherem…from the surrounding areas.602

 Thus is the body of Francis glorified after death, deployed in the service of no 

fewer than four separate developing strands of Catholic tradition at one time. Foremost, 

Francis is now a cherished “remnant” for Assisi, a repository of relics of value beyond 

measure.

  
 

603 In the second place, for Thomas, Julian and other biographers, Francis’s 

glorious body post mortem testifies eloquently to the truth of the physical resurrection, 

the emphasis on material continuity that had been building to a crescendo since Late 

Antiquity.604 Thirdly, the miraculous apparition of the star heralds a new era in the 

Franciscan tradition that will be characterized by a profusion of intercessory miracle 

stories. Fourth, though Francis himself in life evidently said little (and wrote less) on the 

fledgling notion of Purgatory as dogma, he would become its adored spokesperson 

immediately upon his death. It is Bonaventure who fully integrates Purgatory, the 

cathartic purifying of the physical form in order to prepare it for entry into Paradise, into 

Franciscan spirituality,605

 At his tomb new miracles occur constantly 
 and, as the prayers increase, 

 but it is “Francis” himself who is its champion. 

 remarkable aid is given to body and soul. 
 The blind recover sight, the deaf regain hearing, 

                                                
602 Armstrong, The Life of Saint Francis by Julian of Speyer. FA:ED Vol. 1 (The Saint) 363-422. Note that the no-longer-extant Letter 
of Elias seems to have been integrated into the portion describing how St. Francis's flesh returned to its pure, boyish quality (Friar 
Elias, Epistola Encyclica de Transitu Sancti Francisci, 1226). According to Bonaventure's Vita of a few decades later, “Gazing 
sorrowfully at the stigmatized body of the saint, lying dead in this humble cell,” Friar Elias, Vicar, was inspired to write the moving 
letter to all the friars announcing Francis's death, “testifying to the shape of the corpse, its muscles and aspect and attitude” (135). 
603 As Bonaventure observes, “The brothers forgot their sadness at seeing the Stigmata, and the inhabitants of Assisi showed an 
indescribable joy at having their relic at last” (Vita, 160).  
604 Bynum's Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in Medieval Religion closes with an essay (239-
297) on the centrality of anxieties about material (bodily) continuance to the sometimes paradoxical tendencies in attitudes toward the 
body—as a site of sinfulness, pollution and shame, and as a locus for holiness and the confirmation of spiritual authority, as a 
freighted shell for the immortal, yearning soul, as well as an inseparable component of the authentic, sanctified self. 
605 And Bonaventure writes much on the subject. See “Bonaventure and the Last Things” in Jacques Le Goff, The Birth of Purgatory, 
250-6. 
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 the lame walk again, the mute speak, 
 those with gout jump, lepers are cleansed, 
 those with swelling see it reduced, 
 and those suffering the burden of many different diseases 
 obtain the relief for which they have longed. 
 His dead body heals living bodies, 
 just as when living it raised dead souls.606

 
 

 The funeral procession moves past San Damiano, permitting Clare and her sisters 

a final poignant farewell, and then through the city of Assisi to its temporary burial place. 

By Pentecost, 1230, the Lower Basilica designed by Brother Elias is finally ready to 

receive Francis’s remains. The location of his actual crypt is kept secret, out of fear that 

those seeking relics (such as the Perugian raiding party that crashed the earlier funeral) 

might discover it.607 Thus the official procession ends with an armed guard grabbing the 

body, dashing inside, bolting the doors and burying it in secret—and the secret is guarded 

so well that it takes an order from Pope Pius VII in 1818 to undo it.608

 The saint’s remains are authenticated under Pius VII in 1820—but the entire 

process of exhumation, examination, authentication and veneration begins anew under 

 A new crypt, 

constructed by order of Pius IX, calls for another exhumation of the remains and an 1850 

reburial, which at last permits visitors to the tomb. Not until 1932 are the bodies of 

Brother Rufino, Brother Angelo, Brother Maseo and Brother Leo moved from the Lower 

Basilica to Francis’s crypt.  

                                                
606 De Celano's Vita, Book 3, 290-1, FA:ED. 
607In fact, the Friars' success in protecting this particular body, according to Kathleen Biddick, has a seismic impact on the cult of 
the saints in Europe: 
   A palpable and corporeally referential world  of relics (bone, tooth, hair) and their complementary reliquaries, richly  
            fabricated into shapes mimicking the body part, was transformed into the painted surface of devotional panels. Such 
            panels had become increasingly  popular in Tuscany since the Crusader sack of Constantinople in 1204, which dissem-  
            inated Byzantine icons and Greek artists more widely in Italy. The impact of this deterritorialization of the cultic body to 
            the iconic painted surface can be gauged in the new Franciscan cult of St. Francis of Assisi, which developed rapidly after 
            his canonization in 1228. The cult did not rely on relics poached  from his corpse but rather on the fabrication of official 
            icons that represented both this sainthood and its material proof in the paint itself, representing the blood of the stigmata.  
            [From Biddick, “Coming Out of Exile: Dante on the Orient(alism) Express,” American  Historical Review (V105, N4, Oct 
            2000), 1234-1249.] 
608 “The body of Francis was buried in a tomb deep underground; the tomb was covered with stone and over the stone was placed 
the high altar in order to prevent theft of his relics. Francis’ tomb was inaccessible until 1818 when, after a 52-day search, the 
body of the saint was rediscovered” (from “Today in Catholic History: Saint Francis of Assisi Buried in Tomb of His Basilica,” 
Catholic Under the Hood (May 25, 2010). Sabatier confirms the point, noting that the brothers “concealed the body 
extraordinarily well” back in 1230. 
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Pope Paul VI in the 1970s, a decision made, according to the Encyclical Letter of Four 

Franciscan Ministers General, “out of a touch of nostalgy [sic] and love.”609

 Despite these recurring exhumations, “mysteries” associated with the tomb of 

Francis, and particularly with the curious contents of its reliquary, endure. A 1995 piece 

in the New York Times singled out several items for special focus—St. Francis’s tunic, 

girdle and sandals, the ostensible gift from the Sultan, two veils from Brother Jacopa, and 

Brother Leo’s Blessing among them.

 The 

enthusiasm for the retrieved relics that pervades this Letter is palpable, perhaps because 

Paul VI would die himself just five months later, or perhaps because the story of Francis 

remains fraught with enigma and unanswered questions, even after 750 years. Certainly 

that contributes to why, in 1987, Pope John Paul II ordered the relics exhumed yet again, 

this time expressly to be “scientifically investigated.”   

610

                                                
609 “On the Occasion of the Identification of the Body of the Seraphic Father,” Encyclical Letter of Four Franciscan Ministers 
General (March 1978), http://www.ewtn.com/library/MARY/FRANRELC.HTM. 

 But the greatest mystery of all, in light of the odd 

details of the deathbed visit of “Brother Jacopa,” is why those remains have apparently 

never been investigated in any of these visits. That Francis himself is the entombed saint 

was a fact authorized in 1818—but it is hardly the case that “Brother Jacopa’s” remains 

in this space is a given. Scholars are divided on her date of death, with one group arguing 

for 1273, at the same time or later than that of Brother Leo, who himself was not even 

buried in the actual crypt, which was ostensibly already inaccessible even to the Friars 

themselves. The four “early Brothers” are moved from the Lower Basilica in 1932, but 

the only references to Jacopa’s urn being moved along with them occur in a few scattered 

610 “Travel Advisory,” New York Times (November 5, 1995). Also on display: the original text of the Papal Bull with which Pope 
Honorius III approved the Rule of the Order (1223); a chalice and Eucharist dish used by the Friars; and an underskirt used by St. 
Francis during his final illness.  
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sources that give a death date of 1239 instead611—though the papacy did not permit 

Franciscans to bury lay members in their convents and churches until 1250612—or 

sometimes give no date at all. Although her noble status and the prominence of her 

family leave no doubt as to her historicity, she is not pictured in a single painting of 

Francis’s death.613

 It is plausible, if not likely, given the raft of historical inconsistencies pervasive in 

the account, that the urn does not contain the remains promised in its inscription—

undated—which reads “Fr. Jacopa de Septemsoli. Hic Requiescit Iacopa Sancta 

Nobilisque Romana.” In a similar vein, C. Frugoni argues in the provocatively titled 

“Francis and the Invention of the Stigmata” that the urn contains the ashes of Brother 

Elias, by then frater non gratus, but whose loving language about Francis in death (from 

his letter of 1226) is paralleled in the supposed testimony of Giovanni Frangipane 

 De Celano and the authors of the Assisi Compilation and the Fioretti 

are more than vague about when exactly Jacopa died and provide no detail on her burial. 

The early authors are also obscure with regard to the ages of the two sons she brought 

with her on her last visit, Giacomo and Giovanni, the latter of whom provides his 

eyewitness testimony for De Celano’s Treatise on Miracles (Chapter 6). The boys are 

portrayed as children, but historical evidence indicates both were already born by 1210, 

making them at least 16. Giacomo dies in 1230, while Giovanni, who never married, 

grows up to achieve infamy as the betrayer of teenage Conradin (Corradino), last of the 

Swabian house of Roger of Sicily, executed in 1268.   

                                                
611 A blog entitled “The Good Heart” by minister Harry Allagree, for example, which apparently took its cue from a Padre Pio fan site. 
Wikipedia, ever helpful, provides both dates, without explanation why.  
612 Le Goff, Saint Francis of Assisi, 124. 
613 This is demonstrably the case, though a few have opined that one of the Simone Martini paintings popularly said to represent Saint 
Clare is actually Jacopa, since the halo contains “seven suns” (sette soli). That painting, along with Martini's more famous and entirely 
uncontroversial portrait of Clare appear together in the Appendix, Figures 27 and 28 (respectively). They are plainly of the same 
pallid, aquiline woman, or else Martini is hardly deserving of his reputation.  
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(Jacopa’s son).614

 The saint’s basilica is constructed on a former execution site, which after his 

death is rechristened the “Hill of Paradise.” The earliest paintings of his death display 

only onlookers among the friars, except for the Verification of the Stigmata by the 

physician Jerome. Yet by the 19th century, Bruschi’s 1886 treatment shows a crowd of 

witnesses, male and female. The earliest accounts of his meeting with the Sultan empha-

size his rejection of gifts: today the “gifts” he received are displayed in his basilica; and 

the basilica itself, a vast, majestic construction, is the polar opposite of the unaffected 

Porziuncula or the primitive Carceri. His legacy has made of him his own inverse 

reflection, transmuting his radical Christian asceticism into something not Christian at all, 

as when James Cowan reads a Sufi parallel into the six-winged seraph, or when Idries 

Shah writes that the Franciscan organization (under Francis) was more like a dervish 

order, or that, “[i]n addition to Sufi ideas, legends and practices, Francis also retained 

many Christian aspects in his order,” as if the latter were incidental to his thought.

 The contents of the urn cannot reveal the relationship between Francis 

and their owner; testing these remains, male or female, cannot prove or disprove the 

nature of Francis’s desire, or the depth of his love for another human being. The most 

such an activity might achieve is to titillate or dismay many people at once. Unless, of 

course, the urn is empty. If empty, the urn could possibly help unlock the 800-year-old 

puzzle of Francis, and that would be well worth another investigation of the crypt.  

615

                                                
614 C. Frugoni, “Francis and the Invention of the Stigmata,” Burlington Magazine (137, No. 1109), 66 and 94, n. 82. 

  In 

time, Francis is reimagined by some, rightly or wrongly, as the most Islamic of Christian 

saints. Over the same centuries, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s legacy expands in a similar way, leading 

many Christians to see in his work a paradigm for interreligious dialogue.   

615 Idries Shah, “The Sufis and Saint Francis of Assisi” (Mysteries in the West, IV, Francis of Assisi). Excerpted from Idries Shah, The 
Sufis (New York: Doubleday & Company, 1964). 
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 Scholars like John V. Tolan (in Saint Francis and the Sultan) and André Vauchez 

(Francis of Assisi: The Life and Afterlife of a Medieval Saint) have profitably engaged 

with how Francis’s “afterlife” tends eventually to un-do the first one. And even in De 

Celano’s biographies, the deployment of Francis in the service of a theological point was 

already starting to undermine his actual priorities. Consider how De Celano treates the 

saint’s embodiment of mercy: “While he lived in the flesh, this great lover of the things 

of heaven held nothing of the world as his own, so that he could possess the greatest good 

of all more fully and more joyfully. For this reason he has become in all things what he 

did not want to be in few things, and has exchanged time for eternity. He helps everyone, 

everywhere. He is near to everyone, everywhere. Yet this lover of true unity is not 

divided by being shared.”616 This beautiful passage evokes the intercessory role of the 

angel, into which Francis essentially reinvented himself on La Verna. But it also 

subjugates Francis’s powerful and unique understanding of poverty—which was 

everything to him—to Catholic teaching on the Resurrection of the Body and on 

Purgatory, which were comparatively irrelevant to him. He himself never explicitly 

mentions the latter at all,617 nor do the miracle stories of De Celano’s Vita. But the 

Treatise on Miracles composed in the 1250s includes a series of stories in which 

Francis’s intercession raises the pious from the dead, often specifically to help them make 

penance. Armstrong, obtusely, cites Vauchez’s point about how the canonization process 

might have influenced the change in focus. But Francis was canonized 30 years earlier; it 

was the occasion for the first biography, which contains no miracles of this sort.618

                                                
616 De Celano's Vita, Book 3, 289. 

  

617 Not in the earliest biographies. Madeline L'Engle writes, in her “Introduction” to W. Heywood's Fioretti, that it's clear he believed 
in Purgatory, and that love of Jesus could move souls from there to Heaven. (xvi), but she  uses texts from the Fioretti (such as 
Chapter 50) to prove it, and some of these could be quite late. 
618 Armstrong, Francis Trilogy, 337n. 
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 More likely, such resurrection stories are intended to affirm the potential, for a 

saint—and therefore, obviously, for God—to re-vivify dead flesh. Material continuity, as 

Bynum has amply demonstrated, was an enormous issue for 13th- and 14th-century 

Christians, who were increasingly fixated on physical resurrection after death, as well as 

by Purgatory, which was first declared doctrine at the 1274 Council of Lyons. Not 

surprisingly, De Voraigne’s Golden Legend, completed around 1260, includes many such 

narratives.619

Meeting in Metaphor: Dante 

 Both of these—material continuity after death and a cathartic process that 

purifies the self of forgivable sins—come together most famously in the Divine Comedy 

of Dante Alighieri, written between 1308 and 1321; what’s more, Francis of Assisi and 

Ibn al-ʿArabī, for some scholars, come together there as well.  

 Since we have already established poetry as an appropriate species of barzakh in a 

mystical context, it might be intriguing to read representative works from each of these 

two perspectives—that of Francis and of Ibn al-ʿArabī—and explore where their 

interpretations poetically intersect, where perhaps they run parallel. But that is not 

possible, as evident in Chapter 2, given the gap between the “languages” preferred by the 

two mystics. Neither are there extant poetical works of the 13th century in which both 

thinkers appear, brought in tandem by some third mystical imagination. Yet it is possible 

that the saint and the shaykh do “meet” a bit later,  in Dante’s Divina Commedia, albeit 

imperfectly: only one appears as a character in the work, while the second provides a 

(possibly) foundational principle.  

Il Poverello plays a crucial role in Canto XI of Dante’s Paradiso, where St. 

Thomas Aquinas describes Francis’s love for Lady Poverty; Dante emphasizes 
                                                

619 De Voraigne, 616ff. 
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Franciscan poverty to a degree that would have appealed to the saint, finding in him “the 

new embodiment of the Spirit of Christ on Earth.”620 More fully than Francis’s previous 

biographers, Dante understood the importance of the saint’s mission and his mysticism, 

including his self-translation to the ranks of the seraphim.621

 Islamic content in Dante’s Paradiso is less pronounced, but no less suffused 

throughout the poem, at least according to Maria Rosa Menocal and others who have 

analyzed Muslim influences on the poet.

 He certainly must have 

recognized the chasm between Bonaventure and Francis; tellingly, Bonaventure is given 

Dominic’s story to tell this time (in Canto XII). Then, ironically, Dante has him praise 

Joachim of Fiore, the most famous of the Spiritual Franciscans and one who makes a 

striking contrast to Bonaventure’s more Scholastic approach. 

622 Dante’s “Mystic Rose” (as in Canto XXXII) 

parallels the Sufi “Path of the Rose,” and Dante’s cosmology owes much to the Islamic 

mystic Suhrawardi (executed in 1191). While Dante himself was probably a Franciscan 

tertiary, Miguel Asin Palacios in the 1920s identified major Islamic themes and allusions 

throughout the work. These include the implicit integration of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s writings 

and his metaphysical structure, along with Liber Scale Machometi (Kitāb al-Mi’rāj, or 

Book of the Ascension of Muhammad) and explicit mention of Saladin, Avicenna and 

Averroës, all of whom end in Limbo, not Hell, “tacitly indicat[ing] Dante’s opinion about 

those who, living in touch with Christianity and practicing all the moral virtues, [are] 

sincerely unable to accept the Christian revelation”623

                                                
620 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy: Paradise. Dorothy L. Sayers and Barbara Reynolds, trans. (New York: Penguin, 1962), 153n. 

—a stance that reflects affinity with 

the Shaykh’s perspective on the myriad forms and degrees of Divine Revelation. 

621 Ibid., 154, ll.37-38. 
622 Menocal, Arabic Role, 134-135. But see Miguel Asin Palacios, Islam and the Divine Comedy (translated from his 1926 La 
escatologia musulmana en la Divina Commedia) for the entire discussion. The translation was published by Routledge in 2012. 
623 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy: Hell, Dorothy L. Sayers, trans. (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1949), Canto IV, ll. 129, 143-
144, 1246, 96n. 
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Meeting in the Metaphysical: Jacques Lacan and Luce Irigaray 

 Turning to face psychoanalytical theory head-on, a different set of problems 

emerges. Even though psychoanalytical strategies are useful when applied to the 

operations at work behind the schema each thinker erects, and certainly behind the 

literature by and about them, it is a different story altogether if the vector is reversed. 

Lacanian theory aims to enable the analysand to move toward a more complete, authentic 

self, a self more fully capable of love. But “love” as Lacan defines it is the palest 

imitation of either mystic’s genuine desire, and their strategies for achieving it are, from a 

clinical perspective, in each case something of a caricature. At the risk of oversimpli-

fying, for brevity’s sake, the Shaykh’s interactions in his love poetry can be said to mimic 

Lacan’s “analyst’s discourse,” in which the analyst is in the place of the analysand’s 

desire, the locus of petit objet a; put another way, as the titular “Interpreter of Desire,” it 

falls to Niẓām to effect a transference of that desire onto its “Real” object. Yet at the 

same time, because this is a mystical, dialectical progression, the analysis is only 

successful if at a certain point the Subject achieves self-recognition as the barred 

Subject—and then un-bars itself. In short, and applying the logic of physics to 

metaphysics, attempting to fuse the two vectors “head to head” is untenable. The 

Franciscan model, meanwhile, is catastrophic from the start. In the analyst’s view, 

Francis’s strategy moves beyond the hysteric’s to the psychotic’s discourse, where the 

Law (the “Name of the Father”) no longer fuels the operation, revealing “the fact that 

language does not house the phenomena of jouissance: [rather,] the subject’s body is the 

locus of a jouissance that cannot be symbolized under the value phi, a jouissance of drive 
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phenomena that are delocalized outside the erogenous zones [emphasis mine].”624 Instead 

of being sought, exactly, “a jouissance that cannot be negativized [sic] imposes itself, and 

at the same time, words, incomprehensible phenomena, unheard-of signs and unfamiliar 

messages impose themselves and converge towards the subject in an order where, 

between a new Other and jouissance, there is an impossibility of their conjunction.”625

 Thus the Lacanian model and the mystical model arrive at the table with two 

mutually exclusive “Subjects supposed to know”; they are in effect too similar not to 

cancel each other out. Michel De Certeau explains the issue this way: “Lacanian theory 

entertains relations of ‘separation’ and ‘debt’ with the mystics...or, what amounts to the 

same thing, it rejects their goods, corpses of truths, and recognizes itself in the lack from 

which they received their name; something should be written about the return of these 

Christian phantoms at strategic points in analytic discourse...those strangers who share 

responsibility for making Lacanian theory possible.”

 For 

Lacan, this is the “cut in the real” where the symptom obtrudes. The issue, one of 

volition, is that in neither religious scenario is a “cure” the analysand’s objective. Given 

the stakes, the mystics would surely see the situation the other way around. 

626

[T]here is…a will to be done with, a death drive. With the mystics, a wish for loss is directed both 
toward the religious language in which the trace of their walk is imprinted (James’ “ineffability”) 
and the course of their itinerary itself. Mysticism operates as a process whereby the objects of 
meaning vanish, beginning with God…as though the function of mysticism were to bring a reli-

 Of course, in this case, Islamic 

mysticism provides an example almost as phantasmic. However, for De Certeau, some 

common ground remains: the all-humbling enigma Lacanians and mystics recognize at 

the limit of the known. His context here is 16th- and 17th-century mysticism, but his claim 

applies also to the 13th century—albeit not perfectly so:  

                                                
624 Eric Laurent, “Psychosis, or Radical Belief in the Symptom,” Lacan.com (2012), http://www.lacan.com/thesymptom/?page_id=2593. 
625 Ibid. 
626 De Certeau, “Mystic Speech” in Heterologies, 36-7. 
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gious episteme to a close and erase itself at the same time, to produce the night of the subject while 
marking the twilight of culture. It seems to me…that analytic trajectories have a similar historical 
function....[M]ysticism and psychoanalysis presuppose “something rotten in…Denmark.”627

 
 

The “death drive” is plainly an element of both mysticisms under scrutiny here. In the 

case of Francis, “Sister Death” is a creation deserving of praise, just like the rest—a face 

of the Divine welcome, awe-inspiring, and beautiful in the completeness of its reach and 

its unflagging justice. Ibn al-ʿArabī, too, has constructed a system to which the magnetic 

pull of death is indispensable, and where the most crucial revelations are revealed, at the 

slender barzakh glimpsed in dreams, love and loss, even writing; where the end opens 

into infinity just on the other side. Yet curiously, neither of these harbors the resolutely 

negative approach toward the present world that De Certeau suggests is common to all 

mysticisms (and all psychoanalysis). In fact, that is one of the most fascinating 

similarities between these two—that the charge of “pantheism” could be leveled at each 

of them by their more conservative contemporaries exactly because at no point do either 

of their approaches dip so much as an inch into despair and hopelessness. Whatever other 

invective 13th-century mystics were ready to spew at this world—its vileness, its sin, and 

its absurd deficiency alongside Paradise—these two were passionately in love with the 

evidence of God they saw in literally every created thing. “Some people are just blissed 

out,” Amy Hollywood observed at a recent lecture on mysticism, trauma and Christina 

the Astonishing. “But they’re not as interesting to read about.”628

 To say as much is not to deny a recognizably apophatic element to their mystical 

frameworks. Francis immerses himself in extraordinary human suffering, and not merely 

 Happily, these two are 

the exception.  

                                                
627 Ibid.  
628 Remarks on Christina the Astonishing, Deep Unto Deep: Exploring Mystery, Human and Divine, Villanova University Theology 
Institute Conference, Spring 2014. 
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his own. He is steeped in pain for the latter part of his 45 years—and on the other side of 

that experience, he emerges a human barzakh, an intercessor, an angel and, more to the 

point, a flesh-and-blood isthmus bridging  Lacanian registers unrecognizable for most of 

us. This he achieves, in fact, by navigating the most obscure element of Lacan’s theory: 

“On the female side of [the Sexuation formula],” Diana Rabinovich explains, “no one can 

say ‘No’ to the phallic function; impossibility arises with the non-existence of Woman as 

Woman. Courtly love appears at this point, it is love in its proper place in relation to 

desire, insofar as the Imaginary of the body is the medium which gathers the Symbolic of 

jouissance and the Real of death.”629

 Despite Caroline Walker Bynum’s reliance on maternal metaphors for women 

throughout Holy Feast and Holy Fast,

 This too, in light of the poetical works of Francis 

and Ibn al-ʿArabī, seems to be an authentic point of contact for the two. “Love in its 

proper place in relation to desire” is a priority for both, though it results in an entirely 

different sense of “place” and a completely different definition of “love” from one to the 

other. For Francis, the magnitude of his desire (the desire for nothing less than the love of 

God, communicated to Francis by means of the totality of creation) has its corollary in an 

exponentially inverse sense of self. The more magnificent the eromenos, the more vile 

must be the erastes. His model is the lover-as-slave to the very world, and so he chooses 

as his worldly metaphor the role that he knew from his youth could, and likely did—

given his father’s rages and Francis’s frailty—embody the perfect slave: his mother, Pica. 

Her real name was, of course, Giovanna, the feminine form of the name she gave her son.  

630

                                                
629 Diana Rabinovich, “What is a Lacanian Clinic?” Cambridge Companion to Lacan, Jean-Michel Rabaté, ed. (Cambridge University 
Press, 2003), 214. 

 woman as slave is not a typos she emphasized 

(nor would many contemporary female scholars, to be fair, given its distateful overtones 

630 A reliance several scholars criticized, but none so forcefully as Kathleen Biddick, who charged Bynum with being incapable of 
envisioning women in any other role, or envisioning sexual difference as anything other than “woman” (Shock of Medievalism, 142-3). 
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and shades of Carol Gilligan’s delimiting ethic of care). It is courtly love unmasked, a 

master-slave discourse, where Master = Woman (impossible Woman) and Slave = Man, 

or “impossible Man,” of which Francis might be the only one ever to exist.   

 Ibn al-ʿArabī, again, emerges as Francis’s mirror inversion. Cataphasis is a more 

defining trait of his mysticism, though the coincidence of opposites serves as guarantor of 

apophatic un-saying—and because of that, the Sexuation formula of Lacan continues to 

apply, but only from the perspective of decidedly male jouissance. In the secular 

sphere—perhaps the entire microcosm—woman is valued as woman, loved with an 

attention to mutuality and complementarity that justifies the Shaykh’s reputation as 

among the most liberal Islamic mystics of Andalusia and northern Europe. In the 

macrocosm, woman becomes The Feminine, the receptive element, the ground of being 

that accepts penetration, gives birth, nurtures, and that never stops receding into the 

background the farther along the Path the seeker travels. She is his vanishing point: the 

more perfectly she assumes her role, the more completely she ceases to exist—love in its 

proper place, in relation to desire. 

Meeting in the Flesh 

 As Jacques Le Goff writes, “The body of the Christian, dead or alive, lives in 

expectation of the body of glory that it will take on if it does not revel in the wretched 

physical body. The entire funerary ideology of Christianity revolves around the interplay 

between the wretched body and the glorious body, and is so organized as to wrest one 

from the other.”631

                                                
631 “Wrest” is the right word here; it conjures the image of Francis on Mount Verna wrestling with the angel, as Jacob did in Genesis. 
In this case, however, the angel wins. Le Goff, Saint Francis of Assisi, 11.  

 This observation is certainly true of St. Francis, but it relies on a 

dichotomy between flesh and spirit, wretched and glorious, that is far less emphatic in the 
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Shaykh’s writings. Certainly Sufi practice and theory emphasized control over the body, 

but not to the degree of dysfunction in the relationship implied here and in many 

Christian mystics contemporaneous with them. Bynum, in a kind of unintended corollary 

to Le Goff’s point, reflects in Fragmentation and Redemption on the strange paradox that 

causes those mystics most “ferocious” about ascetic practice to also exhibit “the keenest 

sense of body-soul conflict” and “the most passionate awareness of the potential of body 

to reveal the divine.”632

 Two brief but compelling autobiographical narratives about the Shaykh describe 

his encounters with the eminent Muslim philosopher Ibn Rushd (or Averroës). In the 

first, Ibn al-ʿArabī as a “beardless youth” astounds the older man with his answer to a 

rather obscure query. It bears mentioning that the barzakh is already part of his thought 

process, even then: 

 In a Christian context, her point is well taken; yet there may be no 

single Muslim mystic who consistently elevated the body more than Ibn al-ʿArabī, whose 

works regularly embark on scrupulously detailed analyses of how the various body parts, 

organs and physical inclinations have a powerful role to play in participating in the Sufi 

ascent. A commitment to the physical human being as eminently relevant to mystical 

progression, therefore, provides another illuminating nexus for the two mystics.  

Thus, in their first encounter, Ibn Rushd asks Ibn al-ʿArabī...“What kind of solution have you  
found through divine unveiling and illumination? Is it identical with what you have found through  
speculative thought?”Ibn al-ʿArabī replies:“Yes. And No. Between the yes and the no, spirits take 
wing from their matter and necks are separated from their bodies.”633

In his elegant affirmation of reason and its limits, the young Ibn al-ʿArabī suggests at 

once the entire imaginal world of potentiality sandwiched for the philosopher between 

 
 

                                                
632 Bynum, Fragmentation, 256. 
633 From al-Futūḥāt al Makkiyya, I, 153-4, quoted in Jane Clark, “Fulfilling our Potential: Ibn 'Arabi's understanding of man in a 
contemporary context.” Journal of the Ibn 'Arabi Society Website (March 29, 2001). I prefer reading the exchange as related in some 
way to how the faith-and-reason debate founders on the question of physical continuity, in light of the priority Ibn Rushd assigned that 
question in his work. Elmore, taking his cue from Ibn Rushd's horror, suggests that Ibn al-ʿArabī's answer means “those who attempt 
to ‘read between the lines’ of Sufi metaphysics without proper moral preparation may lose their heads in more ways than one” 
(“Islamic Sainthood,” 53 n.13). Mine is more polite.  
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reason and revelation. And fittingly, the human body serves as his metaphor for this 

region of endless possibility. The second story, which unfolds during Ibn Rushd’s funeral 

in 595 (1198 CE), evokes an entirely different barzakh, this one the meeting-place 

between life and death, metaphorically represented in the mule playing a pivotal part in 

the funeral procession: 

Ibn Rushd died in the year 595 and was brought back to Cordoba for burial. When his coffin was 
slung onto the horse, his compositions were slung from the other side to balance it... I composed 
some lines on the subject:  
  “This is the Imam and these his works. 

   Would that I knew whether his hopes were realized.”634

 
 

These two stories, significantly, foreshadow the fact that in his mysticism Ibn al-ʿArabī is 

navigating matters that mirror in a particular way those of the Christian community in 

Assisi a few years later. It is likely that he is, at least in part, reflecting in both on the 

eventual fate and cosmic significance of the physical body, where faith and reason meet. 

To discuss in full the impact on Ibn al-’Arabī of Ibn Rushd’s solution to the question of 

the physical form after death would be prohibitively time- and space-consuming. It is 

enough to acknowledge that the Shaykh’s views seem, more than those of his peers, 

consistent with Ibn Rushd’s “composite body” argument (that is, that the physical body is 

reconstituted after death, but not with the exact skin and bone used the first time, since 

these decay and eventually dissipate). In “The Wisdom of Breath in the Word of Jonah,” 

he acknowledges as much:  

 It is necessary that there should be some part of a man that is remembering God and with which  
 God is present, so that the rest of him might survive by His care...The Reality does not, as death,  
 have charge of the destruction of this creation, since it is not a matter of extinction so much as one  
 of severance. God takes him to himself, and to him does the whole matter return. When God takes  
 him to Himself, He fashions for him a composite body, not the physical body, of a kind  
 appropriate to the realm to which he has been transferred, which is that of eternal life by virtue of  
 the equilibrium there. There he will never die, nor will his parts be separated again.635

                                                
634 Austin, Rūḥ al-quds, 32-33. 

 
 

635 Austin, Bezels, 210. 
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A second theme of the Shaykh’s engagement with Ibn Rushd, more pronounced in the 

second anecdote, concerns the possibility of attaining redemption for acts and intentions 

after death, that is, the Islamic version of the Purgatory question. The material body is 

paramount here as well, specifically because the “hopes” Ibn al-’Arabī yearns to know 

were realized for the sage are exactly that—the resurrection in composite form of 

humanity in toto after death. Ibn al-ʿArabī is especially concerned with the value of 

unrealized intentions for good in such cases. Justice suggests there must be an advantage 

to willing the good, even when fate denies the opportunity to see it through.   

 Ibn al-ʿArabī cares a lot about the issue, and it is treated in a number of his works. 

He is not simply focused on intentionality, but on whether any good act intended—an 

“unfinished prayer” is the Qur’anic example, and this is the one the Shaykh returns to in 

his work—would also benefit others implicated in the intention, that is, whether someone 

else may reap the reward of another’s good intentions in the barzakh.  Wishing one’s 

loved ones into Paradise, for example: is the nobility of the wish a “credit” for a single 

person, or in the barzakh will everyone enjoy the fruit of that desire? In the book Land of 

Reality (Arḍ al-ḥaqīqa), a work he mentions but which is no longer extant, Ibn al-ʿArabī 

describes a “land of contemplation...a theater where all the visions of the contemplatives 

are played out, where dreams take place, and where the souls awaiting the Last Judgment 

reside.”636

                                                
636 Addas, Voyage, 54. 

 In his writing, the Shaykh frequently links this world of dreams and visions to 

the world between life and death, sometimes very explicitly, as in Risalat al-anwar where 

he identifies the imaginal world (Corbin’s “creative imagination”) as that reality where 

“the human being travels...in his sleep and after his death, and [where] he sees descriptive 

qualities as existing embodied forms.... And the intuitive person sees in his waking state 
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what the sleeper sees in the state of sleep and the deceased sees after death.”637

If My servant intends a good deed, then I count it for him as a good deed even if he does not carry 
it out. And if he does carry it out, then I count it for him as ten like unto it. And if he plans to do an 
evil deed, then I forgive him for it, as long as he does not carry it out. If he carries it out, I count it 
for him as it is.

 Yet these 

are not even the only potentialities realized in that space. According to the 17th Khabar of 

Ibn al-ʿArabī’s 101 Hadith Qudsi, God says,  

638

 
  

Later, the 32nd Khabar elaborates (generously) on the point:  

On the Day of Resurrection, when actions are displayed, God, ever mighty and majestic is He, will 
say to the angels: “Look at the prayer of My servant and see if he has completed it or if he has 
omitted anything.” If he has completed it, it shall be set down as complete. If he has omitted 
anything in it, God will say: “See if My servant has done anything voluntarily.” He will declare: 
“Complete what My servant was required to do with what he did voluntarily.” The Prophet, may 
God give him blessings and peace, added: “It is thus that the works are accepted.”639

The hoped-for “crediting” of one’s nobler goals in this imaginal space is intimately 

connected to the story of the pre-Islamic prophet, Khālid ibn Sinān, who himself makes 

an appearance in some of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s most influential works, including al-Ittihād al-

kawnī, which is dedicated to Khālid himself,

 
 

640 and the Bezels of Wisdom, an entire 

chapter of which (albeit a short one) tells his story, “The Wisdom of Resource in the 

Word of Khālid” (Chapter XXVI).  There are various legends about the prophet Khālid, 

but the Shaykh is chiefly concerned here with how he came to “manifest the Prophethood 

of the Isthmus.” Faced with likely death, Khālid had expected to glimpse the barzakh of 

the hereafter for himself, and he yearned to share his testimony afterward in order “that 

the whole world should believe in what the apostles told them so that divine Mercy 

should be available to all.”641

                                                
637 Harris, Risalat al-anwar, 74. 

 But his plans to return were flummoxed by his sons and his 

people, inspiring the Shaykh to reflect, not on whether Khālid’s wish to know for himself 

638 Stephen Hirtenstein, Martin Notcutt, Divine Sayings: 101 Hadith Qudsi (The Mishkāt al-Anwār of Ibn 'Arabi) (Oxford: Anqa 
Publishing, 2004), 47. 
639 Ibid., 55. 
640 Denis Gril, Angela Jaffray and Gerald Elmore concur that dedicatee Abu al-Fāwaris Sakhr ibn Sinān “must be none other” than the 
prophet Khālid. 
641 Austin, Bezels, 268. 
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was fulfilled—for about this there is no confusion—but on whether “the object of his 

wish” was granted to him. “Khālid sought to attain both the wish and its fulfillment, and 

thus reap two rewards; but God knows best.”642 Angela Jaffray’s introduction to the 

Ittihād offers an  analysis of legends and allegorical elements associated with Khālid’s 

story,643

 The moment reflects a charged confluence of bara’zikh. The grave itself is an 

obvious barzakh, a popular locus of divine revelation and epiphany for Muslims and 

Christians alike (Ibn al-ʿArabī’s earliest vision happens in a cemetery, where he 

encounters Moses, Jesus and Muhammad; Francis’s later miracle stories most frequently 

unfold in proximity to tombs). But the donkey itself, though natural enough in the 

company of sheep, signifies at least one barzakh, if not more than one. The presence of 

the donkey in this prophecy, awaiting the arrival of Khālid from beyond the grave, recalls 

Ya`fūr, the donkey ridden by Muhammad, which traditionally was said to descend from 

the donkey that carried Jesus into Jerusalem. Here, waiting for Khālid, he is certainly 

meant to evoke a bridge between the two prohets, and so between Islam and Christianity. 

The association makes Ibn al-ʿArabī’s devotion to Khālid particularly telling, especially 

since the Shaykh often acts as a similar bridge himself.  

 one of which is uniquely relevant here: that the sign by which Khālid’s sons were 

to know when to retrieve their father was the moment the donkey leading a flock of sheep 

stopped in front of his grave.  

 Khālid’s donkey and Ibn Rushd’s “horse” are, of course, equines of a different 

color. Cecilia Twinch and Pablo Beneito, in the accompanying notes to Mashāhid al-

Asrār al-qudsiyya wa matali’ al-anwar al-ilahiyya, briefly discuss the philosophical 

                                                
642 Ibid. 
643 Jaffray discusses Khālid at length in her critical commentary on the work dedicated to him, especially pp. 63-79. 
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shorthand that associates donkeys with “absolute transcendence” (cf. the Mu’tazilites), 

horses with “absolute immanence” and mules as the “intermediate way, the union of 

opposites, reconciling the incomparability (tanzīh) and similarity (tashbīh) of God, which 

are complementary sources of knowledge.”644 In this context, in fact, it bears noting that 

Austin’s translation of “horse” at Ibn Rushd’s funeral (above) is likely off base. Ernst, 

Winkel, Lowney and Cheshire all read “donkey,”645 while others tend toward the 

indeterminate “beast of burden” (Elmore and Bashier). If there is poetic justice in the 

world, the philosopher’s remains and works are being borne by a mule (bahglah),646 half-

donkey and half-horse, and therefore “a barzakh, isthmus or intermediary between two 

orders [implying] that the contemplative is not restricted to a limited form.”647 This is 

exactly the meaning Ibn al-ʿArabī intends in Mashāhid al-Asrār al-qudsiyya wa matali’ 

al-anwar al-ilahiyya (or Contemplation of the Holy Mysteries), where the mystic is 

advised to ride a mule along the isthmus between the two seas (practical and theoretical 

knowledge, temporal and eternal existence, body and mind). Indeed it seems the Shaykh 

took his advice to heart and often rode a mule, named al-Duldul, one of many animals he 

owned. In a somewhat surprising if mundane parallel, Ibn al-ʿArabī shares with Francis 

an affection for the animal world, not merely domesticated creatures but wild as well. (He 

himself tells the story of refusing to go hunting with his friends.648

                                                
644 Twinch and Beneito, Mashāhid al-Asrār, 52 n.19. They also make a connection I am unable to confirm between the etymological 
roots for “horse” and “imagination.” I suspect they are rendering hayula (prime matter) for imagination (rather than the usual khayal) 
and hisan for horse, but I cannot find the first two related words linked to the third in any way.  

) He was also, 

apparently, far more affectionate with Ya`fūr, his ass, than Francis ever was with his 

body, Brother Ass. 

645 Which evokes, somewhat unpleasantly, the Qur'anic “donkey carrying books” that it cannot hope to understand (Surah  6.22-5).   
646 So far, I find only Menocal reads the text that way, in Shards of Love: Exile and the Origins of the Lyric (Chapel Hill: Duke 
University Press, 1994). 
647 Ibid, 52. 
648 Futūḥāt 4:696. Carl Ernst, “Nasr Abu Zayd on Ibn `Arabi and Modernity.” Address for “The Modern Era and Ibn `Arabi.” 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (23 May 2008). Ernst notes, “Abu Zayd cites [here] the rare 1274/1857 Bulaq 
edition...hardly available in the U.S.” 
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Meeting in Mercy 

 Thus do the mental connections between the two mystics range from theological 

to literary, from theoretical to mundane, and at every level an abiding orientation toward 

mercy and compassion is recognizable in both. Ibn al-ʿArabī’s compassion flows from a 

certainty that God is its source, to the point of essentially reducing even Hell itself to a 

locus where compassion is possible, indeed, essential; otherwise the absolute Divine 

Mercy would be compromised by its existence.649

 Unveiling the divine Beloved, then, could turn out to be as Slavoj Žižek suspected 

all along in his (avant-garde) Lacanian reading of Islam: an unveiling of “no gender”:   

 It is that very benevolence—in the 

mystic and in his Divine Beloved—that makes possible for scholars like Kugle and 

Shaikh something that the usual logical, juridical, or rhetorical arguments will not 

otherwise permit (as Chapter 3 endeavored to show). One cannot redefine “male” and 

“female” and impute those new definitions onto a Shaykh who would be baffled by them. 

But one can ask of his mysticism, was there an intention to omit this or that population, to 

disenfranchise these human beings wholesale from union with God? The answer, in light 

of these all-embracing revelations from the bara’zikh, is decidedly “no. “ 

 Therefore, while some interpreters have run afoul of Islamic juridical tradition by 

trying to stretch Ibn al-ʿArabī’s system and the logic of shari`ah to permit a reductionist 

reading that devalues heterosexuality in the service of a broader human love, there is 

another, simpler way to reach the same place. An appeal to the Shaykh’s merciful 

intentionality to exclude no one is entirely justifiable on the basis of his dependence on 

(and dedication to) the model of Khālid, prophet of the Barzakh, for whom the best 

intentions are realized fully in the imaginal world.  

                                                
649 Chodkiewicz, Ocean, 45. 
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What if the true scandal this veil is meant to obfuscate is not the feminine body hidden by it, but 
the inexistence of the feminine? What if…the ultimate function of the veil is precisely to sustain 
the illusion that there is something, the substantial Thing, behind the veil. If, following 
Nietzsche’s equation of woman and truth, we transpose the feminine veil into the veil that 
conceals the ultimate truth, the true stakes of the Muslim veil becomes evident. Woman is a threat 
because she stands for the undecidability of truth. Therein lies the concealed scandal of Islam: 
only a woman, the very embodiment of the  indiscernability of truth and lie, can guarantee truth. 
For this reason, she has to remain veiled.650

 
 

Thus whether “she” is the beloved Other, or, as in Lacan’s Seminar VII, the “Big 

(M)other,” whose “strange, impenetrable alterity” perennially frustrates the lover, she is 

finally a proxy for the “fixed vanishing point of all desiring,” or “das Ding”—the thing 

that remains, which, unveiled, is No-Thing at all.651 She is a coinciding of terms that 

cancel themselves out, making their original referents immaterial compared to the desire 

they evoke, a reminder that Ibn al-ʿArabī’s Perfect Man both absorbs the Beloved and is 

subsumed within it. As in Islamic kalam, his theology transcends gender; but in his 

mystical poetry it is pervasive. This is a point Abdal Hakim Murad explores in “Islam, 

Irigaray, and the Retrieval of Gender”: “The mystics, as good immanentists read [gender] 

into almost everything... deploy[ing] it exuberantly as metaphor.”652 Where Irigaray 

posits all discourse as gendered,653 Murad demurs in the case of Islam, where “there are in 

fact three discourses: male, female and divine,” the third of which, the Qur’an, functions 

as a (gender-)neutralizing barzakh between the first two. He argues for a “missing link in 

Irigaray’s theoretical model,” but his own polarization of male-female suggests gaps in 

his own.654

                                                
650 Slavoj Žižek, “The Antimonies of Tolerant Reason” (from “A Glance Into the Archives of Islam”), Lacan.com (2006), 7-8. 

 Still, in highlighting Irigaray’s omission of regard for the “aged mother” as 

among the faces of the feminine, despite the prominence of that model in Muslim 

literature, he makes a crucial point. The Mother, after all, is the site of the Lacanian Real 

(according to Seminar VII), paralleling “the Lady” in courtly love literature, and so, at 

651 Ibid., 5-7. 
652 Abdal Hakim Murad, “Islam, Irigaray and the Retrieval of Gender” (Masud.co.uk, April 1999).  
653 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, Catherine Porter and Carolyn Burke, trans. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 134. 
654 Murad, “Islam, Irigaray and the Retrieval of Gender.” 
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least for Žižek, the incarnate coincidence of opposites.655

Grave Matters 

 It is worth recalling how critical 

the metaphor of motherhood was for Francis in achieving his spiritual epiphany on La 

Verna, and how epitomized it is in the death-side ministrations of Brother Jacopa. 

Perhaps the figurative veil over the feminine in Islam and the unexamined urn ostensibly 

bearing witness to Francis’s last visitor function in similar ways.  

 The Shaykh’s tomb is a popular site for pilgrims worldwide. It is also associated, 

as is the Assisi Basilica, with divine interventions and epiphanies, and has been so from 

the beginning.656 Upon his death in 1240, the Shaykh left no possessions to be inherited 

by anyone, though his friend Abu Shāma repots neutrally that it was a “fine burial” 

nonetheless, in Damascus on Mount Qassioun. Over the ensuing centuries, Ibn al-

ʿArabī’s detractors (and there were many) destroyed and defaced the site. However, the 

destruction and vitriol came to an end—at least, in terms of the tomb657

On 28 Sept. 1516, Salim I entered Damascus….[In October 1517, he] began the construction of a 
mosque and mausoleum that would harbor the tomb of Ibn al-ʿArabī…[which he] had visited 
during a previous stay...The [original] tomb lay behind a fence, abandoned among the weeds. 
Salim oversaw the project, which progressed quickly. On 5 Feb 1518, Friday prayer was 
celebrated there in the Sultan’s presence.

—when the 

Ottomans claimed Damascus in the 16th century: 

658

 
  

The restoration of the grave seems to have stemmed from a prophecy attributed to the 

Shaykh predicting the Ottoman triumph and especially victory in Syria.659

                                                
655 Žižek, “Glimpse” 171. 

 Addas believes 

the prophecy to be apocryphal, and holds a similar view with regard to another legend 

surrounding the site, a conspiracy theory that Ibn al-ʿArabī was assassinated by angry 

656 Images from both gravesites appear in the Appendix, Figures 29 through 32. 
657 Polemics, apologetics and interpretive adaptations relevant to the Shaykh's work are discussed in the expansive treatment of his 
legacy by Alexander Knysh, Ibn 'Arabi in the Later Islamic Tradition: The Making of a Polemical Image in Medieval Islam (Albany: 
SUNY Press, 1999).  
658 Claude Addas, Ibn ʿArabī: The Voyage of No Return. David Streight, trans. (Cambridge, U.K.: Islamic Texts Society, 2000), 1. 
659 Ibid., 2. 
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jurists he had insulted. According to this account, they were so inflamed at his remarks 

that they resolved to bury him literally on the spot, but upon digging his grave discovered 

a treasure chest full of gold pieces, intended (by the Shaykh) to shame them into 

recognizing their shallow materialism. This story, too, Addas deems a “fabrication”—as 

is an entirely different version of his death, in which a bereft city of Damascus closed up 

shop and mourned the loss of the greatest Shaykh for three solid days.660

Complementary Coincidence 

 A coincidence of 

opposites, right up to the very end.  

 
 So too, on first glance, must appear this lengthy juxtaposition of Francis of Assisi 

and Ibn al-ʿArabī, in which have been interwoven their mystical approaches, attitudes 

toward language, relationships with death and the tomb, and especially the curious 

inverse reflections of one another in terms of desire, gender and the physical body. Rather 

than merely flagging evident similarities and departures, this study has endeavored, 

through strategies that impinge on aspects of psychoanalysis, gender theory and feminist 

criticism, to reveal how their shared fundamental priorities—mercy and compassion, 

spiritual and practical poverty, and above all mystical revelation—serve as compass 

points bringing two travelers to the same place, the Shaykh by the “high road,” as it were, 

and his Christian counterpart by what can only be the “low” one. To set sail with the 

(mixed) metaphor, it has been as though each has booked passage, one insisting he ride in 

steerage on the Ship of Stone.   

 

 

 
                                                

660 Addas, Quest, 287-288. 
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